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III 
"Uncertainty appears as the fundamental 
problem for complex organizations, and 
coping with uncertainty, as the essence of the 
administrative process. " 
(Thompson, 1967, p. 159) 
''To survive, organizations lm/st have 
mechanisms to interpret ambiguous events 
and ta pro vide meaning and direction ta 
participants. " 
(Weick, 2001, p.255) 
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RÉSUMÉ
 
La gestion de portefeuille de projets fait référence à un ensemble de processus et de 
pratiques pour gérer un groupe de projets et de programmes afm d'atte indre des objectifs 
stratégiques d'affaires. Jusqu'à maintenant, l'emphase dans ce domaine a surtout été mise sur 
la sélection, la priorisation et l'alignement stratégique des projets. La littérature actuelle en 
gestion de projets fait peu de cas des perturbations potentielles qui peuvent affecter les 
portefeuilles de projets telles: l'ajout de nouveaux projets, les projets interrompus, les projets 
retardés, la planification imprécise due aux incertitudes et les perturbations dans 
l'environnement externe. Cela peut paraître surprenant sachant que la gestion des 
changements a été étudiée depuis plusieurs années dans les domaines de la gestion du 
changement dans les projets uniques, en théorie des organisations et en études stratégiques. 
Cette recherche doctorale propose donc d'étudier la question de recherche suivante: 
Dans des environnements dynamiques, comment gère-t-on l'incertitude affectant les 
portefeuilles de projets? 
Depuis quelques années, les mécanismes de contrôle ont été étudiés dans le contexte de 
la gestion de projets uniques mais paradoxalement la plupart de ces idées n'ont pas été 
incluses dans les publications sur la gestion de portefeuilles de projets. Il n'est d'ailleurs pas 
nécessairement évident que les mêmes techniques soient applicables au niveau du portefeuille 
ou s'il est suffIsant d'instaurer de la flexibilité au niveau des projets pour obtenir de la 
flexibilité au niveau du portefeuille. 
Le cadre des capacités dynamiques est utilisé comme cadre conceptuel pour étudier la 
gestion des portefeuilles de projets dans des environnements dynamiques. Selon le concept 
des capacités dynamiques, les ressources et les capacités doivent continuellement être 
réallouées et ré-optimisées afm de s'adapter aux changements de l'environnement. Seulement 
quelques études empiriques ont été effectuées dans ce domaine et elles ne décrivent que très 
peu la façon de mettre en place et de maintenir ces capacités dynamiques en pratique. 
Cette recherche doctorale est basée sur une analyse rétrospective de quatre portefeuilles 
de projets dans deux fIrmes. SuffIsamment de matériel a pu être recueilli et analysé pour 
apporter des contributions dans au moins quatre champs: (1) l'ajout de connaissances dans le 
domaine de la gestion des portefeuilles de projets en explorant comment les portefeuilles sont 
gérés dans des environnements dynamiques une fois qu'ils sont sélectionnées et approuvés; 
(2) l'analyse des relations entre les sources d'incertitude dans des environnements 
dynamiques et les mécanismes mis en place afm de minimiser leur impact et de capitaliser 
sur les opportunités; (3) une opéralisation des concepts du cadre des capacités dynamiques et 
(4) des suggestions d'amélioration au cadre des capacités dynamiques. 
Mots clés:
 gestion de projets, gestion de portefeuilles de projets, incertitude, nsques, 
capacités dynamiques 
ABSTRACT
 
Project Portfolio Management refers to a set of processes and practices to manage a 
group of projects and programs to achieve strategic business objectives. The main focus of 
Project Portfolio Management until now has been on project selection and prioritization and 
on the strategic alignment of projects. The current literature on Project Portfolio Management 
makes little mention of potential disturbances to project portfolios such as: new projects, 
terminated projects, delayed projects, incorrect planning due to high uncertainty, and changes 
in external environment. This is somewhat surprising considering that management in the 
face of uncertainty has been studied for a number of years in the fields of: change 
management of single projects, Organization Theory, and Strategy Theory'. 
This research investigates the following research question: How is uncertainty ajJecting 
project portfolios managed in dynamic environments? 
While different approaches have been developed in the context of the management of 
single projects, these ideas have not been carried over to the management of project 
portfolios. It is unclear whether these approaches are applicable at the portfolio level or 
whether it is sufficient to incorporate flexibility at the project level to ga in flexibility at 
portfo lio leve L 
The dynamic capabilities framework is used as the framework to study the 
management of project portfolios in dynamic environments. According to the concept of 
dynamic capabilities, resources and capabilities must be constantly re-allocated and re­
optirnized to adapt to changing environments. Only a few such capabilities have been 
investigated empirically and unfortunately there are very few descriptions of how frrms can 
implement and maintain dynamic capabilities in practice. 
The research is based on four portfolios in two firrns using retrospective analysis. 
Sufficient material was collected and analyzed to contribute to at least four areas: (1) to 
provide a better understanding of the management of project portfolios, more specifically of 
the operational activities involved once portfolios are selected and authorized; (2) to analyze 
the relationships between the sources of uncertainty in dynamic environments and the 
mechanisrns put in place by organizations to minirnize their impact and to capitalize on 
opportunities; (3) to develop ways to operationalize the concepts in the dynamic capabilities 
framework; and (4) to suggest irnprovements to the dynamic capabilities framework. 
Keywords:
 project management, project portfolio management, uncertainty, risks, 
dynamic capabilities 
1 The expressions Organization Theory and Strategy Theory in uppercase refer to the fields of 
study which include a numberof theories. 
INTRODUCTION
 
The Project Management Institute (PMI) published a Standard for Portfolio 
Management (2008b) in which they defme a project portfolio as: "a collection of projects or 
programs and other work that are grouped together to facilitate effective management of that 
work to meet strategic business objectives" (p. 138). The PMI standard proposes a process to 
manage project portfolios. This process, like a number of previous publications on this topic 
(Artto, 2004; Cooper, Edgett, and Kleinschmidt, 2001; Shenhar et al., 2007) stresses toc 
importance of the alignment of the project portfolio to the frrm's strategy, the identification, 
and prioritization of the projects being prime to ensure that frrms execute the most beneficial 
projects. 
The concept is analogous to financ ial portfolios where different factors are taken into 
consideration before investing: risks, returns, time-to-benefits, complexity, portfolio balance, 
and so forth. Similarly, the primary focus of Project Portfolio Management (PPM) has been 
on how to select and prioritize projects to ensure that risks, complexity, potential returns, and 
resource allocations are balanced and aligned to the corporate strategy in order to provide 
optimal benefits to the enterprise. 
The publications on PPM, including the normative body ofknowledge, such as the PMI 
standards and the Office of Government Commerce (OGC) publications, are fairly recent and 
most of them have attempted to address the most pressing needs rather than to cover ail 
aspects in this field. For example, the PPM literature makes little mention of potential 
disturbances to the portfolio typically found in dynamic environments, such as: new projects, 
terminated projects, delayed projects, incorrect planning due to high uncertainty, changing 
priorities, lack of resources on projects, changing business conditions, and new threats and 
opportunities which might impact the successful implementation of the portfolio between 
portfolio planning cycles. It is not argued that the current processes and governance 
framework are incorrect or inadequate but just incomplete. It is therefore suggested to 
supplement the existing processes with additional empirical information. 
2 
The PMI Standard for Portfolio Management (2008b) does suggest that changes to the 
strategy rnight result in a re-alignment of the portfolio. However, ad-hoc disturbances to the 
ongoing and approved project portfolios have been neglected. For example, the notion of new 
project requests to be included in an existing project portfolio is barely mentioned. This 
assumes an environrnent characterized by stability, predictability, and the ability to deploy a 
business strategy through a top-down cascading process. The study of the management of 
single projects has shown that organizations in dynamic environments face additiona 1 
challenges: changing goals, continuous re-planning, shorter time for decisions, poorer quality 
of information, and constant re-allocation of resources. Empirical evidence shows that 
organizations facing higher uncertainty in dynamic environments put in place different 
approaches to maintain efficiency while keeping the organization flexible. The main 
assumption of this research is therefore that, for many fmns, the environment is unstable, and 
that uncertainty must be managed to rnitigate the impacts on project portfolios. 
Prelirninary research work perfonned at two fmns during the surnrner of 2008 in 
addition to discussions with portfolio managers has indicated that fmns in turbulent 
environrnents are indeed trying to put in place specific mechanisms to manage their project 
portfolios. Feedback receÎVed from academics and practitioners at the doctoral poster session 
at the 2008 PMI Research Conference, in Warsaw, confmned a strong interest in this topic. 
Portfolio managers are looking for tools and concepts to assist them but unfortunately the 
mechanisrns to adapt to changing environments have been neglected in the PPM literature. 
This is somewhat surprising considering that management in the face ofuncertainty has been 
studied for a number of years in the fields of: (1) change management of single projects, (2) 
Organization Theory, and (3) Strategy Theory. 
The fàct that this topic has been neglected in the area ofPPM should not be seen as an 
indication of its lack of importance or relevance for the business community. The study of 
change management is covered in detail in normative bodies of know ledge in project 
management published by PMI, the Construction Industry Institute, and the Association for 
Project Management (APM). In this body of litera ture , changes are considered costly and 
something to be minimized. A number of techniques have been developed to control them. 
3 
Based on the observations that (1) the management of project portfolios once projects 
are selected and prioritized has been on1y superficially investigated and (2) that many project 
portfolios face dynamic environments which results in a high level of uncertainty, this 
doctoral research proposes to address the foUowing research question: How is uncertainty 
afJecting project portfolios managed in dynamic environments? This includes the study of: 
processes, procedures, tools, organizationa 1 structures, governance, and decision rules. The 
objectives of the research can be surnmarized as follows: 
•
 to identify the organizing mechanisms2 used to manage uncertainty affecting project 
portfolios in dynamic environments; 
•
 to evaluate the use of the dynamic capability framework for the study of project 
portfolios; 
•
 to study project portfolio management at the operationallevel using concepts borrowed 
from dynamic capabilities (traditionally used to study strategic processes at corporate 
level); 
•
 to identify potentially useful practices in the field of project portfolio management; and 
•
 to detect gaps in existing standards for PPM which have been developed by standard 
bodies. 
Approaches developed to manage single projects in dynamic environments (such as 
different planning techniques, scope control, lifecycle strategies, planned f1exibility, 
controlled experimentation, and time-based pacing) could be used as a starting point. Weick's 
Sensemaking Theory (1979, 1995a, 200 l, 2003) also provides a good framework for studying 
the research topic. Weick suggests that rather than focusing on organizations, attention 
should be redirected to the process of organizing. In this theory, environments are not 
considered to exist out-there but are scanned and interpreted. When changes occur in the 
environment they must frrst be interpreted, and courses of action selected using a set of rules 
based on the retention of patterns and knowledge from previous experiences. 
2 See Curther discussion in section 2.2 about the concept of organizing mechanisms as the unit 
ofanalysis. 
4 
Another body of knowledge which helps to answer the research question cornes from 
Strategy Theory. The publications on dynamic capabilities argue that it is no longer sufficient 
to develop unique resources or capabilities (as initially proposed in the Resource-Based 
View) to gain a strategic advantage but that resources and capabilities must be constantly re­
allocated and re-optimized to adapt to changing environments. PPM can be considered a 
good example of a dynamic capability but more importantly Teece (2009) proposes a 
dynamic capabilities framework which can be used in the study of PPM. The framework 
includes the fol1owing capabilities: sensing, seizing, and transforrning/reconfiguring. Teece 
includes knowledge management lll1der the transforrning dynamic capability, a concept 
analogous to Weick's retention in the sensemaking mode!. However, the activities related to 
the organizational memory (i.e. knowledge management and retention) are excluded from the 
study because this topic is very broad and would require a study in itself over a long period of 
time. In addition, it does not specifically address the research question. 
Even though the concept of dynamic capabilities has been prevalent in the strategic 
management literature for at least ten years, solutions are not readily available to portfolio 
managers. Only a few such capabilities have been investigated empirically and lll1fortunately 
there are very few descriptions of how frrms can implement and maintain dynamic 
capabilities in practice. Describing and analyzing how portfolios are managed in dynamic 
environments has the potential to provide empirical evidence of a dynamic capability and to 
contribute to a better lll1derstanding of this phenomenon. 
This thesis summarizes the results of a research carried out between 2008 and 2010. It 
is composed of two parts. The frrst part includes the frrst three chapters. Chapter 1 presents a 
literature review beginning w ith how PPM has evolved over time to become a set of 
govemance processes documented in standards and other bodies of knowledge. The concept 
of unceltainty is then discussed and compared to other sirnilar terms such as unexpected 
events, deviations, and risks. Different project management approaches, which have been 
developed ta cope with dynamic enviranment, are then presented. These are then analysed in 
relation to the goals of PPM to try to identify the CUITent limitations in its use in dynamic 
environments, when uncertainty is high. Finally, Weick's sensemaking theory is compared to 
Teece 's dynamic capability. This leads to a description of the conceptual framework, 
5 
described in Chapter ll. It is based primarily on Teece's dynarnic capabilities and it is 
composed of three main levels: organizational context, dynamic capabilities, and organizing 
mechanisms. Chapter III describes the methodology. It first slUTImarizes the research strategy 
and provides the rational for the use of multiple cases. The case study design and methods 
(inc luding pilot cases, selecting the cases, collecting the evidence, analys ing the evidence, 
and reporting the results) are then described. The chapter concludes with limitations and 
exclusions to the study and the ethical aspects which were taken into consideration during the 
research. 
The second part includes Chapters IV to X. Chapter IV provides a detailed description 
of the two frrrns and of the four portfolios which have been studied. An updated conceptual 
framework is proposed in Chapter V. After having presented a detailed description of the 
type of uncertainty encountered during a period of at least one year, in Chapter VI, and the 
different mechanisrns identified in each of the components of the dynamic capabilities 
framework (recorifiguring, seizing, sensing, transforming, second-order seizing, and second­
order sensing) are discussed for each frrm in Chapters VII and VIII. These mechanisrns are 
then analysed within the context of the uncertainty they were put in place to manage. The 
results of a cross-case analysis are presented in Chapter IX. 
Chapter X discusses the implications for theory and practice of the results presented in 
the previous chapter. It frrst provides a discussion of findings related to the use of dynamic 
capabilities as a conceptual framework. This is followed by sorne reflections on PPM in 
dynamic environments leading to a number of propos itions which could be explored in nlture 
research. The conclusion summarizes the contributions of the research and its limitations. 
FIRST PART 
LITERATURE REVIEW, CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK, AND METHODOLOGY 
CHAPTERI 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
This chapter frrst reviews how PPM has evolved over time to become a set of 
governance processes documented in standards and other bodies of knowledge. The concept 
of uncertainty is then discussed and compared to other similar terrns such as unexpected 
events, deviations, and risks. Different project management approaches, which have been 
developed to cope with dynamic environrnent, are then presented. These are then analysed in 
relation to the goals of PPM to try to ident ify the CUITent limitations in its use in dynamic 
environments, when uncertainty is high. Finally, Weick's sensemaking and Teece's dynamic 
capability theory are presented to provide the theoretical base for the conceptual framework 
presented in Chapter II. 
1.1 Project Portfolio Management 
This section describes how the empirical and theoretical foundations of PPM have 
developed to bring more focus on the selection and prioritization of projects to ensure value 
maximization and alignment to the strategy of frrrns managing multiple projects. PPM 
governance and processes are then briefly described to identi:fy sorne of the latest 
understanding of the CUITent limitations and unresolved issues related to the topic proposed in 
this doctoral research. 
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1.1.1 Origins of PPM 
The concept of project portfolio management is based on the earlier theories of 
portfolio selection in the field of fmance. In 1952, Harry Markowitz published his seminal 
paper "Portfolio Selection" where he lays down the foundations for the modem portfolio 
theory based on the now weIl established notion of efficient frontier between the expected 
return and the risk (Markowitz, 1952). Portfolio diversification existed weil before 1952. 
Investors knew that they had to invest in a variety of securities to increase their revenue while 
rninimizing risks. A subsequent publication by Markowitz (1999) actually dates the concept 
back to the 1i h Century. However, earlier investors focused on assessing the risks and 
benefits of individual securities; they would then select the opportunities for gain with the 
least amount of risk. Markowitz is considered the father of portfolio theory because he was 
the flfst to publish a theory taking into consideration the mathematical aspects of the risk­
reward characteristics. Modem portfolio theory covers the effects of diversification when 
risks are correlated, distinguishes between efficient and inefficient portfolios, and calculates 
the risk-return of the portfolio as a whole. 
Large industrial organizations face the same kind of challenges as fmancial investors. 
They have to select which product to invest in to maximize revenues while matching the leve 1 
of risk and uncertainty that the firms are willing to take. Sorne of the diversification concepts 
from modem portfolio theory are therefore used in marketing and product management to 
optimize the balance of products. Ore of the most renowned techniques, the growth-share 
matrix, was developed by the Boston Consulting Group to ident ify where different products 
in a given portfolio lay over two scales: market growth rate and relative market share (Boston 
Consulting Group, 1970). The strategy was developed around the idea that cash-cows 
(product with high market share and low growth) would generate sufficient profit to satisfy 
shareholders, and allow investrnents in stars (high growth and high market share) and 
question marks (high growth and low market share) to ensure revenues in the future. This 
introduced the concept of product portfo lio management. 
In the 1970's, research and development (R&D) enterprises slowly started to develop 
different quantitative decision models to support their project selection and resolve the 
resource allocation between projects to help them in reaching their strategic objectives. 
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However, Baker and Freeland (1975) note that many of these models were actually ignored in 
practice. The most prevalent method was still traditional capital budgeting thus ignoring the 
non-monetary aspects of the projects. 
McFarian (1981) introduces the concept of the selection of information technology (IT) 
projects and is now considered to be the author who provided sorne of the œsis for tœ 
modem field of PPM He proposes tools to assess the risks of individual projects and 
portfolios of projects. McFarlan suggests that the IT project risks are based on the "size and 
structure of the project and the company's experience with the technology involved" (p. 142). 
Risk-unbalanced portfolios might leave gaps for competition to step in and lead an 
organization to suffer opera tiona1 disruptions (De Reyck et al., 2005). 
In the mid-80's and early 90's, sorne researchers started to study the projeet-oriented 
company, defmed by Gareis (1989; 2004) as a company that frequently applies projects and 
programs to perform re!atively unique bus iness processes. Sorne authors prefer to talk about 
management by projeets or mufti-projeet management (Anavi-Isakow and Golany, 2003; 
Blomquist and Wilson, 2004; Cooke-Davies, 2002; Engwall and Sjogren Kallqvist, 2001; 
Fernez-Walch and Triomphe, 2004; Zika-Viktorsson, Sundstrom, and Engwall, 2006). The 
main idea is that enterprises not only have to manage single projects successfully to meet 
competition but also need to manage a large portion of their bus iness through projects. This 
can easily be explained by the fact that according to Payne (1995) up to 90% of ail projects, 
by value, occur in a multi-project context. Firms have to select and prioritize the right 
projeets in addition to do the projects right (Dinsmore and Cooke-Davies, 2006b). This 
brought sorne consensus towards a common understand ing and definitions of project 
portfolios and of the project portfolio management processes, which are presented in the next 
sections. 
1.1.2 Project Portfolio Defmitions 
PMI defmes a project, as "a temporary endeavor undertaken to create a unique product, 
service or result" (2008a, p. 434) while APM (2006) defmes it as "a unique, transient 
endeavor undertaken to achieve a desired outcome" (p. 150). Both of these defmitions 
emphasize the temporary nature of the undertaking (meaning that every project has a defmite 
beginning and end) and its non-repetitive nature (i.e. a project creates unique deliverables). 
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On the other hand programs are defmed by PMI as: "a group of related projects 
managed in a coordinated way to obtain benefits and control not available from managing 
them individually. Programs may include elements of related work outside the scope of the 
discrete projects in the program" (2008c, p. 312). APM defmes programme! as: "a group of 
related projects, which may include related business-as-usual activities, that together achieve 
a beneficial change of a stmtegic nature for an organization" (2006, p. 149). 
Earlier publications used the terrn program to also coyer the notion of portfolios. For 
example, Pellegrinelli (1997) uses the expression portfolio programme to refer to a grouping 
of independent projects with a common theme. aGe publications (2007) also use the term 
programme to mean ahnost the same thing as the above defmitions of portfolios. However, 
this confusion seems to have gradually disappeared. 
The frrst definitions of project portfolios were fairly close to the financial portfolio 
defmitions. For example, Archer and Ghasemzadeh (1999, 2004) propose a defmition of 
project portfolio as "a group of projects that are carried out under the sponsorship ancl/or 
management of a particular organization" (Archer and Ghasemzadeh, 1999, p. 208). Dye and 
Pennypacker (1999) include the notion offit to organizationa 1strategy in their definition of a 
project portfolio as "a collection of projects that, in aggregate, make up an organization's 
investment strategy" (p. 12). Githens (2002) adds the notion of program and fit to 
organizationa 1strategy in his defmition which reads as: "a collection of projects or programs 
that fit into an organizational strategy. Portfolios include the dimensions of market newness 
and technical innovativeness" (p. 84). 
The PMI Standard for Portfolio Management (2008b) keeps previous notions (e.g. 
inclusion of programs, alignrnent to strategy) in their definition but include other work in the 
scope of project portfolio defined as: "a collection of projects and programs and other work 
that are grouped together to facilitate effective management of that work to meet strategic 
business objectives. The projects or programs of the portfolio may not necessarily be 
interdependent or directly related" (p. 138). 
1 APM uses the British spellingprogramme instead ofprogram. 
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Project porrfolios can a150 include other portfolios (sometimes called sub-portfolios or 
lower level portfolios). The hierarchy between portfolios, programs, and projects used by 
PMI is displayed graphically in Figure 1.1. Programs are not always present in portfolios. 
They are created when a number of projects must be managed together, typically because 
they have very strong dependencies and that benefrts are gained by managing a number of 
projects together. 
In its definition of project portfolio, APM adds the notion of resource constraints and 
leve15 of management as: "a grouping of an organization's projects, programmes and related 
business-as-usual activities taking into account resource constraints. Portfolios can be 
managed at an organizational, programme or functionallevel" (2006, p. 146). 
On the other hand, OGC does not use the term project portfolio but rather the term 
portfolio to refer to the project and programme investment. Their definition reflects this 
notion as: 
the totality of an organization's investment (or segment thereof) in the changes 
required to achieve its strategie objectives (Jenner and Kilford, 20 Il, p. 131; Office of 
Govemment Commerce, 2008b, p.5) 
Finally, Turner and Müller (2003) take a different avenue and build on the notion of 
projects as temporary organizations to defme the portfolio as: "an organization, (temporary or 
pelmanent) in which a group of projects are managed together to coordinate interfaces and 
prioritize resources between them and thereby reduce uncertainty" (p. 7). However, this 
defmition of a project portfolio as an organization does not seem to have been widely 
accepted by the business and acadernic communities. 
Table A.I, in Appendix A, compares the djfferent notions included in the djfferent 
defmitions presented in this section. The defin it ions from PMI and APM, which are very 
sirnilar and have become the most prevalent, are adopted in this thesis. 
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Figure 1.1: Portfolios, Prograrm and Projects - High Level View. 
1.1.3 Project Portfolio Management 
Although there seems to be sorne uniformity in the recent deflnitions of a project 
portfolio, there is still much variety in the defmitions of PPM. Authors focus on different 
aspects in their defmitions and none ofthem seem complete. For example, PMI lists the PPM 
sub-processes and repeats its defmition of portfolio in its definition of PPM as "the 
centralized management of one or more portfolios, which includes identifying, prioritizing, 
authorizing, managing, and controlling projects, prograrns, and other related work, to achieve 
specific strategic business objectives" (Project Management Institute, 200Sb, p. 13S). 
On the other hand, Dye and Pennypacker (1999) prefer to focus on the term 
management and defme PPM as "the art and science of applying a set of knowledge, skills, 
tools, and teclmiques to a collection of projects in order to meet or exceed the needs and 
expectations of an organization's investment strategy" (p. xii). 
Sorne recent deflnitions emphas ize strategic alignment and define PPM as "the 
management of that collection of projects and programmes in which a company invests to 
implement its strategy" (Rajegopal, McGuin, and Waller, 2007, p. II) and is very similar to 
Levine's (2005) definition as ''the management of the project portfolio so as to maximize the 
contribution of projects to the overall welfare and success of the enterprise" (p. 22). The 
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APM leaves out the notion of strategic alignment but includes the idea of resource constraint 
in their defmition as "the selection and management of a1l of an organization's projects, 
programmes and related operational activities taking into account resource constraints" 
(2006, p. 147). 
Cooper, Edgett, and Kleinsclunidt focus on the decision and revision processes in their 
defmition of PPM as "a dynarnic decis ion process wherein the list of active new products and 
R&D projects is constantly revised" (2001, p. 3). This defmition supports particularly we1l 
the standpoint taken in this thesis that project portfolios are dynarnic entities which must be 
constantly monitored, controlled, and decided upon to ensure that they are kept in line with 
the organizational goals. 
McDonough and Spital (2003) point out that PPM is more thanjust project selection. lt 
inc ludes "the day-to-day management of the portfolio including the polic ies, practices, 
procedures, tools, and actions that managers take to manage resources, make allocation 
decisions, and ensure that the portfolio is balanced in such a way as to ensure successful 
portfolio-wide new product performance" (p. 1864). 
Table A.2, in Appendix A, compares the different defmitions of PPM. What is 
fundamental and what should be remembered from ail these defmitions is that PPM is put in 
place to ensure that the right rnix of projects is selected and managed in order to support the 
organization's strategy. 
1.lA Recent Themes 
The f01l0wing sections review the f01l0wing themes related to PPM: 
•
 Goals of Project Portfolio Management 
•
 Project Portfolio Governance 
•
 Methods for PPM 
These themes are inspired from the review of the PPM literature by Killen, Hunt, and 
Kleinsclunidt (2û07b) organizational environment and effects. Although sorne authors have 
specifica1ly studied the decision process in portfolio meetings (Christiansen and Varnes, 
2008), the PPM as a decision-making process is covered under the sub-section 1.1.6 within 
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the broader theme of project portfolio govemance. In addition to the three themes listed 
above, there have also been sorne publications on how to implement PPM in organizations 
(Pennypacker and Retna, 2009; Smogor, 2002), on the value of PPM (perry and Hatcher, 
2008), and on the role of the portfolio manager (Jonas, 2010; Jonas, Meskendah~ and 
GemÜl1den, 2009). These topics are outside the scope of this literature review because they 
are not relevant for the research question. 
1.1.5 Goals of Project Portfolio Management 
According to Cooper, Edgett, and Kleinschmidt (l997b) which was later republished in 
(Cooper, Edgett, and Kleinschmidt, 2001; Pennypacker and Dye, 2002), PPM has three main 
goals: 
Goal 1 - Value Maximization: To allocate resources so as to maximize the value of 
the portfolio in terms of sorne business objectives, such as profitability. [... ] The 
values of projects to the business are determined, and projects are ranked according to 
this value until there are no more resources. 
Goal 2 - Balance: To achieve a desired balance ofprojects in terms of a number of 
parameters: long-term projects versus short-term ones; high-risk versus sure bets; and 
across various markets, technologies, and project types. 
Goal 3 - Strategie direction: To ensure that the [mal portfolio ofprojects reflects the 
business's strategy, that the breakdown of spending across projects, areas, markets, 
etc., rnirrors the business's strategy, and that ail projects are on strategy (pennypacker 
and Dye, 2002, p. 196-1 97). 
In addition to these three goals, Kendall and Rollins (2003) add:
 
Goal 4: Monitoring the planning and execution of the chosen projects.
 
Goal 5: Evaluating new opportunities against the CUITent portfolio and comparatively
 
to each other, taking into account the organization's project execution capacity.
 
Goal 6: Providing information and recommendations to decision makers at aillevels. 
There is unanimity in the literature on Goal 3, which for sorne authors is the prime goal 
of PPM. Many authors, including PMI, use the term alignment or alignment ta strategy to 
refer to this goal The last ten years have also seen an increase in the number of publications 
on alignment of projects with business strategy (Dinsmore and Cooke-Davies, 2006b; 
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Garfein, 2005; Lan-ying and Yong-dong, 2007; Lanka, 2007; Milosevic and Srivannaboon, 
2006; Shenhar et al., 2007). 
On the other hand there is no consensus on goal 4. According to APM (2006), it is the 
portfolio characteristics which should be monitored, not the projects thernselves. Morris and 
Jamieson (2005) also observe that PPM is prirnarily to select and prioritize projects not to 
manage them. 
In its process, the PMI Standard for Portfolio Management (2008b) supports five of the 
six goals. It focuses on the link between PPM and organizational strategy (Goal 3) and 
includes evaluation (Goal 1), portfolio balancing (Goal 2), plus monitoring and control (Goal 
4 and 6). New opportunities (GoalS) are not explicitly covered in the standard. 
The next section reviews the existing processes and govemance rules which have been 
developed primarily by PMI, APM, and OGC. This will help to understand the existing 
frameworks in relation to PPM goals. 
1.1.6 Project Portfolio Govemance 
Govemance can be established at different levels in an organization and the use of the 
term can lead to sorne confusion. In a project management context, at least three levels can te 
defmed: 
• corporate (or organization) govemance; 
• p0l1foiio governance; and 
• project govemance. 
1.1.6.1 Corporate Govemance 
According to the Organization for Economic Co-Operation and Development (OECD): 
corporate govemance involves a set of relationships between a company's 
management, its board, its shareholders, and other stakeholders. Corporate govemance 
also provides the structure through which the objectives of the company are set, and 
the means of attaining those objectives and monitoring performance are determined 
(OECD, 2004, p.ll). 
Good corporate govemance provides proper incentives for the board and management 
to pursue objectives that are in line with the interests of the company and its shareholders. It 
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facilitates effective monitoring and control and ensures the board's accountability to the 
company and the shareholders. Codes of corporate governance have been developed 
primarily for companies listed on stock markets. They are often studied in terms of Agency 
Theory defining the relationships between the principal (i.e. the owners) and the agent (i.e. 
the managers) hired to undertake some action on behalf of the principal. "Governance 
provides a framework for ethical decision-making and managerial action within an 
organization that is based on transparency, accountability and defined roles" (Müller, 2009, 
p. 2). 
According to PMI Standard for Portfolio Management (2008b), organizational 
governance "establishes the limits of power, mies of conduct, and protocols that 
organizations use to manage progress towards the achievement of their strategic goals. [...] 
the process by which an organization directs and controls its operational and strategie 
activities, and by which the organization responds to the legitimate rights, expectations, and 
desires of its stakeholders" (p. 7). OGC specifies that corporate govemance "encompasses 
the structures, accountabilities and policies, standards and process for decision-making within 
an organisation" (2008a, p.78). 
1.1.6.2 Project Portfolio Governance and Project Governance 
Hazard and Crawford (2004) suggest to use the term project govemance regardless of 
whether the unit of discussion is a project, program, or portfolio. This is also the approach 
that Müller (2009) follows in defining the governance in the project management context as 
follows: 
governance, as it applies to portfolios, programs, projects and project management 
coexists within the corporate governance framework. It comprises the value system, 
responsibilities, processes, and policies that allow projects to achieve organizational 
objectives and fosters implementation that is in the best interests of ail the 
stakeholders, interna 1or external, and the corporation itself (pA). 
More specifically, PMI Standard for Portfolio Management defmes project portfolio 
governance as "a set of interrelated organizational processes by which an organization 
prioritizes, selects, and al10cates limited internai resources to best accomplish organizational 
objectives" (2008b, p.7). OGC cons iders that the main value of portfolio governance to 
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decision makers is to put in place clearly defmed management structures that align existing 
organizational govemance meetings and decision-making to PPM. 
The 2006 version of the PMI Standard for Portfolio Management specifically shows 
governance as a process within the portfolio management activities. However, in the 2008 
version of the PMI standard, governance is removed as a separate process in PPM but is now 
considered a knowledge area. The PMI standard splits the govemance context into two: the 
management of operations and the management by projects. The latter can be further broken 
down into the project portfolio govemance and the individual project governance. 
1.1.6.3 Project Govemance 
According to PMI, project governance must provide a "comprehensive, consistent 
method of con trolling the project and ensuring its success" (2008a, p.20). Project govemance 
is concerned with the steering of individual projects and ensuring that projects deliver what is 
expected for the sponsor. It supports the means by which the major project stakeholders (e.g. 
sponsors, customers, and investors) are provided with timely, relevant, and reliable 
information (Turner, 2006). 
It should also describe how to monitor, coordinate, and control the resource allocation 
for the projects, and fma Ily it should specify what happens to projects when changes occur: 
The govemance of project management concems those areas of corporate govemance 
that are specifically related to project activities. Effective governance of project 
management ensures that an organisation's project portfolio is aligned to the 
organisation's objectives, is delivered effic ient Iy , and is sustainable. Governance of 
project management also supports the means by which the board, and other major 
project stakeholders, are provided with timely, relevant, and reliable information 
(Association for Project Management, 2004, pA). 
1.1.6A Relationships between Levels of Govemance 
The different leve Is of govemance defmed above are interrelated in a hierarchy. 
Corporate govemance defmes the relationship between the management of the organization 
and external shareholders. The govemance context can œsplit into two: the management of 
operations and the management by projects. PPM is a subset of corporate governance. When 
an organization manages a number of projects, portfolio govemance is put in place through 
PPM to ensure that projects are selected, prioritized, and authorized. Finally individua 1 
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projects must be steered through project govemance to ensure their aligrunent with the 
organization's strategy. It also describes how to monitor, coordinate, and control the projects. 
This connection between project governance and corporate govemance is most often 
provided by a project sponsor (Crawford and Cooke-Davies, 2005; Crawford et al., 2008; 
Dinsmore and Cooke-Davies, 2006a) who ensures that the project is kept in line with the 
corporate objective through sorne form of hierarchy of governance boards responsible for 
steering, supporting the projects, and deciding on key issues (Kendall and Rollins, 2003; 
Office of Governrnent Commerce, 2008a). The relationship between the project manager and 
the sponsor has many sirnilarities with the relationship between directors and the 
shareholders at the corporate level This analogy is used by sorne authors to study project 
govemance using transaction cost analysis and agency theory (Müller and Turner, 2005; 
Turner and Keegan, 2001). Finally, Müller (2009) fmds that there are different governance 
styles leading to the use of programs, portfolios, hybrid organizations and/or multi-project 
organizations depending on whether resources are shared between projects and whether the 
project objectives are related or not. 
1.1.7 Methods for PPM 
Project portfolio govemance is normally described by a set of processes. While the 
early publications on PPM focus prirnarily on project selection and prioritization, the 
processes included in PPM are documented into more complete and integrated frameworks 
including decision-making, prioritization, review, realigrunent and reprioritization (Sommer, 
2002). 
PMI provides, by far, the most detailed PPM process description. PMI breaks down 
PPM into process groups and sub-processes with details on the activities along with their 
inputs and outputs. Figure 1.2 displays a flow-chart of the PMI portfolio management 
process. It is composed of two process groups further decomposed into 14 portfolio 
management processes. The PMI process is rather linear with the exception of the feedback 
loops associated with a potential restart of the cycle due to significant business strategy 
change and a second loop-back that originates in the monitoring of portfolio performance. 
--
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Table A.3 in Appendix A compares the sub-processes proposed by PMI to other 
pub lications2. Most authors inclu de the follow ing sub-processes in their framework: 
eva1uation, selection, prioritization, balancing, reporting, and review. Both the PMI standard 
and Rajegopal et al (2007) add two sub-processes leading to project selection: identification 
and categorization but Archer and Ghasernzadeh (1999, 2004) focus primarily on the project 
selection process. 
OGC (Jenner and Kilford, 2011; Office of Governrnent Commerce, 2008b, 2008a) 
prefers to depict the process as two interwoven cycles (see Figure 1.3) porifolio definition 
and porifolio delivery, which inc lude a number of sub-processes. This is because they claim 
that both cycles are always in action at varying speeds, "as such the portfolio management 
mode 1 does not have a mandated starting point, middle, or end" (Office of Government 
Commerce, 2008a, p.36). 
The two circles resemble PMI's process groups: aligning and monitoring and 
contro lling. Table A.4, in Appendix A, compares the groupings from PMI and OGC side-by­
side. It can be observed that PMI does not include any planning or benefit management 
processes while OGC is less specific when it comes to categorization, evaluations, and 
selection. OGC prefers to lump these activities under the more generic group understand. 
Neither of these processes includes the management of changes. The aim of the present 
research is to supplement the existing processes with additional empirical information to 
ident ify new perspectives in this area. It is not argued that the current processes and 
govemance frameworks are incorrect but just incomplete. The following sections use the 
structure provided by PMI PPM framework to surnrnarize the related contributions from the 
literature in this area. 
2 See a Iso Sanchez, Robert and Pe llerin (2009) who co mpare the processes included in six 
references (Callahan and Brooks, 2004; Cooper, Edgett, and Kle inschmidt, 2001; Kendall and Rollins, 
2003; Levine, 2005; Martinsuo and Lehtonen, 2007; Miller, 2002). 
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Figure 1.3: Portfolio Manage me nt Cycles and Practices. 
1.1.7.1 Aligning 
PMI groups aU the processes leading to the project and portfolio authorization under 
the process group aligning. Shenhar et al (2007) view aligrunent of project management and 
business strategy as "an internai co liaborative state where project activities continually 
support the achievement of enterprise strategie goals" (p. 7). This includes seven of the PMI 
standard processes described briefly in this sub-section. 
Identification and Categorization 
Identification is the starting point of any PPM process. Although the process of 
creating a complete list of ail ongoing and proposed projects in an organization sounds 
simple, this is the [Ifst important challenge in large corporations implementing PPM. De 
Reick (2005) talks about getting a centralised view of the project portfolio while Rajegopal 
(2007) uses the termproject registry to rcfer to a list of projects including characteristics such 
as length, type, product or service supported, return on investment, and eus tomer. 
Project categorization was among the [Ifst tools used in PPM. Crawford, Hobbs, and 
Turner (2005) in a research on project classification and categorization identify two main 
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reasons to classify projects: the tailoring of project management resources to the project type 
and the categorization of projects to prioritize and select them. 
Evaluation and Selection 
There is extensive literature on project selection much of which is based on 
mathematical progranuning and mode ls. Henriksen and Traynor (1999) and Linton, Walsh 
and Morabito (2002) provide a comprehensive overview of this literature which inc ludes 
hundreds of publications. However, most empirical research fails to demonstrate application 
of these models in practice (Cooper, Edgett, and Kleinschmidt, 2001; De Piante Henriksen 
and Jensen Traynor, 1999; Hall and Nauda, 1990; Liberatore and Titus, 1983; Linton, Walsh, 
and Morabito, 2002). 
Sorne of the reasons for the lack of use of optirnization models by managers inc lude: 
•
 the diversity ofproject types, resources and criteria (Liberatore and Titus, 1983); 
•
 inability to incorporate interrelationships between projects and criteria (Linton, Walsh, 
and Morabito, 2002); 
•
 perceptions that the models are difficult to use (Chien, 2002); 
•
 the lack of available data and uncertainty in future projections (Martino, 1995); and 
•
 management's preference for simple tools that are not so mathematically elaborate and 
do not require expert assistance (De Piante Henriksen and Jensen Traynor, 1999). 
Cooper et al. (1997a, 1997b, 1998, 2001) have published a number of articles and 
books based on the results of their survey of the project portfolio selection tools used by 205 
large corporations. The research was done with the support of the Industrial Research 
Institute and covered mainly new product development projects. Their main objective was to 
identify the tools and techniques which distinguished high perforrning organizations from 
low performing organizations in order to identify best practices. They then developed sorne 
of the earlier forrns of PPM processes and connected them to the stage-gate, a decision 
process for individual projects (Cooper, 2008; Cooper, Edgett, and Kleinschmidt, 2002a, 
2002b). 
A number of scoring models and financial techniques such as net present value, 
dynamic rank ordered lis t, expected conunercial value, real options, checklists and 
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productivity index have been used in the industry and surveyed by Cooper et al. (1 997a, 
1997 b) and Rad and Levin (2007). The survey perforrned by Cooper et al. indicates that the 
fmancial techniques are still the most common but that the enterprises with the best 
performance focus on aligning projects to strategy instead of evaluating projects individually; 
a concept reminiscent of Markowitz's financial portfolio technique. Additional techniques 
include scenario planning (Dye, 2002), what-if analysis (Benko and McFarlan, 2003), 
decision trees (Gustafsson and Salo, 2005), scoring techniques (De Piante Henriksen and 
Jensen Traynor, 1999), and portfolio management indices (Rad and Levin, 2005). 
Identify Risks, Analyze Risks, and Develop Portfolio Risk Responses 
Risk management is not covered in the first edit ion of the PMI Standard for Portfolio 
management (2006). Three sub-processes related to risks are added in the 2008 edition: 
ident ify risks, analyze risks, and develop portfolio risk responses. Risks are decomposed into 
structural risks, component risks, and overall risks. The sub-processes build on knowledge 
and techniques which have been developed for project management such as 
probability/impact assessment and the development of risk response plans. Similar models 
have also been proposed by Sanchez, Robert, and Pellerin (2008). 
The literature specializing in the field of project, programs, and portfolios was recently 
reviewed to assess how risk management is addressed at these three levels (Sanchez, Robert, 
and Pellerin, 2009). It was found that: 
project risk management is a weil deve loped domain in comparison to the program risk 
management and portfolio risk management fields, for which specifically written 
methodologies are difficult to find. The review also demonstrates the need to include 
better tools to perforrn a continuous control and monitoring process (p. 14). 
Prioritization 
Prioritization is the process of "ranking the selected components based on their 
evaluation scores and other management considerations" (Project Management Institute, 
2008b, p. 139). This is a process which has received little attention in the literature in 
comparison to the selection and balancing techniques. The prioritization techniques are often 
simple; for example weighted ranking, scoring techniques, or expertjudgement. 
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Ba!ancing 
The purpose of the balancing process is: 
to develop the portfolio components mix with the greatest potential to support the 
orgaIÙzation's strategie initiatives and achieve strategie objectives. Portfolio ba lancing 
supports the primary benefits of portfolio management and the ability to plan and 
allocate resources (such as fmancial, physical assets, IT assets, and human resources) 
according to strategie direction and the ability to maximize portfolio return within the 
orgaIÙzation's desired risk profile (Project Management Institute, 2008b, p. 41) 
One of the flfSt tools, developed for project balancing, was a project categorising 
framework proposed by Wheelwright and Clark (1992) called aggregate project plan. This 
plan allowed for an overview of the project portfolio along two dimensions: the extent of 
changes made to the product, and the degree of process change, leading to four categories of 
projects (in increasing order of change): derivative projects, platfonn projects, breakthrough 
projects and R&D projects (see Figure lA). This framework could be used to identify gaps in 
the fmns' capabilities. 
Different graphical representations of the projects, using bubble charts as shown in 
Figure 1.5, are now used. This modem adaptation of the Boston Consulting Group matrix 
maps the different projects according to two axes. It uses the size of a circle to represent the 
cost of the projects, the color of the circle to represent another variable, such as the timing, 
and shading to represent yet another variable such as the product line. 
Cooper et al. (1998) surveyed these different techniques and found that the axes most 
frequently used by practitioners are risk vs. reward (based on net present value or internai 
rate ofreturn). Rather than balancing projects individually, strategie buckets (i.e. envelope of 
money) can be assigned to subsets of the portfolio (sometimes called sub-portfolios). 
Executives ensure that the right level of spending is assigned to the right groups of projects. 
Projects can then be ranked, selected, and balanced within the bucket (Cooper, Edgett, 
and Kleinschmidt, 1997b, 2001). The partitioning of projects into groups can also be done 
according to the level of technical and market uncertainty using the concept of rea! options 
borrowed from the fmancial domain (Better and Glover, 2006; Lint and PenIÙngs, 2001; 
MacMillan and McGrath, 2002; MacMillan et al., 2006; McGrath and MacMillan, 2000). 
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Balanông processes ensure that the organizations' constraints are taken into 
consideration and according to Kendall and Rollins (2003): 
every organization has two constraints that limit how many projects can be active at 
any point in time. One is the amount of money the organization has or is willing to 
invest in change. The other is the organization's strategic resources - the one most in 
demand across many projects or the most heavily loaded resource across most projects. 
This determines how many projects can be active at any point in time (p. 211). 
Resource balancing is a very complex operation which might take into consideration a 
large number of variables. This constitutes one of the main challenges of PPM which is 
described further in section 1.3.6, on page 43. 
Porifolio balancing provides the greatest potential to support the organization III 
achieving strategic objectives. It is in line with Goal 2 presented in section 1.1.5. This is the 
process in which the best mix of projects is identified in order to achieve the organization's 
strategic goals. The best mix. might actually not only include the projects with the highest 
values or lowest risks. Unbalanced portfolios might result in too many projects of a certain 
type at the expense of another type resulting in increasing risk expos ure. 
Communicate Porifolio Aqjustment 
This process addresses the need to communicate changes on the project portfolio to 
stakeholders once theyare decided within the aligning process group. This strictly focuses on 
the communication aspects once the changes have been identified and approved. The 
adjustments mentioned by PMI might be due to previous processes such as prioritize 
components, balance porifolio, and authorize components. 
This process is also part of the feedback loop when the portfolio performance is 
reviewed and the portfolios need to be adjusted. Although this introduces the notion of 
adjustments to portfolios, it does not coyer how changes to portfolios should be identified, 
analyzed, and planned. 
Authorization 
This process formalizes the decision made by the executives regarding the spending, 
priorities, and resource allocation. This decision process must be clearly aligned with the 
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individual project decision process (for example, the gates or go decisions) and includes 
communicating the information about the portfolio to the organization. 
1.1.7.2 Monitoring and Controlling 
Portfolio Reporting and Review 
This is the periodic assessment of the portfolio to deterrnine its performance along key 
indicators and metrics such as evolution towards results, spending, risks, dependencies. This 
is management's opportunity to gather the necessary information about the portfolio to be 
able to re-align the projects, if necessary 
The PMI Standard for Portfolio Management (2008b) includes the sub-process review 
and report portfolio performance under the monitoring and controlling process group in the 
standard. This is not performed at the individual project level but rather at the portfolio level: 
to gather and report performance indicators and review the portfolio at an appropriate 
predetermined frequency. This ensures both alignment with the organizational strategy 
and effective resource utilization. [... ] Ultimately, the purpose of the review process is 
to ensure that the portfolio contains only components that support achievement of the 
strategic goals" (2008b, p. 43). 
This might result in the addition, reprioritization, or exclusion of sorne projects fi 
addition to new directives and rebalancing of the portfolio. The introduction of new projects 
to the portfolio is mentioned by Kendall and Rollins (2003) and Dye and Pennypacker (1999) 
but is not covered explicitly in the PMI standard. 
McDonough and Spital (2003) found that portfolios being reviewed quarterly 
performed better than those reviewed semi-annually. Although they hypothesize that the 
optimal frequency of review might depend upon the type of projects and the dynamism of the 
industry they did not have sufficient data to test these relationships. They also observe that 
project termination is often a more difficult managerial decis ion than project approval, which 
corroborates sirnilar fmdings by Cooper, Edgett and Kleinschmidt (2001) and Royer (2003). 
Monitor Business Strategy Changes 
According to the P1v1I standard the oniy significant changes to the portfolio are 
strategic changes Le. major changes affecting the strategy which has a cascading effect on the 
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portfolio. The process monitor business strategy changes lS based on the output of the 
process review and report porifolio peiformance and: 
enables the portfolio management process to respond to changes in business strategy. 
Incrementai changes to the strategic plan generally do not require changes to the 
portfolio. However, significant changes in the business environment often result in a 
new strategic direction, thereby impacting the portfolio. A significant change in the 
strategie direction will impact component categorization or prioritization and this will 
require rebalancing the portfolio (Project Management Institute, 2008b, p.43). 
If changes in business strategy were to occur, the normal aligning cycle described in 
section 1.1.7.1 would be followed i.e. identification, categorization, evaluation, selection, 
etc. This is a frrst feedback loop. Another feedbaek loop occurs when the review and report 
portfolio performance process identifies some deviations with respect to progress ag;:tinst 
plan, budget, expected return on investment, and priority. 
An important assurnption, by PMI, is that changes other than business strategy changes 
are considered irlSignificant for the portfolio. This assurnption can be challenged in the light 
of other PMI and project management publications. For example, APM mentions that 
portfolios might have to be adjusted due to changes in the risks, state of the projects, external 
forces, or changes in the constraints (i.e. fmancial or key resources). APM mentions this type 
of change in terrns of "adjustments of the portfolio with regard to the constraints, risks and 
returns anticipated, and in the light of developing circumstances around the portfolio" (2006, 
p. 8). 
In addition, many organizations are faced with continuous change whieh might not 
always translate to business strategy change. This is particularly true in the project 
management context. The PMI Standard for Portfolio Management acknowledges that 
change must be monitored at the project portfolio level and compares the management of 
change in projects, programs, and portfolios as follows: 
projects: project managers expect change and implement processes to keep change 
managed and controlled. 
programs: the program manager must expect change from both ins ide and outs ide the 
program and be prepared to manage it. 
portfolios: portfolio managers continually monitor changes in the broad environment 
(Ibid p. 6). 
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In addition, rather than going through complete portfolio planning cyc les, they might 
make adjustments to their ongoing portfo lios, an activity briefly mentioned in the PMI: 
standard in the section called communicate portfolio adjustment (see page 26). Tre 
assumption for this doctoral research is that portfolio managers might not only monitor 
changes but might al50 implement processes to keep change managed and controlled, which 
is an aspect not weU covered in the PPM literature. 
1.1.8 Limitations of Current PPM Literature 
The main priority of PPM publications and research was initially to irnprove 
organizational perfonnance by introducing good practices to select and prioritize projects i.e. 
to ensure that the right mix of projects was executed (Cauchick, 2008). There is al50 
extensive literature on project selection much of which is based on mathematical 
programming and models. However, most empirical research fails to demonstrate much 
application of these model5 in practice. Another recurring theme is the alignrnent of the 
projects with the organization's strategy and PPM is most commonly irnplemented through a 
number of processes related to project govemance. 
It is not argued that the current processes and govemance framework are incOlTect but 
just incomplete. The purpose of the present research is to supplement the existing processes 
with additional empirical information and conceptualization to supplement them with 
information on how project portfolios are managed when there is a high level of uncertainty. 
There are a number of similar concepts related to uncertainty: risks, unexpected events, and 
deviations. Theses notions and their link to dynamic environments are reviewed in the 
following section. 
1.2 Dynamic Environments and Uncertainty 
1.2.1 Dynamic Environments 
Organizations do not live in a vacuum. They are surrounded by an environment which 
Fitzroy and Hulbert (2004) classify into three level5: 
•
 The remote environment refers to the broad sociaVtechnicaVeconomic environment in 
which the fll1lls compete. The remote environment level is the most global and affects 
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the largest nwnber of orgarlizations simultaneous ly. This envirorunent is typically 
slow-moving and is characterized by trends such as population growth, population 
aging, and cultural trends. 
•
 The industry environment (sometimes called meso-system (Floricel and Ibanescu, 
2008)) includes any factor affecting ail competitors in a specific industry. This includes 
entry barriers, specific market regulations, common resources, and technologies used 
to trade or produce the products or services. 
•
 The competitive environ ment covers the relationships with direct or indirect 
competitors and collaborators (such as suppliers and partners), the channels of 
distribution and the customers thernselves. 
The notion that organizations have to face changing envirorunents is not new and is 
now commonly accepted especially in sectors dealing with new technologies. The concept 
was already identified, at least 50 years ago, when proponents of the structural contingency 
theory (Burns and Stalker, 1961; Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967) theorized that the rate of 
envirorunenta 1 change and the level of uncertainty affected organizations. Their initia 1 
research focused on the impact on structures and management techniques while subsequent 
authors broadened the impact of the changing environments to the decision process (Chi Id , 
1972; Grandor~ 1984; Howell, Windah~ and Seidel, 2010). However, the envirorunent and 
the boundaries between the organization and the environment are not always easy to identify 
and Duncan (1972) prefers to re-defme the envirorunent as "the totality of physica 1and socia1 
factors that are taken directly into consideration in the decision-making behavior of 
individuals in the organization" (p.314). 
The term dynamic is taken to mean characterised by constant change (Collyer and 
Warren, 2009). Collyer and Warren consider the dynamism of the environment as a non­
dichotomic dimension that applies in varying degrees to ail projects. Any given project is 
neither 'dynamic' nor 'not dynamic' but evolves in an environment with different rates of 
change. "In the project management context, dynamism is taken to be a dimension of a 
project that represents the extent to which a project is influenced by changes in the 
environment in which it is conducted" (Ibid., p.355). Extremes (i.e. very dynarnic or very 
stable environments) are easy to identify. For example, an environment could be considered 
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stable if it remains the same over a period of months or years, or if changes are readily 
predictable. Today, sorne organizations have evolved from considering changes as rare, 
episodic and risky (punctuated equilibrium) to being frequent, relentless, and even endemic 
(Brown and Eisenhardt, 1997). 
According to Lauer (1981), the temporal pattern of any social phenomenon can be 
characterized by one of these elements: periodic ity (i.e. various rhythms of soc ial life), tempo 
(i.e. rates or frequencies of activities), timing or synchronization (involving the adjustment of 
various social units and processes with each other), duration (measured or perceived) and 
sequence (when activities must be executed in a certain order). In a special issue of the 
Academy of Management Review devoted entirely to time, Ancona, Okhuysen, and Perlow 
(2001) propose five conceptions of tirne which are useful in assessing and classifying how 
different activities are conceived and irnplemented: 
Linear (or clock time): depicts the continuum as linear - infinitely divisible into 
objective, quantifiable units such that the units are homogeneous, uniform, regular, 
precise, deterministic, and measurable 
Cyclical: in which events repeat over and over. Farmers are used to the cyclical 
patterns of days and seasons 
Unpredictable Event time: a reference point used to indicate an irregularity. For 
example, an earthquake can he used as a reference point for things that happened 
before or after 
Predictable Event time: this is related to the prevlous notion but 1S based on 
predlctable events such as Passover or Easter. 
LiCe cycle: this is time conceived as a sequence of phases in a predlctable pattern (for 
example, childhood followed by adolescence followed by adulthood). 
Another aspect is that the rate of change is not always continuous. While Fitzroy and 
Hulbert (2004) distinguish two types of change: incremental and revolutionary, Floricel and 
Ibanescu (2008) classify the environmental change patterns into four groups: ve!ocity, 
turbulence, growth, and tnstability. 
These elements might be useful to assess how organizations react to different types of 
changes in the environment. For example, if organizations have to control certain activities 
based on events from the environment, it must determine the frequency at which this must be 
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performed. Should they monitor continuously or wait for events to occur? This decision 
rnight be influenced by the time it takes (duration) to react and the sequence of activities. Ail 
these might have to be synchronized with cyclical patterns such as annual budgets or cyclica 1 
market patterns. 
Different conceptions of time are therefore present in the way PPM processes are 
described. It can be observed that project managers typically conceive time as linear (with 
specific start and end dates). Til:.: PMI PPM process depicted in Figure 1.2, on page 19, also 
conceives time as linear but allows feedback loops based on events (changes in strategy and 
project performance). This is one example of the conception of unpredictable event time. On 
the other hand, OGe uses a cyclical conception of time in their mode 1 in Figure 1.3, on 
page 21. 
Daft and Armstrong (2009) and Duncan (1972) show that, although a dynamic 
environrnent is not the only source ofuncertainty, changes in the environrnent combined with 
high complexity always lead to increased uncertainty. This has lead to a very extensive 
literature which is reviewed in the following sections. This includes a discussion on the 
terminology which includes: risks, risk management, changes, deviations, unexpected events, 
uncertainty, and uncertainty management. 
1.2.2 Risks and Risk Management 
1.2.2.1 Risks 
Risk Management has been one of the core knowledge areas in project management for 
many decades. Literature abounds in this fie Id (Chapman and Ward, 1997; Jaafàr~ 2001; 
Kendrick, 2009; Persson et al., 2009; Project Management Institute, 2009; Raz, Shenhar, and 
Dvir, 2002) and most general books on project management include at least a section on risk 
management (Andersen, 2008; Dinsmore and Cabanis-Brewin, 2006; Gray and Larson, 2008; 
Kerzner, 2006; Nicholas, 2004). 
Risk Management is also covered in the PMI PMBOK Guide® (2008a) which defines a 
project risk as: 
an uncertain event or condition that, if it occurs, has a positive or negative effect on a 
portfolio objective (p. 127). 
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PMI uses the same œfmition for porifolio risks in which case the effects would be on 
the portfolio rather than the project objective: 
an uncertain event, set of events or conditions that, if they occur, have one or more 
effects, either positive or negative on at least one strategic business objective of the 
portfolio (Project Management Institute, 2008b, p.139). 
The APM has a similar defmition of project risk event: 
an uncertain event or set of circwnstances that, should it or they occur would have an 
effect on the achievement of one or more of the project objectives (Association for 
Project Management, 2006, p.156). 
Both PMI and APM defme a risk as an uncertain event which might have positive 
effects (opportun it ies) or negative effects (threats) although project managers and the 
literature in general tend to focus on threats rather than on opportunities. A nwnber of 
techniques have been developed to assess the probability of occurrence and the potential 
impacts to projects. A typical classification of risks is based on the level of knowledge about 
the possibility for the risk to take place (known or unknown) and the level of knowledge 
about the impact (known or unknown). This leads to four possibilities (Cleden, 2009, p.13): 
Known-Knowns (Knowledge): refers to project data, predictable future states, and 
verifiable evidence. This is what we know that we know. 
Unknown-Knowns (Untapped Knowledge): includes untapped resources or unshared 
skills and infonnation. This is sometimes called "reinventing the wheel" if we don't 
know that we know and miss opportunities to benefit from existing knowledge. 
Known-Unknowns (Risks): these are identified risks which we know might occur but 
without knowing when they will occur or what their impact will be. A possible delay 
of a piece ofequipment is an example of something that we know we don't know. 
Unknown-Unknowns: (Unfathomable uncertainty): covers ail the events which are 
impossible to predict or that we are unaware of This includes gap in the knowledge, 
hidden knowledge, unpredictable events and ail the events that we don't even know 
that we don't know. 
In addition to the known-unknown classification, Kendrick (2009) proposes to 
distinguish between contrallable known risks and uncontrallable known risks. It is possible 
for a project team to œal with causes of controllable risks. For uncontrollable risks, it is not 
possible to deal with the causes, but techniques, such as contingency plans, have been 
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developed to deal with their effects once they occur (for example, replacement strategy in the 
case of the loss of key project members). 
1.2.2.2 Risk Management 
Processes have been developed to deal w ith risks, ma inly in the category of the known­
unknowns. Risk management includes the different techniques to either reduce the probability 
of occurrence of an event or reduce its impact on the project (or inversely for positive risks). 
This can be seen in PMI and APM's defmitions of risk management: 
project risk management includes the processes of conducting risk management 
planning, identification, analysis, response planning, and monitoring and control on a 
project. The objectives of project risk management are to increase the probability and 
impact of positive events, and decrease the probability and impact of negative events in 
the project (Project Management Institute, 2008a, p.273). 
project risk management is a structured process that allows individual risk events and 
overall project risk to be understood and managed proactively, optimizing project 
success by minimizing threats and maximizing opportunities (Association for Project 
Management, 2006, p.26). 
The risk management processes include activities to identify, assess, plan a response, 
and implement a response. It mairùy uses proactive management actions although it might 
involve reactive action in the case of uncontrollable unknowns or in cases when risks become 
reality (Pavlak, 2004; Power, 2007). 
Once risks have been identified through bra instorming techniques or expert judgement, 
they are typically assessed using a probability and impact assessment to de termine the overall 
potential impact on the project (Association for Project Management, 2006; Project 
Management Institute, 2008a). The risk management response planning techniques include: 
•
 Risk avoidance: the project plan can be changed in order to avoid a given risk 
entirely. The focus is then on reducing its probability of occurring or its impact to nul!. 
This can be done by changing strategy, clarifying scope, and seeking specific expertise, 
reducing the number of critical paths, increasing lead time, etc. 
•
 Risk uùtigation: implies the reduction of the probability and/or the impact of the 
project risk under an acceptable threshold. The techniques include: irnproved 
communication, stronger sponsor suppo11, and special attention to specific activities. 
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•
 Risk transfer: requires the shift of ownership of the risk impact to a th.ird party. When 
the impact of risk is primarily financial it is sometimes possible to use insurance thus 
protecting the project for a fee. An alternative is to sub-contract certain riskyactivities 
to a th.ird party. 
•
 Risk acceptance: is used when it is too costly or impossible to avoid, mitigate or 
transfer the risk. The consequence might be that the sponsor stops a project if 
unwilling to accept the risk. Alternatively contingency plans might be prepared in the 
event that the risk might occur (i.e. dealing w ith the effect rather than the cause). 
PMI does not mention risk management in their first version of the Portfolio Standard 
(2006) but includes the following sub-processes in the second edition (2008b): 
•
 ident ify portfolio risks; 
•
 analyze portfolio risks; 
•
 develop portfolio risk responses; and 
•
 monitor and control portfolio risks. 
The techniques proposed to analyze and deve10p risk responses at project portfolio 
level are similar to the techniques identified in the PMBOK Guide® (2008a) for single 
projects i.e. avoidance, mitigation, transfer, and acceptance. Additional risk management 
processes, at project portfolio 1evel, have also been explored by Olsson (2008b). 
1.2.3 Changes, Deviations, and Unexpected Events 
Instead of studying risks, sorne authors studied the different types of changes and 
deviations affecting projects and the techniques used to handle them once they occur. For 
examp1e, HaIlgren and Maaninen-Olsson (2005, 2009) distinguish between risks, deviations, 
and changes based on the type of management action (i.e. proactive or reactive) and their 
impact according to the diagram in Figure 1.6. A risk is a known, yet unrealized situation. 
Changes, sometimes called variances, refer to "realized situations with a significant 
divergence ta the project plan. In contrast to risks, changes are not addressed in advance 
(Nicholas, 2001, p.341), meaning that changes are managed when a situation has 
materialized, being reactive in nature" (Hallgren and Maaninen-Olsson, 2005, p. 18). 
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A deviation is defmed as "a situation, regardless of consequence-positive or negative, 
large or small- that deviates from any plan in the project" (Hailgren and Maaninen-O Isson, 
2005, p. 18). Changes and deviations are both identified in relation to a plan. While changes 
focus on major project plans, deviations might be related to any level and any portion of the 
plans including operational day-to-day plans. Changes are deviations but not ail deviations 
are due to changes. 
Soderholm (2008) prefers to investigate the tenn unexpected events. He identifies three 
categories of unexpected evenfs appearing in projects: re-openings caused by stakeholders 
redefming sorne of the project parameters, revisions to plan to improve its accuracy and adapt 
to events, and fmally daily fine-tuning (i.e. adapting the day-to-day work to changing 
environments). These three categories are based on level of impact and how they are dealt 
with. In the framework in Figure 1.6, unexpected events include both devia/ions and changes. 
Unexpected events can have minor or major impacts and might be caused by interna 1or 
external sources. Unexpected events are also studied in the context of high-resilience 
organizations by Weick and Sutcliffe (2007) in which they suggest different techniques to 
ensure that organizations are still highly re liable when unexpected events occur. According to 
these authors, unexpected events can take three fonns: 
• an event that was expected to happen fails to occur; 
• an event that was not supposed to happen does happen; and 
• an event that was simply unthought-of happens (Ibid., p. 27-29). 
There are clifferent mies used to determine which tactics to use depending on the type 
of unexpected events, changes, or deviations. In a project context, Gera Icli , Lee-Keiley and 
Kutsch (2010) studied how project respond to unexpected events and compare such reactions 
in successful and unsuccessful projects. Steffens, Martinsuo, and Artto (2007) studied the 
change managerrent system, the criteria for change œcisions and the way of making change 
decisions. 
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Figure 1.6: The Relation between IŒk, Change and 
Deviations. 
They observe differences in the treatment of operational and strategic changes to 
projects. The results report multiple parallel change management approaches depending on 
the business context maturity, type of change, and the IT system used. Based on observations 
of how project managers handle deviations, Hallgren and Maaninen-Olsson (2005) found 
four types of tactics to address them based on the knowledge need (exploitative or 
explorative) and previous experience with the type of deviation. 
1.2.4 Uncertainty Management versus Risk Management 
The term risk is defmed as an event rather than being associated to more general 
sources of uncertainty. In projects undertaken in rapidly changing environments where 
uncertainty may be unavoidable, managers need to go beyond traditional risk management; 
adopting l'oies and techniques oriented less toward planning and more toward flexibility and 
learning (De Meyer, Loch, and Pich, 2002; Platje and Seidel, 1993). Sorne authors have 
therefore advocated starting using the broader concept of uncertainty management instead of 
risk management (Cleden, 2009; Perrninova, Gustafsson, and Wikstrom, 2007, 2008; Ward 
and Chapman, 2003). "Uncertainty management is not just about managing perceived threats, 
opportunities and their implications. (... ] It irnplies exploring and understanding the origins 
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of project uncertainty before seeking to manage it, with no preconceptions about what is 
desirable or undesirable" (Ward and Chapman, 2003, p. 98-99). 
Ward and Chapman (2003) bring attention to sorne important areas of uncertainty 
reiated to projects: 
• variability associated with estimates of project parameters; 
• uncertainty about the basis of estimates of project parameters; 
• uncertainty in the process and logistics; 
• uncertainty about objectives and priorities; and 
• uncertainty about fundamental reiationships between project parties. 
An uncertainty management perspective draws attention to the need to understand and 
manage variability in organisational activities that have impacts on a number of projects. This 
perspective highlights the need to put in place different approaches and techniques to address 
some aspects of project related uncertainty outside individual project contexts. 
The concept of uncertainty facing organizations is not recent and has frequently been 
studied in Organization Theory, psychology, and economics. The term environmenta! 
uncertainty has been used both as a descriptor of the state of organizational environments and 
as a descriptor of the state of a çerson who perceives himself/herself to be lacking critical 
information about the environment. Scott (1998) provides an example of the frrst type of 
defmition of environ ment uncertainty as: 
the variability of the items or elements upon which work is performed or to the extent 
to which it is possible to predict their behavior in advance. Specific measures of 
uncertainty include uniformity or variability of inputs, the number of exceptions 
encountered in the work process, and the number of major product changes (Ibid, 
p. 233). 
or in the project context: 
The uncertainty of projects is the degree of precision with which the vanatlon in 
outcome, resources, and work processes of projects can be forecasted (Dahlgren and 
Soderlund, 2010, p.16). 
Project uncertainty is the variation of items or elements upon which work is performed 
and the unpredictable behavior of people. Some measures of uncertainty are based on 
variability of inputs, the number of exceptions encountered in the work process, and 
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the number of major product changes experienced. [...] Risk is actually a measure of 
uncertainty (Danilovic and Sandkull, 2005, p.195). 
An example of the second type of defmition is: 
the individual's inability to assign probabilities to events [... ]; the inability to predict 
accurately what the outcomes ofa decision might be (Duncan, 1972, p.317) 
The frrst type of defmition implies that it is possible to characterize environrnents in 
terros of how objectively uncertain they are; the second type implies that environrnental 
uncertainty ought to be studied as a perceptual phenomenon (Milliken, 1987). 
Lawrence (1981) tries to characterize uncertainty as a combination of unpredictability 
(which in turn is a combination of instability and ignorance of data) and complexity (a 
combination of a number of variables and interdependence of variables). The combination of 
uncertainty and complexity is also used to characterize projects into typologies to assess 
different project management tools and techniques (Olausson and Berggren, 2010; Sicotte 
and Bourgault, 2008; Windischhofer, Penninova, and Gustafsson, 2009). 
Leifer et al. (2000) suggest that the sources of project uncertainties can generally be 
c1assified under the following four broad categories: 
•
 Technical uncertainty includes issues related to the completeness and correctness of 
the underlying sc ientific know ledge, the technical specifications of the product, 
manufacturing, maintainability, and so forth. 
•
 Market uncertainties inc1ude issues related to customer needs and wants - either 
existing or latent forrns of interactions between the customer and the product, methods 
of sales and distributions, the relationship to competitors' products, and so forth. 
•
 Organizational uncertainties refer to the capabilities required form the project team, 
their relationship with the rest of the organization, the level of support from 
management. 
•
 Financial unce rtainties inc1ude access to funding for the projects inc1uding 
partnerships. 
Instead of focusing on the sources of uncertainties (technical issues, market, people, 
cost, schedule and quality) or their potential impact, De Meyer, Loch, and Pich (2002) and 
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Loch, De Meyer, and Pich (2006) propose a typology of uncertainty as it relates to project­
management techniques (see more details in Appendix B, on page 309). They propose the 
fol1owing typology: 
•
 Variation: cornes from many small influences and yie Ids a range of values on a 
particular activity. Project managers can still plan a complete project based on tœ 
sequence of tasks but the duration estimates rnight vary. Scheduling techniques such as 
PERT and Monte-Carlo are used to plan for variations. 
•
 Foreseen Uncertainty: are identifiable and understood influences. This is analogous 
to risks, which can be identified and rnight lead to contingent actions. 
•
 Unforeseen Uncertainty: this is analogous to the unlrnown-unknowns. However, "it 
can also arise from the unanticipated interaction of many events each of which rnight, 
in princip le, be foreseeable" (Ibid, p. 62). 
•
 Chaos: "Whereas projects subject to unforeseen uncertainty start out with reasonably 
stable assumptions and goals, projects subject to chaos do not. Even the basic structure 
of the project plan is uncertain, as is the case when technology is in upheaval or when 
research, not development, is the main goal. Often the project ends up with final results 
that are completely different from the project's original intent" (Ibid, p. 62). 
1.2.5 Managing Uncertainty in Project Portfolios 
Dynamic environments lead to uncertainty which make it difficult (and often 
imposs ib le) for project managers and portfolio managers to plan projects very far in advance 
with a high degree of precision. The scope of this thesis covers what is put in place to prepare 
for foreseen uncertainty and investigate how organizations manage their portfolios when 
unforeseen uncertainties do occur. 
The PMI Standard for Portfolio Management (2008b) mentions that, in projects, the 
project manager tries to keep change to a minimum while the "portfolio manager continually 
monitors changes in the broad environment" (p. 6). Although PMI has introduced the notions 
of risk management in the recent version of the standard, there is little additional guidance or 
empirical evidence on how portfolio managers should handle uncertainty and changes 
affecting their project portfolio. The PPM literature makes little mention of potential 
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disturbances to the portfolio, which might impact the successful implementation of the 
portfolio during or between portfolio planning cycles. Ad-hoc disturbances to the ongoing 
and approved project portfolios are almost completely neglected. 
This can probably be explained by the fact that the topic of PPM is fairly young and 
that researchers and academics preferred to focus on more pressing issues in this area. This 
oversight is not due to the fact that the topic lacks interest because for many fmns, the 
environrnent is unstable and the high level of uncertainty due to dynamic environments leads 
to a number of challenges to organisations. These challenges are reviewed in the next section. 
In these fIrms, managers are looking for tools and techniques to help them manage their 
portfolio know ing that the environment is continuous Iy changing. 
1.3
 PPM Challenges in Dynamic Environrnents 
Organizations having to manage project portfolios in dynamic environments not only 
have to face a higher leve 1 of uncertainty when planning their individua 1 projects but must 
also deal with a number of additional organizational challenges, which are presented in this 
section. This inc ludes : 
•
 changing and uncertain goals; 
•
 detailed planning and continuous re-planning; balancing decision quality against 
decision speed; 
•
 imaginary precision - poor quality of information; 
•
 race to resolve project unknowns; 
•
 resource re-allocation and redis tribut ion; and 
•
 managing the stream of new projects to the portfolio. 
1.3.1 Changing and Uncertain Goals 
The portfolio management Iiterature stresses the importance of setting a clear vision 
and goal followed by a clear strategy. In dynamic environments, the portfolio goals might 
have to be re-vis ited on a regular basis. These changing goals must then be translated down 
into updated project goals within the portfolio. 
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However, goals might be influenced by external forces out of the project's control 
(Collyer and Warren, 2009). For example, in dynamic environments customers might a Iso be 
operating in an environment of uncertainty and change, their requirements might a Iso change 
rapidly. In converging industries (for example, internet, cable TV, and mobile telephony 
using similar services), it might not even be clearwho the customers are. 
1.3.2 Detailed Planning and Continuous Re-planning 
Many planning techniques, based on high levels of details, have been developed within 
the different project management bodies of knowledge. However, the amount of change 
during the lifetime of projects makes detailed plans difficult to maintain at least for a period 
far into the future. This is a challenge to projects for which planning becomes more difficult. 
In a project pOlifolio, this challenge is aggravated especially if there is a large amount of 
dependency between projects. In the time it takes to update plans, additional changes occur, a 
challenge that Collyer and Warren (2009) summarizes as follows: 
Analysis and decision-making had to be conducted more rapidly than the emergence of 
new changes. Plans with excessive de ta il were found to be misleading and abandoned 
in favour of a higher level or rolling wave approach. Even in the static environment, 
there could be too many unknowns at the start to be resolved by the deadline, so the 
rapid introduction of new unknowns in the dynamic environment was doubly 
challenging [... ] High levels of details in a plan may in fact discourage adjustments to a 
changing environment (p. 357-358) 
1.3.3 Balancing Decision Quality against Decision Speed 
Projects conducted in highly uncertain environments must balance decision quality 
against decision speed (Gray and Larson, 2008). Eisenhardt (l989b) investigated this 
paliicular issue in the high-velocity environment of the personal computer industry. She 
found that high performers were the fast decision makers. However, sorne ofher conclusions 
challenged traditional views of strategic decision-making: fast decision-makers used more 
information not less than slow decision-makers; they considered more alternatives and 
developed more sophisticated advice processes. As a consequence, organizations have to put 
in place elaborate irlformation collecting and processing systems to support their decision 
processes. However, this high level of irlformation is rarely reliable, which brings another 
challenge: poor quality of irlformation. 
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1.3.4 Imaginary Precision - Poor Quality of Information 
PPM models require precision in the information to a degree wruch far exceeds the 
ability of the organization to produce it. Cooper, Edgett, and Kleinschrnidt (2001) "saw this 
time and again: portfolio task forces designing and trying to irnplement very exotic portfolio 
methods, only to be thwarted by the very poor quality of the data inputs" (p. 191). 
Elonen and Artto (2002,2003) identified the '1nformation overflow and iacking qua lity 
of information" among the key challenges facing IT project portfolio managers. Regardless 
of the level of sophistication of the portfolio selection and decision tools, the decision­
making process will be as good as the qua lity of the information. This is particularly 
challenging in the front-end activities where projects and product outcomes have to œ 
defmed and integrated with the ongoing project activities (Khurana and Rosentha~ 1997). 
1.3.5 Race to Resolve Project Unknowns 
The plaill1ing technique called progressive elaboration is mostly applicable when the 
leve ls of change are fairly low. However, ra pid changes in the environrnent increase 
unknowns and push the project towards the right in Figure 1.7. Collyer and Warren (2009) 
summarizes this as follows: 
The challenge is to conduct exploration at a greater rate than the emergence of 
environrnental change [... ] The effort to resolve unknowns at the start of the project is 
severely challenged by the introduction of additiona 1unknowns along the way, because 
what is leamed can become obsolete in less tirne than it takes to leam. Materials, 
methods and goals are always moving, making projects more akin to stacking worms 
than stacking bricks (Collyer and Warren, 2009, p. 356). 
1.3.6 Resource Re-allocation and Redistribution 
In the PPM context, the word resource is taken in its broad sense as "ski lied human resources 
[... ], equipment, services, supplies, cornrnodities, materia~ budgets or funds" (Project 
Management Institute, 2008a, p.446). The optimal allocation of resources to maxirnize value 
corresponds to Goal 1 of PPM (see section 1.1.5). However, this can rarely be done 
completely at the tirne of deciding the composition of the project portfolio. Firms re-allocate 
resources over tirne as indicated by the feedback loop from the portfolio perfonnance 
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analys is to the balancing process in the PMI flow. The literature abounds with anecdotes of 
enterprises facing a project demand much higher than their resource availability. 
For example, Cooper et al (2001) suggests that: 
Too many projects and not enough resources is the number one challenge. Pipeline 
gridlocks plague many business portfolios. A lack of resources (and related problems 
of resource allocation) is likely the most serious problem that firrns face in 
implementing effective portfolio management (p. 185). 
Resource balancing is mentioned as a critical cha llenge m many publications 
(Blichfe1dt and Eskerod, 2008; Elonen and Artto, 2003; Kavadias, 2001) but only a few of 
them actually researched the problem directly. For example, based on a qualitative survey in 
two Swedish fums, Engwall and Jerbrant (2003) identified that the resource allocation 
syndrome might be one of the operational problerns that is general to multi-project 
management. They suggest that the resource allocation syndrome might be "an effect of 
management accounting systems that are dysfunctional for multi-project management [... ] 
and secondly an effect of opportunistic project management behaviour within the 
organization" (Ibid., p. 408). They observe that the primary lever for portfolio management to 
affect an ongoing project in trouble is resource re-allocation however: 
portfolio management was overwhelmed with issues concerning pnontlzation of 
projects and, distribution of personnel from one project to the other, and the search for 
slack resources. [... ] when resources were redistributed it often produced negative 
effects on other projects of the portfolio (Ibid., p. 407). 
OperationaJ Classic project Dynalllic project 
work 
----_...--­
.._....- ..-.........------

Unknowns
--"'•._-----------­
Progressive Elaboration/Exploration 
• 
Environmental Changes & Innovation
• 
(Source: Collyer and Warren, 2009, p. 356) 
Figure 1.7: The Race to Resolve Project UnkllOwns. 
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This constant re-allocation of resources was also observed by Cooper, et al. (2001) who 
distinguished two very different philos ophies: flexible re-allocation to highest priority 
regardless of prior commitments versus fairly firm commitments. According to Cooper and 
Edgett (2003) and Seider (2006), the recommended solution to solving the resource allocation 
problem is the irnplementation of portfolio management which would provide greater 
visibility and focus of the resource capacity analysis and allocation. However, McCauley et 
al. (2002) claim that the traditional methods to resolve the resource allocation problem (i.e. 
hiring additional personne~ using portfolio management to identify most important projects 
and to work on them, levelling of project plans by resource profùes) do not work in practice 
and propose instead an alternative technique called resource bottleneck analysis. This 
technique is based on the analysis of the flow and bottlenecks in the project stream, a method 
reminiscent of Ford's assembly line analysis. 
1.3.7 Managing the Stream ofNew Projects to the Portfolio 
The introduction of a new project can be a very significant change to portfolios which 
might have multiple consequences including the above mentioned reallocation of resources. 
Dye and Pennypacker (1999) compare the entry of new ideas into the portfolio to a stream of 
projects. Githens (2002) refers to pipeline management when it cornes to the process by 
which individual ideas are developed into workable projects. 
Anavi-Isakow and Golany (2003) proposes new project control mechanisms that lirnit 
the nurnber of active projects in multi-project environments. They suggest that incoming 
projects should [IfSt enter a backlog list and be staggered into a network of inter-related 
resources. The proposed mechanisms adapt the concept of constant work-in-process that was 
used earlier in the context of production management. 
In dynarnic environments, requests to add a new project to the portfolio might occur at 
any tirne. As is mentioned in section 1.1.5, Goal 5 of PPM is the evaluation of new 
opportunities against the CUITent portfolio and the stage at which projects should enter the 
PPM process. The link to the process evaluating new product opportunities is considered by 
Cooper el al. (2001) as one of the key unresolved issues. However, this connection to the 
process leading to project set-up is excluded from the PMI PMBOK Guide® (2008a), the PMI 
Standard for Portfolio Management (2008b) and the PMI Standard for Program Management 
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(2üü8c). It is unclear from these three documents what is supposed to happen when a new 
project request occurs between portfolio planning cycles. 
1.3.8 Surnmary 
Organizations managing project portfolios face a number of challenges which are 
summarized in this section. This inc ludes uncertain goa Is, continuous re -planning, continuous 
re-allocation of resources, and managing the stream of new projects. Because of these 
challenges, project portfolio must put in place tools and processes to assist them. The 
objective of the research question is to investigate those mechanisms. 
It is understood that such mechanisrns might not be applicable to ail environrnents. 
Sorne distinction must be made between the needs of organizations very turbulent 
environrnents and those operating in more stable environments. Such concerns have been 
investigated for many years in the structural contingency theory covered in the following 
section. 
lA PPM Processes Contingent on Environment 
lA. 1 Early Foundat ions 
Early theories of organizations attempted to identify the one best way. In opposition to 
this widespread idea, Burns and Stalker (1961) published a qualitative study of the 
electronics industry in England and Scotland where they found that sorne organizations had 
different management systems depending on their environ ment. This idea became the basis 
for the structural contingency theory. They suggest that: 
A mechanistic management system is appropriate to stable conditions. It is 
characterized by: the specialized differentiation of functional tasks, [... J, hierarchic 
structure of control, author ity , and communication; [... J a tendency for interaction 
between rrembers of the concem to be vertical 
The organic form is appropriate to changing conditions, which give rise constantly to 
fresh problems and unforeseen requirements for action [... J and is characterized by: the 
contributive nature of special knowledge and experience to the common task of the 
concern, [... J a network structure of control, authority, and communication, [... J a 
lateral rather than vertical direction of communication through the organization (Burns 
and Stalker, 1961). 
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In paralle l, Woodward (Woodward, 1965) conducted a comparative survey study of a 
hundred manufacturing organizations. She examined their organizational structures and 
found them to be unrelated to the size of organizations but more to the type of manufacturing 
activities. She focused mainly on the production systems involved in the organization and 
distinguished three main types of production process: unit and small batch, large batch and 
mass, and process (e.g. oil refinery). 
These two studies established the main concepts of the structural contingency theory 
which introduced the notion of fit where contingency is defmed as "any variable that 
moderates the effect of an organizational characteristic on organizational performance" 
(Donaldson, 2001). 
Lawrence and Lorsch, frrst used the term contingency theory in their book 
"Organization and environment" (Lawrence and Lorsch, 1986 (First published in 1967)). 
They theorized that the rate of environmental change affected the differentiation and 
integration of organizations where: 
Differentïation refers concretely to differences between departments in goal 
orientation, time orientations, formality of structures, and interpersonal orientations. 
Differentïation between œpartments arises because departments differ in their task 
Task certainty is related to formality of structure. Moreover, performance was higher 
where greater task uncertainty was associated with less structural forma lity and with 
less centralization (Ibid. p. 30-38). 
Integration is achieved by using integrative devices, with higher levels of integration 
being achieved by the more sophisticated devices, which in order of increasing 
sophistication are: hierarchy, ru les, integrating individuals, and integrating 
departments" (Ibid. p. 138). 
Further pub lications identified a number of contingency variables to be correlated to 
structure and management models. The most important conclusions are that: different 
management techniques must be used ciepending on environmental variables, that there is no 
one best Wl:ry, and that organizations and management techniques vary according to 
contingencies. 
While the supporters of the structural contingency theory advocated for the adaptation 
of the organ izat ions according to external parameters, Hannan and Freeman (1977) 
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confmned that organizations facing uncertain environments put m place different 
mechanisrns to react and be flexible. If they do not adapt, they tend to disappear. 
1.4.2 Empirical Evidence of Different PPM Methods under High Uncertainty 
Sorne researchers applied the contingency theory concepts in the ir research on P PM 
For example, the assertion that no single PPM method is appropria te for ail situations and 
that organizations need to customize their process ta suit their environment is reinforced by 
fmdings throughout the empirical literature dedicated to PPM (Florice 1and Miller, 2003; 
KiIlen, Hunt, and Kleinschmidt, 2007b). 
Dahlgren and Soderlund (2002, 2010) researched the project portfolio control 
mechanisrns in four Swedish enterprises and found that different types of flfrns have different 
control mechanisrns depending on the level of uncertainty and the level of dependencies 
between projects. Based on initial fmdings from a qualitative investigation in four firrns 
(Saab Aerospace Future Products, Ericsson BSC, Ericsson SRf, and Te lia Mobile) and us ing 
a model which had been developed by Thompson (1967). Depending on the level of 
uncertainty and the level of dependencies between projects, they propose four types of 
control mechanisrns: 
• routine-based control, 
• resource-œsed control, 
• planning- based control, and 
• program-based control. 
They found that, in contexts with high uncertainty, plans can no longer be relied upon 
as the main control mechanism since plans require a certain level of stability. If projects are 
rather independent from each other, controlling at portfolio level is based on the control of 
autonomous projects, each with a high degree of uncertainty. Resource-based control is 
centered on the choice of the project managers (plus delegation of authority) and the 
allocation of resources to projects. When dependencies are high and uncertainty great, sorne 
means of coordinating these dependencies must be found in addition to the resource-based 
controls. Progress meetings are arranged on a frequent basis to solve dependencies and detect 
coordination errors in the project portfolio. 
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Bengtsson et al. (2007) study coordination mechanisms (instead of the control 
mechanisms studied by DaWgren and Sëderlund) in relation to the activity context (complex 
or simple) and the ambiguity of the tasks (clear or ambiguous). Although more sophisticated, 
Bengtsson's fmdings conta in many similarities with those of Dahlgren and Sëderlund. 
Danilovic and Sandkull (2002; 2005) also studied the relationship between uncertainty 
and dependencies in multiple project situations. They claim that the sources of uncertainty in 
new product development are the organizationa 1settings, the product architecture, and the 
project management. In a similar study of 29 Internet software development projects 
MacCormack and Verganti (2003) also found that projects carried out in different 
environrnents are Iikely to require quite different development processes if they are to be 
successfuL "Stated more formally, a contingent view implies that the performance impact of 
different development practices is likely to be mediated by the context in which those 
practices operate" (Ibid, p.2I7). 
Blomquist and Müller (2006) found that there is a relationship between an 
organization's environment and its govemance style especially in complex environments. 
The govemance structure and rules put in place by organizations to manage their project 
portfolios and tbeir projects vary greatly between organizations. High performing 
organizations show more flexibility in adapting their governance to the requirements of their 
environment. A more recent study by Müller, Martinsuo, and B 10 mquist (2008) showed the 
relationship of the project portfolio control techniques and portfolio management 
performance in different contexts. 
1.4.3 Consequences for PPM in Dynamic Environments 
The standards on PPM which have emerged in recent years tend to propose a one best 
way regardless of the type of environment. Standards attempt to support most portfolios, most 
of the time. However, according to the contingency theory enterprises tend to get better 
results and performance if they adapt their procedures to the characteristics of their 
environrnent. New ideas and new projects must be included ail the time in existing portfolios; 
resources must be constantly re-allocated due to constant re-planning of projects; the amount 
of information required is higher although its qua lity might be pooreL 
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Even though there appears to be clear indications that organizations try to identify 
different approaches to manage project portfolios in dynamic environments, there has been 
little research to assess what they are. The focus of the present research is to document sorne 
of the approaches which are used by organizations managing project portfolios in dynamic 
environments. The ambition is not to ident ify new contingency variables or to demonstrate 
that specific approaches under given contingenc ies lead to higher perfonnance. The level of 
dynamism was used instead to specify the specific type of frrms that would be investigated in 
this research. 
1.5 Different Project Management Approaches for Dynamic Environments 
Section 1.3 summarizes the challenges that organizations face when confronted with 
dynamic environments. When managing their project portfolios, organizations facing higher 
levels of uncertainty tend to put in place specific mechanisms not always present in static 
environments (Buganza, Dell'Era, and Vergant~ 2009). At portfolio level, organizations 
might try to implement the same tools and techniques that are used to manage single projects 
in dynamic environments. 
Collyer and Warren (2009) surveyed the literature to identify approaches that might be 
used to deal with dynamic environments. This classification was used to study the project 
management approaches in rapidly changing environments (Collyer et al., 2010). The 
classification that they propose is used to structure this section: 
1)
 Environment manipulation: Making dynamic static 
2)
 Emergent planning approaches 
3)
 Scope control 
4)
 Controlled experimentation - Probing the future 
5)
 Lifecycle strategies 
6)
 Management coordination and control 
7)
 Soft approaches 
Two additional mechanisms are added: 
8)
 Planned flexibility: Flexibility In product and ID process (from the project 
management lite rature) 
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9)
 Boundary-spanning activities (from Organization Theory literature). 
1.5.1 Environment Manipulation: Making Dynamic Static 
The simplest approach to deal with the challenges of a dynarnic environment is to 
attempt to make it more static by resisting change. This could be achieved by rejecting 
change requests, delaying adoption of new technologies and processes, and extending the life 
of existing systems. These approaches have very severe limitations in highly dynamic 
environments and competitive markets. Collyer and Warren (2009) summarize these 
limitations as follows: 
•
 lost opportunity and productivity through delayed implementation of new approaches, 
materials or business objectives, that provide significant benefits, despite the 
challenges; 
•
 reduced business competitiveness, especially when competing organizations offer, or 
make use of, new systems which are often more effective; and 
•
 reduced business compatibility when an organization falls too far behind best practice. 
1.5.2 Emergent Planning Approaches 
Section 1.3.2, on page 42, identifies sorne of the challenges encountered with 
established project planning techniques when activities cannot be planned in detail very far 
into the future. In contrast with management by planning, commonly proposed in the project 
management literature, Lewis, Dehler and Green (2002) describe an emergent planning style 
sometimes called progressive elaboration (project Management Institute, 2008a) or adaptive 
project framework (Wysocki, 2007) where planning is developed in greater detail as the 
project progresses throughout the project life-cycle. 
Turner and Cochrane (1993) categorize projects according to two parameters: how weIl 
defmed the goals are, and how wel1 defined the methods of achieving them are. This leads to 
four types of projects. Payne and Turner (1999) found that for projects with unknown goa ls 
and unknown methods, planning should be based on: 
•
 rnilestone plans and project responsibility chart, where the rnilestones represent 
completion of the life-cycle stages; and 
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• lower level activities being planned on a rolling wave basis. 
According to Laufer (1997), traditiona 1 project planning focuses on reducing the 
project content (i.e. ''what'') frrst and then deterrnine the means by which the project 
deliverables will be reached thus reducing the uncertainty around the "how". However, he 
suggests that, in dynamic environments, these two levels of uncertainty would instead be 
reduced gradually and simultaneously. 
Another common planning approach to deal with risks and uncertainty is called 
contingency planning where flexible actions are predetennined and t hen are either triggered 
by signais or used up as slack in the budget or in the schedule. 
1.5.3 Scope Control 
The notion of change management in the management of single projects is thoroughly 
studied and docurnented (Nicholas, 2004). Its initial focus has been on scope change control 
but more recent publications have started to look at other types of changes. Generally, 
changes to projects must be controlled and their impacts minimized with change control 
boards. 
Projects are rare1y executed exactly according to the initial plan and the project 
organization gains efficiency by controlling and ultimately minimizing changes to the 
projects. One of the reasons that the project management discipline focuses on the control of 
changes is based on empirical studies showing that changes can negatively impact project 
costs, delay, and ultimately project failures regardless of the quality of the project plans 
(Construction Industry Institute, 1995,2004; Dvir and Lechler, 2004; Midler, 1995; Williams 
et al., 1995). The software product development literature also covers change management as 
a component to improve efficiency (McGrath, 1996,2004; White, 2006a). 
PMI has therefore included a section called peiform integrated change control in their 
Pl'v1BOK Guide® (2008a) under the knowledge area project integration management. They 
defme it as: "identi:fying, documenting, approving or rejecting, and controlling changes to the 
project baselines" (Ibid., p.420). Changes to projects typically either affect the scope (in 
which case the configuration management process might be triggered) or goal changes (for 
which the steering process might be involved) .. The Association for Project Management 
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(APM) also inc ludes change control in the ir body of knowledge. They focus on the impacts 
of baselined scope, time, cost and quality objectives and address the process to handle them 
professionally in the project. 
Construction Industry Institute (2004) proposes a number of principles of effective 
change management, for example: to promote a balanced change culture, to recognize 
change, to evaluate change, to implement change and to continuously improve from lessons 
leamed. These principles translate into different good practices depending on the phase of the 
project. This goes beyond simple change control and attempts to irnplement sorne form of 
flexibility and allowance for changes. Change management in single projects focuses on the 
control of scope change through different fonns of configuration management techniques 
such as change control boards. Construction Industry Institute includes four additional types 
of change: organizational changes, changes in work execution methods, changes in control 
methods, and changes in contracts and risk a llocation. This classification draws attention to 
the fact that sources of change are not oruy external to the organization but also interna 1(i.e. 
methods, organizational structure). 
In dynamic environments, changes are not oruy unavoiclable but may be required for 
successful results best suited to the receiver's needs. This has led to the study of different 
mechanisms to monitor, coordinate, and control projects in dynamic environments in order to 
gain flexibility, while maintaining efficiency. 
1.5.4 Monitoring and Control Mechanisms of Projects 
Monitoring and control are typical processes encountered ID project management. 
"Projeet monitnring is the gathering of information to determine the current state and 
progress of the project in relation to its expected state and progress" (McBride, 2008, 
p. 2386). The monitoring mechanisms have been classified by McBride into four groupings: 
Automatic monitoring: Information that can be gathered automatically from software 
development or project management tools and systems. 
Formai monitoring: Information that is gathered through a formai administrative 
system. 
Ad hoc monitoring: Information gathered through irregular enquiry such as audits and 
reVlews. 
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Infonnal monitoring: Information gathered informally through conversations or their 
equivalent (Ibid. p.2387). 
Project control is often used in combination with project monitoring and is a weil 
documented practice in project management. It is defmed, by PMI (2008a), as "comparing 
actual performance with planned performance, analyzing variances, assessing trends to effect 
process irnprovements, evaluating possible alternatives, and recommending appropriate 
corrective action as needed" (p. 422). Control mechanisms in the face of changes in external 
environment are prirnarily studied us ing the princip les of cybemetics derived from system 
theory (Ashby, 1956; Beer, 1959; Kuhn, 1986; Wiener, 1948). In cybemetics, the feedback 
loops are most often negative (in the case of a thermostat, this would correspond to tuming 
off the heating system if the temperature is too high) but might be positive (this is called an 
explosion or run-away system) or might include shut-down processes (i.e. terrninating the 
process comp1etely). 
Collyer and Warren (2009) distinguish between three levels of control: input control 
(based on recruitment, training and induction), process control (based on plans, procedures, 
and check-lists) and output control (based on rewards and recognition). 
Mélèse (1979), using his systems modular analysis distinguishes between: search for 
equilibrium, adaptation, evolution and safeguard: 
The search for equilibrium describes the short-term regulation mechanisms put in 
place to reduce the detrirnenta1 oscillations. This includes the use of targets and control 
loops. These can be based on real-tirne values or trends. 
The adaptation corresponds to the responses to specific variables from the 
environment. 
The evolution corresponds to the expected nature of the internai or external context. 
The mechanisms would include: anticipation and feed-forward loops. 
Finally, the safeguards are mechanisms put in place to protect the organization from 
certain dangers. These would inc lude: sensors connected to diagnostics, alerts, and 
other safeguards. 
3 Mélèse uses the French tenns: analyse modulaire des systèmes, sauvegarde, évolution, 
adaptation and équilibration. 
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Regulating mechanisms can include what is sometimes called second-order controts or 
double-foop leaming (Argyris, 1976, 1977). The goals themselves can Ce moclified based on 
information col1ected. This distinction between frrst-order and second-order controls in the 
multi-project context is summarized, as fol1ows, by Dinsmore and Cooke-Davies (2üü6b) 
(see Figure 1. 8) : 
The basic plùlosophy underlying this first-order control is to be clear about goals ­
wlùch tend to be set in concrete - and to take whatever action is necessary to meet 
them. Multi-project management, by contras t, requires a more sophisticated control 
system involving second-order controL In this system, the goals themselves may be 
adjusted in light of changing external circurnstances and in view of mutating internaI 
perceptions of what is possible or desirable to be achieved (p. 46-47). 
1.5.5 Buffering and Boundary-Spanning Activities 
Organizations are connected to, and interact with their environments and as such can Ce 
conceived as open systems (Beishon, 1972, p. 18) "capable of self-maintenance on the basis 
of throughput of resources from the environment" (Scott, 1998, p. 89). Since the open-system 
is defmed as a system in interaction with its environment, the boundaries arolll1d the system 
must be detennined. However, the position of this boundary is somewhat arbitrary and can Ce 
clifficult to delineate exactly, especially in socio-technical systems. 
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Kast and Rosenzweig (1969) use the notion of interface (defmed as the area of contact 
between one system and another) to understand the boundary relationships: 
A primary role of management is serving as a linking pin or boundary agent between 
the various subsystems to ensure integration and cooperation. Furthermore, an 
important managerial function is that of serving as boundary agent between the 
organization and environmental systems (Ibid., p. 50). 
Within organ izat ions , certain members will be more closely involved and linked to the 
environments than others and certain roles related to these boundary-sparming functions 
rnight be defmed (Aldrich, 1979; Daft and Armstrong, 2009). Thompson (1967) uses tre 
notion of domain to deterrnine the points at which the organization is dependent on externat 
events. Organizations would try to place a buffer between the externat environment and the 
technical core (i.e. the key activities for the organization) and seek to place their boundaries 
around those activities which, if left to the task environment, would be crucial contingencies. 
They would try to smooth out the transactions, anticipate, and adapt. 
While striving for rationality, complex organizations are faced with the impossible task 
to acknowledge and analyze ail options in the optimal manner. Thompson (1967) sununarizes 
this contradiction as follows: 
We will conceive of complex organizations as open systems, hence indeterminate and 
faced with uncertainty, but at the same tune as subject to criteria of rationality and 
hence needing determinateness and certainty (Ibid., p. 10). 
To face this uncertainty, Thompson suggests that organizations striving under norms of 
rationality, might take a number of actions to buffer their core technologies from 
environmental influences, to smooth out input and output transactions, and to anticipate and 
adapt to environ mental changes which carmot be buffered or levelled. 
1.5.6 Lifecycle Strategies 
The early product development lifecycles were based on tre waterfall mode!. This is 
based on consecutive (and sometimes slightly overlapping) phases such as: concept, analysis, 
design, build and test, deploy and operations. This mode 1 is based on the construction 
industry and was irnplemented in many software œvelopment methodologies. It relies 
heavily on the planning and control mechanisms of each phase (White, 2006b). In the 
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waterfall mode~ a large amount of time is spent planning upfront with the intention of 
reducing risk and increasing delivery precision. However, it can actually increase the risk of 
failure because of the time it takes to get results while the project scope requirements evolve. 
A good way to reveal unknowns as they accur is the rolling wave approach where the 
plan for each phase is completed at the end of the preceding phase. This is a1so known as a 
spiral (Boehm, 1988), iterative approach (Hughes and Chafm, 1996) and incremental 
approach. Depending on the frequency of the iterations, feedback can be obtained more 
rapidly than in the wateifall mode\. 
The advent of the Agile methodology pushes this concept even further. It is proposed 
for the development of software in rapidly changing and uncertain markets where early scope 
freeze is detrimental to project success (Bhattacharya, Krishnan, and Mahajan, 1998). The 
ideas from Agile methodology have drastically challenged the more traditional development 
lifecycies (David and Strang, 2006; Fernandez and Fernandez, 2008; Smith, 2007; Thornke 
and Reinertsen, 1998). The main principles have been documented into a manifesto (Fowler 
and Highsmith, 2001) and can be summarized as follows: 
•
 deliver working software frequently, preferably using a sho11er timescale ranging from 
a couple ofweeks to a couple of months; 
•
 use feedback as the primary control mechanism rather than planning. The feedback is 
driven by regular tests and releases of the evolving product; 
•
 proceed flfst with components least subject to change; 
•
 welcome changing requirements, even late in development; and 
•
 focus on communication more than on processes. 
1.5.7 Flexibility in Process and in Product 
The project management community is faced with the dual need for stability and 
flexibility. According to Andersen (2008), on one hand fmns seek stability because the costs 
of changing are too high while, on the other hand, they require flexibility in order to adapt to 
the world outside, seek opportunities, and beat the competition. Thornke and 
Reine11sen (1998) ciaims that development flexibility provides a powerful alternative to 
accurate forecasting and is a good method for reducing development risk. Thornke (1997) 
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suggests that projects using flexible design technologies outperform projects using inflexible 
technologies by a factor of 2.2 (in person-months). High flexibility enables designers to 
tolerate high levels of risk, whereas low flexibility results in significantly higher resource 
investments that are aimed at minimizing the risk of design changes. However, Pagell and 
Krause (2004) do not corroborate this finding and find no support for the propos ition that 
frrms that respond to increased uncertainty with increased flexibility will experience 
increased performance. 
Bettis and Hitt (1995) distinguish between robustness which is the potential for success 
under varying future circumstances or scenarios and the fleXlbility provided by the strategie 
response capability which incorporates the abilities to rapidly sense change in the 
environment, conceptualize a response to that change and reconfigure resources to execute 
response. The flexibility provided by the sensmg-se;zing-reconfiguring approach is further 
discussed in the section 1.7, on dynamic capabilities. The distinction between robustness and 
jlexibility is employed in the project management context by Floricel and Miller (2001) who 
fmd high project performance requires strategic systems that are both robust with respect to 
anticipated risks and governable in the face of disruptive events. 
Olsson (2006) studied the management of jlexibility in project management, which he 
defmes as ''the capability to adjust the project to prospective consequences of uncertain 
circurnstances within the context of the project" (p. 67). Olsson sees flexibility as a way of 
making irreversible decisions more reversible or postponing irreversible decisions until more 
information is available. He distinguishes two broad categories of approach to build 
flexibility into projects:jlexibility m the process (e.g. late locking, successive commitments, 
contingency planning) andflexibility in the products (e.g. ability to meet alternative demands 
with the same product). A further distinction can also be made between internai and external 
project flexibility where internai project flexibility relates to flexibility within a defmed scope 
(i.e. how requirements are to be met) and external project flexibility refers to the adjustments 
in the project scope (i.e. what requirements are to be met) (Olsson,2008a). 
Verganti (1999) studies more specifically the jlexibility in the process in an empirical 
study of 18 ltalian and Swedish frrms. He presents mecharusms called planned jlexibility 
--
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based on a balance of reactive and anticipation capabilities, each of these capabilities being 
most efficient at clifferent phases of the project, as shown in Figure 1.9. 
These conflicting needs for efficiency and flexibility are also very present at the project 
portfolio level and this raises two questions. Are the tools and techniques employed for single 
projects in the face of uncertainty directly applicable at the portfolio level? Is it sufficient to 
develop planned flexibility at the project level only or should there also be sorne p!anned 
flexibility put in place at the portfolio level? According to Raynor and Leroux (2004), this 
could indeed be achieved through project selection not only focusing on the traditional rank­
ordering heuristics but us ing scenario planning to prepare for the unpredictable future. 
1.5.8 Controlled Experimentation - Probing the Future 
A common approach in the management of innovation and of research initiatives is the 
use of experimentation and selection processes. In sorne cases this might mean pursuing 
clifferent solutions for the same problem and retaining the best outcome. 
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This approach, called selectionism, was employed by NASA, in the 1960's, for the 
deve lop ment of the lunar module and is employed by car manufacturers to develop 
prototypes (Pich, Loch, and Meyer, 2002). A perpetuai portfolio of initiatives can test ideas 
and resources can quickly be re-assigned to the most promising projects. 
Rather than balancing between the rigidity of planning and the chaos of reacting, 
Eisenhardt and Brown (1997) observe that successful organizations facing constant change 
use a variety of future probing techniques. This includes four specific tactics: 
•
 Experimental produets: the creation of prototypes in order to get early customer 
feedback œfore the product is completed. 
•
 Futuris ts: creating possible future scenarios trying to envisage how the future might 
look (instead of betting the future products on a single future scenario). 
•
 Strategie partnerships: using alliances with key customers or supp1iers to get leading 
edge views in specific areas. 
•
 Frequent meetings: involving different departments and brainstorming sessions to 
think about the future. 
1.5.9 Time-Based Pacing 
Eisenhardt and Brown studied new product development in fast-paced industries 
(Brown and Eisenhardt, 1997; Eisenhardt and Brown, 1998). They found that successful 
enterprises often used what they call time-based pacing. In comparison to the more common 
event-based pacing, which is based on the outcome of specific events regardless of the exact 
date (e.g. delivery of a new rnicro-chip), time-based pacing is based on predictable time 
intervals between successive projects. New generations of products are planned at fixed 
interva ls (e.g. one a year). This becomes the main driver over and above cost and content. 
This might have impacts on the way project portfolios are managed. If projects are delayed, 
organizations might prefer to maintain the date at the expense of removing content or 
additional cost. What is most imp011ant is to determine the right rhythm which suits both the 
organization's ability to deliver and the customer willingness to buy these products or 
services. "For most companies, getting in step with the market means moving faster. 
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Sometimes however, fmding the right rhythm means slowing down" (Eisenhardt and Brown, 
1998, p.65). 
1.5.10 Using the Project Management Techniques at PPM Level 
At portfolio level, organizations might try to implement the same tools and techniques 
that are used to manage single projects in dynamic environments. The techniques and 
approaches presented in this section provide a good starting point to study and inves tigate 
similar techniques used when project portfolios are managed. It is not c lear that ail these 
approaches are applicable to portfolios or whether new approaches are developed to support 
this leveL 
The topic of organizations having to cope with uncertain environments has been 
studied from many points of view in the Organization Theory and Strategy literatures. The 
following section presents two theories which have been developed in these two management 
literature traditions and which could be used as theoretical frameworks for this research: 
Weick's interpretation system view and Teece's dynamic capabilities' framework. 
1.6 Sensemaking 
Weick (1969) proposes to study the process of organizing defmed as "the resolving of 
equivocality in an enacted environment by means of interlocked behaviours embedded in 
conditionally related processes" (p. 91). This complex definition can be subdivided into a 
nurnber of useful concepts. Interlocked behaviours consist of "repetitive, reciprocal, 
contingent behaviours that develop and are maintained between two or more actors" (Ibid., 
p.91). Weick further decomposes the behavioural cycles into three separate processes: 
enactment (the process to create the information that the system adapts to), selection (of sets 
of mies based on past experience) and retention (i.e. integration of new items based on recent 
experience). The use of the verb organizing instead of the noun organization brings many 
interesting insights such as the idea that organizations are neither concrete nor static (i.e. they 
are not end-states but continuous ly moving). 
Figure 1.10 presents Weick's organizing model graphically. It is composed of three 
main components: enactment, selection, and retention. In the fIrst phase (enactment), Weick 
treats the environment as information which must be processed by the organization. These 
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infonnational inputs are typically ambiguous, uncertain, and equivocal. The equivocality 
refers to the multiple interpretations that can be given to a situation. 
According to Weick, the environment does not exist out-there ready-made to be 
scrutinized and investigated, but can also be influenced and modified. He argues that 
"organizing consists of adapting to an enacted environment, an envirorunent which is 
constituted b/ the actions of interdependent human actors" (Weick, 1969, p. 27): 
The concept of an enacted environment is not synonymous with the concept of a 
perceived environment. [... ] We have purposely labelled the organizational equivalent 
of variation enactment to emphasize that managers construct, rearrange, single out, and 
demolish many "objective" features of their surroundings. When people act they 
unrandomize variables, insert vestiges of orderliness, and literally create their own 
constraints. [... ] Another distinguishing feature of the enacted environment is that it is 
treated as an output of organizat ions , not as in input. [...] (Weick, 1979, p. 164-166) 
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"Organizations must develop infonnation processing mechanisms capable of detecting 
trends, events, competitors, markets, and technological developments relevant to their 
survival" (Weick, 2001, p. 242-243). Different categories of sensing mechanisrns are 
proposed to interpret the environment based on whether enviromnenta 1data is cons idered 
analyzable or not and the organizationa 1intrus iveness (i.e. yassive or active). 
Based on to those two variables, Figure 1.11 and Appendix C identify four approaches: 
undirected viewing, conditioned viewing, enacting, and discovering (Daft and Weick, 1984; 
Weick, 200 1). The more passive approach of conditioned viewing refers to the interpretation 
of information which is easily analyzable, and which is based on routine collection of data. In 
undirected viewing organizations make litt1e use of forma 1management information and data 
is irregu1ar and casual. In discovering, resources are allocated to the data acquisition activities 
and reports regularly produced to senior managers. When enacting, organizations are more 
active and will influence and sometimes even create the environment itself through different 
mechanisrns such as innovation and experirnents. 
Under the selection process, assembly rules are used by members in an organization to 
detennine which process to follow. "Assembly mies can be viewed as procedures, 
instructions, or guides that members use to mobilize several double interacts into 1arger 
processes that are directed at inputs" (Ibid., p. 113). Sorne examples of assembly rules are 
given in Appendix D. 
Unanalyzable UNDIRECTED VIEWING 
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ENACTING 
Experimentation, tcsting. 
Nonroutine, informai data. coercion, invent 
ASSUMPTIONS 
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opportunities. 
environment Lcarn by doing. 
ENVIRONMENT CONDITIONED VIEWING DISCOVERING 
Interprets within traditional Formai search. Questioning, 
Analyzable boundaries. Passive detection. Routine. formai data. 
surveys, data gathering. 
Active detection. 
Passive Active 
ORGANIZATIONAL INTRUSIVENESS 
(Source: Weick, 2001, p.248) 
Figure 1.11: Relationship betweenInterpretationModes and 
OrganizationaI Processes. 
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The use of the tenn rules might be misleading and might be interpreted as rigid 
directives which must be followed. In practice, the course of action is infIuenced and 
constrained by given organizational mies but in the face of unexpected events these mies 
mayor may not be followed. 
Retention refers to the phase where the infonnation analyzed in the previous phases 
(enactment and selection) must be analyzed and rationalized to detennine if the assembly 
mies and the processes might have to be re-used in the future. This refers to the concepts of 
knowledge management and organizational memory. This implies that scanning and 
interpretation are not solely concerned with the external environment, but a Iso consider the 
experience learned through the action of enactment and selection (Pandza and Thorpe, 2009). 
Weick's organizing model proposes an interpretative approach where people in the 
organization are assumed to interpret events and select activities to reduce the uncertainty 
through different interactions with each other, either individually or through the organisation. 
This is then followed by sorne retention of the experience gained. 
The interpretation system view is concerned with specialized infonnation reception, 
equivocality reduction, and sensemaking. This perspective represents a move away 
from mechanical and biological metaphors of organizations. Organizations are more 
than transfonnation processes or control systems. To survive, organizations must have 
mechanisms to interpret ambiguous events and to provide meaning and direction to 
participants. Organizations are meaning systems, and this distinguishes them from 
lower level systems (Weick, 2001, p. 255). 
The notion of sensemaking is often associated with the interpretation mechanisms at 
the individual level, for example with how managers make sense of the equivocality 
associated with certain events. A number of studies have indeed been carried out at this level 
of analysis (Balogun and Johnson, 2004; Louis, 1980; Smith, 2002; Thomas, Clark, and 
Gioia, 1993; Thomas, 2000). In his publications, Weick makes numerous attempts to study 
what can be called organizational sensemaking, the organizational processes put in place for 
sensemaking (Weick, Sutcliffe, and Obstfeld, 2009). There have been sorne studies using the 
concept of organizational sensemaking (Engwall and Westling, 2004; Maitlis, 2005; Patriotta, 
2003; Weick, 1993). 
A sirnilar interpretative theory, the concept of dynamic capabilities, has been developed 
to conceptualize the strategie level of organizations. This theory is presented briefly in the 
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next section and is then used to produce a conceptual framework which is most appropriate to 
study the adaptation processes at operational levels. 
1.7 Dynarnic Capabilities 
The field of Strategy Theory has generated a vast number of publications addressing 
one of the most ftmdamental question in this fie Id: "How do films achieve and sus tain 
competitive advantage?" (Rumelt, Schendel, and Teece, 1994). This includes the perspective 
of how organizations gain a strategie advantage through adaptation to fast changing 
environments (Eisenhardt, 1989b; Teece, Pisano, and Shuen, 1997). 
The early strategie models from the 1960's were based on the SWOT (Strengths­
Weaknesses-Opportunities-TIrreats) analysis. This framework suggests that "fnms obtain 
sustained competitive advantages by implementing strategies that exploit their internai 
strengths, through responding to environ mental opportunities, wbile neutralizing external 
tIrreats and avoiding internai weaknesses" (Barney, 1991). 
During the 1980's, the dominant strategie paradigm was Porter's competitive forces 
approach. Porter (1980) defines five forces that deterrnine the competitive intens ity and 
therefore attractiveness of a market (defmed by its protitability) assuming that an industry in 
which competition is tierce will drive down overall profitability. This theory focuses on the 
environment at the industry level. Porter's five forces model includes: the threat ofsubstitute 
products (i.e. the propensity of customers to switch to alternatives), the threat of new entrants 
(with the notion of barriers to entry), the intensity of competitive rivalry, the bargaining 
power ofcustomers, and the bargaining power ofsuppliers. Porter's model focuses on factors 
outs ide the fnms. However, sorne authors take the perspective that advantages could be 
gained not only by deterring entry and priee controls (like Porter is suggesting) or by tactical 
manoeuvring (as proposed by Shapiro (1989), but rather by improving internaI efficiency ta 
lower cost, and/or to improve product qua lity and perfonnance. 
Wernerfelt (1984, 1995) studied the f!fms from the resource perspective, the so-called 
Resource-Based View (RBY). He treats the UlÙque resources developed by firms as a form of 
entry barrier and defmed resources as: 
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anything which could be thought of as a strength or weakness of a given firm. More 
formally, a fmu's resources at a given time could be defmed as those (tangible and 
intangib le) assets which are tied semi-permanently to the fmu. [ ... ] Examples of 
resources are: brand names, in-house know ledge of technology, employment of skilled 
persormel, trade contacts, machinery, efficient procedures, capital, etc. (Ibid, p. 172). 
Barney (1991, 1996,2001) observed that the REV is based on two basic assumptions: 
strategie resources are heterogeneously distributed across fmus and resources are not 
perfectly mobile across fmus. Barney further characterizes the fIrm resources in terms of 
their sustained corrpetitive advantage (i.e. advantages that other fmus are unable to 
duplicate) as: value, rareness, imperfect irnitability, and substitutability. 
The RBV is criticized by Priem and Butler (2001) mainly for the fact that RBV tends to 
be ail inclusive (i.e. anything can become a strategic asset) and that the theory does not 
propose how to achieve a competitive advantage out of resources. They also observe that 
merely possessing rare or valuable resource does not guarantee the development of 
competitive advantages or the creation of value. 
Leonard-Barton (1992) studied core capabilities in the context of product deve lopment 
projects. She observes that core capabilities also have the drawœck of inhibiting innovation 
(i.e. core rigidities) , paving the way for the more recent theory of dynamic capabilities 
discussed in the next section. 
Following the criticisms and the limitations of the RBV in environments of rapid 
technological change, Teece, Pisano, and Shuen (1997) publish their seminal article where 
they define dynamic capabilities as "the firm's ability to integrate, build, and reconfigure 
internai and external competences to address rapidly changing environments" (p. 516). This 
expression emphasizes two main aspects: the capacity to renew competence in the face of 
changing business environments, and the key role of strategie management in adapting, 
integrating, and reconfiguring internai and external organizational skills, resources, and 
functional competences to match the requirements of a changing environment. Teece et al 
argue that the competitive advantage of fmm is based on organizationa1processes shaped by 
asset position and the paths available to it where the term organizational process refers to: 
coordination/integration, learning, reconfiguration, and transformation processes. The asset 
position refers to the resources typically covered by RBV: technological assets, innovation 
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capabilities, financia 1 assets, reputational assets, structural as sets, institutional assets, and 
market assets. Path dependencies add the idea that the possible paths a finTI can take are 
dependent on its history. It is the history which is sometimes hard if not imposs ible to imitate 
by competitors. For example, technological opportunities depend on knowledge and 
competence already built by the fll1TIs. 
However, this defmition does not address the questions of what constitutes such 
abilities, what their attributes are, and how they can be recognized (Arend and Bromiley, 
2010). In 2009, a special issue of the British Journal of Management was published on 
dynamic capabilities. According to the editors of the issue, most of the debates have focused 
on two critica 1 issues. The frrst concems the nature of dynarnic capabilities and the defmition 
of the term; the second concems their effects and consequences (Easterby-Srnith, Lyles, and 
Peteraf, 2009). The slowness to converge on a common definition might be due to the fact 
that scholars come from different research traditions and have viewed dynarnic capabilities 
with different perspectives. This has brought about countless debates in the literature. 
Teece et al. 's definition was criticized for being vague and tautological. Helfat (2007) 
points out that a direct association between competitive advantage and dynarnic capabilities 
is tautological, in the same way that it is for the resource-based view. In other words defming 
dynamic capabilities as those capabilities that distinguished a posteriori high performing 
fll1TIS from low perfonning firrns does not he lp to identify and define them. They argue that 
whether dynarnic capabilities contribute to competitive advantage depends on the same sort 
of factors identified for the resource-based view. 
For the iast ten years, authors have proposed improved defmitions (see Appendix E for 
a comparison of a number of definitions) and this area of strategic management is still 
emerging5. The most recent defmition proposed by Teece (2009) is adopted in this research 
because it allows a clear distinction between the different processes: 
dynamic capabilities refer to the particuiar (nonimitability) capacity bus iness 
enterprises possess to shape, reshape, configure, and reconfigure assets so as to 
respond to changing technologies and markets and escape the zero-profit condition. 
5 See, for example, (Di Stefano, Peteraf, and Verona, 2009, 2010) for an extensive literature 
analysis and (Ambrosini and Bowman, 2009) for a rev iew of the defmitions and concepts. 
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Dynamic capabilities relate to the enterprise's ability to sense, seize, and adapt in order 
to generate and exploit internai and external enterprise-specific competences, and to 
address the enterprise 's changing environment (p. 87-88) 
Despite a lack of consensus in the lite rature conceming the defmition of dynamic 
capabilities, sorne common themes emerge: 
• to defme and describe what are capabilities; 
• to assess what makes them dynamic; 
• to fmd how do they relate to changing environments; and 
• to ident ify what frrms have to do to develop those capabilities. 
The frrst three themes are explored in the following sections. 
1.7.1 Capabilities 
In order to understand the concept of dynamic capabilities, the term capabilities must 
frrst be reviewed and defmed. In most de finit ions, capabilities refer to routines. For example, 
Collis (1994) defmes organizational capabilities as "the socially complex routines that 
determine the efficiency with which frrms physically transform inputs into outputs" (p. 145). 
In a similar vein, Winter (2003) sees an organizational capability as "a high-Ievel routine (or 
collection of routines) that, together with its implementing input flows, confers upon an 
organization's management a set of decision options for producing significant outputs of a 
particular type". Amit and Shoemaker (1993) define capabilities as "a frrm's capacity to 
deploy resources, using organizational processes, to effect a desired end. They are 
information-based, tangible, or intangible processes that are frrm specifie and are developed 
over time through complex interactions among the firm's resources" (p. 35). Other defInitions 
assume that capabilities are not related to specifie resources or competences (sometimes 
referred to as assets) but are collective and socially embedded and relate to the way complex 
problems are solved over time (Dos~ Nelson, and Winter, 2000; Schreyogg and Kliesch­
EberL 2007). Examples of capabilities include: product development processes, strategie 
decision-making, and alliance & acquisition routines (Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000). 
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Capabilities have sometimes been categorized as: substantive capabilities, absorptive 
capabilities, adaptive capabilities, and innovative capabilities. Each of these categories is 
discussed in more details in the following sub-sections. 
1.7.1.1 Substantive Capabilities 
Substantive capabilities refer to the ability to perform the basic functiona 1activities of a 
fIrrn. They are what Schreyogg and Kliesch-Eberl (2007) call the "patterned and replicable 
activities oriented toward specifIc tasks" and Winter (2003), "the organization's ability to 
produce a desired output". 
The paradox of substantive capabilities (sometimes called operating or core 
capabilities) is that to qualify as capabilities a certain amount of routinization is required 
(Dos~ Nelson, and Winter, 2000). Firms want to develop and maintain substantive 
capabilities to produce outputs with the highest efflciency and effectiveness possible. This is 
achieved through routines which are path-dependent and involve sorne form of commitment 
through investrnent by the fums. At the same time, due to structural inertia, these routines 
rnight become maladapted to the environment and might have a tendency to persist despite 
external threats (Becker, 2004; Schreyogg and Kliesch-Eberl, 2007). This dilemma is 
summarized as follows: 
On one side, they have to develop reliable patterns of selecting and linking resources in 
order to attain superior performance and competitive advantages and on the other side 
this endeavour constitutes - at least in volatile markets - a considerable risk of 
becoming locked into exactly these capabilities (Schreyogg and Kliesch-Eberl, 2007, 
p.919). 
Teece (2007, 2009) concelves the concept of dynarnic carabilities as the ability to 
respond to this dilernrna by adapting, integrating, and reconfIguring clusters of resources to 
match the requirements of a changing environment. He added the terrn dynamic to refer to the 
renewal mechanisms involved to adapt to continuously changing business environments. In 
practice this involves changing the routines of the enterprise. 
routines help sustain continu ity until there is a shift in the environment. Changing 
routines is costly, so change will not be (and should not be) embraced instantaneously. 
Departure from routines willlead to heightened anxiety within the organization, unless 
the culture is shaped to accept lùgh levels of internai change (Teece, 2009, p.34). 
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1.7.1.2 Adaptive Capabilities 
Chakravarthy (1982) distinguishes between the state of adaptation (i.e. the state in 
which a flfm can survive the conditions of its environment) and the adaptive capability 
defmed as a fIrm's process to identify and capitalize on emerging market opportunities. 
Accordingly, adaptation describes an end state while adaptive capability focuses on the 
process ofcontinuous learning and adjustment. 
Adaptive capabilities are also sometimes associated with the effective balancing 
between exploration and exploitation strategies (Staber and Sydow, 2002; Wang and Ahmed, 
2007). This balance, called ambidexterity, has led to a large number of publications, and is 
defmed as the ability of a fIrrn to adapt over time and to simultaneously explore and exploit 
(Benner and Tushman, 2003; O'Reilly, Harreld, and Tushman, 2009; O'Reilly and Tushman, 
2004,2008). 
Miles and Snow (1978) propose four types of organizational adaptation (defenders, 
prospectors, analyzers, and reactors). According to their mode~ adaptive cycles link the 
entrepreneurial problem (choice of product-market domain), the engineering problem (choice 
of technologies for production and distribution), and the administrative problem 
(rationa lization of structure and process). 
1.7.1.3 Absorptive Capacities 
The tenn absorptive capacities was coined by Cohen and Levinthal (1989, 1990) who 
found that it was critical for the innovative firms to recognize the value of new, external 
information, assimilate it, and apply it to commercial ends. This capacity to acquire and 
incorporate knowledge was observed both at individual and organizational levels and was 
found to be dependent on prior acquired knowledge. 
Zahra and George (2002) describe the absorptive capacity as the processes by which 
frrms acquire, assimilate, transfonn, and exploit know ledge. The acquisition refers to the 
ability to identify external knowledge which would be useful to the enterprise's operations. 
The assimilation includes the routines and processes to translate and interpret the acquired 
knowledge to make it useable to the firm. These routines can sometimes be transformed to 
make them compatible with the existing routines. This might involve the combination of 
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multiple sets of knowledge which must be combined and developed into a new type of 
know ledge. Finally the transfOlmed know ledge must be exploited in new routines. 
Easterby-Smith et al. (2008) used the concept of absorptive capacity in a qualitative 
study of three cases and found demonstrates the need for further development of a process 
approach and the potential value of conducting more longitudina1 qua Iitative studies to 
understand the inner processes of absorptive capacity. They also found that absorptive 
capacity theory needs to take conscious note of boundaries, which are difficult to defme and 
can evolve significantly over time. 
Sorne attempts were made to equate the knowledge exploration, retention, and 
exploitation of absorpt ive capacities to dynamic capabilities (Lichtenthaler and Lichtentha 1er, 
2009). This direct connection between dynamic capabilities and knowledge management has 
brought sorne confusion in the concepts which is discussed further in Section 5.1, on 
page 138 
1.7.1.4 Innovative Capabilities 
Wang and Ahmed (2007) include innovative capabilities as a conunon feature of 
dynamic capabilities. It refers to a fnm's "ability to develop new products and/or markets, 
through aligning strategie innovative orientation with innovative behaviours and processes". 
While absorptive capacities refer to the identification and integration of extemal knowledge, 
the innovative capacity describes the possibility to develop the knowledge (and capability) 
intemally. 
1.7.1.5 Higher Order (Meta) Capabilities 
Section 1.5.4 reviews sorne of the monitoring and control mechanisms of projects. It is 
mentioned that regulating mechanisms can include second-order con troIs. Collis (1994) and 
Winter (2003) apply this idea to organizationa 1 capabilities and claim that dynamic 
capabilities govern the rate of change of ordinary capabilities. If this is the case then, a frrst­
arder capability includes skills at perforrning a particular task i.e. the basic functional 
activities of the fnm (or substantive capability as defmed in section 1.7.1.J). A second-order 
(or meta-capability) is defined as the competence to build new frrst-order competences or to 
improve the activities of the fnm. The third-order would include irnprovements to the 
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second-arder capabilities. It would be possible to conceive innovations "to innova te the 
innovation that innovates the innovation that innovates ... and so on ad infinitum" (Collis, 
1994, p.148). Collis's higher-order call1bilities can be considered dynamic capabilities. They 
relate to the modification and the creation and extension of the resource rose. Third and 
fourth-order capabilities (or meta-capabilities) are related to the learning-to-leam call1bilities. 
In a similar vein, Schreyogg and Kliesch-Eberl (2007) propose a seIllrate management 
activity and the concept of capability monitoring as "a dual-process model of capability 
dynamization". Danneel5 (2008) al50 uses the idea of second-order competence to study how 
frrms explore new markets and new technologies in order to develop new competences which 
could be added to their resource-base. Zahra, Sapienza, and Davidson (2006) use similar 
topologies to study the key differences in the dynamic capabilities between new ventures and 
established companies. Ambrosin~ Bowman, and Collier (2009) al50 propose a hierarchy of 
capabilities with different typologies of dynamic capabilities (incremental, renewing, and 
regenerative capabilities ) depending on the perceived environmental state (stable, dynamic, 
or hyper). 
1.7.2 What is Dynamic in Dynamic Capabilities? 
Various authors offer different interpretations of the term dynamic in the expression 
dynamic capabilities. Sorne authors refer to the environmental dynamism. This is probably 
not in the spirit of the defmition of dynamic capabilities. Although, dynamic capabilities are 
more commonly found in dynamic environments it can al50 be observed in other types of 
environments. For example, Eisenhardt and Martin (2000) found that in moderately dynamic 
markets emphasis is on variation and the more traditional incremental continuous 
improvements while in high-velocity markets the dynamization approaches are more radical 
but al50 more experiential and improvisational. 
Dynamic can al50 relate to the capabilities themselves, i.e. they are capabilities that are 
dynamic, capabilities that change themselves over time. Stoelhort and Liu (2009) point out 
that defmitions of dynamic capabilities seem to have evolved from a concem with the 
environment as the main sources of dynamics to a concern with higher order capabilities and 
rnanagerial action. The dynamism relates to how the resource base is changed in a dynamic 
environment by the use of dynamic capabilities. Dynamic refers to change in the resource 
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base, to the renewal or reallocation of resources. Put differently, it means that the dynamism 
consists in the interaction of the dynamic capability and resource base, allowing the 
modification of this resource base. 
1.7.3 Dynarnic Capabilities as a Framework 
In this doctoral research, Teece's framework (2007, 2009) is used to structure the 
rnicro-foundations of the dynamic capabilities used when managing project portfolios under 
high levels of uncertainty (see a more detailed description of the conceptual framework in 
Chapter II). Teece (2007, 2009) proposes a dynarnic capabilities framework that identifies 
classes of relevant variables and their interrelationships. Figure 1.12 shows these capabilities 
and their relationships to a number of rnicro-foundations (i.e. distinct skills, processes, 
procedures, organizational structures, decision rules, and disciplines). It is made of three 
main capabilities: 
•
 to sense and shape opportunities and threats; 
•
 to seize opportunities; and 
•
 to maintain competitiveness through enhancing, combining, protecting, and when 
necessary, reconfiguring the business enterprise 's intangible and tangible assets. 
According to Teece (2009), sensing rnight include, but is not limited to the following: 
•
 to ident ify target market segment, changing customer needs; 
•
 to tap into in exogenous technology; 
•
 to tap into innovation (from suppliers and complementors); and 
•
 to direct internai R&D and select new technologies. 
Seizing is defmed as the structures, procedures, designs, and incentives for identifying 
that changes are required once a new technological or market opportunity is sensed. This 
includes four rnicro-foundations: 
•
 selecting the decision-making protocols; 
•
 delineating the customer solution and the business model 
•
 selecting the enterprise boundaries to manage complements and control platforrns; and 
•
 building loyalty and commitrnent. 
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The third and last capability in Teece's framework is called managing threats and 
transforming and is defmed as "the continuo us alignment and realignment of specifie 
tangible and intangible assets" (Teece, 2009, p.49). In the face of changing environments the 
enterprise rnight have to reconfigure and re-assign existing capabilities and potentially 
develop new ones. The micro-foundations in this capability include: 
•
 Decentralization and near decomposability: adopting loosely coupled structures, 
embracing open innovation, developing integration and coordination skills. 
•
 Govemance: achieving incentive aligmnent, and minimizing agency issues. 
•
 Cospecialization: managing strategic fit so that asset combinations are value 
enhancing. 
•
 Knowledge management: learning, knowledge transfer, achieving know-how and 
inte llectual property protection. 
As is discussed in this chapter, the recent publications on dynamic capabilities theory 
argue that it is no longer sufficient to develop unique resources or capabilities (as initially 
proposed in the REY) to gain a strategic advantage but that these resources and capabilities 
must be constantly re-allocated and re-optirnized to adapt to changing environments. This is 
precisely what the management of project portfolios in dynamic environments is about. Even 
though the concept of dynamic capabilities has been prevalent in the strategic management 
literature for at least ten years, only a few such caIRbilities have been investigated 
empirically and unfortunately there are very few descriptions of how fmns can irnplement 
and maintain dynamic capabilities in practice. The study of dynamic capabilities in a multi­
project context should therefore contribute additional empirical evidences. A conceptual 
framework based on dynarnic capability is described in the next chapter. 
1.8 Concluding Remarks on Literature Review 
The main focus of PPM literature presented in this chapter has been, up till now, to 
irnprove organizational performance by introducing practices to select and prioritize projects. 
Section 1.1 shows that there bas been little research on the Imnagement of project portfolios 
once they have been decided upon. The purpose of the present research is to supplement the 
existing processes with additional empirical information and conceptualization to supplement 
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them with information on how project portfolios are managed when there is a high level of 
uncertainty. 
In the research question "How is uncertainty affecting project portfolios managed in 
dynamic environments? " the concept of uncertainty was preferred over other concepts such 
as unexpected events, risks, or deviations which are presented briefly in section 1.2. Dynamic 
envirorunents lead to uncertainty which makes it difficult for portfolio managers to plan 
projects very far in advance with a high degree of precision. MechaTÙSms are put in place to 
manageforeseen uncertainty and to manage portfolios when unforeseen uncertainties occur. 
For many [mns, the environment is unstable and the high level of uncertainty due to 
dynamic environments leads to a number of challenges to organisations which are 
summarized in section 1.3. The focus of the present research is to document sorne of the 
approaches which are used by organizations to alleviate those challenges when managing 
project portfolios in dynamic environments. Based on the contingency theory, described in 
section lA, the assumption of this research is tha t the management of project portfolio in 
highly dynamic environments will differ from the management in more static environments. 
A number of techniques to manage uncertainty at project level are summarized in 
section 1.5. These techniques are presented assuming that it is like ly that similar techniques 
are used when managing project portfolios. This provides a good starting point to evaluate if 
ail these approaches are applicable to portfolios or whether new approaches are developed to 
support this leveL 
The topic of organizations having to cope with changing and uncertain envirorunents 
has been studied from many points of view in the Organization Theory and Strategy 
literatures. In searching for a good conceptual framework for this research, two theories are 
presented in this chapter: Weick's interpretation system view and Teece's dynamic 
capabilities' framework. Weick's notion of sensemaking is often associated with the 
interpretation mechaTÙSms at the individual leve~ for example with how managers make 
sense of the equivocality associated with certain events. However, as mentioned in section 
1.6, Weick makes numerous attempts to study what can be called organizational 
sensemaking, the organizational processes put in place for sensemaking. 
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A similar interpretative theory, the concept of dynamic capabilities, has been developed 
to conceptualize the strategie level of organizations. This theOlY is presented brief!y in 
section 1.7 and is then used to produce a conceptual framework which is most appropriate to 
study the adaptation processes at operational leve Is. As is discussed in this chapter, the recent 
publications on dynamic capabilities theory argue that it is no longer suffie ient to develop 
unique resources or capabilities to gain a strategie advantage but that these resources and 
capabilities must be constantly re-allocated and re-optimized to adapt to changing 
environments. This is precisely what the management of project portfolios in dynamic 
environments is about. Even though the concept of dynamic capabilities has been prevalent in 
the strategie management literature for at least ten years, only a few slCh capabilities have 
been investigated empirically and wllortunately there are very few descriptions of how frrms 
can implement and maintain dynamic capabilities in practice. The study of dynamic 
capabilities in a multi-project context should therefore contribute additional empirical 
evidences. A conceptual framework, based on dynamic capability, is described in the next 
chapter. 
CHAPTERII 
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
This chapter describes the conceptual framework which was used for this research. It is 
based primarily on Teece's dynarnic capabilities and it is composed of three main levels: 
organizational context, dynamic capabilities, and organizing mechanisms. It provides the 
basis for the research methodology described in Chapter III. Follow ing the data analysis, it 
became clear that the conceptual framework had to be re-visited to better represent the reality 
being observe in the field. This updated framework is presented in Chapter V after the 
detailed case descriptions. 
A conceptual framework, based primarily on the dynamic capability framework by 
Teece, discussed in section 1.7.3, was developed for this doctoral research. It provides the 
basis for the data to be collected via the methodology described in the next chapter. It is 
composed of three main leve ls , as shown in Figure 2.1: the organizational context, dynamic 
capabilities, and organizing mechanisms. The dynarnic capability level is fruiher decomposed 
into three elements: 
•
 Sensing: processes to sense, filter, and interpret events and uncertainty. 
•
 Seizing: business model used, selection mies, and decis ion-making protocols. 
•
 TransforminglReconfiguring: characterization of changes to project portfolios and of 
other changes with impacts on portfolio. 
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2.1
 Organizational Context 
The top part of the conceptual framework, the organizational context, is studied to 
provide background data to understand why the project portfolio is put in place and under 
which organizational constraints it must operate. It includes the following elements: 
•
 Environme nt: the type of industry, the market, the competition, the lega 1aspects, the 
political aspects and how dynamic the environrnent is. This was used to assess and 
select the case studies to be investigated. 
•
 Strategy: it is assumed that a strategy for the project portfolio is already decided. 
Attempts were made to understand the vision, the mission, and the strategy to assess 
how the uncertainty is managed. 
•
 Organizational structure: This organizational structure was assessed to understand 
how the projects are structured. This included the functional organization, the 
utilization of external resources, and the alliances with external fums. 
•
 Constraints: includes the fmancial budget for the project pOltfolio but a1so access to 
resources and schedule constraints. 
•
 Corporate govemance: includes the decision bodies at corporate leve~ directives, 
rules and guidelines to control the organization. 
•
 Project portfolio charactemtics: the structure of the project portfolio, the history of 
the portfolio, the characteristics of the projects, and the dependencies between the 
projects and towards the resources was assessed. Dahlgren and Soderlund (2010) 
suggest that the project portfolio coordination and control mechanisms depend on 
characteristics of the projects such as uncertainty and level of dependencies. A number 
of project characteristics are therefore analyzed: (1) level of dependencies between 
sub-portfolios; (2) level of dependencies between projects; (3) level of dependencies 
with respect to resources; (4) coupling and autonomy of projects with respect to 
portfolios; (5) size of project in portfolios; (6) phase of each project in the portfolio; 
and (7) whether resources are internai or external. 
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2.2 Organizing Me chanisms as the Unit of Analysis 
This research investigates the elements that constitutes sensing - seizing ­
reconfiguring/transforming. The lowest elements, in Figme 2.1, are called micro­
foundations, by Teece (2009) and include: distinct skills, processes, procedures, 
organizationa1 structures, decision ru les, and disciplines. Dawidson (2006) studied the 
organizing mechanisms for project portfolio management. She proposes a framework which 
classifies these organizing mechanisms in three areas: 
•
 the organizational processes, i.e. how the portfolio management activities are 
organized; 
•
 how the tools and methods are used; and 
•
 the organizational structures i.e. how the relevant organizational participants get 
involved. 
Table 2.1 compares Teece's microfoundations with Dawidson's organizing 
mechanisms. Organization processes, tools, and organization structures are common to both 
and are included in this research. Skills and disciplines, although included in Teece 's micro­
foundat ions, are excluded from the scope of this research. However, the specific decis ion 
rules used for PPM, called basis for PPM decisions in this thesis, was included as part of the 
analysis. 
The terrn organizing mechanism is the term which is selected to represent the lowest 
leve 1of the framework. The term includes the follow ing items: 
•
 organizationa1 processes; 
• tools & methods;	 
• organizational structures; and	 
•
 basis for PPM decisions. 
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Table 2.1: Specifying the Organizing Mechan~ms Studied in this Research 
Microfoundations 
(Teece, 2009) 
Framework for the 
study of Organizing 
(Damdson, 2006) 
Organizing Mechanisms 
Studied in this Research 
distinct skills - excluded 
processes organization processes organization processes 
procedures tools and methods tools 
organizational structures organizational structures organizational structures 
decision rules - basis for PPM decisions 
disciplines - excluded 
2.3 Sens ing 
In PPM, different monitoring and scanning processes are put in place to observe the 
environrnent, either actively or passively, to extract the information that is necessary to read 
the context and to change, coordinate, and control the project portfolio. In this context, 
sensing refers to organizing mechanisms1 to identify, filter, and interpret changes and 
uncertainty which rnight affect the project portfolio. 
It can be hypothesized that the type of information, the frequency of sensing, and the 
filtering mechanisrns depend on the level of dynarnism of the environment; basically on how 
often changes are expected. This information is often ambiguous and must be interpreted to 
reduce its equivocality. Using Weick's tenninology, it can be assumed that uncertainty is 
interpreted. Somebody identifies what is uncertain and takes the necessary actions to reduce 
the equivocality related to these areas. People fmd out about uncertain elements, discuss 
them, write about them, and present on them to make sense of and interpret this uncertainty. 
People share information and share the task of sensemaking. This leads to a number of 
questions regarding the sensing mechanisrns: How do people in an organization ident ify 
sources of uncertainty? How do they draw the conclusions that certain sources of uncertainty 
should be monitored? How actively are they probing the environment? Through which 
channels do they gather the information? Do they proactively search for events or wait for the 
1 As discussed in the previous sub-section, the tenn organlZlng mechanism refers to: 
organizational processes; tools & methods; organizational structures; and basis for decisions. 
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events to occur? How do they know these events might have an impact on the project 
portfolio? How do they analyze and make sense of the infonnation? If the data is lU1clear and 
suggests multiple interpretations about the environment, how is the equivocality reduced? 
Aspects related to tirne can also be investigated and analyzed: Are regular updates produced 
on specific parameters (e.g. montWy reports on market shares)? What is the frequency of the 
scanning and analysis? What is the delay between the identification of lU1certainty and the 
change to the project portfolio? 
2.4 Seizing 
In the PPM context, two main organizing mechanisms are included lU1der seizing. De 
f1rst organizing mechanism refers to project portfolio decision cornrnittees which are put in 
place to manage and decide on the different components of the project portfolio. These 
decision bodies are part of project portfolio governance. The second organizing mechanism 
refers to the management's hypothesis about what customers want and how an enterprise can 
best meet those needs. In the case of enterprises having to deal with external suppliers of 
parts, equipments, or platforrns this rnight impact the make-or-buy decisions and alliance 
strategies. This inc ludes: 
(1) which technologies and features are to be embedded in the product and service; (2) 
how the revenue and cost strocture of a business is to be designed and if necessary 
redesigned to meet customer œeds; (3) the way in which technologies are to œ 
assembled; (4) the identity of market segments to be targeted; and (5) the mechanism 
and manner by which value is to be captured. [... ] Once adopted it defmes the way the 
enterprise "goes to market" (Teece, 2009, p.24). 
The management of project portfolios involves a number of decision bodies and 
decision rules which are nonnally defined in the project portfolio governance structure of the 
enterprise. The prirnary focus in this area is on how organizations having to manage project 
portfolios seize opportunities and decide what to do in the face of changes and lU1certainty. 
In this research, seizing is therefore defmed as the organizing mechanisms for 
deciding changes to the project portfolio once a potential nee d for change has been 
sensed This includes: 
• business model used; 
• governance rules; and 
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•
 decision making protocols. 
This triggers the following questions: What are the decision bodies put in place and the 
process to translate internai and external changes into changes to project portfolios? What 
influences the choice of the process to use? How are they constrained by existing governance 
rules and structures? How are opporttmities translated in the business model and the product 
architecture? 
2.5 Reconfiguring - Transforming 
One of the objectives of this research is to understand how changes identified by the 
sensing mechanism and decided upon by the seizing mechanism are translated into changes to 
the project portfolios. For example, uncertainty might result in: starting new projects, 
stopping projects, and continuously changing scope of projects. One of the starting points is 
to identify and classify the types of changes which occur at the portfolio level. 
This lead to a defmition of reconfiguring/transforming, in the PPM context, as 
organizing mechanisms to continuously align and realign the resources assigned to the 
project portfolio. During the data collection, there was little distinction made between the 
concepts of reconfiguring and transforming. Both concepts were grouped together as actions 
resulting for the sensing and seizing processes which were expected to result in changes to 
project portfolios or to other changes with impacts on the portfolio. This includes: 
•
 re-allocation ofresources allocated to the portfolio (e.g. how the portfolio is structured, 
and which resource is allocated to which project at which time); 
•
 re-prioritization of project scope; and 
•
 the transformation of the organizing processes surrouncling the portfolio such as 
structures, processes, decision bodies, etc. 
The conceptual framework described in this chapter was used to develop the research 
methodology, which is described in the following chapter. However, during the data analysis 
phase, it became clear that the conceptual framework had to be moclified to better reflect the 
reality observed. The distinction between reconfiguring and transforming had to be clarified. 
The updated conceptual framework and the rationale for the change are presented in 
Chapter V, on page 138. 
CHAPTERIII 
l'vlETHODOLOGY 
This chapter surnmarizes the research strategy and the methodology used for this 
research. The rationale for the use of multiple cases, the case study design, and methods are 
then described. The chapter concludes with limitations and exclusions to the study and the 
ethical aspects which were taken into consideration during the research. 
3.1 Research Strategy 
3.1.1 Selecting a Methodology Matching the Research Objectives 
Accorcling to Punch (2006), when selecting a research methodology, it is most 
important that the questions and the data required to answer these questions should match, 
and this in turn is dependent on the research objectives and the status of the knowledge on the 
topic. 
The objectives of the research can be swnmarized as follows: 
•
 to identify the organizing mechanisms used to manage uncertainty affecting project 
portfolios in dynamic environments; 
•
 to evaiuate the use of the dynamic capability framework for the study of project 
portfolios; 
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•
 to study project portfolio management at the operationallevel using concepts borrowed 
dynamic capabilities (traditionally used to study strategic processes at corporate level); 
•
 to ident ify potentia lly useful practices in the field of project portfolio management; and 
•
 to detect gaps in existing standards for PPM which have been developed by standard 
bodies. 
As is presented in Chapter II, the research in PPM has primarily focused on project 
selection and there have been only a few publications on the management of project 
portfolios once project are selected, especially in dynamic environments. Based on the above 
objectives and on this observed state oflmowledge, it was decided, for this research, to use an 
in-depth study of a limited number of cases. According to Yin (2003), case studies are tœ 
preferred strategy when: 
•
 how or why questions are being posed ("such questions deal with operational links 
needing to be traced over time , rather than mere frequencies or incidence" (Ibid, p.6»; 
•
 when the investigator has little control over events; 
•
 when the focus is a contemporary phenomenon within sorne real-life context; and 
•
 when very little is lmown about a topic. 
The research question meets ail four of these conditions. The research question is a 
How question. It is fonnulated as: How is uncertainty affecting project portfolios managed in 
dynamic environments? The study addresses uncertainty and unexpected events for which the 
investigator has no control. Finally, as mentioned above, there is little known on the 
operational aspects ofPPM which is a contemporary phenomenon. 
It should be noted that the use of case studies is more a choice of the scope ofwhat is 
to be studied (Stake, 2005) rather than a choice of the methodological approach because tœ 
cases can be investigated with a vast array of quantitative, qualitative, or mixed methods. 
Qualitative methods were selected for this research. The focus in this case is less on large 
samples but on careful selection of the cases (see further discussion on case selection in 
section 3.3). Because it was important to acquire and understand the context of the 
organizations where the mechanisrns are put in place. This could be done most easily through 
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the analysis of documents, such as process descriptions, portfolio plans, and minutes of 
meetings and the detailed interpretation by the people interviewed. 
The objective of many scientific inquiries is to develop theories which can be 
generalized and can explain sorne form of causality of sorne phenomenon (Kin loch, 1977; 
Sutton and Staw, 1995; Weick, 1995b). This type ofstudy, cailed explanatory study, attempts 
to identify why a certain phenomenon takes place. This level of theorizing is only feasible 
when a phenomenon has been observed and data has been systematically coilected about it. 
However, in this research, the characteristics of the phenomenon itself are not we il 
understood. It would therefore be premature to attempt to investigate causality. Instead, a 
descriptive study is performed to coilect, organize and sununarize information about the 
phenomenon. The description inc ludes how things relate to each other and a summary of 
specific factual information which might lead to sorne further theorizing. The objective of a 
descriptive study is not to identify causality but rather to demonstrate that a certain 
phenomenon exists and to describe it in such a way that further empirical investigations can 
subsequently be carried out. This is analogous to the etlmographic descriptions which served 
as the foundations for subsequent anthropologica1 theories. 
According to Punch (2006), the amount of structure and specificity that is planned in 
the research can vary greatly; ranging from pre-structured (with pre-specified questions, 
tightly structured design and pre-structured data) to unfolding (with general open-ended 
questions, loose design, and data not pre-structured). An approach situated somewhere in 
between these two extremes is used. The conceptual framework, described in the previous 
chapter, initially guided and structured the investigation. However, sorne of the research 
performed at later stages unfolded from the analys is of the gathered data initiaily and 
provided additional insights. In addition, based on the data analysis of the frrst two cases, the 
conceptual framework was modified. 
In summary, the research strategy used for this research has the foilowing 
characteristics: 
• based on the study of a limited number of weil selected cases; 
• using qualitative methods; 
• descriptive study rather than explanatory; 
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•
 pre-structured in its conceptual framework and evolves based on early fmdings; and 
•
 identifies organizing mechanisms put in place to respond to uncertainty. 
3.1.2 Ontology and Epistemology 
A good understanding of the paradigm (i.e. the ontology and the epistemology on 
which the investigator bases his/her research) provides additional rationale for the selection 
of the methodology. Ali three must be consistent. Paradigms are analogous to different lenses 
which can be used to observe the same phenomenon with different research perspectives 
offering different emphasis, framework, focus, and point of view on similar topics. Each will 
have diverse positions ofwhat is real (ontology), ofwhat can be known, and how it should be 
found (epistemology). The aim of this chapter is to be explicit about possible biases and 
about the positions of the researcœr which have justified the choice of the methodology. 
Attempts have been made to classify research perspectives into a number of paradigms 
according to the ontological, epistemological, and methodological approaches. There is a 
multitude of typologies proposed by different authors and these typologies are not always 
consistent. As Miles and Huberman (1994) remark "they turn out to be basically 
incommensurate, both in the way the different qualitative strands are defmed and in the 
criteria used to distinguish them". However, despite the large choice of ontological and 
epistemological classifications, this section attempts to present the position of the researcher 
with respect to sorne of the most used paradigm typologies. 
Using Burrell and Morgan's (1985) categorization of the nature of social science, this 
research would be based on the follow ing assumptions: 
•
 Realist ontology which "postulates that the social world extemal to individual 
cognition is a real world made up of hard, tangible and relatively immutable structures. 
[... ) For the realist, the social world exists independently of an individual's 
appreciation of it" (Ibid, p. 4) . 
•
 Positivist epistemology "which seeks to expia in and predict what happens in the social 
world by searching for regularities and causal relationships between its constituent 
elements" (Ibid, p.5). 
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•
 A combination ofvoluntarist and determinist views of human nature: sorne researches 
(e.g. population ecology) studying how organizations adapt to changing enviromnents 
adopt a de tenninist standpoint and assume that human activities are complete ly 
detennined by the enviromnent. At the other extreme, voluntarists would claim that 
man is completely autonomous and free-willed. This research assumes a position 
somewhere in between those two extremes. The assumption is that different 
enviromnents limit the choices that humans within organizations can select from. In 
other words, it is not assumed that there is a direct causal relationship between the 
enviromnent and the way organizations behave but that it is mediated by the selection 
of the courses of action taken based on a 1irnited number of options. 
•
 Ideographie methodological approach: "based on the view that one can only 
understand the socia 1 world by obtaining first-hand knowledge of the subject under 
investigation. [... ] The ideographic method stresses the importance of letting one's 
subject unfold its nature and characteristics during the process of investigation" (Ibid, 
p. 6). This approach assumes that the researcher must get inside the organization to 
obtain a better understanding even if they are based on subjective accounts. (Note: this 
approach is in opposition to nomothethis approaches which "focus upon the process of 
testing hypotheses in accordance with canons of scientific rigour" (Ibid, p. 6). 
Based on the fIve paradigrns (positivism, post-positivism, critical theories, 
constructivism, participatory) proposed by Guba and Lincoln (2000; 2005), this research 
would faH into the post-positivist category. This paradigm adds an important nuance to the 
realist ontology with reality "assumed to exist but to be only imperfectly apprehendable 
because of basically flawed human inteIlectua 1mechanisms and the fundamenta Ily intractable 
nature of the phenomena (Guba and Lincoln, 2000, p. 110). The positivists assume that the 
investigators are capable of studying the phenomenon objectively (i.e. with a dualist 
epistemology), the post-positivists abandon dualism and are more concemed that the fmdings 
fIt with pre-existing knowledge. The methodologies typically used by post-positivists are: 
modified experimental, manipulative, critical multiplism (or triangulation), falsification of 
hypotheses but may include qualitative methods like in this research. 
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Tesch (1990) classifies 27 types of qualitative research. Based on his typology, this 
research would fall under the transcendental realism i.e. the research interest is in the 
discovery of regularities, the identification (and categorization) of elements, and the 
exploration of their connections. Miles and Huberman (1994) also position themse Ives in this 
lineage and describe themselves as transcendental realists as follows: 
We think. that social phenomena exist not only in the mind but also in the objective 
world - and that sorne lawful and reasonably stable relationships are to be found 
among them. The lawfulness cornes from the regularities and sequences that link 
together phenomena. From these patterns we can derive constructs that underlie 
individual and social life. The fact that most of those constructs are invisible to the 
human eye does not make them invalid. After ail we ail are sUlTounded by lawful 
physical mechanisms ofwhich we're,at most remotely aware" (p. 4). 
Patton (2002) lists 16 types of qualitative inquiries based on theu' foundational 
questions which helps to understand and to delineate one type of inquiry from another based 
on the perspective, the disc iplinary roots, and how the question is formulated. The 
perspective called reality testing best fits the objective and the formulation of the research 
question. The central questions in this perspective inc lude: 
•
 What's really going on in the real world? 
•
 What can we establish with sorne degree of certainty? 
•
 [00'] 
•
 What's the truth insofar as we can get at it? 
•
 How can we study a phenomenon so that our findings correspond, as much as possible, 
to the real world? (Ibid., p. 132) 
It might look paradoxical that while attempting to remain realist through sorne fonu of 
objective observations, the core of the data collection will be interviews which by defmition 
are subjective and potentially distorted by both the interviewees and by the interviewer. 
Allard-Poesi (2005) summarizes sorne of the issues related to this paradox when investigating 
sensemaking: 
[. 00] although departing from the structure-functionalist perspective of conventional 
cognitive theory, sensemaking research nonetheless airns to establish objective 
knowledge of these subjective processes. In so doing, it is faced with the interpretive 
paradox irnplied in seeking an 'objective science ofsubjectivity' (p. 169). 
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3. 1.3 Overview of Research Process 
Figure 3.1 shows an overv iew of the research process œsed on Eisenhardt (19 89a) and 
Yin (2003). The following sections describe in more detail the activities in each phase. 
•
 Preparing for data collection: based on preliminary research questions and 
conceptual framework, an interview guide was tested with two pilot cases. Following 
the lessons leamed from this preliminary investigation, the material was updated. (See 
more details on preparation work in section 3.2). 
•
 Establishing criteria for case selection: the criteria for the nurnber and characteristics 
of the cases were then specified (See more details on the case selection criteria in 
section 3.3). 
•
 Se lecting and describing c~es: includes the case descriptions i.e. organizationa 1 
context, portfolio characteristics, match against selecting criteria, and cross-case 
comparison (see discussion on case selection in section 3.3.3 and a detailed description 
of the cases in Chapter IV). 
•
 Collecting the evidence: this phase inc1uded collecting the evidence for two portfolios 
in a flrst flnn. Data was then col1ected from two portfolios in a second flrm (see more 
details on the data collection methodology in section 3.4). 
•
 Analyzing the c~e study evide nce: the interviews from the two cases in the flrst finn 
were coded and analyzed and this lead to an additional update of the conceptual 
framework (see Chapter IV, on page 119). Following the data collection from two 
additional portfolios in a second fInu, further analysis was performed individually for 
both firms using the updated framework. A cross-case analysis was then perfonned to 
ident ify differences, similarities, and patterns (the analysis methodology is presented in 
section 3.5). 
•
 Reporting the res ults: includes a detailed case descriptions, an overvlew of tre 
different types of uncertainty facing the four portfolios, the update of tre conceptual 
framework, and the description of the organizing mechanisms (presented per fIrm 
rather than per portfolio) using the updated dynamic capability framework. This is 
fol1owed by a cross-case anaiysis and a discussion (see more details on reporting the 
results in section 3.6). 
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3.2 Preptring for Data Collection 
3.2.1
 Testing the Instruments 
A conceptual framework and interview guide based on the preliminary research 
question "How are unexpected events affecting project portfolios identified, interpreted and 
managed? " were tested prior to the actual case study investigation. The initial conceptual 
framework was focused on the project portfolio regulating process, under constraint, when 
unexpected events occur. Interviews were carried out during summer 2008: one with the 
person responsible for the project pOltfolio process deployrnent at a division of a Canadian 
utility company, Uti12008, and one with the portfolio manager (within the PMO) of the IT 
divis ion of a Canadian fmanc ial institution, Fin2008. , 
Each interview was done at the interviewee 's premises in Montreal, was taped, and 
transcribed verbally. This generated 74 and 50 pages of verbatim respectively. The interviews 
were listened to multiple times and they were read and annotated manually to identify key 
fmdings. Notes and observations were also taken during and after the interviews. Documents 
including: presentation materia~ reports, tables, and graphs (for a total 44 pages) were also 
gathered and analyzed. 
The exploratory study performed during the summer 2008 led to: improvements to the 
conceptual model and theoretical foundat ion , changes to the research question, sorne 
improvements of the methodology, an assessment of the suitability of the two organizations 
as case studies, plus a number of general observations. Sorne preliminary findings were 
recorded and are summarized in Appendix F, on page 314. 
3.2.2
 Updating the Research Question, the Conceptual Framework, and the Interview 
Guide 
After analyzing the evolution of the multi-project plans of both enterprises over a 
period of more than a year and based on the interviews, it became obvious that a significant 
source ofuncertainty was due to the defmition of the project portfolio scope. It was actually 
1 Both VIi/2008 and Fin2008 are fictitious names used to preserve the anonymity of the firms 
and of the people interviewed. 
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so uncertain that it was rarely planned for a very long period in advance. The planning 
horizon was in weeks rather than months. However, despite being in very uncertain 
environrnents, the interviewees had difficulties relating to the concept of unexpected events. 
The concept of uncertainty seemed more appropriate than unexpected events for this study 
(see section 1.2.3 and section 1.2.4 for further discussion on this topic). Based on this fmding 
the research question which was initia lly planned to be "How are unexpected events ajJecting 
project portfolios identified, interpreted, and managed" was changed to "How is uncertainty 
affectingproject portfolios managed in dynamic environments? 
The conceptual framework was further refmed to include the three main components of 
dynamic capabilities discussed in Chapter II. The interview guide was also updated based on 
the experience gained from the summer 2008 interviews and re-structured according to the 
updated conceptual framework. 
3.3 Case Selection 
3.3.1 Using Multiple Cases 
An important question which arises when using a case study approach is the number of 
cases to investigate. \Vh.ile quantitative research requires a large number of cases to extract 
sorne validity based on statistical analysis, qua litative research using case studies might still 
provide interesting results even based on single cases. According to Y in (2003), there are 
many benefits of multi-case studies, even two-case studies over single cases, especial1y if 
they are ~rforrned in different contexts: 
•
 They are regarded as being more robust. Miles and Huberrnan (1994) suggest that 
"multiple-case sampling adds confidence to findings. [... ] If a fmding holds in one 
setting and, given its profile, also holds in a comparable setting but does not in a 
contrasting case, the fmding is more robust" (p. 29). 
•
 They provide substantia 1analytical benefits. 
•
 The contexts of the two cases are likely to differ providing opportunities for 
contrasting. 
•
 They offer the possibility of direct replication, i.e. if an observation was made in one 
context, is it also present in another context. 
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•
 It reduces the likelihood of study of an exceptional single case. 
The ideal munber of cases would have been to reach a point where there is little value 
added to perform additional case analysis. However, tre research was limited to four 
portfolios based upon the constraint imposed to complete a doctoral research within a 
prescribed duration. Based, on the results of this thesis, investigating replication in additiona 1 
cases would provide post-doctoral research opportunities. 
3.3.2 Case Study Selection Criteria 
When selecting cases, Patton (2002) distinguishes between random probability 
sampling (which is commonly used in quantitative studies) from purposeful sampling where 
the objective is to select information-rich cases strategically depending on the study purpose 
and resources. Two, out of the 16 different purposeful sampling strategies proposed by 
Patton, were selected for this research: criterion sampling and intensity sampling. 
3.3.2.1 Criterion Sampling 
The frrst strategyused was criterion sampling with the following criteria being used to 
ident ify and select cases for the study: 
•
 frrms should have dynamic envirorunents with a high level of uncertainty and/or high 
volume of changes to theu' project portfolio; 
•
 orgaruzations must have well-established processes to manage their project portfolios 
inc luding sorne mechanisms to handle changes; 
•
 there should be a high project management maturity level; and 
•
 the frrm should be supportive of this research and provide easyaccess to informants 
and documents. 
The requirements specified above were then assessed against the situation observed in 
a number of orgarùzations. The two films used for the pilot study were rejected on the basis 
of these criteria. Vtil2008 had a very elaborate system to aggregate and follow-up project 
data at the portfolio level. They were also putting in place a very good PPM process. They 
have also been very supportive to the research and gave access to doclunents. Unfortunately 
the initia 1interview indicated two major limitations to use Vtil2008 as a case study: 
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•
 the planning horizon is very long (between five and ten years) with a fàirly small 
nurnber of changes; and 
•
 secondly, although they have been managing projects for many decades and have 
reached a high level of project management maturity, their project portfolio process is 
very new. They have less than one year of history. These two issues combined will 
make the identification of significant events very difficult. 
The fmn Util2008 was rejected because the environment was not sufftc iently dynamic, 
the nurnber of changes was fairly small, the market was monopolistic, and the planning 
horizon very long. 
The fmn Fin2008, œspite being in a turbulent environment, was also discarded 
because the portfolio management practices had oruy recently been put in place. They lacked 
the history necessary to supply data for the study. 
Two additional firms meeting the criteria were selected for the research. They are 
called Company Soft and Company Fin, in this thesis, and are described in detail in 
Chapter IV. Despite sirnilarities related to the selection criteria (i.e. dynamic environments 
and weil established portfolio management), they came from two different industries and had 
different govemance characteristics thus displaying an element of variation in their 
environment which allowed comparisons. 
3.3.2.2 Intensity Sampling 
Both films, Company Soft and Company Fin, manage project portfolios in dynamic 
environments. They manifest the phenomenon intense ly but might not necessarily be 
considered extreme cases. This corresponds to what Patton (2002) calls intensity sampling. 
The fmns are very large and manage many project portfolios. Because the two fmns manage 
a large nurnber of project portfolios, an additional samp ling within each frrm was specified. 
The portfolios were selected according to the following criteria: 
•
 portfolio had been in existence more than two years, had to have encountered different 
types of changes, and had fàced different types of uncertainties; 
•
 the portfolio was complex and included a large number of dependencies between 
projects; 
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• the project and portfolio management practices were weil established; 
• there was access to docwnents and to people invoived; and 
• the history of portfolio was weil docwnented. 
3.3.3 Cases Selected 
Four portfolios in two fIrms were selected for this research. Having two portfolios per 
fum offered opportunities to validate if observations could be replicated within a given flfm. 
The cases are described in more detail in Chapter IV, on page 119. 
The flfst company, nicknamed Company Soft, is a large multinational with tens of 
thousands of employees out of which approxirnately 25% are in R&D. The products being 
developed are very complex, include both hardware and software, and are structured as 
systems composed of nodes, sub-systems, and lower level software components 
interconnected using standard interfaces. Based on the criteria detailed in section 3.3.2.2, two 
portfolios at Company Soft were selected. The flfst project portfolio is called Portfolio Softl. 
This portfolio is composed of a nwnber of projects to develop a completely new product line. 
The second portfolio studied at Company Soft is cailed Portfolio Soft2. It was put in place to 
develop a mixture of hardware and software products used by other units in Company Soft 
inc luding Portfolio Softi. The main purpose of the projects in Portfolio Soft2 are to reduce 
develop and integrate software and hardware components in order to reduce duplication and 
to seek synergy in the main product architecture. These common components are then used 
by the other units to build their specific applications. 
The second company studied in this doctoral research is nicknamed Company Fin. It is 
a large Canadian fmancial institution offering services to enterprises and individuals 
inc luding loans, lines of credit, credit cards, accounts, savings, investments, and insurance. 
The Portfolio FinI was put in place to comply with the Basel II agreement. This is an 
international agreement specifying the capital required by financial institutions to mitigate 
sorne of the risks that they face (Bank for International Settlements, 2009). The second 
portfolio studied at Company Fin is called Portfolio Fin2. It was put in place to introduce 
new accounting norms according to the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). 
IFRS are principles-based standards, interpretations and a framework adopted by the 
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International Accounting Standards Board (IASB). The irnplementation of IFRS is 
compulsory for Canadian publicly accountable profit-oriented enterprises for fmancia 1 
periods beginning on or after 1 Janumy 2011. This includes public companies and other 
profit-oriented enterprises that are answerable to large or diverse groups of shareholders. 
3.3.4 Cases Comparison 
Table 3.1 summarizes the key characteristics of the four portfolios. The two finns 
presented in this chapter were selected to meet the criteria specified in section 3.3.2 for the 
flI1l1S and the portfolios. The cases offer a number of similarities and differences which are 
discussed briefly in the following sub-sections. 
3.3.4.1 Key Differences Used for Comparison 
Having two portfolios per frrm offers opportunities to validate if observations could be 
replicated within a given frrm. This is particularly relevant because PPM and project 
management practices are often established and deployed at corporate level. This provides 
many similarities between the cases (i.e. the different portfolios) but due to the particularities 
of the individua 1portfolios, differences rnight still be observed. 
As can be seen in Figure 3.2, on page 100, in addition to operating III different 
industries, one of the key differences between the two frrms is the type of deliverables 
produced by the project portfolios: the products delivered by the two portfolios in Company 
Soft include systems composed of a number of nodes fully tested and integrated with 
previous versions of their product along with documentation and a number of services (such 
as installation, training and support) while the portfolios in Company Fin supply conformity 
to intemationa 1norrns through IS/IT systems, modified or new processes along with training 
and support of the end users. 
In both firms, a larger portfolio (with more than 50 concurrent projects) is compared to 
a smaller portfolio (less than 25 concurrent projects). Additional differences and sirnilarities 
are described in the next sections. 
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Figure 3.2: High Level Comparison orthe Four Cases Investigated 
3.3.4.2 Other Differences 
The customers of the outcome of project portfolio differ between Porifolio Softl, which 
has direct extemal customers, and the three others which deliver to internai customers, 
although the products developed by Portfolio Soft2 still end up in a customer product. 
At Company Soft, there is a match between the divisions and the portfolios and most of 
the resources allocated to the projects come from those divisions us ing a matrix organization. 
The resources are fully dedicated to projects and very few consultants are hired although 
cross-division resource allocation occasionally occurs. The two portfolios at Company Fin 
are managed at corporate level and affect almost ail divisions and subsidiaries. The resources 
are borrowed temporarily from the operational work force and a large proportion of the 
workforce is composed of consultants hired specifically to work on projects. 
3.3.4.3 Similarities 
The two flrrns investigated are very large (tens of thousands of employees) and manage 
many project portfolios in parallel which are selected and prioritized at corporate level 
approxirnately once a year. The two flrrns have very weil established project management 
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processes and the project maturity is high. Both fmns have a history of many decades 
successfully managing projects and are considered best in class in their industries with 
respect to their project management. This includes weil established governance structures, 
and standardized project management practices and tools. The introduction of project 
portfolio management is still somewhat new (i.e. less than five years) in both cases. AU four 
portfolios involved software development and are further decomposed into sub-portfolios and 
the dependencies between projects are very high; individua 1 projects cannot easily be 
removed without affecting the rest of the portfolio. 
3.3.4.4 Construct Validity 
Validity refers to the connection between constructs and the data collected. More 
specifically construct validity refers to the establishment of the correct operational measures 
for the concepts being studied (Y in, 2003). According to Neurnan (2000), "qualitative 
researchers are less concerned with trying to match an abstract concept to empirica 1data and 
more concerned with giving a candid portrayal of sociallife that is true to the experiences of 
people being studied" (p. 171). 
For this research, the level and impact of uncertainty had to be evaluated. There were 
no specific measures to score the level of uncertainty and their impacts as sources of change. 
The responses and the evaluation by the interviewees was the sole source of data in this case. 
They were specifically asked to identify sources of uncertainty and evaluate their impact. 
There was a similar concern for the classification of the different organizing mechanisms. Ta 
improve the quality of this construct, triangulation was used through multiple SOillces of 
evidence. As suggested by Yin, key inforrnants from the investigated cases reviewed the draft 
report to validate the observations. 
3.3.4.5 Internai Validity 
InternaI validity refers to the establishment of causal relationship whereby certain 
conditions are shown to lead to other conditions. "InternaI validity means there are no errors 
interna 1to the design of the research project. It is used primarily in experimental research ta 
talk about possible errors or alternative explanations of results that arise despite attempts to 
institute controls" (Neuman, 2000, p.I72). 
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According to Yin (2003), internaI validity is relevant for explanatory or causal studies 
only, and not so much for descriptive or exploratory studies like this research. However, Yin 
brings attention to a concem when inferences are made between events that are not directly 
observed: 
Is the inference correct? Have aU the rival explanations and possibilities been 
considered? Is the evidence convergent? Does it appear to be airtight? A research 
design that has anticipated these questions has begun to deal with the overaU problem 
of making inferences and therefore the specifie problem of internai va lidity (p. 36). 
During the data analysis, the relationships between the sensing mechanisms and the 
sources of uncertainty were sought. This connection was assigned when it was either clearly 
stated by more than one informants or when it could be confmned in documents. 
3.3.4.6 Extemal Validity 
External validity is establishing the domain to which a study's fmdings can be 
generalized (Yin, 2003). This is more relevant for quantitative research. A generalization is 
sought from the results of samples or from experirnents in a lab (e.g. in psychology). The 
researcher would then attempt to generalize to a larger public. However, the fmdings of 
descriptive studies are not genera1izable in the same way quantitative studies based on 
statistically valid samples of populations attempt to provide. At best the fmdings might be 
transferable to other settings where they can be replicated. This means that the context and 
the conditions under which the phenomenon have been identified must be described in detail 
to support subsequent replication. According to Lincoln and Guba (1985): 
[... ] the naturalist can only set out working hypotheses together with a description of 
the tirne and context in which they were found to hold. Whether they hold in sorne 
other context, or even in the same context at sorne other tirne, is an empirical issue, the 
resolution of which depends upon the degree of sirnilarity between sending and 
receiving (or earlier and later) contexts. Thus the naturalist cannot specify the external 
validity of an inquiry; he or she can provide only the thick description necessary to 
enable someone interested in making a transfer to reach a conclusion about whether 
transfer can be contemplated as a possibility (p. 316). 
This justifies why the context and the environments of the two frrms and the four 
portfolios are described extensive ly in Chapter IV. Based on this information, a reader will be 
in a position to identify sirnilarities with other contexts in which the fmdings might ho Id. The 
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ctifferences and similarities in the fmdings between fllTl1S and œtween p011folios are also 
highlighted when appropriate. 
3.3.4.7 Reliability 
Reliability refers to the ability for another researcher to obtain the same results for the 
same case (not replicating the results in another case) with a goal to rninimize the errors and 
biases in the study (Yin, 2003). The results produced by an indicator are not expected to vary 
because of the characteristics of the measurement process or the measurement instrument 
itself (Neuman, 2000). For example, a chernist expects that a scale will measure the weight 
reliably, Le. the measurement of the weight will be the same regardless of whom or when the 
measurement is taken. 
For case studies, a technique to improve reliability is to document the protocol in 
detai~ so that it could be easily repeated if necessary. A more challenging reliability issue is 
the consistency of the interview coding. To increase reliability, sorne qualitative research 
involving interview use multiple coders to ensure that there is agreement in the assigrunents 
of the codes. Tlùs was not done in this research and could be seen as a weakness of the 
research. However, triangulation between ctifferent interviewees and with documents was 
used as a method to increase reliability. (See further discussion on triangulation in section 
3.4.2, on page 109.) 
3.4 Collecting the Evidence 
3.4.1 Data Collected 
Documents and verbal accounts via semÎ-structured interviews were used to understand 
the different processes followed depending on the characteristics of the events. Using the 
structure of the conceptual framework, Figure 3.3 describes the topics investigated in each 
area and the intermediate analysis performed starting with an initial analysis of the 
background information (incL organizational context, portfolio history and characteristics and 
processes used to manage projects). A study of the changes to the project portfolio over a 
period of one to two years allowed a characterization of these changes and a classification 
into categories. 
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Questions regarding sources of uncertainties and frequencies of changes were used to 
cOlToborate the fmdings. The interviews were used to understand the sensing, seizing, and 
transforminglreconfiguring mechanisms. This was followed by feedback sessions with sorne 
participants. 
Table 3.2 maps the data collected and the collection methods for each area. For most 
areas, a combination of interviews and documents was used to ensure consistency and conect 
understanding by the researcher. This conesponds to methods triangulation i.e. "checking out 
the consistency of findings generated by different data collection methods" (Patton, 2002, 
p. 556). Complete access was granted to the intranet of Company Soft. This provided a large 
amount of information to be analysed. In the case of Company Fin, documents were 
accessible but had to be requested and supplied by inforrnants. 
3.4.1.1 Background Information 
Data was collected to understand the environment and the context of the people 
involved in management of the project portfolio. This inc luded: 
•
 Environment & Strategy: The organizational context of the firm includes: vision, 
mission, strategy, goals, and values. The specific environment in which the firms 
operate (MArket, competitor, and legis lat ion) is also analyzed. 
•
 Governance & Constraints: Details of the govemance structure and rules were 
collected. This covered the links between the corporate, the portfolio and project 
govemance. This allowed a better understanding of the key stakeholders and their 
relationships. The constraints irnposed on the project portfolio were also analyzed. 
This included the type of constraints, origin (i.e. who decides them if applicable), how 
frequently they are updated and what is the process to modify the constraints. This 
includes any document describing the decision bodies, the ru les, documents and 
decisions used to manage the projects portfolios. 
•
 Structures: This organizationa 1structure was assessed to understand how the projects 
are structured. This included the functional organization, the utilization of external 
resources, and the alliances with external firrns. 
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Table 3.2: Areas Investigated, Characterization, and Data Sources 
Arca invcstigated 
Organizarional conlexl 
Govcroancc and 
coostraÎnts 
."
c 
.­
Ê 
..= Characleristics of Projec.
.s Portfolio
'" 
" 
" le
.. 
tJ 
.." History of the portfolio 
Proccsses relarcd to the 
management of the 
projcct portfolio 
Project Managemenl 
melhodology 
... 
o ; ë 
; '0 t 
.~ 1: .$ 
.!::! ';: i: 'i Changes 10 che projeci 
~ .ë ~ ~ portfolios 
e ~ ; 
~ ~'! 
u ~ S 
Organizing mechanisms 
Fcedback on findings 
Ta bc characlcrizcd 1Primary Data Sources 
Documents: 
• Anoual reports Vision, mission, strategy, goals, market, 
• Public ooline infonnation
competitor, values, org. SlnlClure 
• Corporate Intranet 
Documents: 
• Process descriptions 
Processes, directives, rules and • Directives 
conslraints, relalionships between • Description ofbodies rnvolved in 
corpornte, ponfolio and project deciding and repor1ing 
govemance • Organizalion structure 
.. Raies and responsibililies 
• Slcering group meeting minutes 
Documents: 
SlnlCIUre of projecl ponfot'o 
• Multi-praject charts SUlT\Jnarizulg 
Characleristics ofprojecLS project groups Dependencies 
• Descriptions of pfoieclS 
Documents:How and why portfoüo \Vas put in place. 
• Any textual accoum from early periodE"ents prior to period under scrutioy. 
Documenls: 
• Process descriptions
Process used ta manage portfolio 
• Directives 
• Description of dec is ion bodies 
Documents: 
• Process descriptions Methods and tools used 10 plan, 
• Directives 
coordinale and cOlllrol projects 
• Tools guidelines 
• Description of decision bodies 
Documenls: 
• Ponfolio plans 
• Sleering group minutes ofmeelingsType of changes 
• Project fmal reports
Sources ofW1cenainly 
Verbal accounfs: 
• Interviewees List sources of changt:s 
and uncertainties 
Verbal accounts: 
Sensing, seiz.ing, • Description ofho\V changes wcre 
reconfiguringlu-ansforming identified and trans lated inlO Ihe 
project portfolio (or olher changes) 
Feedhack sessions:
 
Findings in previous areas • Feedback session with key
 
participanls
 
Complemenlary Daia Sources 
Main point of conlacl: 
• Vatidalion and clarifications 
Main point of contact: 
• ValidaI ton and clarifteations 
Main point of contact: 
• Criteria to group projeclS 
• LcVèl of dcpcndcncics belwecn 
pro;eclS 
Person ÎO\'olvcd in the carly phase 
of portfolio: 
• ACCO~Jnt oflhe early history of the 
ponfouo 
Main point of contact: 
• V<llidation and clarifICations 
Main poinc of (onlacl: 
• Validation and clarifications 
Documents: 
• Documents used ta assess changes 
(c.g. m.lrkel survey, Icchnology 
assessment, cuslomer requcsls) 
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•
 Project management methodology: the project management methodology deployed 
by the organization is analyzed to help understand the level of project management 
maturity and experience of the organization w ith project management. 
•
 Documented PPM processes: the documented PPM processes are used as background 
infonnation to assess the level to which PPM activities are developed and used in the 
organization. 
•
 Characteristics of the project portfolios: This included the analysis of documents 
describing the list of projects included in the portfolio with such parameter as: size, 
duration, different levels of dependencies, use of resources, complexity, etc. The ru1es 
used to structure the portfolio and group projects were also investigated. The origin 
and the history of the portfolio served as a basis to understand the goal and the initial 
processes used prior to the period investigated. 
The portfolio characteristics Ce.g. nwnber of projects, duration of projects, 
dependencies between projects) might bring important elements in the understanding of how 
the processes are selected and help answer the following question: What categories of 
changes are managed at portfolio level? Is the management of changes to the project portfolio 
dependent on the characteristics of the projects in the portfolio? Fina lly special attention was 
put on studying how resources are re-allocated from one project to another. 
3.4.1.2 Characterization of Changes to the Project Portfolios 
The docwnented traces left by changes over the period (updated portfolio plans, 
steering group meeting minutes, and project fma 1 reports) were analyzed to deve lop a 
preliminary characterization of the number and types of changes to portfolio over time (and 
other types of changes having impacts on the portfolio). The analysis was mainly based on 
the comparison of the portfolio plans over time and a log of the changes between the different 
versions. This was complemented by other sources such as the minutes of steering group 
meetings, fina 1 reports, and progress reports. The ambition was to identify relationships 
between changes to portfolios and sources of uncertainty. 
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3.4.1.3 Investigating Organizing Mechanisms 
Data was collected on the different organizing mechanisms used to assess the sources 
ofuncertainty and lll1derstand how they translate into changes to the project portfolios. For 
sensing, this was based on the starting point suggested by Teece (2009): 
• processes to direct internaI R&D and select new technologies; 
• processes to tap innovation; 
• processes to tap in exogenous technology; and 
• processes to identify target market segment, changing customer needs. 
Seizing was the most complex aspect of the research. It included how managers 
translated the sensed external changes into changes to the project portfolio, such as: 
• business model used; 
• selection mIes; and 
• decision making protocols; 
This was not always documented by the organizations and had to be investigated 
through interviews of the managers involved. Through verbal accolll1ts, the different 
processes used to manage the impacts of changing environments were analyzed. Different 
events covering different types of changes and how they were handled by the managers were 
investigated. Two main approaches were used to investigate the research question. A flfst 
approach was to trace back in time a number of representative changes to the project 
portfolio. For example, if a new project was added, it could be investigated what happened 
prior to the decision to add the project: How was it triggered? How was it assessed? Who 
decided what? However, when there were a large number of scope changes the focus was not 
on the analysis of individual changes but on the mechanisms put in place to address the 
uncertainty associated with the specification of project content. 
A second approach was to determine, through a series of interviews, which processes 
were followed once external changes were identified. This was based on interviews with 
portfolio managers, project managers, line managers and senior managers involved in 
steering groups. 
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3.4.1.4 Temporal Sampling 
The doctoral research studied how management in these two fums handles change. 
This implied the notion of time. This could be handled in two ways: using longitudinal case 
studies or retrospective case studies. According to Leonard-Barton (1990), longitudinal 
studies are most appropriate when cause and effect are being investigated. However, these 
studies typically take more time and tend to gather more unnecessary data than other types of 
case studies. 
Retrospective case studies were used. A period of between 1 to two years in the recent 
past (e.g. no earlier than June 2007) was analysed. This provided sufficient data to analyse 
how changes are handled while quality and reliability of the data c1ecreases significantly 
beyond two years. Documents become harder to retrieve and access to the people involved at 
that point in time also becomes difficult. However, data was collected to understand the 
history leading to the period under investigation. 
According to Leonard-Barton (1990), the most significant limitation of a retrospective 
research is "the difficulty of deterrnining cause and effect from reconstructed events" (p.250). 
One additiona l weakness of retrospective studies is that "participant- informant in a wholly 
retrospective study may not have recognized an event as important, when it occurred and thus 
may not recall it afterwards" (Ibid, p.250). This is also the case in longitudinal studies where 
participants-informants might have difficulties identifying key events as they occur. 
However, this weakness was alleviated by analyzing written records corresponding to the 
events under scrutiny. 
Another argument to use retrospective study instead of longitudinal studies is that 
according to Weick it is very difficult if not impossible for people to make sense of their 
actions at the time they actually occur. Actions tend to be interpreted and justified afterwards. 
3.4.2 Sources of Evidence 
Documents were collected and analyzed with respect to: descriptions of the project 
portfolios over time, major events which resulted in changes to project portfolios, and the 
project portfolio change managelrent process. Documents provide a better record of 
historical events (dates, decisions points, etc.) but lack the richness of exactly what happened 
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(who was involved, what were the interactions, what was analysed, etc.). The combination of 
the document analysis with interviews alleviates the deficiencies of each method. 
3.4.2.1 Documents 
Both Company Soft and Company Fin provided access to their documents either 
through a direct access to their intranet and internai Iibraries or through the intermediate of a 
point of contact. These documents were retrieved as soft and hard copies which were further 
marked up and analysed. In each frrm, points of contact helped lmderstand and interpret these 
documents and how representative they were of the period under investigation. The tables in 
Appendix G surnmarize the type of documents and the number of pages collected for each 
case. 
3.4.2.2 Interviews 
Interviews were performed with a nurnber of actors which have been involved in the 
portfolio management process in the period lmder study. This corresponds to triangulation of 
sources i.e. "checking out the consistency of different data sources within the same method" 
(Patton, 2002, p. 559). Multiple interviews on the same topic also allow multiple view points 
on the same events. It allows potential recollection in black periods i.e. in periods which are 
less docurnented. For example, interviewee A might remember event 1 while interviewee B 
remembers event 2. Using this triangulation teclmique increased the reliability and eonstruet 
validity (Patton, 2002). Attention was paid to the potential weaknesses which might bias the 
interview results: bias due to poor ly constructed questions, inaccuracies due to poor recall by 
interviewees, reflexivity (i.e. interviewee gives what interviewer wants to hear). 
An interview guide was used as opposed to more structured questiormaires. This left 
sorne room for probing and further investigating new areas identified during the interviews. 
The interviews were always performed by the same researcher, during working hours at the 
interviewees' workplace. The interview tapes were transcribed into verbatirn which were 
stored and analysed using Atlas.Ti® (see discussion on interview coding in section 3.5.3, on 
page 114). 
The interview guide proposed in Appendix H was developed and was structured 
according to the conceptual framework defmed in Chapter III. Questiormaires were prepared 
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accorcling to the data to be collected from the follow ing roles: portfolio managers, seruor 
managers, PMO managers, project managers and line managers. The people interviewed 
were involved in at least one aspect of the project portfolio organizing mechanism. 
Table 3.3 shows the sampling hierarchy for the two organizations and for the fom 
project portfolios investigated. A total of 48 interviews with 43 people were performed. In 
Portfolio Softi, the portfolio manager was interviewed three times, in Portfolio Soft2 the 
product manager was interviewed twice, in Portfolios Fini and Fin2, the portfolio manager 
was interviewed twice. Each interview took between 45 and 90 minutes. Appendix 1 gives the 
details of the munber and dmations of the interviews. For Company Soft, interviews were 
carried out in English, for Company Fin, aU interviews were done in French. 
3.4.3 Ethical Considerations 
Considering that the topic refers to the analysis of processes which occurred in the past, 
this research did not raise significant ethical prob lems. However, because the research 
involves hmnan subjects, the projeet was reviewed and approved by the UQAM Ethie 
Conunittee. The ethical considerations include the follow ing aspects: 
• informed consent; 
• confidentiality and anonymity; 
• use of results; and 
• harm and risk. 
3.4.3.1 Informed Consent 
Every participant interviewed was required to sign a consent form (see Appendix K) to 
indicate that the participation was voluntary and that they had been informed of the 
objectives of the research. 
- --------
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Table 3.3: Hierarchy ofSamples - Number oflntervie\\'S 
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Portfolios 
(n = 4) 
1
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1 
1 Interview; Interview; Interview; Interview; 
Portfolio Manager 3 3 2 
Project Office Manager 2 1 1 
SeJÛor manager 1 1 1 
Level3: Product Manager 2 2 1 1 
Interviewees System / Re quire me nt 1 1 2 3(n =48)
 Management 
Innovation 1 
Project Manager 4 2 5 2 
Line Manager 2 
Process 3 
Other 1 
Sub-total per portfolio 19 7 11 11 
Sub-total per firm 26 22 
Total 48 
3.4.3.2 Confidentiality and Anonymity 
The information gathered during the interviews is kept confidential and only the 
members of the research team have access to the audio tapes and the content of their 
transcriptions. The research materiai (tapes and transcriptions) and the consent forms are 
stored separately in locked filing cabinets at the researcher's premises for the duration of the 
project. The ta~s and the consent forms will be destroyed two years after the last 
pub lication. 
Both firms which participated in the research requested the researchers to sign non­
disc losure agreements. This means that sorne of the data used for the investigation will not be 
directly publishable. The circulation of preliminary analysis documents prior to the fmal 
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publications will be lirnited to the professors involved in supervising the doctoral research 
and confidentiality agreements were requested from people assisting with the verbatim 
transcriptions. 
3.4.3.3 Use of Results 
The data gathered will be used for the sole purpose of this research. Subsequent use of 
the data will have to be approved by the participants and by the research ethics committee at 
UQAM MontréaL 
3.4.3.4 Harm and Risk 
The researcher, together with ail the other members of the research team, if applicable, 
undertook to protect the personal information obtained in the following manner: 
• keep transcriptions in locked filing cabinet; 
• use nicknames for roles instead of real names; 
• ensure that individuals are not identifiable in the publications; and 
• keep audio transcriptions on password-protected computers. 
Finally, a specific ethical issue might arise during this research. 1 have been working 
over 16 years as a project manager and PMO director thus building an extensive network in a 
number of organizations. Particular attention was paid to the potential reactivity to the 
interviewer when he was known personally or professionally by the interviewees. 
3.5
 Analysing the Case Study Evidence 
Miles and Huberman (1994) suggest starting to analyze the data as soon as it becomes 
available. This eosures that the questionnaires and the list of required documents are adequate 
for subsequent interviews. As mentioned in section 3.1.3, on page 91, the data was collected 
and analyzed first for the two portfolios in Company Soft. The codes created and the updated 
conceptual framework was then used to analyse the data gathered at Company Fin. This 
section briefly describes the techniques which were used to analyze the data, which includes: 
• narratives of the cases; 
• portfolio plans and other documents; 
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• interview coding; 
• within-case analysis; 
• update of the conceptual framework; and 
• cross-case ana lys is. 
3.5.1 Narrative 
As suggested by (Langley, 1999), a narrative story of each case was written based on 
the different interviews and the documents collected. This included: a description of the 
project portfolios, the context in which they were manage (structure, roles, and external 
environments), and main events affecting the portfolios and outcomes associated with these 
events. The narrative served as a prelirninary step for further analysis and al50 served to 
present the cases to the readers for further replication. 
3.5.2 Portfolio Plans and Other Documents 
Portfolio plans and roadmaps are updated regularly to display the list of approved and 
planned projects over tirne. Ali four portfolio organizations updated these plans on a monthly 
basis. The type and frequency of changes in the portfolios were analyzed prior to the 
interview to assess objectively the frequency and type of changes which were managed in the 
portfo lios. 
Additional steering documents were analyzed to better understand the environment in 
which the portfolios operated. This included: annual reports, project and portfolio steering 
minutes of meeting, project fmal reports, roles and responsibilities, description of decision 
bodies, process descriptions, and directives. 
3.5.3 Interview Coding 
The interviews were transcribed and transferred to Atlas.Ti® where they were coded 
and analyzed to identify patterns. A number of families of codes related to the conceptual 
framework were fIrst created: organizational context, sensing, seizing, transforming, and 
others. The interviews of Company Soft were coded frrst. Based on this initial analysis, the 
conceptual framework was updated (see section 3.5.5) and additional codes were created. The 
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coding for Company Soft was then reviewed in an additiona1 iteration and updated 
accordingly. The coding for Company Fin followed using a similar approach. 
Based on free coding w ithin these families, a total of 87 codes were created. The codes 
with few citations and the citations tagged with codes in the category other were reviewed in 
detail and merged when appropriate. This reduced the number of codes to 78. A Mindmap® 
of the codes with the hierarchical structure is given in Appendix 1. 
3.5.4 Within-Case Analysis 
The data collected was analyzed using the conceptual framework as a basis. The 
sources of uncertainty were fIrst assessed and a connection to the different sensing 
mechanisrns was sought. A complete flow from the source of uncertainty ail the way through 
changes to project portfolios was investigated searching for some connections with seizing 
and reconfiguring mechanisrns. Each case was initia lly analyzed as if they were unique cases. 
3.5.5 Updating the Conceptual Framework 
Once the analysis of case Portfolio Soft} was completed, it became apparent that the 
initial conceptual framework was not quite adequate to represent what was being observed. 
For PPM, reconfiguring meant the re-allocation of resources to match the changes in the 
environment while keeping the strategy for the project portfolio. The updated conceptual 
framework is presented in Chapter IV. This is justified by the fact that this update is 
considered an important contribution to the field. 
Once the conceptual framework was updated to reflect a better distinction between 
reconfiguring and transforming (and the inclusion of second-order sensing and seizing), the 
cases, and especially Portfolio SoftI and Portfolio Soft2, had to be analyzed in a second 
iteration. 
3.5.6 Cross-Case Analysis 
The cases were compared to determine if some patterns emerged from the differences 
between the cases. By having four portfolios in two different fIrrns and by analyzing the 
characteristics of the films and of the portfolios, the objective is to ident ify some mechanisms 
which are put in place in one case but not the other. 
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As a step towards generalization, Y in (2003) advocates for a replication strategy to 
verify if the fmdings from one case can also be observed in other settings. Successive cases 
are examined to see if patterns identified in one case are also observed in other cases. 
Another objective of cross-case ana1ysis is also to help emich the analysis, for examp1e to 
identify e1ements which might not have been observed in single cases. 
The frrms were se1ected to differ with respect to the type of deliverables. Within each 
flrm, portfolios were se1ected to be different in size. During the data ana!ysis, it was found 
that the portfolio size, i.e. that the differences in PPM practices within firm, did not stand out 
as a significant variable to differentiate between the organizing mechanisms As a 
consequence, in Chapters VII and VIII, the results are presented together for both portfolios 
within the same flrm to avoid repetitions. However, one of the cases, Portfolio Sofli, 
displayed a much more turbulent envirorunent which resulted in a nurnber of unique 
organizing mechanisms. The 
3.6 Reporting the Results 
The results are reported in the second part of the thesis. It is structured according to the 
conceptual framework as fol1ows: 
•
 Chapter IV - Detailed case descriptions: includes the context of the frrrn and of the 
portfolios, its history, project management practices in place, organizational context, 
and portfolio characteristics. 
•
 Chapter V - Update of the conceptual framework: the updated conceptua1 
framework is considered one of the results of the research. It is presented in the results 
chapter and is used subsequently to structure the results for each flrm. 
•
 Chapter VI - Types of uncertainties for each portfolio: are presented frrst and are 
used as the main thread to investigate the different organizing mechanisms. 
•
 Chapter VII and VIII - PPM in Dynamic Environments presented per firm: the 
organizing mechanisms were found to be very sirnilar within a given fmn. The results 
are therefore presented per frrm rather than per portfolio to avoid repetitions. 
•
 Chapter IX - Cross-Case analysis: based on the key difference œtween the cases, 
patterns and differences are then presented. 
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The results are followed by a discussion which summanzes the fmdings and the 
contributions for the fields of PPM and for dynamic capabilities. The thesis concludes with 
the contributions, the limitations, and opportunities for future research. 
SECOND PART 
RESULTS 
CHAPTERIV 
DETAILED CASE DESCRIPTIONS 
This chapter describes the orgaillzation context of the two flfms and of the four 
portfolios which were selected for this research. The two portfolios in each flfm are then 
described. This inc ludes the history and goal of the portfolio, the organizationa 1 context 
specific to the portfolio and the overall characteristics in terms of number of projects and 
their dependencies. 
4.1 Case Description: Company Soft 
The company nicknamed Company Soft is a large multinational with tens of thousands 
of employees out of which approximately 25% are in R&D. The product development is 
structured into three Development Units (DU) each responsible for the fmancial success and 
the development of product portfolios. These development units are further decomposed into 
Product Development Units (PDU). The PDUs are responsible for the development of 
specific components of the products. Products are very complex, inc lude both hardware and 
software, and are structured as systems composed of nodes, sub-systems, and lower leve 1 
software components interconnected using standard interfaces. 
A number of design centers around the world are involved in the development of the 
components within PDUs. This includes centres in Europe, Asia, and North and South 
America. There is an "n to n" relationship between design centers and PDUs. Design centers 
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typically work for more than one PDU and PDUs have their product developed by more than 
one design center. As a consequence the employees of a PDU are rarely collocated in a single 
location. 
Portfolios are managed at PDU leve1. The doctoral research was ~rforrned in the 
largest DU which is composed of five PDUs managing a total of five project portfolios (i.e. 
each PDU is given the responsibility for one project portfolio). Two of these portfolios, 
called Portfolio Softl and Porifolio Soft2, are studied. They are described in more detail in 
sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3. 
4.1.1 Organizational Context (Company Soft) 
Company Soft supplies equipment, integrated solutions, applications, and services to 
large corporations. However, they derive most of their sales from large, multi-year 
agreements with a limited number of significant customers. Company Soft is considered 
among the leaders in their market both in terrns of market share and product innovation. 
Company Soft has traditiona lly based its revenues on the sales of complete systems 
using the hardware components (e.g. number and type of boards) as the sales unit. The 
software and the maintenance were inc1uded or packaged at low cost. Due to market 
pressures from newcomers in the market over recent years, this strategy has gradually 
evolved to the sales of software applications independently from the hardware. In addition, 
the sales of services (including software integration and maintenance) have grown almost 
exponentially since the year 2001. 
Their products are recognized for their high quality. This requires a high degree of 
product testing and the projects have traditionally received directives to deliver only products 
which meet or even exceed the customers' expectations. The convergence of multiple 
industries (such as telecommunications, internet, devices, applications, and multimedia) 
introduced new competitors with new software development approaches. In sorne cases, new 
competitors come from erœrgent countries with low cost man-power, which managed to 
introduce products with more aggressive time to market (i.e. time to introduce a new product 
on the market from initial conception). This creates pressure to both reduce cost and time to 
deliver projects while the high quality culture remains. 
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4.1.1.1 History of Company Soft 
In the 70's, it starts to develop computer-based applications and became a market 
leader in their segment. Like many other enterprises involved in information technology, 
theu' sales drops very significantly in 2001. Since then, they have maintained a slow growth. 
Although many of the product divisions have experienced declines, the division of 
Company Soft offering services has grown extremely fast in the last five years to the point of 
becoming the most important source of revenue for the company. Services include: support, 
training, installation, integration with third party products, and operations of the products sold 
by Company Soft. 
4.1.1.2 Project Management Practices at Company Soft 
At the end of the eighties, Company Soft invests in the development of a project 
management model and in the standardization of their project documentation. The model 
includes gates for the business decisions, milestones for project control, and standard 
templates for project documents (such as status reports, quality plans, and project charters). 
The frrst version also includes the software development model but it gradually becomes a 
stand-alone project management framework, decoupled from the details related to the type of 
projects to be managed. This in-house developed project management mode 1 is fully 
deployed across the company via the training of aIl their project managers, a support 
network, and the active development and maintenance of the mode!. This provides a common 
terminology and process for aIl project managers and sponsors across tre organization. 
In the last 30 years, the enterprise has established a well-accepted project management 
culture within the organization. Between 1990 and 2000, their design centers docwnent their 
practices and get certified ISO 2001. Many are also assessed for Capability Maturity Mode 1 
Integration with most of them reaching maturity levels of 2 or 3. Company Soft is tru1y a 
project-based organization where almost every piece of work is associated with projects. 
Almost every person in the R&D organization works in at least one project but most often, in 
more than one project at a tune. Examples of non-project work are: process irnprovement 
activities, annual assigrrrnents (for standards or innovation activities), and line functions (e.g. 
budget productions). Since the major layoffs in 2001, there are no more consultants hired to 
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work on the R&D projects. Projects are entirely staffed through the allocation of Company 
Soft resomces. 
The R&D divisions of Company Soft are structured using a matrix organization where 
ftrnctional line managers are responsible for the resomce allocation and the processes used 
for the hardware and software development i.e. they are responsible for who and how. The 
project managers are assigned from the beginning of the pre-study until the project 
conclus ion (i.e. when the products have been demonstrated to at least one customer and 
handed over to the maintenance organization). They are responsible for planning, monitoring, 
and controlling the project. This includes documenting the project, ensming proper resomce 
allocation (through ftrnctional line managers), reporting progress, and escalating any issue or 
risk. 
Project managers recelVe an assignment specification from product managers. The 
document is only two to three pages long and specifies the target date, target cost, and a 
broad idea of the project content and targeted customers. Product managers are responsible 
for the content of the projects. They specify the initial content and are involved in any 
subsequent decision to accept or reject change requests for the project. 
Ali PDUs have project management offices (PMO), although sorne might use slightly 
different names to describe these activities. PMOs at Company Soft always include project 
managers and project administrators but occasionally might include other ftrnctions such as 
quality managers, configmation managers, project fmanc ial controllers, operationa 1 
developments. The key ftrnctions/objectives of the PMO are to ensme that ail projects deliver 
according to the multi-project plan, that resomces are allocated according to the directives, 
and that conflicts between projects are resolved. They also ensme the competence 
development of their project staff. Large PDUs have a central PMO supported by a network 
of PMOs with typically one in every design center or sub-organization of any significance. 
4.1.2 Description of Portfolio Soft} 
Based on the criteria detailed in section 3.3, two portfolios corresponding to two PDUs 
within the largest DU were selected for this research. The first project portfolio is called 
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Porifolio Softl. This portfolio is composed of a number of projects to develop a completely 
new product line. 
4.1.2.1 History of Portfolio Softl 
Initial concepts leading to this project portfolio were frrst investigated in research labs 
as prototypes around the year 2000. This is followed by the launch of projects to develop it as 
a commercial product around 2005. This new product portfolio is considered disruptive 
technology because it is intended to replace and merge a number of existing products. 
Initially, this is structured as projects using resources across a number of PDUs. Since the 
product is completely new, there is no customer base yet In addition, the PDUs are not yet 
structured in function ofthis new product line. When two small customers accept to evaluate 
the product in customer trials, this does not generate large revenues but helps to define the 
product through inputs and feedback from the customers. At the end of 2006, a PDU 
corresponding to this product and project portfolio is created. 
The period studied for this doctoral research covers the period between mid-200? to 
mid-2009. At that point, the PDU has already been established for more than two years but 
was not yet commercially profitable. They now have above 20 commercial systems installed 
with over 50 signed contracts for commercial launch. Most contracts include not only the 
purchase of the system but also a number of professiona 1services from Company Soft. 
4.1.2.2 Organizational Context Specifie to Porifolio Softl 
In 2008, the PDU responsible for this portfolio includes over 1100 employees in seven 
design centres in Europe, North America, and Asia. The PDU is organized into the following 
departments: a PMO, a system group, an innovation group, six software development groups 
(based on the product structure), and an integration and verification (1&V) group. 
Their environment is extremely dynamic and competitive. Because it is a completely 
new product, the main sources of instability are related to the product content, unstable 
standards and unclear product requirements from the customers. 
Porifolio Softl is managed using the standard Company Soft project management 
mode!. Portfolio management practices are in place since the creation of the PDU. A 
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portfolio management process inspired from the PMI Standard for Portfolio Management 
(2006, 2008b) is developed and docwnented by Company Soft and the DU is actively 
involved in supporting its development and disseminating its use. The PPM process is 
structured into three main components and includes a nwnber of key decision points: 
Portfolio aligning describes the processes in which ail new, potential and ongoing 
projects and prograrns are identified, categorized, and evaluated for strategic, fmancial 
and resource availability fit. 
Strategie balancing includes project prioritization and balancing the characteristics of 
the projects against given parameters such as risks, expected revenues, and costs. 
Portfolio monitoring and controlling includes monitoring, controlling and reporting 
the perfonnance of the project portfolio. 
4.1.2.3 Characteristics of Parr/a lia SoftI 
The Porr/olio SoftI is composed of approximately 15 large projects/programs for a 
total of approximately 50 sub-projects/projects. The projects take between four months and 
18 months from inception to completion. New projects start every three to six months. The 
planning horizon of the portfolio is between 18 months and two years. Anything beyond 18 
months is considered long-tenn. There is a monthly rolling fore cast of ail projects in the 
portfolio, which is documented in updated multi-project plans. 
The larger projects delivering complete systems are composed of sub-projects 
developing new versions of a nwnber of nodes, in addition to the integration and verification 
sub-project, and a sub-project for the evaluation of the system at customer site. Within the 
sub-projects, the newly developed software is plarmed to be delivered every four to six 
weeks. The software components are then assembled and tested in a common environment. 
The products are structured as systems composed of a number of nodes interconnected using 
standard interfaces. Projects related to different versions of a given node are sequenced and 
the early phases of subsequent projects overlap the previous projects in time. There are three 
main groups of dependencies: 
Dependencies be~en sub-projects of the same node: functions being deve10ped 
must often be built upon previous versions of the node. The consequences of this 
dependency are twofold. Projects carmot be completely paraIle 1. They have to overlap 
them in such a way that the design base is sufficiently stable 
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Dependencies on same resource pool: the resources are often allocated to more than 
one project. This is due to the specific competencies developed for each node. Sorne 
projects cannot be started or have to be œlayed if resources are held longer than 
expected by previous (higher priority) projects. This creates sorne competition which 
has to be resolved between the different projects. 
Dependencies between the sub-projects ofa larger project: for many features, sorne 
software has to be œveloped in more than one of the nodes of the system. In practice, 
this means that if any of the sub-projects is delayed in releasing their newly developed 
software, sorne (or aU) of the features cannot be integrated and verified. 
Because of the third dependencies (i.e. dependencies between nodes at system level), 
there is a major focus on delivering on time. Delay of one node has significant impacts on ail 
other sub-projects, on subsequent node projects, and on product delivery to customer. For 
example, if one node is delayed, sorne of the features cannot be tested and this has a ripple 
effect on the subsequent deliveries in the main project. 
Products are planned to be released to customers at fIXed intervals. Product releases are 
done at different levels: main re leases (twice pel' year), feature releases between main 
releases, product customization (requested by customers), and product adaptation (using the 
built-in product parameters aUowing sorne flexibility). The actual product release strategy 
changed during the course of the product life-cycle (see discussion in section 7.5.1.3). 
The priority order for the projects within the portfolio is: (1) quality, (2) time, (3) cost, 
and (4) content. The quality priority is inherited from the tradition at Company Soft but there 
is a tremendous pressure to decrease time to market due to more aggressive competition. 
Content, being the lowest priority, is the main variable that can te changed. This is also the 
most uncertain aspect for which a lot of different mechanisms have been developed. 
In the case of Company Soft, the processes of project selection and termination are 
almost non-existent. The question is not so much which project to select but which 
functionality to deve lop in which project. In fact, the list of projects does not change 
significantly over time despite the recurrent comments by interviewees that a lot of changes 
have to be handled ail the time. A project road-map and schedule are produced upfront with 
sorne vague idea of content. They know that content is extremely unceliain and that it will 
change along the way. However, they still want to communicate delivery dates to their 
customers. This is like publishing a train schedule. They plan the size of the trains, when the 
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trains willleave, when they will reach destination, or when additional content can be added to 
the train. However, at the time of deJXlrture they do not know exactly what will be on the 
wagons, or even how many wagons will be on the train when they will arrive at their 
destination. 
4.1.3 Description of Portfolio Soft2 
The second portfolio studied at Company Soft is called Portfolio Soft2. It was put in 
place to develop a mixture of hardware and software products used by other PDUs in 
Company Soft including Portfolio Soft}. Throughout Company Soft, over 40 different 
platforrns are used, developed, and maintained. Each platform can contain up to 20 different 
components including hardware, operating systems, middleware, software components, and 
interfaces. Most platforrns inc lude a large proportion of th ird-party products. The main 
purpose of the projects in Portfolio Soft2 are to reduce the overall cost for the company by 
reducing duplication of effort and seeking synergy in the main product architecture. These 
common components are then used by the other PDUs to build their specific applications. 
It is weil understood at corporate level that there are very significant benefits to having 
a single organization to develop and integrate such platforms and/or software components. 
However, this also generates a number of challenges for the organization, for example 
Portfolio Soft2 has conflicting requirements coming from the different tmits which have to be 
reconciled. It is clear during the interviews that Company Soft is continuously seeking the 
best way to handle the development of platforms and that they do not feel that an optima 1set­
up has been reached yet. The organization has changed every second year for at least the last 
ten years. In addition, the exact fmancing structure of the portfolio is always a challenge. 
4.1.3.1 History of Portfolio Soft2 
For the last 40 years, Portfolio Soft2 used a number of different organizationa 1set ups 
to support the platforrns used by the different applications developed by Company Soft. For 
example, in 2007, it is structured as a Development Unit (Le. at a higher level than a PDU) 
with the objective to achieve synergies by handling ail platforrns in one organization. Before 
that, the responsibility for developing the platform is owned by the main application using il. 
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Prior to that, it is a separate platfonn organization. The location and responsibility for 
developing the platform regularly swings from a centralized to a decentralized organization. 
At the tirne of the interviews, the organizational structure has recently moved to a PDU 
Wlder the largest DU. They are also in the rnidst of rnigrating from large platform projects to 
smaller core component projects to increase flexibility and project planning precision. 
4.1.3.2 Organizational Context Specific to Porifolio Soft2 
In 2008, the PDU responsible for Portfolio Soft2 includes over 500 employees in four 
design centres in four different cOWltries in Europe and North America. The PDU is 
organized into the following departments: a PMO, a system group, two software development 
groups (based on the product structure), and an integration and verification (1&V) group. The 
PDU responsible for Portfolio Soft2 is in the same DU as Porifolio Softl. Porifolio Soft2 does 
not have direct external customers. The products are ail delivered internally to other Wlits. 
Their environrnent varies according to the product cycles of their internai customers. 
Sorne are very mature with weIl established products installed in hundreds of sites and sorne 
(like Porifolio SoftI) develop complete Iy new products with a very volatile customer base. 
The main sources of instability are related to the product content and conflicting priorities 
between the clifferent PDUs using the platforrns. 
Porifolio Soft2 is managed using the standard Company Soft project management 
modeL The tenn portfolio management is not explicitly used by interviewees but the 
management practices include resource allocation and balancing, project prioritization, and 
addition of new project requests to the portfolio. 
4.1.3.3 Characteristics of Porifolio Soft2 
Porifolio Soft2 is composed of approxirnate Iy ten concurrent projects lasting between 
four and 18 months. New projects start every three to six months. The planning horizon of 
the portfolio is between 18 months and two years. Smaller projects are composed of aroWld 
20 project members; larger projects could reach over 100 members. There is a montWy 
rolling forecast for ail projects in the portfolio which is docurnented in updated multi-project 
plans. 
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The projects are composed of a combination of small products which are tested to 
function together and will ultimately serve as a basis for application development by other 
PDUs. An important issue is to what extent the product should be tested by Portfolio Soft2 
rather than by the receiving organizations. Because of the large number of rermutations of 
third party products that could be combined, another challenge is the specification of the 
exact configurations to be tested. 
The dependencies are similar to the dependencies in Portfolio Softi, described in 
section 4.1.2.3, i.e. dependencies between sub-projects of the same node, dependencies on the 
same resource pool, and dependencies between the sub-projects of a larger project. The most 
important dependency is the use of common resources allocated to projects. 
The priority order for the projects within the portfolio are: (1) quality, (2) time, (3) 
content, and (4) cost. The quality pr iority is inherited from the tradition of Company Soft. 
However, there is occasiona 1pressure to deliver earlier to allow the receiving PDUs to start 
developing applications earlier. 
The target size of projects is an important management decision. Smaller projects are 
more flexible but ultimately might result in the testing of a larger number of configurations of 
produc ts. The product manager at Portfolio Soft2 expia ms this trade-off as follows: 
we have rather huge platform products and we try to split up the components to avoid 
double develop ment. The good thing about having a platform is that we can guarantee 
that these piecesfil together, work together, and are verified together. When you spliJ 
up into components, you can get smaller projects, faster projects, you can pick what 
you need The drawback ;s that you get a huge project with a very long integration and 
verification time. 1here is alsa a risk in getting a multiplicity of released items out on 
the market which tends to increase the maintenance cast drastically. (product manager 
-Portfolio Soft2)1 
1 Citations from interviewees participating in the research are indicated in italics. They are 
reproduced in the language used by the interviewee i.e. in French or in Eng lish. They have also been 
edited slightly to improve readability. 
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4.2 Case Description: Company Fin 
The second company studied in this doctoral research is nicknamed Company Fin. It is 
a large Canadian fmancial institution offering services to enterprises and individua Is 
including loans, lines of credit, credit cards, accounts, savings, investments, and insmance. 
Tens of thousands of employees work for Company Fin2 with most employees 
dedicated to the operations of the enterprise. Although they manage hundreds of projects per 
year, they cannot be considered a project-based fmu per se. Examples of projects managed 
by Company Fin inc1ude: 
•
 the development and deployment of new services; 
•
 ISIIT; 
•
 the introduction of new processes to improve efficiency or to comply with financial 
regulations; and 
•
 the development and deployment of new technologies across the branches (e.g. bank 
tellers, credit card readers). 
4.2.1 Organizational Context (Company Fin) 
Like many other Canadian fmancial institutions, Company Fin remams profitable 
dming the period 2007 to 2009 despite the tmmoil in the international economy and more 
specifically during the recession in the USA. However, Company Fin has to devalue billions 
of dollars of assets related to asset-backed commercial papers. As a consequence they are 
forced to decrease their dividends compared to previous years. More importantly, the senior 
management becomes more aware of the risks associated with certain types of investments 
and for the need to improve the interna 1manageria 1and accounting controls. 
In Canada, fmancial institutions are regulated by the Office of the Superintendent of 
Financial Institutions (OSfI). The OSFI mandate is to safeguard policyholders, depositors, 
and pension plan members from undue loss with the objective to maintain public confidence 
in a competitive fmancia 1system. In the province of Quebec, a sirnilar institution called the 
2 The specifie number of emp loyees is not specified to preserve the confidentiality of the 
enterprise's name. 
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Autorité des Marchés Financiers (AMF)3 regulates the fmancial sector in the areas of 
msurance, securities, depos it institutions, and the distribution of financial products and 
servIces. 
There are approximately 20 domestic banks in Canada, about the same number of 
subsidiaries of foreign banks, and hundreds of credit unions (which are cooperative fmancia 1 
services). However, the Canadian market is dominated by the top seven to eight institutions. 
4.2.1.1 History of Company Fin 
Company Fin was founded more than a hundred years ago. It starts as a srrall 
institution with just a few branches but expanded rapidly with hundreds of branches in 
Canada. Despite being severely shaken by the great depression in the 1930's (when the 
company reduced the number of branches, the number of customers, and the total assets), 
they manage to continue their growth during the Second World War. Like many other 
fmancial institutions in Canada, they staIL to diversify their activities, in the 1960's, with the 
acquisition of an insurance company. They also invest directly in a number of industrial 
frrms. From the 1970' s, they start to diversify the ir activities to offer a much larger range of 
fmancial services such as investrnents, funds, and trusts. 
4.2.1.2 Project Management Practices at Company Fin 
Company Fin has a central PMO providing support and reporting on all the projects in 
the frrm. The PMO does not oversee the projects directly. Standard project management 
practices have been developed and are maintained by the PMO (e.g. templates and process 
descriptions). The projects are managed by project managers in the different business units 
and the relevant depallments such as IT, customer services, and commercial services. The 
project managers must repoll progress, risks, and issues to the steering groups in the local 
organization. On a monthly basis, they must also report progress to the PMO which provides 
an independent assessment of the project status to senior management. 
3 The institution does nat use any English denornination. The name means Financial Market 
Authority. 
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Company Fin has been managing projects for more than 20 years. During this period, 
they develop an in-house project management mode1 and established different fonns of 
PMOs, both centralized and decentralized. 
The development process is composed of three stages and six phases as foUows: 
• Stage 1: Initiative 
Identification
 
Feasibility
 
• Stage 2: Project 
Design
 
Execution
 
Deployment
 
•
 Stage 3: Operation
 
Post-Implementation
 
The frrst stage serves to identify and structure the projects to be executed and includes 
a feasibility phase. Stage 2 includes the execution of the project which concludes with a 
hand-over to operation in post-implementation phase. Between each of the phases, gate 
decisions must be granted to continue to the next phase. This is a business œcision taken by 
the portfolio manager or by the relevant steering group, which is based, among other things, 
on the status of the project, the business case, and the status of other projects in the portfolio. 
Each phase is managed as a project with a beginning and an end. The processes defmed in 
P!vU PMBOK Guide® (2008a) are also used within each phase: initiating, plalU1ing, 
executing, monitoring and controlling, and closing. 
Portfolio management is handled at corporate level. The requests for funding from the 
different units are analyzed and compared on a yearly basis and budgets allocated for 
portfolios and programs. At Company Fin, the tenTI program is more commonly used than 
the term porifolio even in the cases where the nurnber of projects is large and the group of 
projects is diverse and spread over several years. A PPM process is not forma l1y docurnented 
but a multi-project environment has been in place and managed for many years. 
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4.2.2 Description of Portfolio hn] 
The Portfolio Fin] was put in place to comply with the Basel II agreement. This is an 
international agreement specifying the capita 1 required by financ ial institutions to mitigate 
sorne of the risks that they face (Bank for International Settlements, 2009). The Basel II 
Framework is intended to promote a more forward-looking approach to capital supervision, 
one that encourages fmancial institutions to identify the risks they may face, today and in the 
future, and to deve lop and improve their ability to manage those risks. One of the fmancia 1 
benefits of complying with the Basel II Framework for Company Fin is an opportunity to 
decrease the amount of capital that they have to reserve in case of crises. This is in addition to 
the operationa 1benefrts of improved management controls and risk management. 
4.2.2.1 History of Portfolio Fin] 
The portfolio was established in 2004 and was planned to continue at least until the end 
of 2010. The same portfolio manager has been in place since 2005. An initial project is put in 
place to study the Basel II agreement and to assess to what extent Company Fin complied 
with the requirement of the agreement. Based on tre gaps identified, the portfolio is 
structured using an initiallist of projects with their assigned priorities and sequence in the 
roadmap. In many cases, the scope is spread over a number of years either through multiple 
projects or through multiple delivery phases within a project. Most projects are a combination 
of process development and tool development typically including new data collection 
procedures, new approval processes, and new reports. 
4.2.2.2 Organizational Context Specific to Portfolio hn] 
Portfolio Fin] is by far the largest project portfolio at Company Fin and as such draws 
very significant fmancial resources (in hundreds of millions of Canadian dollars) and human 
resources over several years. The main goal of the portfolio is to demonstrate compliance to 
the Basel II Agreement for the fmancial authorities. However, the benefits are threefold: 
• to improve the frrm's efficiency, 
• to avoid and/or reduce losses related to risks, and 
• to reduce required capital to coyer potential exposure to risks. 
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The latter is considered the most important benefit. Portfolio Fini has support at tre 
highest level of the organization and covers aU divisions and units of the [mu (i.e. central 
banking, investrnent, insurance, and funds). This is considered a very high pl' ior ity portfolio 
and something that has to be done. 
In order to leave as much autonomy to the different business units as possible, projects 
have traditionally always been managed and steered separately within the different units. The 
centralization of portfolio management fi.mction is considered a necessary precedent for the 
following reasons: 
• the strategie importance of the compliance to the Basel II agreement at corporate level; 
• the inter-dependencies between aU projects; 
• the requirement that aU units follow similar processes; and 
• to facilitate the monitoring and controlling of the portfolio by senior management. 
The deliveries are meant to be processes and tools for interna 1use. The receivers of the 
projects are internai employees who will be trained to use these processes, collect data, and 
analyze reports. 
The main driver for the portfolio is a number of very important deadlines where 
Company Fin has planned to be externaUy audited for compliance to the agreement. A second 
driver is that the sum of the expenditures of aU projects within the portfolio cannot exceed a 
given and approved yearly budget. 
Project managers are trained to use the internai project management mode l. They are 
also requested to produce regular starus reports to the program managers, the portfolio 
managers, and the central PMO. 
4.2.2.3 Characteristics of Portfolio Fini 
Portfolio Fini includes four prograrns covering a tota lof approximate ly 150 projects 
over a period of seven years. Approximately 50 projects are managed concurrently every 
year. The four programs correspond to five different risk areas: credit risks, market risks, 
integrated risk management, and opera tiona1 risks and regulatOlY risks (the latter two being 
combined in the same program). 
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There are around 500 people per year assigned to the projects of Portfolio Fini. The 
hwnan resources are based in Canada and include over 50% of external consultants. The 
remaining resources come from different departments of Company Fin. The resources 
assigned to the projects almost always have other operational functions to perforrn, which 
most often have precedence over the project. There are only a smal1 nwnber of full-time 
employees dedicated to the pOlifolio primarily project managers, project administrators, and 
business analysts. 
The nwnber of dependencies between projects is considered extremely high by a Il 
participants interviewed. The dependencies are predominantly between the projects of the 
same program. The main dependencies mentioned are: 
•
 the development of all the components for the five risk categories are perforrned in a 
common tool, sometimes using common user interfaces and common platforms; 
•
 between processes developed and the tools to support them (including the paralle 1 
development of a manual process in some cases); 
•
 use of the same resources in more than one project; and 
•
 requirements handled by more than one project. 
The projects also include a very important deployment phase. In many cases, the 
solutions developed have to be rolled-out in hundreds of branches over several months. This 
includes installations, configurations, support, and training. 
4.2.3 Description of Portfolio Fin2 
The second portfolio studied at Company Fin is called Portfolio Fin2. It was put in 
place to introduce new accounting norms according to the International Financial Reporting 
Standards (IFRS). IFRS are principles-based standards, interpretations and a framework 
adopted by the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB). The use of IFRS is 
mandatory for Canadian publicly accountable profit-oriented enterprises for fmancial periods 
after January, 1'\ 2011. This includes public companies and other profit-oriented enterprises 
that are answerable to large or diverse groups of shareholders. 
The objective of the migration from the Canadian General Agreed Accounting 
Princip les (GAAP) towards IFRS is to provide a more consistent and comparable reporting 
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standard offering an improved basis for decision-making for bus inesses and investors. T~ 
adoption of IFRS is intended to improve the clarity and comparability of fmancia 1 
information globally and to increase efficiency by e liminating the need for reconciliation of 
information reported under different national standards. 
4.2.3.1 History of Portfolio Fin2 
The Portfolio Fin2 is launched in August 2007 and is planned to last approximately 
four years i.e. until the launch of the official migration to IFRS in January 2011 is 
successfully demonstrated. This includes a complete year of overlapping with previous 
systems and practices in 2010 to ensure integrity and comparability of the data and reports. 
The portfolio has a difficult start. The portfolio manager is changed four times in the 
frrst two years. Initially consultants are assigned to this position but are found to be 
unsuitable to deal with the different divisions and departments of Company Fin. The most 
recent portfolio manager is an experienced project manager who has been re-assigned from 
the corporate PMO. 
An initial project is put in place to study the IFRS norms and to assess to what extent 
Company Fin complies with the requirement of the norms. Based on the gaps identified, the 
portfolio is structured using an initial list of projects with their assigned priorities and 
sequence. In many cases, the scope is spread over a nurnber of years either through multiple 
projects or through multiple delivery phases within a project. Most projects are a combination 
of process development and tool development, typically including new data collection 
procedures, new approval processes, and new reports. 
4.2.3.2 Organizational Context Specific to Portfolio Fin2 
Portfolio Fin2 is not among the largest project portfolios at Company Fin but 
regardless attracts significant senior management attention. Although the benefits of the 
conversion to IFRS are hard to quantify financially, the portfolio is considered compulsory. 
The goal of the portfolio is never challenged although the exact scope of the portfolio has to 
be defmed in more detail through feasibility studies and scope defmition activities managed 
by the portfolio. The delivery date is imposed extemally as January 1'\ 2011. 
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The deliveries are processes and tools for internai use. The receivers of the projects are 
therefore internai employees who are trained to use these processes, collect data, and analyze 
reports. Projects follow the more traditional approach at Company Fin to let the different 
units manage their own projects when appropriate. 
The main drivers for the portfolio are a number of very important deadlines where 
Company Fin is to be externally assessed by accounting firms for compliance to the nonTIS. A 
second driver is that the sum of the expenditures of ail projects within the portfolio cannot 
exceed a given and approved yearly budget. 
Project managers are trained to use the internai project management mode 1. They are 
also requested to produce regular status reports to the program managers, the portfolio 
managers, and the central PMO. 
4.2.3.3 Characteristics of Portfolio Fin2 
Portfolio Fin2 includes three programs covering a total of approximately 25 projects 
over a period of three years. One of the programs integrates the output of the two other 
programs to produce the fmal accounting reconciliation. The portfolio structure evolves over 
time and different strategies are employed. Projects are initially established according to the 
different nonTIS. Typically one norm equates to one project. The programs are then organized 
according to the target internaI customers: 
•
 Solutions impacting the branches: these solutions impact tools and processes 
affecting hundreds of branches. This is the largest and most complex of the three 
programs. 
•
 Solutions impacting the corporate level and the different specialized units: in 
many cases this is managed by the unit itself under supervis ion of the portfolio 
management team of Portfolio Fin2, and 
•
 Ali projects having direct impact on the production of the annuai re ports: this is 
considered an integration project with the most dependencies on the two other 
programs. 
There are around 150 people pel' year assigned to the projects of Portfolio Fin2. Each 
project is relatively small, composed of between five and ten people. The human resources 
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are œsed in Canada and are composed of a mixture of consultants and of resources coming 
from different departments of Company Fin. The resources assigned to the projects almost 
always have another operational function to perform, which most often has precedeoce over 
the project. There are only a small number of full-time employees dedicated to the portfolio 
primarily project managers, project adrninistrators, and bus iness analysts. There are a number 
of instances where full-time employees are transferred as dedicated resources to the portfolio 
and replaced locally either by consultants or other full time employees. The justification for 
these transfers is the scarcity of specialized expertise externally. 
The number of dependencies between projects is considered high by ail participants 
interviewed. The main dependency is between the flrst two programs and the integration 
program dealing with the production of annual reports. Both programs have to collect data in 
a format suitable for the production of the [mancia 1reports produced by the third program. 
CHAPTERV 
UPDATED CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
During the data analysis phase, it became clear that the conceptual framework, 
presented in Chapter II, had to be modified to better reflect the reality observed. It was 
therefore decided: to split and properly define the two concepts reconfiguring and 
transforming and to show different orders of dynamic capabilities being observed in the 
context of PPM. 
5.1 Distinguishing Reconfiguring and Transforming 
The initial conceptual framework was composed of three mam concepts: sensing, 
seizing, and reconfiguringltransforming as presented in Figure 2.1, on page 79. This 
framework was used initially to analyse the mechanisms identified in documents and by 
interviewees. However, during the interview coding it became apparent that many of the 
mechanisms being classified under the category reconfiguringltransforming were addressing 
very different goals. 
For example, the introduction of a new software process and the resource capability 
planning ended up in the reconfiguringltransforming group although both mechanisms 
appeared to be of a different nature. A second observation, during the data analysis, was the 
large number of newly introduced or newly modified processes or structures. Interviewees 
frequently had to ask if they had to describe the processes used in the previous year or the 
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one being currently implemented. Such newly introduced mechanisms were marked and 
identified during the coding of the interviews. 
During the data analys is, it became clear that the terms reconfiguring and transforming 
actually represent different concepts. The initial choice was based on the fact that Teece uses 
these terms interchangeably. While the description and defmitions of sensing and seizing are 
fairly clear in the literature, there seems to be a lot of divergence in the use of the tOOd term 
(reconfiguring vs. transforming). This raises the question on the use of two terms. If they are 
meant to be synonym why use both terms. If they are meant to refer to different concepts, 
then it would be important to clarify their exact mearlÏng and the differences between the two 
terms, especially when they are used as codes in data analysis. 
In the two most cited articles on dynamic capabilities l, the word reconfigure is used in 
the defmition of dynamic capabilities. For example, in the initial defmition by Teece et al: 
dynamic capabilities as the fmn's ability to integrate, build, and reconfigure2 internai 
and external competences to address rapidly changing environrnents (Teece, Pisano, 
and Shuen, 1997, p. 516). 
but also in more recent defmitions: 
For analytical purposes, dynamic capabilities can be disaggregated into the capacity (1) 
to sense and shape opportunities and threats, (2) to seize opportunities, and (3) to 
maintain competitiveness through enhancing, combining, protecting, and, when 
necessary, reconfigur ing the business enterprise' s intangib le and tangib le assets 
(Teece, 2007, p.1339). 
Eisenhardt and Martin also use the word reconfigure and configurations m their 
defmition. They also specifically refer to resources: 
The frrm's processes that use resources - specifical1y the processes to integrate, 
reconfigure, gain and release resources - to match or even create market change. The 
organizational and strategic routines by which firms achieve new resources 
1 Di Stefano, Peteraf & Verona es timated that (Teece, Pisano, and Shuen, 1997) was cited 1193 
times and (Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000) was cited 470 times in management joumals available in the 
Thornson-ISI Web of science database prior to 2008. These two articles on dynamic capabilities are 
therefore cited more often than ail the other articles on this topic combined. 
2 The word reconfigure is not underlined in the original source but is added here to support the 
discussion in this section. 
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configurations as market emerge, collide, split, evolve, and die (Eisenhardt and Matiin, 
2000, p.ll 07). 
However, in his publications, Teece often refers to a combination of terms such as in 
this citation: 
The ability to calibrate the requirements for change and to effectuate the necessaty 
adjustments would appear to depend on the ability to scan the environment, to evaluate 
markets and competitors, and to quickly accomplish reconfiguration and 
transformation ahead of competition (Teece and Pisano, 2003, p.20 1). 
Teece uses both terms interchangeably. For example, in his book "Dynamic 
Capabilities and Strategie management - Organizing for Innovation and Growth" (Teece, 
2009), he uses predominantly the tenu reconfigure but occasionally uses the word transform 
as a synonym. As a case in point, the overaIl framework suggested by Teece uses the term 
managing threatsltransforming (see Figure 1.12, on page 74) while the whole chapter 
dedicated to its description refers to managing threats and reconfiguration. 
Going back to the different defmitions of dynamic capabilities proposed in the last ten 
years and listed in Appendix E, it can be seen that some authors do not refer to the 
reconfiguration of resources but prefer to allude to the transformations of operating routines, 
for example: 
adynamie capability is a leamed and stable pattern of collective activity through which 
the orgaruzation systematically generates and modifies its operating routines in pursuit 
of improved effectiveness (Zollo and Winter, 2002). 
or more recently, 
an orgaruzation's collective ability to create sustainable competitIVe advantage by 
developing, ma inta ining and renewing its capabilities through continuous leaming by 
leveraging individual, organizational and environmental elements such as resources, 
skills, systems, structure and culture (Bitar, 2004, p.7). 
This idea of treating dynamic capabilities as routines to learn routines was criticized by 
Eisenhardt and Matiin (2000) as being "tautological, endlessly recursive, and 
nonoperational". However, it is commonly used as one of the main theme in the dynamic 
capabilities literature and is still cons idered a usefui concept in turbulent envirorunents (B itar, 
2004; Winter, 2003; Zahra and George, 2002). 
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Transforming includes a number of concepts such as: (1) irnproving the sensing­
seizing-reconfiguring mechanisrns discussed above, (2) the modification of the supporting 
envirorunent (processes, routines, structure), and (3) knowledge management. Considering 
PPM as a dynamic capability, Killen, Hunt, and Kleinschmidt (Killen, 2008; Killen and Hunt, 
2010a, 2010b; Killen, Hunt, and Kleinschmidt, 2007a, 2008a, 2008b) focus prirnarily on the 
corporate learning and improvement process involved in PPM This corresponds to the 
knowledge management component of the transforming processes. ln addition both the 
concept of organizationalleaming and transforming are also used by Bresnen (2009) to study 
project organizations in the construction industry and by Newey and Zahra (2009) to study 
PPM in the pharmaceutical industry. 
In this research, the concept of reconfiguration 15 interpreted to represent the 
organizing mechanisms to modi:fy project portfolios (e.g. launching new projects, merging 
projects, stopping projects, re-assigning resources, and changing priorities) and to allocate 
reSources. The terms reconfiguring and transforming are further defmed in the next section 
which describes the updated conceptual framework. 
5.2 Updated Conceptual Framework for Data Analysis and Reporting 
The proposed updated conceptual framework is presented in Figure 5.1 and is 
composed of two orders of capabilities, as suggested by (Collis, 1994) as discussed in section 
1.7.1.5, on page 71: 
•
 a frrst order of caplbilities, more operationa~ leading to the constant reconfiguration 
and re-alignment of resources based on sensed changes in the environments; and 
•
 a second order leading to transformations, process irnprovements, and to changes in 
other organizationa 1aspects irnpacting PPM. 
5.2.1 Dynamic Capabilities Leading to Reconfiguring 
The frrst-order dynamic capabilities deal with uncertainty for a given project portfolio 
and the defmitions of sensing and seizing remain the same i.e.: 
•
 sensing is defmed as organizing mechanisms to identify, filter, and interpret changes 
and uncertainty which might affect the project portfolio; and 
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Figure 5.1: Graphical Representation ofConceptual Framework after Data Analysis . 
•
 seiûng lS defmed as organizing mechanisms for deciding changes to the project 
portfolio once a potentia1 need for change has been sensed. 
•
 reconfiguring is defmed as the organizing mechanisms to modify the project portfolio 
and to allocate human and fmancial resources within the portfolio. This includes 
organizing mechanisms: 
to change the project portfolio structure, inc luding any changes in the project 
configuration (new projects, new sub-portfolios, termination of projects) and 
project scope prioritization; 
to modify the project scope and project interdependencies; and 
to change the allocation of financial and human resources to the projects in the 
portfolio. 
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5.2.2 Dynamic Capabilities Leading to Transforming 
The second-order dynamic capabilities also involve three groups of organzzmg 
mechanisms, in this case second-order sensing3, second-order seizing, and transforming: 
•
 Second-order sensing is defmed as the organizing mechanisms to identify, filter and 
interpret the perfonnance of the frrst-order dynamic capability (in this case PPM) as 
well as the identification and development of new practices, tools, and methods (see 
Figure 5.2). While the focus of the first-order sensing is on external and internai 
conditions which might have a direct impact on the portfolio content (i.e. project 
scope, portfolio structure, resource allocation, and prioritization), the second-order 
sensing focuses on the ways of working, practices, and standards which might be 
identified and introduced in the organization, or developed internally. 
External and Second-Order Second-Order 
Internai
 TransformingSensing
 SeizingEnvironments 
Sensing
 Seizing 
Figure 5.2: Second-Order Sensing and Seizing Leading to Transfonning. 
3 Because the terms sensing and seizing were also used for this second level, the expressions 
second-arder sensing and second-arder seizing are introduced to avoid confusion with the processes of 
the flfs t order leading to reconfiguring. 
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• Second-order seizing is defmed as the organizing mechanisms which are put in place 
to decide how to modify the flrst-order mechanisms and how to modify other 
organizational aspects affecting PPM. These changes rnight include, but are not limited 
to: corrective actions, new routines, structures, and tools to improve the performance 
and to support PPM. 
• Transforming is defmed as the organizing mechanisms to modify the flrst-order 
mechanisms or to modify other organ izationa1 aspects affecting PPM. This includes: 
modifying the fu'st-order sensing-seizing-recorifiguring mechanisms used in 
PPM (for example changing the govemance structure, modifying the rules to 
structure the project portfolio used for reconfiguring, adding a new sensing 
mechanism), as shown in Figure 5.3; and 
introducing new structures, processes, or tools to support the PPM activities. 
This might not directly result in changes in the flrst-order sensing-seizing­
reconfiguring mechanisms (for example. modifications to the software 
development process, new architecture to support a more flexible product 
structure). 
Other organizational 
aspects affecting PPM 
Second-Order Second-Order
 
Sensing Seizing
 
Sensing Seizing 
Figure 5.3 : Transforming. 
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5.2.3 Higher-Order Capabilities 
It should not be forgotten, that there exists a third-order of dynamic capability related 
to the portfolio selection itself, as displayed in Figure 5.4. This strategic arder of dynamic 
capability corresponds to what is most often depicted in the lite rature on dynamic 
capabilities. Budgets and human resources are allocated to project portfolios based on vision, 
mission, and strategies. Changes in external environments have direct consequences on tœse 
decisions. 
This research studies a number of portfolios which have been established for a number 
of years and for which a budget, a vision, and a mission have been approved. Tœ process 
leading to the establishment of these portfolios is not formally investigated. This explains 
why the third arder (strategic) 1evel, depicted in Figure 5.4, has not been developed in the 
updated conceptual framework of Figure 5.1. 
The updated conceptual framework described m this section IS used to structure the 
presentation of the results. The following Chapter present tœ different types of uncertainties 
and the organizing mechanisms identified in the four portfolios according to the conceptual 
framework discussed in this section. 
Strategie 
TransformingSelecting and Third-Order Third-Order 
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...... 
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Figure 5.4: Three Orde~ ofDynamic Capabilities. 
CHAPTER VI 
TYPES OF UNCERTAINTIES 
This chapter presents the types of W1certainties that were identified by the interviewees 
in the four project portfolios. This was used to determine the frequency of occurrence and 
their impact on the project portfolios. A link to the sensing mechanisms was aiso sought 
6.1 Type and Impact of Changes on Portfolio Softl 
Interviewees were asked to assess the type of changes and the W1certainty facing the 
organization managing the project portfolio. For example, the Portfolio Soft} portfolio 
manager assessed the changes as follows: 
•
 two to five significant changes per year (an example of such significant change would 
be the signature of a large contract with a customer); 
•
 15 to 20 changes per year to the portfolios due to portfolio performance (the most 
typical change being delays in a project with cascading effects on other projects); 
•
 over 50 changes per year related to content changes impacting more than one project or 
sub-project due to the W1certainty in the exact specifications of the product to be 
developed; and 
•
 major organizational re-structuring approximately every 18 months. 
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Answers by the different participants were compared and analyzed for patterns. 
Figtrre 6.1 displays the eight categories of changes identified by the participants of Portfolio 
Softl. The follow ing sub-sections present the main drivers of change in approximately 
decreasing order of significance. They are described below according to their rates of change 
and their impacts. In the case of Portfolio Softl, the main sources ofuncertainty are related to 
the scope changes. This is followed in importance by project performance. 
6.1.1 New Product 
Because the product is very new, a very large number of features have to be put in place at 
the beginning to convince the customers that the product is viable. In the early phases of the 
product life cycle, it is not clear which features have the highest priority to reach the market 
Although Portfolio Softl attempts to defme and agree on the scope in early phases of the 
projects using pre-studies, feasibility studies, and gate decisions, the scope constantly has to 
be revisited due to changing customer priorities. 
The level of dependencies between the different projects in the portfolio is also very 
high. Because the different projects are inter-related and must be developed towards a 
common release, most scope changes affect more than one component of the software 
system. In Portfolio Softl there are over 50 changes per year related to scope changes 
impacting more than one projects or sub-projects. This is in addition to changes affecting 
individual nodes (which are in the hundreds). The high level of uncertainty related to the 
content is mentioned in almost ail interviews at Portfolio Softl. 
6.1.2 Project Performance 
Due to the high level of dependencies between projects, any major problem with 
project performance, such as delays or budget overruns in one of the projects has ripple 
effects on other projects. These effects are twofold: (1) the functionality-base is not there on 
time for subsequent projects to update and build upon and (2) the resources are kept longer 
than expected at the expense of subsequent projects. Since the projects share the sarre 
resource pools, when a project has to keep resources longer than planned the subsequent 
projects have to re-plan their resources and in most cases delay their project. 
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Figure 6.1: Impact and Rate 0 f Change at Portfolio Softl. 
The changes related to project performance are not so much to re-align with the 
portfolio strategy but to synchronize between projects and to ensure that the most critical 
fimctionality will still be delivered on time, that resource allocation is still balanced with 
availability, and that the portfolio is still within budget. The causes of these problems with 
project performance were not specifically investigated. Many interviewees mentioned that 
they would rather maintain the date by reduc ing the scope of the projects in order to avoid 
such cascading effects. There are around 15 to 20 changes per year to each portfolio due to 
project performance. 
6.1.3 Changes in Processes 
Portfolio SoftI uses project management and software development methodologies, 
which have been put in place and improved by Company Safi over many decades. However, 
the requirement for increased fleX1bility results in mu ltip le artempts to modify the 
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development process. This includes the introduction of different variants of Agile processes, 
software release strategies, new integration, and testing approaches, in addition to the 
implementation of a new fmancial system across the enterprise. Portfolio Softl introduced a 
resource planning process and tool by which line managers and project managers have to 
submit their resource demands and allocations on a monthly basis. AU these changes have 
impacts on the project portfolio structure which results in attempts to reduce the duration and 
length of projects, attempts to reduce the deçendencies between projects, and separation of 
the pre-study for each project into a continuous activity outside the projects. It is hard to 
estimate prec isely the number of process changes during the year but considering the nurnber 
of comments regarding this issue, it could be estimated to be in the region of five to ten per 
year with one to three having very significant impacts. 
6.1.4 Need for Customization 
Portfolio Softl atternpts to develop flexibility in their products and the intent is to 
develop a standard product which can be customized us ing configuration parameters. This is 
not always possible and despite these attempts it is found that most customers need special 
customization. A number of special high-priority, billable customization projects are 
therefore put in place. Although these projects are fairly small in comparison to the ongoing 
development projects they still compete for the saire resource pool This type of request 
occurs approximately once a month. 
6.1.5 New Customers and New Market 
Portfolio Softl tries to enter new markets with the ir innovative products, in sorne cases 
targeting a completely different set of customers. They make the decision to invest in the 
products with the expectation that the customers will replace sorne of their existing software 
and hardware in order to reduce their total cost of ownership and develop new products and 
services of their own. Portfolio Softl does not have any contracts with customers when they 
establish the Portfolio Softl in early 2005. At the end of 2006, they sign two contracts with 
major customers who decide to evaluate the products in their lab and a few months later with 
a limited subset of their end customers. The advent of these contracts has very significant 
impacts on the content of Portfolio Softl, which becomes much more tailored to the needs of 
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these two customers at the expense of the development of a potentially more standard 
product. This creates an enormous inflow of new requirements most of which are considered 
must have functionality to be developed very urgently. As a consequence, the capacity of t~ 
R&D organization is exceeded and has to be re-balanced by cutting out or postponing sorne 
content. 
After these two initial contracts, Portfolio SoftI wins around 40 sma Il contracts and 
tries to develop a more standard product us ing a portfolio of products that will suit a larger 
number of customers. Then, during the spring of 2009, a letter of intent is s igned with a very 
important and influential customer. The ongoing portfolio has to he completely reshuffled to 
suit the needs of this very important customer. Although such significant events are fairly 
rare (approximately once a year), they are at the heart of the main source of uncertainty for 
those managing project portfolios in Portfolio SoftI. 
6.1.6 Changes in Agreements with Third-Party Suppliers 
Portfolio SoftI integrates a number of third-party products. Business decisions have to 
be made on a regular basis on whether to make or buy. There are a nwnber of occurrences 
where the termination of an agreement with a supplier results in the creation of a replacement 
project and inversely a replacement project is terminated because it was decided to use a third 
party product. These changes are somewhat similar to the changes in scope discussed above 
but are less frequent, approximately once or twice a year. 
6.1.7 Structural Re-Organizations 
Company Soft has a history of re-organizing their line organization every 12 to 18 
months. Portfolio SoftI is no exception and goes through approximately three to four 
reorganizations during a five year period. This inc ludes the creation of the PDU concept, 
creation of new PDUs, merging of PDUs, transfer of PDUs, transfer of responsibilities 
between design centers, and closure of sorne units. Even if these structural changes have 
major impacts on the personnel, the impacts on the project portfolios are expected to he 
minimal and the project target dates are expected to be maintained despite these 
organizational changes. Here is how a project manager at Portfolio Softl surnmarizes the 
impacts of this type of changes: 
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we have had significant challenge in terrns of the transfer of design from one site to 
another but we have not re-planned the project because of that. This has been a 
background activity handled by the line organization in the PDU. There is no impact 
as long as they can provide project resources that can keep the time plan. (project 
manager -Portfolio Softl) 
6.1.8 Technology 
Surprisingly changes m technology are not considered frequent nor as having 
significant impacts. The interviewees consider that technology could be planned at least six 
months to a year in advance and included in the project plans accordingly. There are only 
very rare cases of changes to the portfolio due to changes in technology. This is considered 
the most stable or at least the most predictable area as mentioned by the person responsible 
for the product specification in the system group of Portfolio Soft1: 
New technologies impact what we do down the road but normally they do not have 
major impact on what are we doing in this quarter or next quarter. ln mast cases, 
changes in strategy, new technology arriving and so on does not require change 
management on the requirements that are already in the process. (System Group 
Manager - Portfo lio Soft1) 
6.1.9 Summary of Changes in Portfolio Soft1 
Eight sources of changes to project portfolios have been identified: (1) specification of 
new product, (2) project performance, (3) changes in processes, (4) need for customization, 
(5) new customers and new markets, (6) changes in agreements with third-party suppliers, (7) 
structural re-organizations, and (8) technology. The ma in source of uncertainty is related to 
scope changes due to the development of a completely new product in a constantly evolving 
in a turbulent market. Surprisingly the evolution of the technology (of the supporting 
software and hardware platforms) is not considered a prime source of change. In addition, 
changes in bus mess strategies (which are one of the two project portfolio changes mentioned 
in the PMI Standard for Portfolio Management) are not observed. Project performance (the 
other source of change identified in the PMI standard) is an important somce of change. The 
sources ofchanges observed here are much more varied than those identified in the literature. 
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6.2 Type and Impact of Changes in Portfolio Soft2 
Figure 6.2 displays the seven categories of change identified at Portfolio Soft2 and 
which are described in this section according to their rates of change and their impacts. Tre 
following sub-sections present the main drivers of change in approx.imately decreasing order 
of significance. In the case of Portfolio Soft2, the main source of uncertainty is related to tre 
evolving priorities due to the nwnber of interna 1customers. This is followed in importance by 
project performance. 
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Figure 6.2: Impact and Rate of Change at Portfolio Soft2. 
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6.2.1 Evolving priorities 
For many years Portfolio Soft2 develops a number of platforms to be used by the 
different PDUs. This results in conflicting and evolving priorities between these different 
interna 1customers. A number of product boards are put in place to specify and prioritize the 
requirements between the different users with the objective to minirnize the platform cost and 
maximize the synergy between the different components across the different PDUs. This is 
analogous to the multiple customers that Company Soft has to manage in their other product 
lines. 
A key difference, however, is that Portfolio Soft2 attempts to fund the development of 
the platform and coyer its cost only. They do not try to sell and make profits directly from the 
products. Complications result from the priorities assigned to the different funders of the 
project portfolio, which is further discussed in section 6.2.3 on financial structure. 
The level of dependencies between the different projects of the portfolio is very high. 
Because the different projects are inter-related and must be developed towards a common 
release, most changes of scope affect more than one component of the software system 
Although priorities are set when projects start, the business situation of the different 
stakeholders evolves rapidly and the priorities between the different features under 
development have to be revisited constantly. Interviewees in Portfolio Soft2 consider their 
environment as more stable than other Company Soft product lines environments. There are 
approxirnately 25 such changes per year. 
The changes related to project performance are not so much to re-align with the 
portfolio strategy but to synchronize between projects and to ensure that the most critical 
functionality is still delivered on time, that resource allocation is still ba lanced with 
availability and that the portfolio is still within budget. There are around 15 to 20 changes per 
year due to project performance. 
6.2.2 Changes in Processes 
Portfolio Soft2 uses project management and software development methodologies, 
which have been put in place and irnproved by Company Soft. A number of process 
irnprovements and process changes are mentioned during the interviews. One of the most 
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significant changes is the introduction of a new fmancia 1and accounting system to be used by 
the projects to plan and monitor the project budgets with time sheets and accounting enh·ies. 
Another significant process change is the introduction of a monthly resomce planning 
routine. 
When the PDU introduces a new process (for software development or project 
management), they use one of the ongoing or planned R&D projects as the deployment 
mechanism. Most projects include sorne form of process improvement. The process 
improvement deliverables are included in the project scope and given a priority against other 
items in the project requirement list. The frequency of change is estimated to be 
approximately five to ten per year but with one to tIlree having very significant impacts. 
6.2.3 Financial Structme 
In 2007, Portfolio Soft2 has more than 40 different fmancial streams that have to be 
managed. The flow of money and its distribution over time varies according to the evolution 
of the funding units. A number of different schemes to allocate and manage the fmancia 1 
structme of the project portfolio are implemented over the years. None of them is considered 
completely satisfactory. This generates a lot of philosophical discussion about fairness 
between th:: major stakeholders. 
A flfSt approach, which is attempted, is to split the project content according to the 
potential revenues expected by each unit using the product. In this financial structme, project 
scope might have initially been defmed according to a fmancial distribution of 50%, 30%, 
and 20% between three major sponsors (with other units benefitting without directly 
fmancing the project). However, when project changes are requested they have to be 
evaluated in relation to the fmancing. If dming the comse of the project, one of the PDUs is 
shut down (or simply does not require this functionality any longer), thus removing a portion 
of the fmancing, the remaining funders have to absorb the cost This situation is considered 
overly complex and creates constant tensions between the units. 
A second approach is to make the flfSt requester of the functionality pay for its 
development and let the others benefit once it is developed. The concept behind this approach 
is to let the rest of the organization benefit from the development of functionality that the flfSt 
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organization is willing to fInance anyway. However, this creates a different problem in 
practice. If a unit pays for a specifIc funct iona lity, they will tend to develop specifically for 
their own requirements without due consideration of other unit's needs. 
A third approach is in the process of being implemented when the interviews at 
Portfolio Soft2 are carried out. The R&D funding is grouped into three main strearns 
according to the Bus iness Units, which are at the highest level of the organizationa 1structure. 
The intention is that it will simplify the re-allocation of funding in the case of internai re­
organizations within these three units. Steering groups and product councils are created to 
decide on the allocation of funds to the different projects. 
6.2.4 Structural Re-Organizations 
Portfolio Soft2 is used to frequent structural re-organizations. Approximately once a 
year a new organizationa 1structure is put in place. New structures tend to foUow the system 
architecture and/or the alignment to the product marketing organization. A pendulum a Iso 
swings between having the platforrn development centralized and common to aIl applications 
and having it decentralized in each of the main application product development units. A 
third type of organizational change is the transfer of responsibilities between design centers. 
The concern to reduce cost constantly pushes Portfolio Soft2 to move the development and 
maintenance of certain software components to low cost countries. These transfers are 
handled by the line organizations and their ambition is to minimize the impacts on ongoing 
projects. 
6.2.5 Technology 
Changes in technology are not considered frequent nor as having significant impacts, at 
least to ongoing projects. The interviewees consider that technology changes rarely have 
impacts on the CUITent or subsequent quarter. Therefore, they do not require change 
management for ongoing projects. 
There was one mention of a hardware upgrade that had to be done very late in one of 
the projects. Although this was a late change, it was understood that hardware platforrns 
evolved at a given frequency. The timing of this upgrade was not exactly as planned and had 
to be justified to the steering committee. 
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6.2.6 Change in Business Strategy 
Portfolio Soft2 is undergoing a change of its strategy from a platform development 
organization to a component organization. The concept is borrowed from an enterprise in the 
automotive industry as described by a product manager: 
they have V-8 engine, they have a gear box and the drive line they have the steermg 
wheel and these they have used a platform. So then they have different bus platforms 
for short bus and long and different truck platforms. [. ..] Now they have gone away 
from that and decomposed the platforms mto components. Now they have a number of 
engines, they have a number of gear boxes, they have the steermg whee/s, etc. And 
from the components they assemble trucks, buses, and so on. For example, ail trucks 
from that company are having the sarne front window. So when you smash yourfront 
window anywhere in the world, there is always a spare part available. (product 
Manager -Portfolio Soft2) 
Applied to Portfolio Soft2, this concept represents a significant shift in strategy and in 
the business mode!. Instead of 18 month projects to develop, test, and integrate platforrns 
including multiple components which are distributed to ail the other PDU, they develop 
individual components (or occasionally a small group of components) which can be picked 
and chosen from. Despite this very significant strategy change, the ongoing platform projects 
are not affected. They are requested to complete their deliveries as originally planned. The 
new strategy is only in force for projects launched after the decision change in business 
mode!. 
6.2.7 Summary of Changes in Portfolio Soft2 
Seven sources of change to project portfolios are identified: (1) scope (evolving 
priorities), (2) project performance, (3) changes in processes, (4) fmancing structure, (5) 
structural re-organizations, (6) technoJogy, and (7) change in business strategy. The main 
source of uncertainty is related to scope changes due to conflicting and evolving priorities 
between the internai customers. 
6.3 Type and Impact of Changes in Portfolio FmI 
In response to the questions regarding the type of changes and the uncertainty 
encountered by the organization managing the project portfolio, the portfolio manager of 
Portfolio FinI assesses the changes as follows: 
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•
 over ten significant (i.e. having impacts beyond single projects) requirement and scope 
changes per year 
•
 approximately three to four major changes per year I.e. changes having potential 
impact on the whole portfolio 
•
 three to four major company re-structuring during the life of the portfolio 
•
 very large number of changes handled at project level in addition to changes due to 
performance of projects 
Figure 6.3 displays the seven categories of uncertainty according to their rates of 
change and their impacts. The figure surnmarizes the responses from ail interviewees. In the 
case of Portfolio FmI, the most significant source of uncertainty is scope change due to 
changes in the interpretation of the regulatory norrns by the employees of Company Fm and 
by the Canadian fmancial authorities. 
6.3.1 Interpretation of the Norm 
The most frequently mentioned source of change during the interviews is not so much 
the changes in the international nonTIS thernselves but their interpretation by employees of 
Portfolio FinI and occasionally by external consuhants involved in the projects. Canadian 
fmanc ial authorities are also interpreting the norrns and most often their directives come 
many months after the Portfolio Fin 1 projects have been launched. Portfolio FinI has to 
guess what the regulatory bodies' interpretations will be. 
The project methodology includes the approval of the project scope by the stakeholders 
at given gate decision points. However, there are numerous instances where the receivers 
(customers) change their mind on the exact requirement to be implemented after the project 
has s1arted execution. In addition, there are at least six mentions of changes of interpretation 
due to new personnel assigned to the project. There is an average of 50 change requests per 
year (of which 85% of them are due to scope changes) during the four years for which data is 
available. The scope changes are primarily due to the interpretation but a few times per year 
the norm itself changes. 
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Figure 6.3: Impact and Rate of Change at Portfolio Fini. 
6.3.2 Change in NonTIS 
The internationa 1 bodies responsible for the norms release documents defming the 
norms as the programs W1fold. Because of the planned dmation of the projects and the 
external deadlines imposed to comply with these nonTIS, the project sponsor has to take sorne 
risk and approve the start of sorne key projects regardless of this W1certainty. Changes in the 
norms occm between one and six times per year. 
6.3.3 Project Perfonnance 
The project perfonnance (time, cost, and scope) are monitored and reported on a 
regular basis to the portfolio manager and to the sponsor. Any deviation has to be 
documented using a change request at the portfolio leveL There are two types of change 
requests: requests for additional funds (if scope remained W1changed but more money was 
required) and scope change request (covered in a previous section). Approximately 15% of 
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the change requests are related to adclitional funds (i.e. in most cases incorrect planning). This 
allows the portfolio manager to take the required course of action: to re-allocate money from 
other projects, to use contingency money, or to postpone other projects. The changes related 
to project performance are not so much to re-align to the p0l1folio strategy but to ensure that 
the resource allocation is still balanced and that the portfolio is still within budget. In the case 
of Portfolio Fin], the main constraint is on budget control at the portfolio leve 1. 
There are a number of instances where the project scope has increased significantly in 
comparison with the initial estimates. This scope creep is often due to the opportunity seen by 
the stakeholders to use the Portfolio Fin] business case to develop sorne adclitional features 
which have little to do with the norms implemented by Portfolio Fini. 
6.3.4 Portfolio Budget Reduction 
During 2009, Portfolio Fin] has to reduce the budget because of the crisis that rut the 
fmancial sector. Two main strategies are deployed: consultants are replaced gradually by less 
costly employees on the projects, and (b) the least urgent projects and functionality are 
delayed to 2010. Although this event only happened once, it had a very significant impact 
when it occurred. 
6.3.5 Availability of Key Competences 
Company Fin has to free up its resources from the operational activities to re-assign 
them temporarily to projects. Resources are not typically dedicated to project activities and 
are not farniliar to project management. For those resources that have to split their time 
between projects and non-project activities, projects rarely have the rughest priority in 
comparison to activities such as the production of the annua 1reports. 
There are numerous accounts of key resources being pul1ed out of projects to be re­
assigned to other more pressing activities. Another example is resources assigned only for a 
given phase of projects (for example feasibility) and being replaced in the following phase. 
For the project managers, this involves training the resources and bringing their level of 
competence and comprehension of the project up to par with other participants in the 
projects. 
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A third case mentioned is the replacement of the business representative responsible to 
specify the requirements for one of the project. Tœ replacement challenges sorne of the 
previous decis ions and norm interpretation made by his predecessor. As a consequence, the 
project has to issue numerous change requests to either remove or add functionality. 
6.3.6 Organizational Change 
The Portfolio Fin] has been in place since 2004. During the lifespan of Porifolio Fin] 
there were three to four major restructurings of the company. One major re-organization 
affecting both portfolios is ongoing in 2009 during the time of the interviews. The changes to 
the portfolios due to the re-organizations are not overly significant. They are for example: 
new people assigned to projects (with new learning curves to build up competence and 
comprehension of the project) and slow down in the project due to uncertainty for the 
persormel involved. However, the content and the structure of the project portfolios remain 
largely unchanged. 
One of the consequences of re-organizations on Portfolio Fin] is that the deliverables 
of the projects had to suit the new structure, for example, for reports and access to the tools. 
In other words, it is the specifications of the products under development which are affected 
in addition to the re-allocation of resources due to the re-organization. 
6.3.7 Summary of Changes in Portfolio Fin] 
Six sources of changes to project portfolios are identified: (1) interpretation of the 
norm, (2) changes in norms, (3) project performance, (4) portfolio budget reduction, (5) key 
competences, and (6) organizational change. The main source of uncertainty is related ta 
scope changes due to the interpretation of the norrns. Changes in strategy are not observed 
during the twa year period analyzed for the two portfolios in Company Fin. It can te argued 
that sorne of the changes described above rnight be considered as changes in how the strategy 
should he implemented but not so much changes in the strategy itself. 
6.4 Type and Impact of Changes in Portfolio Fin2 
Figure 6.4 displays the five categories of uncertainty according to their rates of 
change and their impacts. In the case of Porifolio Fin] the most significant source of 
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uncertainty was scope change due to changes in the interpretation of the regulatory nonTIS by 
the employees of Company Fin and by the Canadian fmancial authorities. 
6.4.1 Change in NonTIS 
The international bodies responsible for the norrns release documents defming the 
norrns as the Porifolio Fin2 portfolio unfolded. In many cases, they are not actually approved 
when a project started. Because of t~ planned duration of the projects and the external 
deadlines imposed to comply with these norrns, the project sponsor has to take some risk and 
approve the start of some key projects regardless of this uncertainty. Changes in the norrns 
occur very frequently (Le. more than ten changes per week) and have to be analyzed 
constantly for their impact on the ongoing projects. There is one example in Portfolio Fin2 
where a planned modification of the norm has been cancelled by the international bodies. 
Even though money has already been spent on feasibility and design, the corresponding 
project has to be cancelled. 
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6.4.2 Interpretation of the Nonn 
One of the most frequently mentioned source of change is the interpretation of the 
norrns by externa 1consultants hired to interpret the norrns and by Company Fin employees 
involved in the projects. There is one case where they do not want to comply with a specific 
norm based on their interpretation. Although they have started a project and reached the 
completion of the feasibility, they are lobbying and fighting against its application to the ir 
fmn. After nnny months they fmally convince the issuers of the norms and the external 
auditors that Company Fin could be exempted from this particular norm and therefore cancel 
the project despite having invested a large amount of money. Portfolio Fin2 only document 
large change requests. There are approximately ten changes per year due to changes in norms. 
6.4.3 Project Perfonnance 
Project perfonnance (time, cost, and scope) are monitored and reported on a regular 
basis to the portfolio manager and to the sponsor. Any deviation has to be documented using 
a change request at the portfolio level. Portfolio Fin2 does not use two categories of change 
requests to distinguish requests for additional funds and scope change request For them ail 
change requests are treated equally. 
There are two instances of scope creep where the scope increases dramatically, in one 
case fifty fold. This means that the project no longer frts in the budget origina Ily assigned and 
a business case has to be presented again in comparison w ith other projects. The requirements 
serving as the foundation are identified for this particular project. This means that new 
projects have to be launched in subsequent years. There is also a project delay, which has 
cascading effects on the use and timing of resources in subsequent projec ts. 
6.4.4 Availability of Key Competences 
The portfolio manager is changed three times during the period under study. According 
to the sponsor, the frrst portfolio manager does not have enough leadership, are escalating too 
many issues, and do not have suffic ient lmow ledge of the organization. This means that 
during transaction periods sorne of the projects are affected or have to be subsequentiy re­
planned. 
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The most recent portfolio manager challenges and re-aligns the structure of tœ 
portfolio which, instead of being aligned with the nonn structure, is organized in function of 
the receivers and users of the toois and methods. Most of these changes are directly related to 
the change of the key resource (i.e. the portfolio manager) after the portfolio has been 
launched. 
6.4.5 Organizational Changes 
The Porifolio Fin2 is in place smce the end of 2007. One major organizationa 1 
restructuring of the company is underway during 2009. The impacts on the portfolios due ta 
the re-organizations are not considered major. In Porifolio Fin2 sorne of the project 
deliverables have to he modified, for example the accounting reports have to reflect the new 
structure and in sorne cases there is uncertainty regarding the right person to decide on the 
new report structure. A more serious impact is, according to the portfolio manager, that this 
creates a climate of uncertainty which affects the perfonnance of the resources assigned ta 
the project who are wondering where they will end up in the new structure. 
6.4.6 Summary of Changes in Portfolio Fin2 
Five sources of change to project portfolios are identified: (1) changes in nonTIS, (2) 
interpretation of the nonn, (3) project perfonnance, (4) key competences, and (5) 
organizationa 1change. The main source of uncertainty is related to scope changes due to tœ 
changes of the nonTIS. 
CHAPTERVII 
PPM IN PORTFOLIO SOFTl AND PORTFOLIO SOF72 
This chapter describes the mechanisms put in place at Company Soft to cope with the 
uncertainty described in sections 6.1 and 6.2. It is structured according to the updated model 
cliscussed in Chapter V, i.e. one level leading to reconfiguring and one leading to 
transforming, with each level decomposed into three processes. Because of the large number 
of similarities among the organizing mechanisms put in place in a given company, the results 
for both portfo lios at Company Soft are presented together to reduce the amount of repetition. 
When an organizing mechanism only applies to one project portfolio, the sub-heading title 
indica tes it clearly. Once examples of sorne reconfiguring mechanisms are presentee!, it 
becomes easier to cliscuss how they are identified and decided upon through the sensing and 
seizing mechanisms. Therefore tœ presentation of each process is presented from right to left 
in the conceptual framework drawing. 
7.1 Reconfiguring 
This section presents the mechanisms used in Company Soft to re-allocate resources 
and reconfigure the project portfolios. This section refers to the third box of the flfst-order 
level as highlighted in black in the lower part of the simplified conceptual framework of 
Figure 7.1. 
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Modifying the Second-Order Second-Order 
Project TransformingSensing Seizing
Portfolios
 
processes
 
Management Sensing Seizing Recontiguring
ofProject
 
Portfolios
 
r-----------------,1 
: To modify project 
: portfolios and to re­
: allocate resources L J 1 
Figure 7.1: Reconfiguring Mechanisms in the Conceptual Framework. 
As a reminder, reconfiguring is defmed as the organizing mechanisms to modify the 
project p0l1foiio and to allocate human and fmancial resources within the portfolio. This 
includes organizing mechanisms: 
to change the project portfolio structure, including any changes in the project 
configuration (new projects, new sub-portfolios, termination of projects) and 
project scope prioritization; 
to modify the project scope and project interdependencies; and 
to change the allocation of financ ial and hurnan resources to the projects in the 
portfolio. 
Figure 7.2 summarizes the key components of reconfiguring observed at Conpany 
Soft. They are organized according to the time horizon (i.e. short-term, mediurn-terrn or long­
term) of reconfiguring actions. The follow ing sub-sections describe each reconfiguring 
mechanism in more detai\' The two mechanisrns which had been newly put in place, recently 
modified, or transforrned are highlighted with a bold border (and are discussed further in the 
context of traniforming activities in section 7.5, on page 202) The numbers in parenthesis in 
the sub-section titles corresponds to the numbering in the summary figures. 
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7.1.1 Scope-in versus Scope-out (Rl.l) - (Portfolio Softl only) 
Three years ago, Portfolio Softl used what they cal1ed a scope-out strategy, a 
methodology inherited from the ir project management tradition. They conscious ly started 
projects with a scope much larger than the capacity of the organization; going through the 
early phases of the projects (i.e. the pre-study and feasibility phases) allowed them to 
gradually decrease the scope of the project until the scope matched the organizationa 1 
capacity to deliver. This occasionally caused sorne problems when the scope included too 
many compulsory or high priority features. 
During that period, they frequently used scenario ana lys is techniques to plan and 
ident ify options when changes were requested to their already overloaded projects. In 
addition, change control boards for each project were used to monitor and control the 
baselined content. 
This created a lot of wasted effort because many of the features for which pre-studies 
were canied out never reached the execution phase. The manager of strategie planning at 
Portfolio Softl surnmarized the reasons for transitioning to a new approach as follows: 
we were scoping out, scoping out al! the time, so we wasted a lot of effort doing 
feasibility on things maybe we shouldn 't be doing or we had to eut out later on. At one 
point, they did some statistics that, probably 50% ofal! of the systems work that we did 
was a waste, because we never got to the market. lnstead of doing that we decided to 
do il the other w0", we should only scope-in the things that real!y, really matter based 
on the customer requirements. And then we study il and we want to make sure that 
whatever we study there is almast a 100% success rate that il gets into the next release 
of the product. (Strategie Planning Manager - Portfolio Softl) 
Portfolio Softl faces a very turbulent environment in which the product specification is 
very fuzzy and the customer demands continuously changing. In such a context, they try to 
minirnize rework by postponing dec isions until more information is available. They introduce 
a development process that allows them to postpone scope decisions as much as possible. 
These techniques of late locking and successive conunitments correspond to what Oison 
(2006) calls flexibility in the process. 
Because of the high leve 1 of uncertainty, Portfolio Softl develops and irnplements a 
number of Îlmovative approaches to help them remain flexible while reducing wasted efforts. 
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They know that project content cannot be planned more than a few months (even sometimes 
few weeks) in advance. However, they still feel the obligation to conunW1icate product 
release schedules to their customers. This gradually evolves towards what They call a scope-in 
strategy. Quick studies and pre-studies are done continuous ly (using the pre-study machine 
described in section 7.2.2.1) and content is gradually added to projects. The company uses a 
development model similar to Agile. Target dates and approximate size of the project are 
assigned early in the development process. However, the content is defmed continuously 
during the development phases with small delivery packages duration. These packages are 
then integrated into their software system in a lab and tested completely. Each delivery 
package includes the following phases: feasibility, design, and test. Each project includes five 
to six delivery packages, each lasting aroW1d four to six weeks. 
When projects are initiated at Tollgate 0 (TGO) , the objective is that only about 50% of 
the content is planned at TG!. This corresponds to the features having the highest priority. At 
This time, all hardware requirements for the release(s) should have been W1derstood. 
Subsequent work packages are left available for subsequent addition of content; the project 
portfolio plan becomes a way to commW1icate the planned deliveries to customers without 
necessarily conunitting to its content. At TG2, the objective is to have reached 90% of the 
scope capacity if the project, leaving 10% for additional features during the project execution 
W1til TG3 where 100% of the content should be defmed. 
7.1.2 Reconfiguring theProject Portfolio (R2) 
7.1.2.1 Short Term Reconfiguring of the Project Portfolios (R2.I) 
Company Soft tries to deliver new releases of their product according to a fIXed 
schedule. Despite these attempts, there are still regular changes to the projects in the 
portfolio, for example, 
•
 Proje ct s pUt into two projects: This occurs when a project is considered too large or if 
a subset of the project scope was required for delivery to a specific customer before the 
end of the project. 
•
 Project stopped: stopping a project is very rare at Company Soft, is done reluctantly, 
and is an indication of failure. There is a mention of a project which has been laW1ched 
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to bring a given functionality in-house instead of buying it from a third party supplier. 
However, during the execution, it is realized that the cost of the project is not justified 
in comparison with the off-the-shelf product despite the opportunities to bring the 
competence in-house. 
•
 Project merged to the following project: in Portfolio Soft2, there is one occurrenee 
when a project outcome does not have a receiver. Since the design base is re-used by 
the following project, ail resources are re-aUocated to the next version of the project. 
This can be considered a special case of stopping a project. 
•
 Project temporarily put on hold: there is a clear example of a project which is put on 
hold during the feasibility phase when the project manager realizes that the required 
resources will not be made available on time for the execution. In other words, the 
project has originally been planned too early in the multi-project plan. The project is 
not stopped but rather put on hold temporarily and the following tollgates are delayed 
accordingly. 
•
 New projects started: resourees are normally fully allocated to projects in the short 
term (i.e. upcoming three to six months). This makes the addition of new projects 
difficult. There are some mentions of smaU projects being added which could gather 
sorne free resources or could negotiate with ongoing projects to free up sorne 
resources. The system manager at Portfolio Soft2 provides the following example: 
In one case we had a new project that came up and we had resources that were 
avaUable at the time sa the bufk of the resourcesfor this project was available but 
then we wanted few other resources from other projects and some of the 
deliverables had ID be pushed up a liule bit ta accommodatefor the need of those 
resources. (System Group Manager - Portfolio Soft2) 
•
 Every eff011 is made to minimize the impact on ongoing projects. This is done only 
when there is a very good business case: most often an urgent feature to be delivered to 
an important customer. In the longer term, it is standard practice to launch new projects 
as resources are freed up from projects. 
•
 Project delays and cost overruns: Company Soft knows the consequences of delays 
for the customers and for the organization. When a projeet is delayed, resourees have 
to be held longer than expeeted and subsequent projeets have to be re-planned. In 
addition, resourees which have been planned for subsequent projeets have to be re­
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allocated to the delayed projects. Every effort is therefore made to deliver on the 
promised dates. This includes: overtime, reducing scope, removing plarmed test cases, 
etc. 
•
 Project execution moved to a different design center: although this type of 
modification to the project portfolio does not affect the project scope per se, it has 
significant impacts on the resource allocation. Such moves are most often done when 
the product is reaching its end of line and the PDU wants to reduce the hourly rates for 
the maintenance and upgrades of already established products. 
7.1.2.2 Plan Projects as Trains (R2.2) 
In the literature, the project selection process is depicted as a fUill1eL This has been 
replaced at Company Soft by a process analogous to the publishing of a train schedule where 
the train's arrivai date and total capacity are known at the outset. However, the train leaves 
the station ha If empty and content is added at several stops along the way. The notion of 
change to the scope is no longer relevant since the scope is progressively defmed. Using this 
approach, there is no longer a need for change control boards, wlùch have been replaced by 
the requirement request board (see section 7.2.2.2). The question becomes not so much 
whether the train will leave or not but rather what will be put on the different wagons at the 
time of departure and as the train progresses toward its destination. The scope does not have 
to be completely specified at the time of the train departure. 
The duration of projects is approx.imately one year. However, within the projects 
delivery packages are plarmed every four to six weeks. Delivery packages include scope 
defmition, design specification, software development, and complete testing. This gives 
ample latitude to add content during the project execution in subsequent packages; an 
approach wlùch reduces the need to continuously issue change requests. The director of the 
PMO of Portfolio Softl summarizes this concept as follows: 
your multi product plan becomes pretty much just wagons so that 's the way we are 
moving, now how ta add requirements into that is just to put another train, and they 
come and they go according ta a certain schedule. (Director ofPMO - Porifolio Softl) 
Although the project content is continuously being defined and re-defmed during the 
project execution, the interviewees rarely use the word change in their discourse. This is 
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because the planning horizon for a given scope, I.e. delivery package, is very short i.e. 
approximately one month instead of approximately 12 months in the previous process. 
Interviewees rarely spoke about project selection and prioritization. They do not conceive 
project portfolios as a funnel or a shopping list to choose from. Projects are considered 
instead as vehicles to continuously deliver and update products. 
7.1.2.3 Continuously Update Roadmap (R2.3) 
The multi-project plan is nonna Ily composed of ail known projects for the coming 18 
to 24 months. This includes approved projects under execution but also future projects with 
tentative dates for key milestones and to1lgates. At Company Soft, the steering groups plan a 
number of releases per year for the different nodes of the system. A typical target is two 
releases per year. It is mentioned, during the interviews, that a more frequent release would 
be difficult and costly for their customers to integrate into their systems. 
The multi-project plan is updated monthly as a rolling forecast. Target release dates are 
considered very important. They are communicated to the customers as comrllitments from 
Company Soft. This a1lows customers to start planning their product roll-out we1l in advance. 
Although the name and schedule of a1l projects are published, it is recognized that because of 
the high level of uncertainty, the exact content cannot be specified in detail up-front. 
Different mechanisms, such as the pre-study machine and the requirement request board are 
then put in place to manage the content of the projects as a continuous activity. 
Once project managers get assigned to one of the future projects, more detailed 
planning infonnation becomes available and to1lgate dates get planned. For example, if a 
multi-project plan shows a tentative project being planned for the following year, the target 
tollgate dates are then shown as tentative. However, when project managers are assigned to 
the projects and the project planning begins, tollgate dates get fmned up. This rolling wave of 
project planning provides an ongoing basis for resource planning and for resource allocation 
(a topic discussed in the next section). 
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7.1.3 Resource Allocation and Re-Allocation (R3) 
7.1.3.1 Monthly Resource Planning (R3.1) 
Company Soft has a long tradition as a project-based organization handling multiple 
projects in parallel. More than 90% of the people in the R&D organization are assigned to 
one or more projects. The company is structured in a matrix organization based on multiple 
projects concurrently ongoing in multiple sites and multiple divisions. Sorne form of resource 
planning process has been in place for more than 15 years and is very weil established with 
clear roles and responsibilities, documented processes, cOl-porate tools, and even user groups. 
It was initially driven by the fmance department which need the resource requirements to 
plan headcounts and to plan and monitor project portfolio budgets. The fmancial departrnent 
then consolidated the budgets and the resource requirements at the portfolio leveL 
In addition, the line and project managers also use the resource planning data to plan 
the allocation of the resources to the projects. The regular process includes requests by the 
project manager for a number of hours (or full time equiva lents) , per period (normally 
months), per role (e.g. system tester, designer), and per organization. The line managers then 
respond with allocation of e ither bul.k hours for a given ro le, for example 3000 hours for 
testers between May 1st and Aug 1st, or specific names John Smith between June 1st and July 
15th . This is based on the constraints and priorities given by product management and the 
PMO director. On one hand line managers try to match the capacity of their organization with 
the project demands i.e. the line managers assess if the resources in their department are 
properly allocated to projects (i.e. under- or over-allocated), and on the other hand the project 
managers determine if their project are resource covered. They are able to compare their 
requirements with the allocation and deterrnine the extent of the gaps for specific roles and 
periods. 
Company Soft put in place a regular resource planning process based on sophisticated 
tools to monitor the allocation of the resources to the projects. In both portfolios, the 
responsibility to assign resources ta projects is clearly a line manager ftmction that is 
following the priorities assigned by the portfolio management. For many interviewees, 
portfolio management and resource balancing is more or less the same thing. There are a 
number of references to capability management and pipe/me management (influenced by 
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publications, such as (McGrath, 2004) understood as the ability of the organization ta 
detennine what is the capability of the organization in the future to undertake additiona 1 
projects. 
Projects normal1y start assuming that resources would be freed up by previous projects 
at a given time. However, if previous projects are delayed, the timing of the availability of 
sorne resources makes the project execution impractical. This is depicted by examples from 
Porifolio Softl and Portfolio Soft2: 
Our main problem was that the project preceding us and developing our design base 
hadJust started. And we could never catch up of course because we have to have our 
design base product ready before we start on our own de velop ment. So actually there 
was a period from April 2007 to October 2007 where we put the whole thing on hold. 
We kept some feasibility ongoing. 1 was only assigned part time, Integration and 
Verification was stopped, and the nodes development were work ing for the previous 
project (project manager - Porifolio Softl) 
Typically what is happening is that we have planned this project and we estimate that 
this project will take of one year and cost x man-months and maybe that was correct. 
However, the resources get tied up in a previous project which gets delayed. So we get 
a knock-on effect. Everything was correct in this project but the l'esoul'ces were not 
freed up in time. So this is typically the things that can happen. (product manager ­
Porifolio Soft2) 
Such events are very frequent at Company Soft where the line managers must regularly 
re-assign resources from one project to another and constantly negotiate with project 
managers. This activity must sametimes be done on a weekly basis. Such situations are 
typical of the matrix organizations. However, it is important to note that the frequency of 
such re-allocation becomes routine and an inherent function of the portfolio management in 
dynamic environments. Any change, any uncertainty in a given project implies direct 
consequences on the other ongoing projects especially if dependencies between projects are 
high. 
7.1.3.2 Sophisticated Resource Planning Tooi (R3.2) 
Company Soft has developed an internai web-based tool to support this process. This 
means that data is continuously being kept up-to-date by project managers and line managers. 
This al10ws ail the governing functions to base their decisions on more reliable resource data 
while continuing to provide the necessary data for the quarterly fmancial forecast. Company 
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Soft also tried without success to pmchase and deploy a commercial product integrated with 
their hurnan resomce and accounting systems. Most enterprise project portfolio management 
systems evaluated were offering functiona lities to support the project selection and evaluation 
functions but most systems were not geared for the intensive resomce allocation process 
required by Company Soft. This requ ired an enormous amount of tirne, money, and effort but 
was considered the right comse of action for this specific environment. Despite a costly 
project to evaluate tools to support the resource planning function, Company Soft decided to 
continue to rely on their intemally developed application. 
7.1.3.3 Avoid Over-Reaction in the Back-End (R3.3) 
At Company Soft, the line manager is normally responsible for the resource allocation 
to projects. They have to determine who should work on which project at any point in tirne. 
This is normally accomplished by allocating resources to projects for different percentages of 
time over given periods. However, wren faced with a very changing environment with 
nurnerous requests for fast changes, a tine manager responsible for the back-end activities 
(i.e. integration and testing) indicated that she learned to never over-react to demands for 
changes until everything is confIrmed, planned, and requested. This, she says, is in order to 
protect the organization from continuous ly re-allocating resources: 
If the Integration & Verification group was ta follow ail changes we wouldn 't do 
anything, other than just changing our project plans. SA instead ofjust changing the 
plans every week we try ta be a bit cool. The plan should be as good as possible and 
then we need ta wait until the nodes sub-projects are a !ittle bit fitrther in their 
planning, so we can rely on what is being presented to us. Things are turbulent in the 
front-end and it cosfs a lot ta act on the changes. If we act tao quickly then we have ta 
change and change and change and change, rather than ta focus on what you are 
doing now. (Line Manager - Porifolio Soft1) 
This approach is somewhat counter-intuitive. It might have been expected that in very 
turbulent environments, the reconfiguring strategy would have been to reallocate resomces 
quickly. 
7.1.3.4 More Formai when Uncertainty is High (R3.4) 
At Company Soft, a project organization is composed of sub-projects which are further 
composed of cross-functional teams i.e. teams of representatives from different functional 
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groups such as design, coding, testing, documentation. Project managers ensure that the 
different teams know exactly what they have to develop through a number of meetings (kick­
offs, reviews, etc.). The ordering process between the project managers and the teams is 
formalized by a document called an assignrnent specification. This is a two to three page 
document specifying the content to be delivered, the dates expected, the budget expected, etc. 
The team has to respond with a delivery plan, a cost estimate, and a duration estimate. 
Team leaders and project managers are very familial' with this process which can 
occasionally be fairly informai. However, according to a project manager in Portfolio Softl, 
the ordering process becomes more formai when the level of uncertainty is very high: 
if there are a lot of uncertainties then we will always be moreformai. This will also be 
the case when the complexity and risk levelof the feature is high [..} because then we 
don't want the development teams ta start and go ahead with activities that we might 
have to redesign /a ter. Sa then we have a more detailed discussion on what they are 
allowed ta start development on and what they are not allowed ta start development on 
because we don 't have the full picture yet. (project Manager - Portfolio Softl) 
The main reason for this increased formality is to minimize the impacts of rework and 
to ensure that the decision to execute is consciously taken by the project organization. 
7.1.3.5 Capability Management - Mediurn-Term (R3.5) 
The resource planning and re-allocation within project portfolios includes the short­
term aspects discussed in the previous section: continuous resource planning, timing of 
resources and re-allocation of resources, and the priority conflict between operational 
activities and project activities. Ali these processes have a time horizon ranging from a few 
weeks up to approximately a year. In addition Company Soft, tries to introduce sorne 
additiona 1planning activities to bridge the gap between their business plan which plans four 
to five years ahead and the portfolio activities which plan 12 to 18 months in the future. 
Interviewees called this planning activity capability management. The exact interpretation of 
this term seems to vary considerably throughout the organization. However, the most typical 
usage refers to the process of analysing the requirements for the number of people required to 
meet the needs of the business plan. This inc ludes the analysis of the required competence 
build up in comparison to the needs of the product development in the product life cycle: 
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so it was very obvious that rolling forecasts of specifie individuals for the next 18 
months was not the type of capability plan that they were lookingfor to answer this 
portfolio plan. We had ta start ta understand first of al! the portfolio plan ta see if we 
have the right kind ofpeople with the right competencies. Capability has different 
meanings ta different people. There 's organizational capability, strategie capability 
and resource capability. Resource capability is very much about renewal of re.source 
competences. And that is also not ta be confused with capacity, capacity like the 
number of man-hours you can you put out in a year. (Operation Development Manager 
- Portfolio Softl) 
A number of senior managers at Company Soft point out that they are under pressure to 
increase R&D efficiency. One of the medium to long term strategies used to get the most of 
the R&D money is to identify the most cost-efficient location to execute the different project 
tasks in the project portfolio. There is norrnally a mapping done between the departments of 
every R&D site and the project portfolio in terrns of headcount, hourly rates, and 
competences required versus available. Company Soft tries to match the resources with the 
project demands instead of the other way around. The PDU manager of Portfolio Soft1 sees 
this as his responsibility: 
1 am involved in translating the portfolio content inta a budget so that we can look at 
our agreements, our run rates, headcount, and where we can best execute thejob. 50 if 
we look at the work required to develop a given object in the portfolio we can say for 
example, we can do that in low cost country. 1 am also involved in the makelbuy 
analysis where we look at a product 's maturity: we estimate what is its strategie value 
to the company in comparison to our internaI competence. (pDU Manager - Portfolio 
Soft1) 
7.1.3.6 Long-Term Capability Planning (R3.6) 
When the competence is of strategic importance for Company Soft every attempt is 
made to develop it intemally and ideally as close as possible to the head office. If it cannot be 
developed quickly, alliances will be created with third party suppliers (part of the makelbuy 
decision). As the product matures and the competence becomes less strategic, the 
responsibility of certain products will be moved to low cost countries. For example, Portfolio 
Soft1 will rather use their top skilled resources to develop the leading edge technology rather 
than for the maintenance of their established product line. Company Soft also tries to maintain 
sorne level of flexibility in their site strategy by developing primary and secondary sites. One 
location is responsible for a product and a second site supports with resources and 
competence when there are peaks in demand. This provides sorne flexibility if the complete 
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responsibility needs to be transferred from one of the two sites. In sorne countries, they also 
try to maintain sorne flexibility in the number of resources available for their portfolio. This 
is normally done by sites supporting more than one product as mentioned by the Portfolio 
Soft2 POU manager when talking about the R&O site in Russia: 
We have some buffers in Russia where we have some kind ofagreement where we have 
around 20 people that can ramp up with no additional costs. We have also sam? 
possibilities in the USA where il is quite easy ta move people around. (pOU manager­
Portfolio Soft2) 
7.2 Seizing 
This section presents the different seizing mechanisms used in the two portfolios at 
Company Soft to determine and decide on the recorifiguring actions discussed in the previous 
section. This section refers to the first-order seizing as highlighted in black in the lower part 
of the conceptual framework of Figure 7.3. Seizing includes organizing mechanisms for 
deciding changes to the project portfolio once a potential need for change has been sensed. 
Modifying the 
Project 
Portfolios 
Second-Order 
Sensing 
Second-Order 
Seizing Transforming 
processes 
Management 
of Project Sensing Seizing Reconfiguring 
Portfolios 
,------------------11 1 
: To decide changes to : 
:L project portfolios :l 
Figure 7.3: Seizing Mechanisms in the Conceptual Framework. 
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As shown m Figure 7.4, the seizing mechanisms can be grouped into tlrree mam 
categories: 
• product portfolio management; 
• project scope management; and 
• project portfolio governance. 
These tlrree components can be further decomposed into a number of structures and 
processes, discussed in the following sections. Two mechanisms which have been newly put 
in place, recently modified, or transformed are highlighted with a bold border (and are 
discussed further in the section 7.5, on transforming, on page 202). 
7.2.1 ProductPortfolio Management (SZI) 
Tlrree mechanisms have been grouped under the heading Product Portfolio 
Management: product planning board (structure), product management process (process) and 
the business mode 1used for seizing decisions. 
7.2.1.1 Product Planning Boards (SZl.l) 
Planning the scope of projects at Company Soft is a very complex process involving a 
large number of committees and decision boards. Appendix L summarizes the roles of sorne 
of these boards. At the highest level, the Product Area Product Council defmes the longer 
term strategy for the product and takes the product decisions. Product decisions include, but 
are not limited to: opportunity analysis, start project investment, include in portfolio, start 
project, start of sales, end of sales, and end of support. 
There is then a cascade down according to the level of authority and the level of the 
product in the hierarchy (e.g. system, node, and feature). For example, the Product 
Management Forum is a preparatory meeting to Product Council and handles minor product 
decisions and sorne product issues delegated by the Product Area Product Council. At the 
operational level (i.e. at the level closest to the continuous scope defmition of the project 
portfolio), the Product Planning Board is the main coordination forum for product managers. 
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Figure 7.4: Seizing Mechanisms at Company Soft. 
In that board, they set priorities between features and between nodes, as explained bya 
product manager at Portfolio 50fl1. 
We have what we cal! a product planning board. Every requirement wil! go into the 
product planning board and what we do is 10 analyze the requirement and see if il 's 
possible to develop il, what priority it will have, how it will affect the system. And then 
we have to decide if it goes into the fitture product plan or if il goes in as a change 
request for an ongoing project. This goes for al! the requirements even if it S future 
requiremenls. (product Manager - Portfolio 50fl1) 
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Porifolio Soft2 also has similar product management forums with the additiona 1 
complexity that representatives from their different internai customers are represented to 
lobby for their PDU when defming the portfolio content. 
7.2.1.2 Product Management Process (SZ1.2) 
Company Soft clearly makes a distinction between product portfolios and project 
portfolios. The first refers to the appropriate rnix of products, including the specification of 
the required attributes, the definition of the market demand and planned growth, business 
case, etc. This is normally displayed as a product roadrnap showing the delivery of key 
packages of products over time. The project portfolio refers to the translation of the product 
portfolios into a series of projects delivering the required releases over time. The Product 
Management process is very weil documented. 
The complete product life-cycle includes a number of sub-processes: 
• defme business opportunities; 
• defme content; 
• market launch; 
• increase business; and 
• phase-out. 
The role of the product managers includes the specification of the project content. The 
product managers are involved in both sensing and seizing activities in particular, requests for 
change to the project portfolio. 
Clear and formai product decisions between each phase of the process have been 
defmed. Examples of such decisions are: opportunity analysis, include project in portfolio, 
start of product sales, start of product phase-out, end of support, and product terrnination. 
These decisions are in direct relation with the project portfolio decis ions and the gate 
decisions of the project. 
This process and the clear c1efmition of product and project decisions lead to formaI 
decisions on resource allocation to projects within the portfolio (as described in the 
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reconfiguring section 7.1). They are good examples of seizing mechanisms ID dynamic 
environments. 
7.2.1.3 Business Model (SZ1.3) 
The business model defines how enterprises deliver value to customers. According to 
Teece (2009), business models: 
reflect management hypothesis about what customers want and how an enterprise can 
best meet those needs, and get paid for doing so. They embrace (1) which 
technologies and features are to be embedded in the product or service; (2) how the 
revenue and cost struc ture of a business is to be des igned and if nec essary 
"redesigned" to meet customer needs; (3) the way in which technologies are to be 
assembled; (4) the identity of market segments to be targeted and (5) the mechanism 
and manner by which value is to be captured. The function of a business model is to 
articulate the value proposition (p. 24). 
From the choice of business model ensues many other decisions. It forms tœ basis for 
the planning of the product, which translates in the case of PPM, into the product portfolio 
and project portfolio structure. It also covers how the product will be delivered, will be sold, 
and will be released to customers. The reason that business model is discussed under seizing 
is that it forrns the basis for selecting opportunities, grouping features and products, 
packaging them together. As a consequence, alignment with the strategy is maintained 
through the project selection and resource allocation. 
At Portfolio Soft, the business model evolved from delivering fixed standard projects to 
customers (a mode1 which was very successful for other Company Soft products) to 
delivering a product which is easily adaptable to customer needs. This is because no customer 
wants exactly the standard solution. They ail have specific needs and exceptions and the 
standard product has to be adapted to their needs anyway. There is therefore a very strong 
push towards highly flexible and configurable products which make it more complex to 
integrate and validate. Company Soft is trying to develop nodes individually but still offers 
what they caU business solutions. This corresponds to a combination of nodes which can be 
selected but which are known to offer certain services together. Tœ sale of the product 
includes a large element of services to configure the product. This contributes to the revenues 
of the services division. 
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At Portfolio Soft2, they moved from an organization developing platforms to one 
developing components. As described in section 6.2.6, on page 156, Portfolio Soft2 changed 
its business strategy (and even its name) from a platform development organization to a 
component organization. The concept was borrowed from an enterprise in the automotive 
industry (where they shifted from developing platfonns for car and truck platforms to 
developing components such as engines, different ials , etc.). 
Applied to Portfolio Soft2, this concept represents a significant shift in strategy and in 
the business mode\. Instead of 18 month projects to develop, test, and integrate platforms 
including multiple components which would be distributed to ali the other PDU, they now 
develop components (or occasionally a small group of components) which can be selected 
individually. This very significant business mode 1change has a direct impact on the type of 
projects and on the structure of the portfolio. This new business model drives many of the 
business decisions related to the release and packaging of the scope into the projects. 
The decision to change the business model is a very important transforming decision 
(which is discussed in section 7.5). Once a given business model is selected, it can remain in 
place for rmny months (if not years) as the regulating mechanism for the dynamic capability 
flow of sensing-seizing-reconfiguring. However, if it does not meet the particular 
environrnent in which it applies, organizations modify it. This is the case for both Portfolio 
Softl and Portfolio Soft2 which decided to modify their bus iness mode\. 
7.2.2 Project Scope :Management (SZ2) 
7.2.2.1 Pre-Study Machine versus Change Control Boards (SZ2.1) 
The software development process at Company Soft historically inc luded four phases: 
pre-study, feasibility, design, and test. Para lie 1 projects include ail phases and each project 
would manage the different phases as shown in Figure 7.5. This is then followed by release 
activities and deployment at customer sites. 
The traditional approach to address scope change at Company Soft is through change 
control boards (CCB). The boards are composed of the project management team and of 
product management who must evaluate the demands for changes to the project scope which 
are formaliy documented into change requests. Change requests are sent and then assessed 
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for their impact on the project. CCBs are typically used by project managers to control the 
scope of the individual projects. Formai decisions are taken to either irnp1ement the change 
request (and if so in which delivery) or to reject it. When Portfolio SoftI was established, the 
amount of scope change in the first few projects was extremely high. The management felt 
that there was a lot of waste on studying and designing features w!lich had to be removed 
later. Three interviewees mention that there used to be a 50% !lit rate on the requirements i.e. 
only 50% of the requirements identified in the early phase of the projects reached the end of 
the projects. 
Because the inflow of new requirements is continuous during the year and the project 
scope cannot be planned for the whole year, it was decided to combine the pre-study 
activities which used to be rerformed in each project into common activities, called the pre­
study machine (as shown in Figure 7.6). In this mode ~ the inflow of requirements to the 
projects goes via a common process where the inflow of new requirements is assessed, 
filtered, and prioritized using a very formai process. 
Design & 
test 
Design & 
test 
Design & 
test 
(Source: Internai document at Company Soft) 
Figure 7.5: Traditional Approach using Pre-studies within Projects. 
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(Source: Internai document at Company Soft) 
Figure 7.6: Pre-Study Machine Overview. 
Based on shorter studies, product management can decide to remove a requirement 
from the inflow, to include it in an ongoing project, or to wait to include it in future projects. 
Using the pre-study machine model, the addition of requirements into the projects is no 
longer considered changes but becomes more the normal way of working. The line manager 
of the system group swnmarizes this new way of looking at scope management as follows: 
since we have scope-in, we don 't see additional requirement as changes anymore. 
That's the normal w0". We get new big, high priority requirements in and then we 
might need to put some more people in the pre-study machine. We would handle that 
and then maybe, laler on, move them back to the main development. The pre-study 
machine is not real!y a project, il continues each year. (System Group Manager ­
Portfolio Softl) 
For the manager responsible for the pre-study machine, this is a step towards a more 
process oriented approach. For hirn projects should be kept for unique undertaking not for 
enterprises which develop products on a continuous basis: 
Projects are supposed to be extraordinary; different from the everyday business il 
should be separated in time and scope and budget and resources used. However, we 
know today that the most efficient way ofdeveloping software is to have the same team 
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working 10gether for a long period of time. That tells me that we are not having a 
specgic assignmentfor this group for a limited time ie. we do not have projects. 
fou could argue that project management methods, as they have developed, is a way to 
make things more orderly, more visible, and more manageable. And they are very good 
as long as you can specgy you want to do. Now let 's go and do it. But we have a 
problem with projects in very dynamic environments because they are not unique in 
time and il is not even known what il is supposed 10 do. To organize it as project is 
pretty stupid. We should see most of what we do as continuous processes not as 
projects. (System Engineer responsible for pre-study machine -Portfolio Soft1) 
In order to support the pre-study machine process, a new board was created, the 
requirement request board. The role of this board is discussed in the follow ing sub-section 
(SZ2.2). The introduction of a completely new process at project portfolio level supported by 
a new board is another example of a transformation to adapt to highly volatile environments 
(which is discussed under transforming, in section 7.5). Since the pre-study machine has been 
introduced, it is felt that there is no longer a need for change control boards at the individual 
project leveL 
7.2.2.2 Requirement Request Board (SZ2.2) 
The Requirement Request Board is chaired by a senior member of the system group in 
collaboration w ith product management. Its main responsibility is to analyze the inflow of 
requirements us ing the pre-study machine. This process is continuous and is nm in paralle 1 
with the feasibility and execution of ongoing projects as shown in Figure 7.6. The roles of the 
Requirement Request Board are threefold: 
•
 to translate the customer needs identified by product managers into product 
requirements; 
•
 to evaluate the development cost and duration; and 
•
 to decide into which project to inc lude the new requirements. The investigations of 
individual requirements are fairly quick and lead to a decision to incorporate them in a 
specific delivery package of a s~cific project. 
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7.2.3 Project Portfolio Governance (8Z3) 
7.2.3.1 Project Steering Process (SZ3.1) 
Project portfolio govemance is typically described in the literature as a small number of 
interlinked bodies having specific and clear responsibilities within a hierarchy. In the PPM 
1iterature, the governance structure is typically described us ing a limited number of well­
defmed roles: sponsors, portfolio managers, PMOs, a portfolio govemance board, and project 
managers. For example, Müller (2009) displays portfolio management as a direct link 
between the board of ctirectors and the project/program steering groups, which could be 
supported by a combinat ion of strategic and tactical PMOs. The PMI Standard for Portfolio 
Management (2008b) describes the l'ole of the portfolio manager in detai! along with the 
different sub-processes included in portfolio govemance but makes little mention of the 
goveming bodies. 
In comparison, the govemance structure put in place at Company Soft is much more 
complex and the portfolio governance responsibility is spread among a multitude of 
intertwined bodies and groups each responsible for a subset of the govemance aspects. In 
Portfolio Softl, tœre are numerous boards such as: key project operation steering groups, 
operation steering group, project steering group, operations management team, product 
handling board, product councils, product priority board, requirement request board, product 
management forum, node planning board, and assignment handling boards (see Appendix L). 
Table L.l describes the steering bodies while Table L.2 describes the committees involved in 
deciding the scope of the projects within portfolios. 
The portfolio management function is not centralized inta a single person with a 11 the 
responsibilities of a portfolio manager. The responsibility is split among dozens of people 
each looking after specifie aspects (product managers, product development unit manager, 
node managers, portfolio planners, and financial controllers). The person having the role of 
project portfolio manager in Portfolio Softl takes care of the project portfolio with respect to 
balancing resources and budget. This excludes the responsibility for content and business 
profitability which is covered by the product management role. Product manager are 
responsible for the scope of projects and product road map, the product development unit 
manager responsible for the optimal use of the R&D resources, and the PMO director who is 
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responsible for the plalli1ing and monitoring of the projects. The PMO director is also 
responsible for the most effic ient de livery of projects Le. to ensure that tœ tools and methods 
are in place to ensure the delivery on time, cost, and scope. There are also different levels of 
planning boards to ensure that the organization has enough capacity and competence to 
execute ail the projects being requested. These boards support the resource balancing 
function. 
7.2.3.2 Project Portfolio Constraints (SZ3.2) 
It was expected in this doctoral research that at the project portfolio level the three 
variables used in project management (time, cost, and scope) would be present and handled 
in a sirnilar way. However, during the interviews, it was clear that one of the variables, the 
project portfolio budget, was always untouchable. In ail portfolios, the overall yearly budget 
for a given project portfolio is considered fIxed and non re-negotiable. Portfolio budgets are 
approved at a very high level in the organization after long analysis and negotiations in the 
allocation of money between portfolios or product areas. 
This means that when individual project budget within the portfolio are exceeded, sorne 
re-balancing has to be done to remain within the portfolio budget. This takes one of tœ 
following two forms: 
•
 re-assignment of money from one project to the other while staying with in the overall 
portfolio budget; or 
•
 delaY of sorne projects (or sorne parts ofprojects) to the following year. 
An additional constraint is the allocation of portfolio budget within calendar years 
rather than for the required duration of the complete portfolio. At the highest level, allocation 
of fmancial resources is cascacled down to large project portfolios which are broken down 
into smaller portfolios (or sub-portfolios or prograrns). 
7.3 Sensing 
This section presents the different sensing mechanisrns which are put in place in the 
two project portfolios at Company Soft to identify the changes in the environment and 
translate them into potential new (or changed) requirements for the projects. This section 
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refers to the first-order sensing as highlighted in black in the lower part of the updated 
conceptual framework of Figure 7.7. 
Sensing refers to structures, tools, and processes to sense, filter, and interpret changes 
and uncertainty. In the PPM context of Company Soft, this includes the proactive assessment 
of the evolution of: third party products, technology, competition offering, the match between 
the products offered and the customer needs, new customers, market growth, and new 
applications of the products. 
Figure 7.8 displays the relationship between the sources of uncertainty and the sensing 
mechanisms at Company Soft. The sensing mechanisms are linked to the seizing mechanisms 
which are used to decide on the resulting reconfigurations and reallocation of resources in the 
project portfolios. 
The mechanisms are categorized as: structures, processes, or tools according to the 
color legend in the figure. Mechanisms which were newly put in place, recently mod ified, or 
transformed are highlighted with a bold border. These modifications to the sensing-seizing­
reconfiguring result from transformations which are discussed in section 7.5. 
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Figure 7.7 : Sensing Mechanisms in the Conceptual Framework. 
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Figure 7.8: Sensing Mechanisms at Company Soft. 
7.3.1 Dedicated Role for Specifying Content (SSl) 
The identification of customer requirements and its translation into product 
specifications is most likely the most important sensing mechanism in a new product 
deve lop ment project portfolio. In the case of Portfolio SC!ftl and Portfolio SC!ft2, this 
responsibility is assigned to product managers who are responsible for keeping in contact 
with customers through the sales and marketing departments. Product managers are 
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responsible for the business success of the products and, among other things, have to decide 
on the scope of projects. This includes the identification of any subsequent changes and its 
inclusion into the relevant projects when required. They are responsible for ail product 
content and ultimately the product benefits. However, they are rarely assigned a l'ole within 
the projects. They are considered to be the people placing orders to projects. Respondents 
frequently point to product managers as being the prime source of changing priorities and 
project scope. 
In the case of Porifolio Sofll, there are many product managers (around 50 people) 
within a product management department. The manager of that department is responsible for 
the complete scope of the project portfolio but has delegated the responsibility of the 
different components of the product to the respective product managers. It could therefore be 
argued that the manager of the product management department is responsible for the 
complete portfolio content, a Ithough not directly but through a complex mixture of de legation 
of authority to product manager, evaluation and prioritization processes, and governance 
boards. 
Porifolio Soft2 also has a product management group although much smaller than 
Porifolio Sofll. Product managers are responsible for identifying the requirements and 
project scope and for sending assignment specifications to projects i.e. the specification of 
what projects have to deliver in terms of scope, target date, and target budget. Product 
managers have to stay in touch with the market which in the case of Porifolio Soft2 is the 
different internai PDUs using their platforms (or components). As in Portfolio SoftI, the 
manager of the product management group is responsible for the entire product line and 
delegates sorne authority to product mangers at the lower level products. 
Links to seizing 
It is not always 100% clear how to dissociate the sensing and the seizing functions 
when it cornes to determining how a given structure or process is put in place in a complex 
organization such as Conpany Soft. Because they are heavily involved in both functions, the 
product manager is an example of a dual sensing-seizing function. Product managers are not 
only involved in assessing the trends in the customer needs (through the sensing functions) 
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but they must aIso trans late them into project requirements through the seizing mechanisms 
ofproduct portfolio management (SZl), discussed in section 7.2.1. 
In the case of Company Soft, the identification of the requirements is done frrst by 
product managers. The requirements are then fùtered and prioritized by the product 
management processes and the product management boards. This might be followed by a 
number of cycles between the project scope processes and product management processes 
(based for example on the estimation of the cost to develop a given feature). 
The sensing mechanisrns used by the product managers (and described in more detail in 
the sub-sections 7.3.2 to 7.3.7) are used to identify the requirement (somewhat like a radar 
screen) and to serve as filtering functions (like funneIs for ideas). The key elements of these 
functions are: 
•
 to identify these requirement, 
•
 to rank the importance of the requirements against each other; and 
•
 to interpret weak signaIs which might become important later. 
7.3.2 System Management Group (SS2) 
The establishment of a system management group responsible to identify technology 
advancements and potential technology improvements to their products is a standard practice 
at Company Soft. System architects and technical coordinators from this group are assigned 
to the projects. Their main roles are: 
•
 to follow technology evolution (both internally and externally) and identify 
consequences for the products; 
•
 to assess impacts of new requirements on the projects using quick studies. These 
studies take around two to three weeks to be written (compare to two to three months 
for a complete pre-study) and provide a high level cost estimate and an idea of the 
complexity to implement the requirement; 
•
 to follow-up the implementation of the requirements and ensure that they would 
comply to the initial intent of the customer requirements; and 
•
 to maintain the integrity of the overall system architecture. 
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Different techniques are put in place to keep the organization abreast of the evolution 
of the technology as described by the director of the system group at Portfolio Soft2 
mentioned: 
Technology advancements comefrom my department. fou have to be looking out there 
for whot seems to be happening in the technology and then reflect that back. {. ..} 
There are few w0"s ofdoing it and we do themall: one is to participate in variousfora 
within Company Soft and have a broad network ofpeople. The other one is also having 
diseuss ions and work groups with our eustomers because they sometimes come up with 
technology advancements. This is in addition to trade shows, contacts with product 
managers and marketing, etc. (Director of System Group -Portfolio Soft2) 
The system group in Portfolio Soft2 is composed of approximately 20 people. Theyact 
as an important interface between product managers and the projects. While product 
managers focus on the project content and the overall profitability of the product, the system 
managers translate customer requirements into technical specifications of the products to be 
developed. System managers (sometimes called technical coordinators) are normally 
assigned to coordinate pre-studies, i.e. the activity to estimate the work involved to 
implement the requirements, and to follow-up on their implementation in the projects. In the 
case of Portfolio Softl, such a coordinator is a dominant figure to decide in which project (or 
which delivery of which project) requirements will be assigned. 
Links to Seizing 
System managers are not only involved in the identification of technologies which 
might impact the product but also are involved in the decisions on how to implement these 
requirements in the product. This connection is done via the project scope management 
mechanisms (SZ2) which is described in section 7.2.2. In practice, the project portfolio scope 
has to be balanced between the technology evolution (for example improved platforms which 
improves the performance or the architecture) and the development of new functionality. 
7.3.3 Early Demonstrations (SS3) 
Prototyping and early delivery are well-established techniques to proactively get 
feedback from customers when the exact needs are highly uncertain or ill-defined. Such 
techniques are used in both portfolios, at Company Soft, although to different extents and for 
different purposes. In Portfolio Softl, this is used to develop new ideas and show potential 
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new products to customers in very early deve10pment stages in their own laboratories, at 
customer sites, or in trade shows. This technique is used to identify and validate the product 
requirements at low cost prior to the deve lopment of the complete product, which involves 
more extensive testing and documentation. 
In trade shows, prototypes can Ce shown to customers to generate reactions on the 
functionality, to probe interest to become beta site candidates, and to assess interest from the 
market. Demonstrating a potent ia 1product, even if much of the functionality is far from being 
ready, provides means whereby potential customers can voice their reactions and generate 
ideas alongside representatives from Company Soft. 
Trade shows are yearly events and cannot provide continuous opportunities for sensÙ1g 
the customer needs. Demo rooms are therefore set-up very close to the design center and are 
used as show cases for applications of potential products. Customers, employees, and third 
party suppliers are invited to see the demos, give feedback, and ask questions. For any 
participant to these demos, it is very c lear that they are in the middle of the development area 
with direct access to developers and engineers. This is very different from the room used by 
the marketing department for completed products, which is more luxurious and sales focused 
In the early demo laboratory, everything is put in place in the lab to trigger discussions, 
suggestions, and ideas. AU this early interaction with potential customers contributes to a 
better comprehension of the product requirements and continuously generates changes to 
ongoing and future projects. 
Portfolio Soft2 has less elaborate prototypes. However, in the same spirit they try to 
release early deliveries (i.e. not fully tested products of their platforms and components) to 
interna 1 customers in order to gain feedback. This also a llows the receivers to start 
developing their own applications earlier. When such releases occur, the exact state of the 
product is clearly presented and communicated to the receivers. 
Links to Seizing 
The sensing of the environment through demos and early prototypes generates 
requirements which are treated in the same manner as any other requirement by product 
managers (SS 1), and the system management group (SS2). They are documented using a 
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central too1; they are evaluated, categorized, and prioritized via the product scope 
management mechanisms (SZ2) which are described in section 7.2.2. 
7.3.4 Central Tooi for Requirements (SS4) 
As discussed under SSl and SS2, product managers and system managers continuously 
translate customer needs into product requirements. This can rapidly amount to thousands of 
requirements with different levels of evo1ving priorities which must be continuously 
managed. A tool is therefore required to support these activities. 
The specification of requirements involves a large number of people at Company Soft: 
product managers, system managers, project managers, and software developers. This 
process includes assessing priorities, business cases, impacts on the different nodes of the 
system, etc. Once requirements are approved for specific projects, they can always oc 
changed afterwards using change requests and through the requirement request board. This 
creates a very complex administrative task to collect, prioritize, analyze, and map ail 
requirements to the different projects. Centralized tools to manage and control the 
requirement specifications are implemented and deployed to assist in this task and as the 
PMO director commented: 
we have continuously increased the alignment ofhow we handle requirements through 
the organization. Some years aga there were different requirement tools m the 
different parts of the organization; 1 thmk that it was quite messy. Everyone had their 
own way because they had their own ways of drivmg the design of their specifie node. 
Now we use a common lool and the more you use that tool, the more transparency you 
get. Everybody knows what is coming. fou can actually monitor that in a common 
space. (pMO Director - Portfolio Softl) 
This becomes particularly useful when only a subset of requirements is implemented in 
a given project and subsequent updates are developed in subsequent projects. An additional 
benefit is the ability to assess the quality of the product delivered by mapping the test results 
to the scope specification. 
Links ta Seizing 
Although the tool is frrst and foremost meant for keeping an inventory of the product 
requirements, it is also used to document the impact, the priorities, and grouping of product 
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specifications to the projects in the portfolio done in the seizing activities. Once requirements 
get selected, additional information is added in the requirement database during aU project 
phases (e.g. functional specification, design specification, test reports). 
7.3.5 Ad Hoc Customer Demands Assessment (SS5) 
The sensing mechanisrns (SSl to SS3) discussed above are proactive. They are put in 
place knowing that changes and uncertainty will be continuously present and not only a one­
time event. In both portfolios at Company Soft, there are numerous occurrences of customer 
demands for modifications and customization once projects ha ve been approved. There is not 
a uniform process to address these ad-hoc demands but they normally come through the local 
contacts, i.e. sales and marketing representatives in the country of the customer. They are 
most often treated like any other requirement using the central requirement tooL 
Company Soft treats ail these demands very seriously. One of the managers responsible 
for organizational development mentioned a case where a customer demand was left 
unanswered for many months because of internai re-organization. When the customer 
realized this, it became a very high priority, which had to be included in an ongoing project 
with highest priority. This also resulted in a much higher cost. 
Following this event, Company Soft started to measure the tirne between when an idea 
15 identified from customers and the time it is included in a project. These measurements 
showed that although the time to design and develop the product once the content is defmed 
is equivalent to the competition, the front-end period to decide the content is much longer 
than for competitors. This focus on time to decision allowed them to identify the critical 
bottlenecks in the decision process preceding the launch of projects or the inclusion of 
features in projects. 
Links to Seizing 
The ad-hoc demands have to be assessed using quick studies to understand, at a high 
leve ~ the impacts on the system and on the ongoing projects. Their priorities have to be 
compared to ongoing activities on a case-by-case basis using the normal project planning 
process (or the change request process described in SZ1 in section 7.2.1). 
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7.3.6 New Special Process for Customer Trials (Porifolio Softi Only) (SS6) 
Porifolio Softi introduced specific activities related to customer tria Is. Trials are used 
by sorne customers to compare the different vendors against each other using a set of test 
cases representative of their requirements. Sorne of these evaluations can take many months. 
In such evaluations, vendors must meet a predefmed percentage of test cases to be considered 
in the following phases of the evaluation process. This is considered an important mechanism 
for the following reasons: 
• to ident ify product requirements against customer demands; 
• to compare Porifolio Softl products against cornpetitors' products; and 
• but ultirnately to get contracts with large custorners. 
Trials with sorne strategic customers are considered key to Porifolio Softi success. The 
qualification for subsequent market evaluations is based on the successful completion of test 
cases which has to exceed 90%. A special program was therefore set-up to ensure that test 
cases would be executed successfully in the customer labs. The team on site is supported by 
designers back in the R&D centers who can patch the system quickly to make it work. It is 
made known to the customers that sorne of these features are prototypes and that they could 
not support large nurnber of custorners but at least test cases are demonstrated quickly. 
This process is presented under the sensing section because although sorne 
development is performed (through seizing and reconfiguring), the features developed are not 
considered permanent and have to be redone using the normal product development process. 
The feedback received during the trials is used to identify additional requirements or 
modification to the existing requirernent for future projects. This is an ideal sensing 
mechanism; being at customer site with an interested customer testing the product and 
requesting enhancements prior to the final product developrnent. One of the senior managers 
of Porifolio Softi comments as follow: 
now what drives our porifolio content is often customer demands coming in very 
quickly and saying "We want this, we want that" rather than through the traditional 
demands from the market i e. collect the information, write the porifolio plan, and send 
il to the R&D organization. Now il 's trials, J think, which is the key process driving the 
content. (Senior manager - Porifolio Soft1) 
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During the trials, customers occasionally make demands just to test the ability of 
Portfolio Softl to deliver products quickly. Customers understand that the product is not quite 
ready but they want to ensure that the bases for future development are in place. 
The introduction of this new process is an example of a transformation of the processes 
introduced to cater for a change in the extemal environment, in this case to adapt to new 
ways customer demands flow into the organization. This is discussed further as a 
transforming mechanism, in Section 7.5. 
Links to Seizing and Reconfiguring 
The special customer trial process is an exception to ail the established routines. It is 
linked not only to the seizing mechanism but also to the reconfiguring rœchanisms. A project 
manager is assigned to these activities, which is treated as a special high priority project to be 
executed in paraIle 1with ongoing R&D activities. The project manager has a high degree of 
authority and the latitude to by-pass many of the more lengthy development processes. 
Functionality can be developed on site. This deviates from ail the traditional high­
qua litY processes for which Company Soft has built its reputation. When it is not possible ta 
implement directly on site, resources at the design center are re-allocated rapidly and design 
is done quickly sometimes prior to receiving ail the necessary approvals. Everybody knows 
that the priority for these resource reallocation requests is very high. The project manager 
mentioned that he had to sort out a lot of the fklper work (including fmancial agreements) 
after the work is carried out. 
Such paraIle 1process goes beyond the sensing mechanism only. It is a process tha t goes 
across the whole product defmition and development processes. It disrupts the govemance 
process and the resource allocation process. Although it meets the requirement for high 
response time which is important to the customers, the managers of Portfolio Softl know that 
it cannot be used continuous ly in the normal product development cycle. However, it is an 
indicator that it is possible to implement routines to deviate from routines. 
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7.3.7 Innovation Involving Employee Contributions (Portfolio Soft) Only) (SS7) 
Employees are encomaged to submit ideas for new functionality which might be of 
interest to potential customers. An internai competition is put in place to generate interest for 
new services for customers by being able to show them potential applications of the product. 
The winning employees receive a small gift but the most appealing reward is that they are 
invited to help implement their ideas in the demo labo This in turn allows demonstrating sorne 
of the potential new products to customers (as discussed in section 7.3.3 above)). 
The frrst year this contest was launched, the management of Porifolio Softl received 
300 ideas from employees primarily from the head office location. It became a challenge in 
itself to manage so many ideas. The following year the frrm decided to provide sorne themes 
to limit the number of contributions. The result was actually the reverse from the one 
expected with over 500 ideas coming not only from the head office but also from a 11 the 
design centers in the PDU This new process was also introduced in recent years and could be 
considered a transformation of existing processes (see discussion in Section 7.5). 
Links ta Seizing 
Applications identified dming the innovation contest are not incorporated automatically 
in the project portfolio. Prototypes and demos are developed first. Based on the feedback 
received from customers on these demos, product requirements are specified and issued to 
the product portfolio process (as œscribed under SZ1.2 above). 
7.3.8 Roadmaps and Multi-Project Plans (SS8) 
At Company Soft, there are numerous levels of plans ranging from higher level (less 
detailed) to lower leve 1(more detailed): 
• product roadmaps; 
• product plans; 
• multi-project plans; and 
• project plans. 
Product roadmaps are high levelplans showing the key product deliveries over an 18 to 
24 month period. This is an intermediate planning document between the business plan 
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covering a three to five year planning horizon and the multi-project plan displaying ongoing 
projects. A product manager at Portfolio Soft1 made a distinction between the product road 
map, which is communicated to the customers, and the product plan, which is used as targets 
the project portfolio: 
We have two kmds ofproduct plans. "What Fm talking about here is the product plan 
that we are sharmg with the PDU and !hat leads to !he project planning. We also have 
a sort of window out to the customers !hat we cal! !he product roadmap. It's not 
always exactly the same because we, for strategie reasons, it might be a bit different 
towards !he customers !han into the R&D organization. (product Manager - Portfolio 
Soft1) 
Multi-project plans list ail ongoing and future projects. They look like Gantt charts 
with only one or two lines per project indicating the key milestones, tollgates, and de liveries. 
Although multi-project plans coyer a similar planning horizon as the product road map they 
are more detailed, show the different system nodes, and the project phases. Multi-project 
plans also clearly distinguish between planned and approved projects from target (not yet 
approved) projects. Multi-project plans are updated on a monthly basis to incorporate the 
decisions and updates approved at the steering committees while product roadmaps are 
updated very rarely (once or twice a year). While it is standard practice to baseline project 
plans at Company Soft, the multi-project plans never get baselined. It is perceived as a 
continuously updated working document; with details and refinements being added regularly. 
The schedule of each individua 1project is published once the level of confidence has reached 
the appropriate level but the multi-project schedule always includes sorne future projects for 
which dates will be planned and confrrmed later. 
The roadmap, the product plan, and the multi-project plan are presented as sensing 
mechanisms because these three levels of planning c learly indicate the uncertain components. 
They also provide sorne opportunities for modifications on a continuous basis. Finally, ail 
these plans are used as objects to communicate the understanding about the state of tre 
project portfolio. For example, plans, regardless of their levels, clearly distinguish between 
approved and tentative items. They are used as boundary objects (Carlile, 2002; Ewenstein 
and Whyte, 2009) to communicate across departments to express the different understanding 
about the state of project portfolios. 
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Links to Seizing 
Multi-project plans are used as boundary objects and are reviewed in the project 
steering groups. They also get updated based on steering group decisions. They serve as a 
reference to monitor the status of projects through the status reports (SS9) discussed in the 
next section. 
7.3.9 Status reports (SS9) 
At Company Soft, there are numerous levels of project portfolio status reports: 
• multi-project status overview; 
• project status reports presented to steering groups; and 
• written project reports (weekly and monthly). 
The multi-project status overview is produced by the PMO director and is presented to 
steering groups. It follows a corporate standard with one line per project, where the current 
and future status is displayed in graphical form using colors (green, yellow, red) to indicate 
the status of schedule, cost, quality, and scope. Project managers present the status of their 
project to the different steering groups, using a presentation template displaying: acllievement 
since last report, planned activities in the coming time period, escalation issues, and ris ks. 
The status reports are presented as sensing mechanisrns because they are tools to 
monitor the performance of projects faced with very high levels of uncertainty. Despite the 
fact thatthey are given guidance on their goals and objectives, regular monitoring and control 
is deemed necessary in this environment. 
Links ta Seizing 
In both portfolios, the steering bodies presented in section 7.2.3.1 are put in place to 
decide on a number of issues related to the project portfolio: business decisions, project 
approvals, etc. Some of these boards are also put in place to monitor the performance of tre 
portfolio through the performance of projects. This takes the form of regular meetings (either 
biweekly or monthly) where each project manager reports issues, delaYs, cost overruns, and 
major scope changes. If a project gets de layed, the level of dependencies between tre 
different projects almost always causes some knock-on effects on other projects. This is 
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because the project outcome would not be available in time for subsequent projects or 
because resources would be held longer than expected in the delayed project. 
Apart from the steering bodies themselves, the assessment of these impacts on other 
projects are taken on a case by case œsis. Interestingly, the manager responsible for resource 
planning at Portfolio Sofll adrnitted that there is no formaI process or bodies to analyze 
impacts of decision taken for one project on other projects with the exception of the 
know ledge by the steering group members. According to the interviewees, the steering group 
often makes decisions without necessarily analyzing aIl the impacts on other projects. This is 
left to the different project managers who have to analyze the impact of soch decisions on 
their projects and then report on the following steering group meetings. 
7.4 Links between Uncertainty and Sensing Mechanisms 
As can be seen in Figure 7.8, on page 189, because product managers (SSl) have a key 
role in specifying the product content, they are also facing most of the uncertainty areas, 
especially those related to the identification of customer needs: match between product and 
customer needs, new customers, and new application for products. They must follow the 
market trends soch as the third-party product offering, the competition offerings and the 
market growth. To some extent they must also keep abreast of the technology evolution but 
this is primarily delegated to the system management group. Any new technology identified 
by the system management group (SS2) or ad hoc customer demands (SSS) have to be 
considered and prioritized against other requirements and other requests. The monitoring of 
the portfolio performance is mainly the concem of the PDU management team and of the 
PMO director. Only in cases, where there are severe deviations is the product management 
involved to maintain alignment with the PDU strategy. Company Soft implemented a 
common tool (SS4) to specify and foIlow-up changes to the requirements. 
Demos at tradeshows (SS3) are used to reduce the uncertainty related to fulfiIling 
customer needs with the potential product. It is also an opporhmity to gather information on 
the competition's offering who also present their offering at customer shows. New customers 
and market interest can also be measured by early demonstration of the capability of the 
products. FinaIly, the in-house laboratory is used as a sensing mechanism for new 
applications of products. 
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The new special process for customer trials (SS6) was implemented to address tœ 
uncertainty related to the match between product and customer needs. In fact, this was even 
more specific to cater for the needs of tœ customer evaluating Portfolio SoftI products in 
these sophisticated trials. Because the resources required necessary to implement this process, 
Portfolio Softi could only use it for a very limited number of key customers. 
Because Portfolio Softi develops a completely new product line and the exact 
applications are un.lmown, they want to generate ideas from their employees (SS7) to identify 
these applications. This is a form of pro-active sensing mechanisms to address the uncertainty 
related to the product application. 
Most of the sensing mechanisrns presented in this section address foreseen uncertainty 
(as defmed in section 1.2.4, on page 37). Roadmaps and multi-project plans are mechanisms 
put in place to address variations resulting from the ability to plan projects completely 
accurately. Considering the number of variables (such as project scope, estimated cost and 
duration per feature, availability, and competence ofresources) software projects at Company 
Soft carmot be plarmed with very high accuracy many months in advance. 
7.5 Transforming 
In the updated conceptual framework, transforming describes the higher-order 
activities of irnproving the PPM activities. This refers to the following two broad categories 
of actions: 
• modifying the fIrst-order sensing-seizing-reco,?!iguring mechanisms used in PPM; and 
• introducing new structures, processes, or tools to support the PPM activities. 
Transforming is the third element in the second-order sequence of the conceptual 
framework as highlighted in black in Figure 7.9. Although transforming cornes third in the 
second-order sequence, it is presented frrst in this chapter. Once examples of sorne 
transforming mechanisms are presented, it becomes easier to discuss how tœy are identified 
and decided upon through the second-order sensing and second-order seizing mechanisms. 
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lr-------------------To modify the first-order : 
: mechanisms or to modify : 
: other organizational : 
: aspects affecting PPM : 
--------------------~ 
Modifying the Second-Order Second-Order 
Project TransformingSensing Seizing
Portfolios
 
processes
 
Management Sensing Seizing Reconfiguring
ofProject 
Portfolios 
Figure 7.9: Transfonning Mechanisilli in the Conceptual Framework. 
Figure 7.10 clisplays the transforming mechanisms observed at Company Soft. Row Tl 
entitled Transforming the First-Order Process includes the modifications to the frrst-order 
mechanisms. This includes the modification of existing processes or the introduction of new 
process which are marked in bold in Figure 7.8, for sensing, Figure 7.4 for seizing, and in 
Figure 7.2 for reconfiguring. Transformations do not always involve the modification of the 
frrst-order mechanisms, it sometimes require the introduction of totally new mechanisms. 
Transforrning mechanisms have been classified as follows: 
• project management processes (T2); 
• product development processes (T3);
 
• organization structure (T4); and
 
• product structure (T5) 
The codes Tl to T5 refer to the different rows in Figure 7.10 and are used to facilitate 
cross-references in the following sub-sections. Each header includes the reference to the 
relevant code. 
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7.5.1 Transfonning the First-Order Sensing-Seizing-Reallocating (Tl) 
When the first-order sensing-seizing-reallocating mechanisrns were analyzed in depth, 
it became clear that these mechanisrns are not static. There are rrnny instances when 
interviewees mentioned that new processes have just been implemented or are in the midst of 
being evaluated or be ing deployed. Such mechanisrns are clearly marked in bold in the 
figures to indicate that they have been newly introduced or modified. 
The following transformations are presented in this section: 
•
 TI.l: Transforming the sensing mechanisrns - New process for customer trials; 
•
 Tl.2: Transforming the sensing mechanisrns - New innovation process involving 
employees; 
•
 Tl.3: Transforming the seizing mechanisms - Changing the business model; 
•
 Tl.4: Transforming the seizing mechanisrns - Moving from change control process to 
pre-study machine; 
•
 T1.5: Transforming the reconfiguring mechanisrns- Toggling between scope-in and 
scope-out; and 
•
 Tl.6: Transforming the reconfiguring process - Introducing monthly resource 
planning. 
7.5.1.1 Transforming the Sensing Mechanisrns - New Process for Customer Trials (Tl. 1) 
Customer trials are considered strategic activities to gain key customers. These trials 
include the demonstration that test cases can be executed successfully and that the pass rate is 
very high. A new process was developed to support these activities. This required a number 
of deviations to existing processes, feedback loops to the scope management, and new 
escalation processes. This new process has to be kept as an exception and cannot become the 
nonnal software development processes but it is particularly weil adapted to the very 
turbulent environment to which these trials projects are exposed. 
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7.5.1.2
 Transforming the Sensing Mechanisms - New Innovation Process Involving 
Employees (T1.2) 
Because Portfolio Softl 15 very new, ideas for applications are continuously 
investigated. Because Portfolio Softl wants to tap on the creativity of their employees, they 
put in place a contest in which employees could contribute ideas. This is like Iy to be a 
temporary process which is still in the midst of being evaluated and improved. 
7.5.\.3
 Transforming the Seizing Mechanisms - Changing the Business Model (Tl.3) 
The business model is an important component of the seizing mechanism which is used 
as the decision criteria to select, prioritize, and group components into projects. When the 
interviewees were carried out at Portfolio Soft2, the whole PDU hadjust been restructured to 
supply components rather than platforrns (the differences between the two are described in 
detail in section 4.\.3). The consequences of this change include reducing the size of the 
projects and a new grouping of projects. The level of integration and verification is strongly 
challenged. If the PDU delivers components instead of complete platforms, the level of 
testing can then potentia lIy be greatly reduced. The advantages and disadvantages of this new 
approach are still being discussed internally. It has repercussions not only on the portfolio 
structure but also on the funding structure and the supply of the products to the different 
units. 
This new business mode1 is considered more flexible and better adapted to the 
requirements of the internai customers. A similar discussion is under way at Portfolio Softi. 
They are wondering whether to release complete systems; which would mean that the 
different nodes are tested together or whether individual nodes should be developed. At 
Portfolio SoftI, despite the additional flexibility of the latter, it is believed (at least by the 
system group and the 1&V group) that a complete integration is still required. 
7.5.lA
 Transforming the Seizing Mechanisms - Moving from Change Control Process to 
Pre-Study Machine (TlA) 
The pre-study machine was introduced to provide some forn1 of continuity in the 
ana lys is of new requirements feeding the different projects. It is believed that the issuance of 
change requests directly to projects results in multiple change requests bouncing between 
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projects without a complete system view of the optimal location for a request. By providing a 
central point for the investigation of ail feature requests and a process to analyze and decide 
upon these requests, it becomes easier to track and optimize the flow of new requests across 
the portfo Iio. 
7.5.1.5
 Transforming the Reconfiguring Mechanisms- Toggling between Scope-In and 
Scope-Out (T 1.5) 
The scope-in approach was introduced in Portfolio Softl to reduce the amount of 
requirements for which a pre-study was performed but which was subsequently removed 
during feasibility or execution. A few weeks before the interviews were earried out, a very 
large contract was signed with a very important eus tomer. This created a very large inflow of 
requirements for the specific project put in place for this customer. As a consequence, scope­
out had to be restored temporarily. This is not eonsidered optimal for the projeet portfolio and 
the product management organization knows that the capacity of the organization is 
exceeded. It is also very difficult to prioritize among ail these requirements because they are 
ail eonsidered top-priorities for this particular customer. It is expected that Portfolio Softl 
will revert back to scope-in once this project is completed. 
7.5.1.6
 Transforming the Reconfiguring Process - Introducing Monthly Resource 
Planning (T 1.6) 
The resource planning process used to be executed every quarter. However, because 
the resource planning process took approximately one month to execute, the data qualitYwas 
not considered sufficient for operational resource allocation decisions by the steering groups. 
The PMO manager was continuously being asked if resource capacity was available to start 
new projects. In order to respond, up-to-date and reliable data about the resource 
requirements and allocation had to be available. In addition, similar data was necessary when 
resources had to be re-allocated when projeets got delayed or required additiona 1resources. 
Historically, the resource plan which was produced quarterly to the [mance departrnent 
through an intemally developed web-based taol was also used for this purpose. However, 
these resource plans were getting rapidly obsolete (once some reallocation had taken place) 
and nobody really relied on them. The data was not deemed appropriate to respond to the 
reallocation requests. 
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A more frequent resource planning process was put in place with the appropriate tools 
and processes. In the last two years, the PMO director and the senior management have 
started to implement a monthly resource planning process. As a consequence, both project 
managers and line managers continuously maintain the infonnation up to date. 
7.5.2 Project Management Processes (T2) 
7.5.2.1 Shorter Iterations and Go Decisions (T2.1) 
The Company Soft development process includes a number of phases: specification, 
design, coding, and testing. According to this process, the projects complete the specification 
for the complete project, which are then followed by design for the whole project, and then 
coding and testing. This is called a waterfall modeL In recent years, this approach has been 
criticized as being too rigid and not allow ing enough flexibility for change and opportunities 
to validate the requirements based on early releases oftested software components. 
Most projects at Company Soft have now broken down their internai deliveries into a 
number of iterations. Updated software is delivered to the test organization approxirnately 
every four to six weeks. There is pressure to reduce the iteration cycles to even shorter 
durations. This is to increase predictability and to reduce the amount of change once the 
development of an iteration has started. A project manager at Portfolio Softl describes the 
way her best development team plans its work with very short iterations as follows: 
more mature teams develop calendars determine their capability based on avaUable 
work-days. And then they plan iterations. They have a release plan of what they are 
planning ta deliver. Sorne of the things have four weeks, some of them have two week. 
They started up wilh longer iterations and incrernent and have shortened il down 
because they have found out that it improves their productivity but more importantly 
their confidence level in the delivery dates. (project manager - Portfolio Soltl) 
7.5.2.2 Addition of Go Decisions ta Gate Model (T2.2) 
The introduction of shorter iterations in the development cycle requrres a faster 
decision cycle and is not entire ly compatible with the existing decis ion model which only 
includes six tollgates for the entire project. In most cases, project managers have to decide to 
start the execution of the earlier iterations before the feasibility of the entire project is 
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complete. To continue to fol1ow the project management process under those conditions, 
projects managers and sponsors fàce a dilemma: 
•
 either to wait until al1 the feasibility is complete to reach the next tol1gate, in which 
case execution has to start without the proper tol1gate, see option a) in Figure 7.11 on 
the next page; or 
•
 to use the tol1gate to authorize the start of the execution, in which case the feasibility is 
not entirely complete, see option b) in Figure 7.11. 
Company Soft introduced modifications to their project management model to a l1ev ia te 
this frequent R&D dilemma. Go decisions are added to the mode 1 to formalize the 
authorization of the start of sorne subset of the work even when the preparation for the entire 
project is not ready. This al10ws the project manager to prepare ail the administrative aspects 
of the project (e.g. opening the fmancial accounts) for the approved iteration and start the 
monitoring and control activities accordingly. In Figure 7.11, this corresponds to the addition 
of a go decision to authorize a subset of the execution phase despite the fact that the 
feas ibi lity is not entire ly complete. 
7.5.2.3 Software Development as Production Lines (T2.3) 
The R&D component of Company Soft is clearly organized as a matrix organization 
with functional line managers responsible for the resource assignment, the development 
process, and the product maintenance and system architecture. The project managers are 
responsible for planning and tracking the scope based on assignments received from product 
managers, the time schedule, and the cost. These roles are clearly established at Company 
Soft. Although it generates the usual conflicts resulting from matrix organizations, there are 
sufficient mechanisrns in place to resolve them. For example, resource allocation conflicts 
can be escalated through the PMO, product management, or the different steering groups. 
Software has been developed successful1y over the decades using this multi-project 
environment in a matrix organ izat ion. Employees are used to working in projects and 
consider most of their work as project work. 
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Traditional (waterfam model 
Feasibility Phase 
Execution Phase 
Option a): Take tol/gate at end of feasibility 
Feasibility Phase 
Option b): Take tol/gate at beginning of execution 
Feasibility Phase 
'------- -----------'----, 
Execution Phase 
Option cl: Add Go decisions 
Feasibility Phase 
Figure 7.11 : Addition ofCQ Decisions to the Gate Mode! 
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As mentioned in section 7.2.2.1, on page 182, there are a number of factors that put 
pressure on the project approach to transform it into a continuous process: 
•
 a continuous process for requirement assessment; 
•
 the scope allocation to projects through the RRB; and 
•
 a push towards the continuous production of a fully tested product according to Agile 
principles. 
This latter point is based on the objective to reduce the number of parallel software 
tracks to be maintained. The goal is to have one version in the field (supported by the 
maintenance organization) and a single track under development. This approach makes the 
software development look like an assembly line where the manufactured good could be 
released at any point on the assembly line. 
With the exception of the release activities, and looking back at the project structure 
displayed in Figure 7.6, on page 184, the different iterations in a given project can indeed be 
conceived as a continuous flow of work managed by the same manager year after year. This 
approach defeats the notion of project as a temporary endeavour with a known end date. This 
becomes even more evident when the same team keeps working from one iteration to the next 
and that the number of gate decisions is replaced by a larger number of go decisions. 
Conceptually, software development becomes a production line rather than a temporary 
organization to deliver a given product. 
The main justification for maintaining the project structure lS, according to sorne 
interviewees, the need for a release to the customer. Once it is decided to release a certain 
version of the software, a number of activities must be carried out (for example 
documentation production, release, and demonstration to a frrst customer, handover to the 
installation and support organization) and completed on a given date. The use of project 
management techniques becomes appropriate in this case. 
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7.5.3 Product Development Processes (T3) 
7.5.3.1 Product Development Process Continuously Challenged (T3.1) 
Two important objectives of Company Soft are fuster delivery to the market and 
increased flexibility to adapt to changing requirements. To support both objectives, there are 
tremendous efforts put into the improvement of the software development process. The 
reference is made here, not so much to the project management process discussed above, but 
to the methodology used by the software developers to design and program products once 
requirement specifications are received. Process improvement teams are constantly put in 
place to challenge ways of working. 
In a turbulent environment, such as Portfolio Softl, employees are asked, on one hand, 
to fol1ow the processes to keep the efficiency high but on the other hand are also eocouraged 
to challenge the processes and suggest improvements. Good practices and the knowledge 
gained from one process improvement pilot are spread across the different div is ions of 
Company Soft. Through the contacts with consultants, tool vendors and communities of 
practices, practitioners are also well aware of innovations in the software development 
processes soch as Agile. 
7.5.3.2 Continuous Change is Normal (T3.2) 
The continuous change in the ways of working could be considered part of the 
corporate culture. Although there is a strong tradition in deve loping software and hardware 
products, it is customary to include sorne form of changes in ways ofworking in almost every 
project. This is in addition to other forms of changes such as the structural organization. 
The approach taken by Company Soft is to use the ongoing projects as vehicles to 
deploy new processes and tools. Most project managers interviewed mentioned that sorne 
forms of improvements are being implemented in their project. This includes activities such 
as: new accounting systems, new requirement tracking tools, new resource planning tools, 
new project management processes, and new software releases. 
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7.5.4 Structural Re-Organization Supporting the Project Portfolio (T4) 
As mentioned in sections 6.1 and 6.2, Company Soft is used to frequent structural re­
organizations. 
Of course there is always change in the organization. What remains are often the 
projeets. The stable part is the projeet more or less. [..}it doesn 't matter so mueh how 
the organization changes beeause you have your people and if they are working on 
that unit or this unit its does not matter beeause they are the same people and the 
projeet continues and the organizations support that projeet anyway. (project Manager 
- Portfolio SoftI) 
The most disruptive type of re-organization is the transfer of design responsibilities 
between design centers. Even in these extreme cases, every effort is made to maintain project 
time schedules and project budgets despite modifications in the line organizations. Here is a 
comment from a project manager who was involved in such a design transfer: 
we have had significant challenge in terms of the transfer ofdesign ta another site but 
we have not re-planned the projeet beeause of that. This has been the background 
aetivity. Transfer projeets in the PDU have been handled by the fine organization. As 
long as they ean pravk1e projeet resaurces that ean keep the time plan there is no 
impact (Project Manager - Portfolio Soft2) 
This observation goes somewhat against the idea that projects are temporary 
organizations set-up by permanent organizations to execute sorne activities on its beha If as is 
proposed by Turner and Müller (2003) and the Scandinavian School of Project Management 
(Lundin and Soderholm, 1995; Packendorff, 1995; Sahlin-Andersson and Soderholm, 2002). 
In project-based organizations, such as Campany Sof~ temporary organizations to support 
projects are indeed created. These are structured around a project manager and a project team 
and are supported with processes, tools, and resources supplied by the permanent line 
organization. However, if project portfolios have a longer life than the line organization, it 
could be questioned which organization is more permanent. 
Changes to the organizational structure are even considered the best way for the line 
organization to support the project portfolios. As the line manager of the system group 
describes it: 
yau wont ta have yaur organization struetured in a wl:ry that is the mast useful to your 
current projeet road map. You don 't want ta be in a situation where to start up a new 
projeet you require five resourees from one organization and ten resources from 
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another organization. So you want to have your organization structured and balanced 
with your product porifolio and that's something that we do. We could take a look at 
the organization structure that we have and say does this organization structure that 
we have today get us to where we want to be? And then sometimes we nnke 
organizational changes. We are just about to conclude one [. ..] The projects have 
dtfferent ltfecycles so there is always going to be some projects that are in the middle 
oforganization changes. (System Group Manager - Portfolio Soft2) 
There are of course a lot of elements involved in organizational change and the 
optimization of the perfOlmance of the project portfolio management might not be the only 
element considered by senior management in such changes. However, the modification of the 
structure of the organizations to support the project portfolios could be considered a good 
example of transforming to support PPM 
7.5.5 Flexibility through Product Structure (T5) 
Most of the mechanisms mentioned so far relate to flexibility in the process. When 
requirements are very uncertain, an option is to develop a product which could meet aU the 
foreseen possibilities. Company Soft tried to irnplement what Olsson (2006) caUs flexibility in 
the product where alternative demands are met with the same product. The products 
developed by both Portfolio Softl and Portfolio Soft2 follow this approach. 
A frrst technique to provide the required flexibility is to offer a very large number of 
parameters to configure the product in a multitude of ways even without knowing in advance 
what the customer require. An analogy would be a manufacturer being uncertain about the 
required height of tables who would manufacture them with adjustable legs. Although this 
rnight seem like the appropriate approach for an enterprise like Company Soft, it also brings a 
number of problems, the most important being the increased level of complexity to install and 
configure the product, as mentioned by two interviewees: 
our product has a huge number of configuration possibililies and you have to be very 
skilled to set il up. lt might be needed because it's going to operate in very different 
environmentsfrom customer to customer but what we havefound out infact is that il is 
way tooflexible. (pMO manager- Porifolio Softl) 
we have perhaps too rnany parameters. We have an initiative called end to-end agility 
trying to limit the configuration possibility which is totally endless today. lt confilses 
rather than it helps. You should have configurations already defined and you should 
have limited configuration possibilities. (Operations Development - Company Soft) 
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Because of the very high number of ahernatives to configtrre, only specialized highly 
trained installers can offer the service to install the product. This increases the cost of 
installation. Another consequence is the difficulty to support the product considering the 
millions of different configuration alternatives. 
A second approach used by Company So}t is the decomposition of the product into a 
number of independent nodes linked through standardized interfaces. Rather than developing 
and selling a complete system as one big block, the customer can pick and choose the nodes 
and even purchase ahernative nodes from competitors. There is a lot of discussion within 
Portfolio Soft] on the benefits and drawbacks of developing and releasing the nodes 
sepamtely: 
ideally you have feature deliveries per nodes to reduce the complexity and have less 
and less features based on multiple nodes [. ..] If you have multiple node kind of 
features, this becomes a bit more complex of course, because then you have to 
coordinate between nodes. (Deve1opment Unit PMO Mgr - Portfolio So}t]) 
Structuring the product into nodes provides a more flexible development environment 
but is also closely linked to the choice of business model as discussed in a previous sub­
section. 
7.6 Second-Order Seizing 
This section presents the different second-order seizing mechanisms used in the two 
portfolios at Company Soft to decide how to modify the first-order mechanisms and how to 
modify other organizational aspects affecting PPM. This section refers to the second-order 
seizing highlighted in black in the upper part of the updated conceptual fmmework of Figtrre 
7.12. 
Figtrre 7.13 shows the three components of second-order seizing observed at Company 
Soft. They include the process irnprovement governance, setting targets, and selecting the 
transforming activities. 
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The section describing the transforming mechanism mentions that improvement 
projects are often incorporated into the ongoing development projects. The œcision to 
allocate resources to improvement projects (as opposed to the development of new products) 
are taken in the same steering group. Decisions affecting very significantly the ways of 
working (for example to use scope-in instead of scope-out) are also brought in front of the 
steering groups for approva l. 
In addition, a number of improvement projects are driven at corporate or DU levels. 
This ensures a more holistic view. For example, there are a number of initiatives to ensure 
that the revenues in the service organization are not negatively affected by the product 
development process of the PDUs. 
7.6.1 Setting Targets (SOZ2) 
Measurernents are used to identify areas to be transforrned. Sorne of tre measurements 
are also used to set, sometimes aggressive, targets to the organ.ization. The manager of tre 
strategic planning department at Portfolio Softl mentions: 
we don 't want small improvements likefive percent which gets eaten away just by the 
salary increases, we were 10 okingfo l' something that can bring us easily inla the range 
of 20 percent or nvre, so we had la really change afew things and we thought the best 
place to start would be the back end How do we become more efficient in 1& V? How 
do we shorten the lime? It is still under deployment even though we started this a 
couple ofyears ago. We have really lots ofgood ideas, but we always underestimate 
the anvunt of lime il takes la deploy it throughout the organization. (Strategic 
Planning Manager - Portfolio Softl) 
7.6.2 Selecting the Required Transformations (SOZ3) 
Transforming activities cost money and compete for valuable resources which could be 
allocated to other activities, such as the development of revenue-generating products. The 
different proposals generated by the operation developers must therefore be prioritized 
against other activities using the targets œfmed for the organization. 
This regular selection and prioritization of improvement activities is not documented in 
the internai Company Soft PPM process. However, because these requirements compete for 
resources which could be allocated to the project portfolios, it is included here as a second­
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leve 1 mechanism which corresponds to the decis ion processes to alter the frrst-order 
mechanisms (or other organizing mechanisms). 
7.7 Second-Order Sensing 
Section 7.5 presents some of the transforming mechanisms that took place in Company 
Soft. This inc1udes modifications to the frrst-order process of sensing-seizing-reconfiguring 
and the introduction of new structures, processes, or tools to support the PPM activities. This 
section presents the second-arder mechanisms observed at Company SafI (see to the second­
arder sensing highlighted in black in the upper part of the updated conceptual framework of 
Figure 7.14). 
Figure 7.15 displays the second-arder sensing mechanisms covered in this sub-section. 
The usuallegend indicates if these are related to structure, processes, or tools. 
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7.7.1 Dedicated People for Process Improvement (SOSI) 
At Company Soft, a number of people are dedicated to process improvement. This 
includes different roles: 
• discipline owners;
 
• operation deve lopment; and
 
• process improvement tearns. 
7.7.1.1 Discipline Owners (SOSI.I) 
There are a number of key disciplines (e.g. configuration management, project 
management, software development, software testing) which are managed at corporate level. 
A full-time person is assigned as discipline owner. She is responsible for the documentation 
of the process, its improvement, and its deployment at corporate level. Project management 
and configuration management are examples of such disciplines. 
The corporate project management model was developed in the 80's and is still updated 
regularly. Special models were added for customer projects and for internaI projects. In 
recent years, a new project pOlifolio model was developed and deployed as pari of a broader 
program to select a project pOlifolio tool at corporate leveL The development and 
maintenance of corporate level processes is a huge task which reqllires the involvement of 
representatives from the different divis ions and departrnents of Company Soft. 
7.7.1.2 Operation Development (SOS1.2) 
In every DU and PDU, a role, called operation development, includes: 
• the responsibility to assess the performance of the organization; 
• to help the management team set and measure metrics and targets; 
• support the corporate improvement initiatives; and 
• to launch and monitor improvement projects at DU or PDU levels. 
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The operation deve lopers are considered important roles which influence the 
management of the units. They are members of the key steering groups and chair the 
improvement project steering group. In Portfolio Softl, a group of five full-time people, and 
Portfolio Soft2, a group of two people, support the operation developer in these functions. 
The operation developers put in place balanced scorecards, metrics, and other 
measurements to deterrnine if the organization is meeting its objectives and they compare its 
performance with other organizations and with internaI targets. Operation developers are 
responsible to coordinate audits and benchrnark assessments (clescribed lll1der SOS5 below). 
A number of initiatives are lalll1ched to support the achievement of these targets (see SOZ2, 
in section 0). Another component of the operation deve loper role includes process 
innovation. Based on the targets set up by the organization (for example, to reduce product 
development lead time by 50%), the rœmbers of the operation development network come 
up with new ways of working which challenges the ongoing processes. Over the years, the 
continuous challenge of processes has become part of the culture. 
Operation developers are interconnected across divis ions via a network where they 
share information about their practices, pilot activities, and process improvements. For 
example, a department within Company Soft introduced and adapted sorne of the Agile 
princip les. Their experiences are now shared to other DUs using sharing techniques such as 
meetings and symposiums. 
7.7.1.3 Process Improvement Teams (SOS 1.3) 
At the lowest level of the organization, process improvements teams are created to 
document and maintain local adaptation of processes c1eveloped at corporate level. The 
members ofthese teams are expelis in their domain assigned per discipline. This is at a lower 
leve 1than the operation developer and the disc ipline owner. P rocess improvement groups are 
often lead by the members of the operation deve lopment group. 
Areas Assessed 
The different people dedicated to process improvements are key elements to assess the 
frrst-order sensing-seizing-reconfiguring level of the project portfolio management process. 
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They are also monitoring good practices within the organization and those being developed 
or piloted outs ide of Company Soft to incorporate them into their processes. 
7.7.2 Project Management Office (SOS 1.3) 
The PMO is mentioned here as a second-order sensing mechanism mainly because it 
holds, among other things, the respons ibility to ensure that the organization runs as smoothly 
and as efficiently as poss ible. This inc ludes primarily how effic iently projects are managed 
but also covers many other supporting aspects such as: the resource planning and allocation, 
the governance, portfolio management, value management, etc. Sorne of the transforming 
activities discussed in section 7.5 were triggered by direct observations made by rnernbers of 
the PMO. For example, the introduction of monthly resource planning cycles was justified by 
the inability of the PMO manager to respond quickly to demands from product management 
regarding the available resource capacity to handle additional projects. The quarterly resource 
planning cycles were deemed inappropriate for this function. Efforts were therefore put in 
place to deploy the necessary tools and procedures to provide accurate resource planning data 
on a monthly basis. 
Senior management must evaluate the performance of their organization. This is done 
through sorne of the rnechanisms discussed in this section supplying them with facts and 
opinions to help them take their decisions to transform the organization and the PPM 
processes. 
The fmancial structure is another example of a sore point observed by the seruor 
management at Portfolio Soft2. This resulted in numerous attempts at fmding the optimal 
way to handle the fmancing of common products when multiple PDUs (facing turbulent 
environments) share the fmancing. There are no special mechanisms put in place to sense 
these issues but is a result of continuous observations by the management team. 
Areas Assessed 
As shown in Figure 7.15, the PMO serves as a very important sensing mechanism and 
provides important observations and interpretations related to the different areas being 
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assessed: first-order sensing-seizing-recOI'ifiguring, good practices internai and external 
(related to project management), governance, and project portfolio performance. 
7.7.3 Maturity Models (SOS3) 
Over the years, Company Soft has used a number of maturity models to assist them in 
evaluating their performance and their practices. This included: ISO 9000 compliance and 
Capability Maturity Model Integration assessments. 
In recent years, an initiative was launched in the R&D organization to ra ISe the 
performance of the organization according to a modified version of the Product and Cycle­
Tirne Excellence (PACE) model developed by the consulting fInn PRTM. These models are 
described in detail in (McGrath, 1996,2004) and are structuredas fIve levels ofmaturity: 
•
 stage 0: Informai project management; 
•
 stage 1: Functionality focused project management; 
•
 stage 2: Cross-functional project management (phase reviews, core teams, structured 
development); 
•
 stage 3: Enterprise project management (enterprise project planning and control, 
networked teams, enhanced phase reviews); and 
•
 stage 4: Advanced project managerrent practices (integrated fmancial plans, 
distributed program management, co-development, and knowledge management). 
Stages 3 and 4 in this model focus on portfolio excellence which is the highest level of 
maturity, including such things as value chain analysis and suppliers' integration. Company 
Soft uses this maturity mode 1 to he lp sense the areas which require improvement towards 
excellence in PPM. The different units fIlled in auto-evaluation questionnaires and a 
benchmarking comparison was done against other units and other frrms in sirnilar industries. 
Areas Assessed 
As shown in Figure 7.15, maturity mode 15 are used to assess: governance, project and 
project portfolio performance. They are al50 used to provide a link to the commonly agreed 
good practices in the industry. 
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7.7.4 Audits and Final Reports (SOS4) 
Quality audits are periodically performed on the projects. Sometimes they are in 
preparation for maturity models assessment or ISO certification compliance. However, they 
are also used to identify irnprovement areas. Feedback is provided to the senior management 
and to the operation developers who recommend the best course of action. Audits can be 
requested when major issues are encountered by projects; however there were no references 
to such audit during the interviews. 
Final reports are also produced by the project managers at the end of each project. 
Occasionally intermediate reports are also written at the end of significant phases of the 
project. These reports are structured according to a standard template including, but not 
limited to the following areas: 
• review models and methods used during the project; 
• project performance, specification vs. outcome; 
• actual value versus expected value; 
• project result versus project goal; 
• project outcome versus project specification; 
• budget, planned cost versus actual cost; 
• changes during the project and change management control; 
• lead time; and 
• lessons leamed. 
The [mal report is used in a number of ways. It provides feedback to project managers 
of subsequent projects regarding issues which rnight need attention (i.e. things that worked 
weil or not so weil). The subsequent project manager would not only read the report but 
contact the previous project manager directly for inputs. Final reports are also used by the 
line organization to identify areas for process irnprovement. 
Areas Assessed 
As shown in Figure 7.15, audits and [mal reports are used to assess the individual 
project performance. They are also used to provide feedback to the process irnprovement 
teams and to the subsequent project organizations. 
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7.7.5 Metrics, Scorecards, and Benchmarks (SOS5) 
Both Portfolio SoftI and Portfolio Soft2 collect numerous forms of measurement 
Senior management use what they called key performance indicators (KPI) to help them 
measure their performance against a number of aspects of the organizations. These 
measurements are also used as targets for improvement initiatives and sometimes tied to 
bonuses when targets are achieved. 
One ofthe key metrics used is customer satisfaction. Because this is a lagging indicator 
i.e. the outcome is measured many months after the activities are executed, three additiona 1 
internai indicators are defmed at the DU level. These measurements are œlieved to correlate 
strongly with customer satisfaction. They are: 
•
 time to respond to customer requirements: this corresponds to the time between when a 
customer subrnits a requirement, i.e. when a market requirement description is written 
until a product decision is taken and the customer is informed of the decision (this 
could either be accept or reject requirement); 
•
 ratio of the requirements accepted versus the total inflow of requirements; and 
•
 the overall lead time from the time the market requirement description is issued until 
customer acceptance. 
Additiona 1measurements are collected in the different PDU. In Portfolio SoftI, there 
are two additiona 1variants of the lead time measurement such as the average number of days 
of slippage across ail of the projects based on the difference between the date approved at 
TG2 and the date of the actual acceptance. 
Although the lead time is a constant pre-occupation at Company Soft, the reliability of 
the time estimate seerns to be of sirnilar concern. One of the key targets related to customer 
satisfaction is accuracy of customer commitments measured as the percentage of projects 
meeting the delivery dates as planned at given gate decisions. The translation of the roadmap 
accuracy into customer satisfaction is summarized as follows by the product manager at 
Portfolio Soft2: 
We measure the user satisfaction via the accuracy of the product roadmap and the 
product development plans aligned with the PDU capability. There are now many 
projects that are depending on this road map and customers hate when we cannot 
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fulfill this or when we change our road map every manth. They hate that and that 
causes a lot ofproblems so stability of the roadmap is essential. (product Manager­
Por(olio Soft2) 
As shown in Figure 7.15, metrics, scorecards, and benchmarks are, Iike qua lity audits 
and fma 1reports, used to assess project and project portfo lio performance. They are also used 
to provide feedback to the process improvement teams and to the following project 
organizations. 
CHAPTER VIII 
PPM IN PORTFOLIO FINi AND PORTFOLIO FIN2 
This chapter describes the mechanisms put in place at Company Fin to cope with the 
uncertainty described in sections 6.3 and 6.4. It is structured according to the updated 
conceptual framework presented in Chapter V. Portfolio Fini and Portfolio Fin2 are 
presented together in this section to reduce the amount ofrepetition due to similarities within 
a given company. When a mechanism only applies to one project portfolio, the header 
indicates it clearly. 
8.1 Reconfiguring 
This section presents the mechanisrns used in Company Fin to re-allocate resources and 
reconfigure the project portfolios based on the ident ification of opportun it ies of requirements 
for change. This section refers to the third box of the frrst-order level as highlighted in black 
in the lower part of the sirnplified conceptual framework of Figure 8.1. 
Figure 8.2, on page 229, surnrnarizes the key components of reconfiguring observed at 
Company Fin. They are organized according to the time horizon (i.e. short-term, medium­
term or long-term) of reconfiguring actions. The fol1owing sub-sections describe each 
reconfiguring mechanism in detai!. Mechanisms which have been newiy put in place, 
recentiy modified, or transformed are highlighted with a bold border (and are discussed 
further in the section 8.5 on transforming activities) 
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Figure 8.1: Reconfiguring Mechanisms in the Conceptual Framework. 
8.1.1 Reconfiguring theProject Portfolio (RI) 
8.1.1.1 Reconfiguring the Portfolio (Rl.l) 
The types of portfolio reconfiguration wlUch occur at Company Fin include the 
following modifications: 
•
 Project split into two projects: this occurs when a project is considered too large. 
Past experience (and consultant reports) showed that maintaining the project size under 
one million Canadian dollars is optimal for planning accuracy. 
•
 Project stopped: there are a number of mentions of projects being stopped even after a 
large amount of money had already been spent. 
•
 New projects started: In the short term, projects are mrely added to the ongomg 
approved projects. The context of Company Fin rarely requires the launch of 
emergency projects to respond to urgent needs. Based on the portfolio roadmap and the 
progress of the projects in the portfolio, new projects are gmdual1y added according to 
the availability of budget in the year and the availability of resources to work on 
projects. 
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•
 Reallocate budgets between projects: if a project requires a bigger budget, money 
can be transferred across projects within the constraint of the portfolio budget. 
•
 Project delays and cost overruns: Company Fin has very strict budget constraints 
and lirnited access to resources to work on projects. wren projects are delayed or cost 
overruns are expected, the project manager can request additional fmancing, try to 
reduce expenses, or move cost to later years. 
8.1.1.2 Continuously Update Roadrnap (R1.2) 
When the portfolios are irùtially established, a cross-functional team estirnates the work 
to be done and attempts to decompose it into a number of reasonably sized projects. The 
target size for projects is around one million CAD$. An analysis is then done on the best 
sequence of projects. According to parameters such as: dependencies from other projects (e.g. 
if data generated by project A will be used in project B), duration of projects, and uncertainty 
of projects. Project roadrnaps display ail projects for the complete duration of the portfolio. 
Based on the roadrnap, the portfolio budget is then broken down per year. 
When projects start execution, the outcome of the projects helps determine the work to 
be done in subsequent projects. Sometimes, early estirnates of ongoing projects must be 
increased and content has to be pushed to future releases. ln other cases, projects are stopped 
because the requirements are no longer necessary, releasing resources to the following 
projects. 
Once project managers get assigned to one of the future projects, more detailed 
planning information becomes available and tollgate dates are updated. As user needs are 
better defmed and the norms better understood, the content of projects becomes more precise. 
For example, if a multi-project plan showed a tentative project being planned for the 
following year, the target tollgate dates would be shown as tentative. However, when project 
managers are assigned to the projects and the planning starts, the frrst tollgate is granted and 
later tollgates are moved according to new data collected during the planning phases. This 
rolling wave of project planning provides an ongoing basis for budget planning and for 
resource allocation. However, the project portfolio can never be completely planned in detai!. 
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8.1.2 Resource Allocation and Reallocation (R2) 
8.1.2.1 Resolving Operational versus Project Allocation (R2.I) 
At Company Fin, the people assigned to projects in Portfolio Fin] and Porifolio Fin2 
are working on other non-project related activities, what interviewees at Company Fin called 
operationa 1 activities. For example, accountants responsible for producing the company's 
arumal repOlis are temporarily lent to projects in Portfolio Fin2 to help specify requirements. 
In most cases the priority for these individuals is their operational activities especially when 
they are related to specifie deadlines such as the production of the quarterly or annual repolis. 
The portfolio budget can coyer their cost and money is not an issue. The projects cannot 
always solve this problem with the hiring of consultants because of the scarcity of the 
specifie competence required for certain activities. A rare expertise is the know ledge of the 
norms but more irnportantly its interpretation cons idering Company Fin's specifie context. 
One solution that was found is to dedicate sorne of the key resources to projects (which 
sornetimes involved physically transferring department or even building) and to temporarily 
replace them by more junior resources or consultants for their operational function. 
Another consequence of the priority conflict between the operational and project 
activities, identified by the interviewees, is the stability of the resource assignments for the 
whole duration of the projects. In many cases, a person is assigned for a phase of the project 
and is replaced by another person on the next phase. This creates situations where newcomers 
have to be trained and brought up to date with the objectives and the status of the project. 
8.1.2.2 Extensive Use of Consultants (R2.2) 
Company Fin cannot rely exclusively on the operational resources to execute a large 
number of para Ile 1projects. A large percentage of the project resources are consultants. In the 
case of Portfolio Fin] , the percentage of consultants in the projects reaches over 70% of the 
workforce. The use of consultants provides sorne of the necessary fleXIbility to adapt to the 
fluctuation in resource requirements of the project portfolios according to the fluctuations in 
capacity (number of hours) and competence over tirne. Many consultants worked for 
Company Fin for many years and moved from one project to the next according to the needs 
and phases of the different project portfolios. 
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At the time of the interviews, Company Fin has just gone through a rationalization of 
the nurnber of consultants to reduce expenses at corporate leveL This includes the reduction 
of hundred of consultants over a period of two to three months. They try to replace 
consultants with internai resources while trying to minimize the impacts on the projects. 
8.1.2.3 Contingency at Portfolio Level not at Project Level (R2.3) 
An approach which is used in project management when there is a high level of 
uncertainty is to use margins of uncertainty to coyer for potential cost overruns when 
unexpected events occur. However, project managers and portfolio managers claim that they 
are not allowed buffer to cater for uncertainty. They always have to issue change requests (or 
additional funding requests) whenever they expect their project cost to be exceeded. Similarly 
they report to their steering group any delay that they consider significant, a lthough they do 
not have guidelines on what constituted significant. A project manager mentions: 
On n'utilise pas ça, chez Company Fin, la contingence. On a un projet qui est très 
difficile à évaluer précisément. Si on était capable de se mettre un tampon, d'au moins 
15 % ce serait bien [. ..} Mais on nous demande que nos plans de projets balancent à 
la cenne avec les budgets. Mais par la suite, onfait soit des demandes de changements, 
quand il y a une demande de changement de portée, ou onfait des demandes de budget 
supplémentaire, quand on manque d'argent parce qu'on a mal évalué. (project 
Manager - Portfolio Fin2 
A small amount of money is put aside as contingencies at the portfolio level and is kept 
in case sorne projects exceed their budget. This serves as a form of contingency for ail 
projects. In other words, instead of every project keeping contingencies for uncertainty, a 
common pool is maintained at the portfolio level. This makes variations between actual 
project costs compared to approve budgets very visible. Any variation has to œsignalled by 
project managers. However, according to the PMO representative at Portfolio Fin2, this 
portfolio buffer is still very smal1: 
La contingence globale du programme était peut-être de 200000$ pour 13 millions et 
demi de projets. C'est relativement peu. Donc la directive vraiment aux gestionnaires 
de projets, c'est : « Pas de buffer ... Si vous avez besoin, vous revenez avec une 
demande ... » (pMO representative - Portfolio Fin2) 
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8.1.2.4
 Capability Management Supported by a Resource Plarming Tooi (ISIIT only) 
(R2.4) 
The corporate IS/IT delllrtment is involved in a large number of the Company Fm 
projects. Contrary to the other operational groups, the ISIIT employees are ahnost always 
working in projects and are very familiar with both the ISIIT development processes and the 
project management model A tool has been implemented to forecast the resource needs for 
the coming 12 to 24 months in terms of number of hours required for different disciplines 
(e.g. architects, programmers). For each person (employee or consultant), the t001 describes 
the competences and the allocation to projects which are matched against the project needs. 
The tool is considered an absolute must to be able to forecast and assign hundreds of 
resources to projects across the different divisions of Company Fin. 
11 must be noted that this resource plarming activity is only done in the ISIIT 
department, primari1y because they are a department involved in a multitude of paralle1 
projects. Other departments do not need such a tool to plan the resource assigmnent since 
their main resource demands are for operational activities, which by defmition are more 
continuous. 
8.1.2.5
 Four YearBudget Awarded toProject Portfolio (Portfolio Fini only) (R2.5) 
Portfolio budgets are allocated according to calendar years rather than for the duration 
of the complete portfolio'. At the highest leve1, allocation of financial resources is cascaded 
down as buckets assigned to large project portfolios which are then further broken down into 
smaller portfolios (or sub-portfolios or programs). Portfolio budgets are approved according 
to the calendar year. 
The armual portfolio budget has consequences on the way project budgets are hand1ed 
and resources allocated. For example if the project spends more or less money in a given year 
and would like to transfer a portion to the follow ing year, this is rendered difficult by the 
constraint of the armual budget which does not allow flow of money from one year to the 
other. In other words if money had been approved in 2008 for the portfolio it had to be spent 
in 2008 and could not be transferred to subsequent years and vice versa. 
1 Project portfolio budgets are also allocated on a yearly basis at Company Safi. 
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This is a recurrent theme which had already been observed at Util2008 and Fin2008 
during the study of surnmer 2008. It was mentioned in section Appendix F that it was 
observed during the preliminary research that portfolios were aligned with the quarterly and 
yearly financia 1budgeting cycles. 
The budgeting cycles cut across portions of projects. Sorne projects rnight have started 
before the cycle and sorne will finish after the cycle. In Portfolio Fin2, the portfolio budgets 
were also allocated for given years with the possibility to move money between projects but 
without the flexibility to re-allocate money from one year to the next. In practice sorne forro 
of flexibility exists. When portfolio budgets are prepared, at the end of the year, the planning 
always begins with the remaining portions of ongoing projects. However, if a project has not 
spent the money in a given year they cannot automatically use that money in the following 
year. It has to be re-approved as part of the following year portfolio budget. 
One exception is the Portfolio FinI for which the portfolio manager received approval 
for a four year period: 
Chez Company Fin on alloue normalement les budgets annuellement. Apartir de 2005, 
début 2006, j'ai vendu l'idée d'avoir un budget multi-année et nous sommes les seuls 
chez Company Fin à avoir cela. Ça m'a permis d'avoir des vases communicants inter­
projets dans l'année mais inter-années aussi. Ainsi je pouvais reporter à 2010, si 
j'avais un enjeu, par exemple, que les gens ne peuvent pas suffisamment définir leurs 
besoins ou j'ai trop de questionnements ou j'ai un conflit de disponibilité de 
ressources. Bien au lieu de dire, sije le rapporte en 201 O,je vais être obligée de le re­
justifier ou perdre de l'argent. Au lieu de cela je faisais les vases communicants. 
(Portfolio manager - Portfolio FinI) 
This approach provides more flexibility and to sorne extent more power to the portfolio 
manager. The portfolio manager considers this important to be able to plan the portfolio over 
its entire life. She considers this budget allocation to be a very positive advantage and 
something she would strongly recommend when managing portfolios. However, based on her 
experience, this requires fighting against an established fmancial culture built arOlmd yearly 
cycles. 
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8.1.3 Project Content (R3) 
8.1.3.1 Management of Change Requests at Portfolio Level (R3.1) 
At Company Fin, the re-allocation of scope across projects is managed with change 
requests issued at the project portfolio level. This is done to maintain a talanced budget at 
portfolio leveL Money can be re-allocated from projects which are under-spending to projects 
over-spending. 
Company Fin is used to handling change requests at project level and the introduction 
of change requests and change control boards at portfolio is fairly naturaL Ultimately, the 
money cornes from the same budget, therefore the re-allocation of scope between projects 
under a given project portfolio allows an optirnization of the sequence of activities and a 
mechanism to re-allocate resources. 
There were a nurnber of mentions, by the project managers, of scope being moved from 
one year to the next because the project budget for a given year is exceeded. If this change is 
handled within the project and can be handled within the total project budget, these re­
allocations do not require portfolio change requests. If scope has to be moved to future 
projects, change requests are issued at portfolio level (see also discussion on change requests 
and change control boards under seizing in section 8.2.2.1). 
8.2 Seizing 
This section presents the seizing mechanisrns used in the two portfolios at Company 
Fin to determille and decide on the reconfiguring actions discussed in the previous section. 
This section refers to the first-order seizing as highlighted in black in the lower part of the 
conceptual framework of Figure 8.3. Seizing includes organizing mechanisms for deciding 
changes to the project portfolio once a potential need for change has been sensed. The goals 
of the project portfolios studied are prirnarily to comply with legal or international norrns. In 
this case, the departments receiving the solutions are responsible benefits of the project 
outcomes. As shown in Figure 8.4, the mechanisms can be grouped into three main 
categories: 
• business analysts (SZI); 
• project scope management (SZ2); and 
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• project portfolio governance (SZ3) 
These three components can be further decomposed into a number of structures and 
processes, discussed in the follow ing sub-sections. 
8.2.1 Business Analysts (SZI) 
The projects in the two Company Fin portfolios develop a mixture of new processes, of 
new reports, and rS/IT solutions. Outputs are for internai end-users who have operationaljobs 
to perform and have usually little experience with the software development and the project 
management processes. The end users are very knowledgeable in the current ways of 
working, for example existing norms, but are not trained to translate the implications of the 
new norrns into new requirements. 
Modifying the Second-Order Second-Order 
Project TransfonningSensing Seizing
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Figure 8.4: Seizing Mechanisms at Company Fin. 
To assist the end-users in defm ing the ir requirements, Company Fin assigns 
professiona 1 bus iness analysts. Business analysts must have a good understancling of the 
business and of information technology to understand and translate the needs of the users into 
software (and/or process) requirements. This is how a business analyst in Portfolio Fin2 
defmes his role: 
Le rôle d'analyste d'qffaires, dans le cadre d'un projet semblable, consiste 
principalement à recueillir l'information, la structurer, la normaliser, defaçon àfaire 
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rencontrer le langage métier aux gens en inforrmtique. Donc il se doit de bien 
connaître le milieu d'affaires et aussi de connaître l'aspect informatique pour pouvoir 
bien traduire cette information-là. [. ..] Ça fonctionne bien souvent en atelier, ça c'est 
la voie officielle, c'est l'atelier. Mais toute information au cours d'un café, au cours 
d'un rmil, l'information qu'on peut détecter, nous aidera à mieux comprendre les 
besoins des clients (Business Analyst - Portfolio Fin2) 
As mentioned by this bus iness analyst, workshops are commonly used to specify the 
requirements and decide on the priorities of the different requirements. Although ultimately, 
the end-users have the [mal word when it cornes to content, business analysts play an 
important role in identifying the requirements, in assessing how it should be translated into 
the terminology used by software developers, and in prioritizing between all the 
requirements. 
Business analysts ensure that the content of the project is properly defined. This role is 
somewhat analogous to the product manager in new product development. Even though they 
do not have the responsibility for the profitability of a product, they still have to ensure that 
money is invested and that resources are allocated in the most beneficial way. For example, 
one of the business analysts at Portfolio Fin2 mentioned that business cases had to œ 
developed to support the development of certain aspects of the portfolio. 
This function is not purely seizing and includes a strong sensing component (similar to 
the role of product managers at Company Soft) but sensing aspects of business analysts are 
covered in section 8.3. What constitutes seizing includes specifically the prioritization, 
selection, and allocation of the requirements identified during sensing to projects. 
8.2.2 Project Scope Management (SZ2) 
8.2.2.1 Change Control Boards at Portfolio Leve! (SZ2.1) 
Project handle scope changes through their own change control boards. Two types of 
change requests can be issued and are analyzed by the members of the project change control 
board. Company Fin aIso introduced the concept of a change control board at the project 
portfolio leve LThey documented a process in which any demand that could not be addressed 
within the authority of the project (in terrns of schedule and budget) would have to be 
escalated and approved at the portfolio leveL 
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At the project portfo lio leve l, the change requests are used to monitor the overall 
budget situation and to ensure that the sum of money spent on all projects (including actual 
costs and planned values) within a given year remain within the limits of the portfolio budget. 
There are a number of ways that budget ovemms can be handled at the portfolio leve 1: 
moving content to subsequent years, reducing content of sorne projects, or reducing the 
amOlll1t of people involved in activities. 
Approvals of change requests by the project portfolio change control board are also 
used to document transfer of money between projects: 
on fait paifois des dem::mdes de financement négatives. Tu as paifois des positifs et 
paifois des négatifs. Sije transfère la responsabilité d'unefonctionnalité d'un projet à 
un autre, je fais une demande de financement supplémentaire négative sur un projet 
puis l'autre projet va faire une demande de financement supplémentaire positive 
(Assistant Portfolio Manager - Porifolio FinI) 
Such re-allocation of money between projects according to the priorities defmed by the 
portfolio is considered one of the key elements (and benefits) of project portfolio 
management. 
8.2.2.2 Distinction between Content Change and Budget Updates (SZ2.2) 
Company Fin distinguishes between two types of project changes: 
•
 change request2 refer to a change of scope of the project in comparison to the approved 
(baseline) requirement specification; and 
•
 the additional financing request is issued when the project manager expects that the 
origina 1project budget will be exceeded and that the project will require additional 
fmancing. 
The two types of change requests allow Company Fin to differentiate the changes that 
are due to incorrect planning by the project team from the changes to the project content 
requested and approved by the sponsor. The two types of change requests are treated 
differently when collecting project performance and planning precision metrics. A project 
2 The French terms demande de changement and demande definancement supplémentaire have 
been translated by the author as change request and additionalfinancing request. 
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will not be considered over budget if the variation can be justified by approved change 
requests affecting the scope of the project. However, additional financing requests are 
measurement of the planning accuracy. 
8.2.3 Project Portfolio Governance (SZ3) 
8.2.3.1 Project Steering Process (SZ3.1) 
The project portfolio governance at Company Fin is based on a hierarchy of four main 
committees: 
• the prioritization counci~ 
• the portfolio steering group; 
• the portfolio management team; and 
• the end-user committee3 . 
The highest level, the prioritization counci~ decides the allocation of money between 
portfolios and meets around four to six times per year. On a yearly basis, portfolio budgets 
are allocated by this council for the next year4. 
The portfolio steering group meets approxirnately monthly. 1t has representatives from 
the different components which will be receiving the outcome of the project portfolio. 
Ultimately, they are the senior executives sharing the sponsorship of the portfolio. They take 
decisions regarding portfolio escalation issues, portfolio budget follow-up, granting gates for 
individual projects. 
The portfolio management team has a lot of autonomy and can decide on the best 
utilization of resources within the constraints of the portfolio budget. They meet regularly 
(every second week) to follow-up on the status of projects and address any escalation issues 
from the project managers. The portfolio management team also follow-up on portfolio 
3 The French terms for these steering groups are: comité de priorisation (prioritzation council), 
comité directeur (steering group), comité arrimage et intégration (portfolio management team), and 
comité de livraison (end-user committee). 
4 Despite the fact that Portfolio Fini obtained approval for a four year budget (as discussed in 
R3.S in section 8.1) they still had to get confrrmation for budgets on a yearly bas is. 
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budgets and other rerforrnance indicators using a dashboard. Finally, they review change 
requests and additional financ ing requests at portfolio leve L 
The fourth corrunittee is the end-user committee, composed of representatives of the 
main receivers of the portfolio outcome. They meet every second week and are responsible to 
ensure that the content meets the end-user expectations. They al50 resolve any prioritization 
issue regarding scope that might have been escalated by business analysts or project 
managers. 
8.2.3.2 Timing the Decisions (SZ3.2) 
When there is a high level of uncertainty about the exact delivery of a project a key 
ISsue becomes the decision to execute or not certain parts of the projects. There are two 
opposite options: (a) to wait until the uncertainty is resolved to start the development or (b) to 
start the œvelopment before the uncertainty is resolved. There are a number of examples in 
Portfolio Fin2 which uses the timing of the decision as a strategy when the uncertainty is 
very high. The wait versus stal1 decision is based on two main elements: the project 
development lead time and the time to resolve the uncertainty as shown in Figure 8.5. There 
were three occurrences mentioned at Por~rolio Fin2 where the time to resolve the uncertainty 
was expected to be very long and therefore forced the organization to start the project before 
the uncertainty was resolved. In this case, if the project would have waited, the remaining 
lead time to complete the project would have been too short to complete the project in time . 
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According to an employee ln the PMO, this typically occurs when technology 
development is involved: 
onfait l'évaluation de quand environ on va avoir une réponse. Puis en fonction de du 
temps estimé de réponse, on regarde le temps que ça nous laisse pour mettre en 
production les changements. Je dirais que quand ça touche la technologie, comme on 
a un cycle de développement, ça prend du temps, puis il y a bien du monde qui 
travaille là-dessus. On doit commencer plus tôt. C'est différent des normes qui ne 
touchent uniquement que des processus d'affaires. (Member ofPMO - Porifolio Fin2) 
A second case occurred where the project almost completely developed a product 
despite a very high leve lof uncertainty regarding the actual need to comply with a specifie 
norm. It was decided to complete the execution but put the project on hold until the 
uncertainty was resolved. The accountant responsible for the interpretation of the impacts of 
the norms on the organization is involved in this decision and mentions: 
à un certain point, ils ont amené une solutionjusqu 'au stade de la réalisation. Ils l'ont 
conçu au complet sachant que peut-être on n'en aurait pas besoin. Mais ils étaient 
rendus tellement avancés dans le stade de la conception, qu'ils se sont dit .' «On va 
finir la conception, comme ça on sait que si le projet doit reprendre en 2010, on va 
pouvoir ré-utiliser si nécessaire. (Accountant - Porifolio Fin2) 
In a third case, Porifolio Fin2 started the project execution despite the conviction that 
the accounting norrn did not apply to them. In para Ile l, they spend a lot of energy fighting the 
authorities to be exempted from this norrn while in parallel. This development was just in 
case they would lose their case. They ended up spending over one million dollars in 
development but could have spent four times as much if they had completed the project as 
originally planned as described by the sponsor: 
il y avait une norme que nous n'aimions pas du tout. On a donc passé des mois à 
chercher des avenues à débattre pour se sortir de cette norme-là. On y est arrivé avec 
l'aide de nos vérifif;ateul'S. Paifois on se disait .' «On va y aller, on n'a pas le choix.» 
C'était pourtant un non-sens pour tout le monde. Alors après avoir re-travailler notre 
dossier, nous sommes allées l'argumenter jusqu'à Londres {oo.} Le règlement de cette 
norme-là a pris d'après rmi, un an et demi d'effort. {oo.} Le travail avait commencé, on 
a dépensé peut-être un million inutilement ... On avait estimé le projet à 4,5 millions et 
on a peut-être laissé aller un million dans le dalot. (Sponsor - Portfolio Fin2) 
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8.2.3.3 Strict Budget Constraint at Project Portfolio Level (SZ3.3) 
As discussed in section 7.2.3.2, for Company Soft, a very strict constraint at portfolio 
leve 1appears to be the portfolio budget. Throughout the interviews with the people involved 
at Company Fm, it became clear that the project portfolio budget is indeed always 
untouchable. In all portfolios, the overall yearly budget for a given project portfolio is 
considered fixed and non re-negotiable. Portfolio budgets are approved at a very high level in 
the organization after long analysis and negotiations in the money allocation between 
portfolios or product areas. 
This means that when budgets for individual projects within the portfolio are exceeded 
in comparison to the plan, sorne re-balancing has to be done to remain within the portfolio 
budget. Th is takes one of the follow ing two forms: 
•
 re-assignment of money from one project to the other while staying with in the overall 
portfolio budget; or 
•
 delay sorne projects (or sorne ~rts ofprojects) to the following year. 
The project budgets and the roll-up of ail project budgets to portfolio level become 
particularly important at the end of the year. If the money is not spent in a given year, it does 
not mean that it will be carried over to the following year for a given project even if it is 
required to complete a project. Project managers are thus pressured to spend the money 
exactly in the year they have planned to spend it. 
8.3 Sensmg 
This section presents the different sensing mechanisms which are put in place in the 
two project portfolios at Company Fin to identify the changes in the environment and 
translate them into potential new (or changed) requirements for the projects. This section 
refers to the first-order sensing highlighted in black in the lower part of the updated 
conceptual framework of Figure 8.6. 
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Figure 8.6: Sensing MechanisIm in the Conceptual Framework. 
Sensing refers to structures, tools, and processes to sense, filter, and interpret changes 
and uncertainty. The objectives of the sensing mechanisrns are to identify the changes in the 
environrnent and translate them into potential new (or changed) requirements for the projects. 
In the PPM context of Company Fin, tills includes the proactive assessment of the evolution 
of: the norrns, how competition interprets the norms, and the match between the products 
being developed and the customer needs. The sensing mechanisrns are linked to the seizing 
mechanisms which are used to decide on the resulting reconfigurations of resources in the 
project portfolios. Figure 8.7 shows the relationship between the sources of uncertainty and 
the sensing mechanisms at Company Fin. 
Mechanisms which have been newly put in place, recently modified, or h'ansformed are 
highlighted w ith a bold border. These modifications to the sensing-seizing-reconjiguring 
result from transformation decisions which are discussed further in section 8.5, 
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Figure 8.7: Sensing Mechanisrm at Company Fin. 
8.3.1
 Dedicated Role for Monitoring Norm Updates (SS1) 
The main source of uncertainty at Company Fin is re1ated to the regulating bodies 
continuously updating the norms. An even greater source of uncertainty is its interpretation 
by the fJnn itself (as ctiscussed in sections 6.3 and 6.4). To ensure that changes to the norms 
are captured as early as possible, both Porifolio Fin] and Porifolio Fin2 assigned somebody 
to be responsible for regularly monitoring the updates of the norms. 
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For example, in the case of Portfolio Fin2, an accountant is dedicated full-time as 
watchwoman5 to follow the evolution of the new accounting norms and legislations. She 
subscribes to ail the publications related to the evolution of the accounting norms, to the 
ongoing discussions in the official forums, and the directives from the regulatory bodies. 
Based on this documentation she produces a weekly summary report and sends it to a Il the 
stakeholders who might he affected in Company Fin (not just in Portfolio Fin2). 
There is an additional person specifically dedicated to the Porifolio Fin2 who interprets 
the weekly report from the watchwoman to assess if upcoming changes in the norms result in 
impacts and change requests to Portfolio Fin2 projects. This function is a full-time staff 
function reporting directly to the portfo lio manager and per se is contributing to a Il the 
projects in the portfolio. When potentia 1 changes to the portfolio are identified, he gets in 
contact with the business analyst responsible for the content of the project to translate the 
changes in the accounting norms into the necessary requirements and change requests on the 
ongoing projects. 
Links to Seizing 
In the case of Company Fin, the specification of the requirements is done by the end­
users with the help of the business analyst. Both of these project members require the 
analys is from the people monitoring the changes to the norm to determine if there are impacts 
to the projects. If this is the case, they translate them to project or portfolio change requests. 
They are then assessed by the decisions boards. 
The sensing mechanisms are used by business analysts to identify the requirements 
(somewhat like a radar screen) and to serve as fùtering functions (like funnels for ideas). The 
key element of these functions is to first assess that changes are occurring, and their 
importance against already approved scope. 
8.3.2 Dedicated Role for Specifying Project Content (SS2) 
In Portfolio FinI and Portfolio Fin 2, the customers are the internai users who are 
impacted by new processes, practices, and tools. The end-users normally have the last word 
5In French, interviewees used the ward vigie. 
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with respect to the actual requirements. However, because they also have an operationa 1 
position in the organization and do not always have a lot of experience on how to h'anslate 
their needs into software requirements, business analysts are assigned to projects to interface 
with the customers. Business analysts are assigned to ail projects and sorne projects have full­
time business analysts dedicated to their project. They are responsible for organizing 
workshops, to gather, specify, and va lidate the project requirements. 
These activities are very intense in the early phases of the projects (identification and 
design) but continue throughout the complete project life cycle. Business analysts monitor 
sources of changes and ensure that they are identified and captured in due tirne. 
Both Portfolio Fin] and Portfolio Fin2 also introduce a new role caUed Integration 
Business Analyst. They are responsible to oversee the requirements at the portfolio level to 
minimize duplications and conflicts between projects. This is deemed necessary because of 
the large number of projects and their dependencies. The Integration Business Analyst is 
more senior and has a complete view of the content of the project portfolio. The integration 
business analyst could be considered as the business analyst assigned at the project portfolio 
level. 
Links to Seizing 
As mentioned before, it is not always clear how to dissociate the sensing and the 
seizing functions when it cornes to determining how a given structure or process is put in 
place in a complex organization such as Company Fin. Since business analysts are heavily 
involved in both functions, they are an example of dual sensing-seizing nmctions. This 
explains why they are also described in both sections. Business analysts are not only involved 
in assessing the trends in the interpretation of the norrns and customer needs (thought the 
sensing functions) but they must also translate them into project requirements though the 
seizing mechanisrns of product portfolio management mechanisrns (SZl) discussed in 
section 8.2. 
8.3.3 ReguJar Validation Workshops and Early Deliveries (SS3) 
Both Portfolio Fin] and Portfolio Fin2 use reguJar workshops led by business analysts 
with business representatives (i.e. the end users) to identify the requirements for the processes 
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and tools to be developed. These workshops are not only carried out during the early phases 
of the projects but continue throughout the projects to refine the requirements, to validate the 
designs, and identify potent ia 1enhancements. A business analyst mentioned that occasionally 
workshops might result in major surprises. Requirements which would otherwise have been 
completely missed in earlier phases suddenly appear in later discussions during the 
workshops. Workshops also serve as an opportunity to continuously meet the end users and 
to informally gather their needs outside the official meetings. A business analyst in Portfolio 
Fin2 mentions: 
La voie officielle ce sont les ateliers mais on essaie de détecter toute information 
transmise autour d'un café, dans les courriels, l'information. Une des qualités de 
l'analyste d'affaires, c'est être empathique envers le client. Donc de comprendre son 
besoin, et parfois, il ne l'exprime pas nécessairement de façon officielle lors d'un 
atelier. (Business analyst - Portfolio Fin2) 
At Company Fin, prototyping is used to valida te the interpretation of the norms by 
stakeholders in the early stages of the projects. The objective is to reduce subsequent rework 
and reach agreement and decisions on the project scope. There are different approaches used 
At Portfolio Fini, presentation s lides are used to provide the look-and-feel of the application 
very early in the feasibility phase. At Portfolio Fin2, iayouts of reports are produced to allow 
validation by end users. 
In one of the Portfolio Fini projects, a paper-based process is developed and 
irnplemented prior to the development of the tool-based solution. This allows the users to get 
used to the process and to provide input on the information required. In sorne cases, 
slideware6 is produced to demonstrate how the system would look. An enhancement of this 
approach is dynamic modeling where they can sirnulate the different entries in the system. 
Links to Seizing 
The sensing of the customer needs through regular workshops and meetings generates 
requirements which are treated in the same maIU1er as any other requirement by the business 
6 The term slideware cornes from a comb ination of the words slide and software and refers to a 
presentation of the functionality to be developed. This is a technique used to mock up the user 
interfaces and the output to generate discussions with users. 
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analyst (SZl.1) and then processed for decision through the governance boards. They are 
evaluated, categorized, and prioritized via the product scope management mechanisrns (SZ2) 
described in section 8.2. 
8.3.4 Meeting Competitors (SS4) 
Portfolio FinI and Portfolio Fin2 have to comply with new regulations which are 
interpreted by Canadian financial authorities. Because these norrns are new, there is 
considerable margin for interpretation which can occasiona lly be negotiated with the 
authorities. One of the approaches used in both portfolios at Company Fin is to try to assess 
how competitors (i.e. similar flrrns in the financial services industry) address controversial or 
ambiguous issues. This is sometimes done by hiring consultants or specialized firrns which 
implemented the same nonns for competitors in the flnancial sector. 
An alternative is to meet the competition directly to discuss and agree on a position to 
negotiate with the authorities as mentioned by a business representative: 
Je suis allée voir d'autres institutions financières pour savoir ce qu'ils faisaient 
Quand l'autorité d'encadrement ne sait pas trop ce qu'il veut, on se concerte entre 
institutions financières. Donc, par exemple, au niveau de l'évaluation des exigences 
réglementaires, une autre banque nous a informés de leur approche par rapport aux 
autorités règlementaires. (Business Representative - Portfolio FinI) 
Links to Seizing 
Like the three other sensing mechanisrns presented above, meeting the competition is 
another technique to help interpret the norm and translate it into requirements which must be 
prioritized against other requirements through the seizing mechanisms by the business analyst 
(SZl.1) and then decided upon by the governance boards. They are then evaluated, 
categorized, and prioritized via the product scope management mechanisms (SZ2) which are 
described in section 8.2. 
8.3.5 Multi-Project Plans (SS5) 
Company Fin uses multi-project plans for both Portfolio FinI and Portfolio Fin2. 
Multi-project plans show the list of ongoing projects with a short descriptor, its estimated 
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cost, and a high level plan with key milestones, decisions points, and deliverables. The plan 
includes future, not yet approved, projects. 
Multi-project plans are used to plan deliveries with the end-users, the auditors, the 
regulatory bodies, and to calculate yearly budgets for the project portfolios. When projects 
are approved, a target budget is approved and is included in the portfolio budget. For future 
projects, for which the gate decision is not yet granted, a target level is estimated. When 
projects are in the early phases, margins of uncertainty are included in the estimate. This can 
be as high as ±80% in early phases of projects. 
This is considered a sensing mechanism because it is used to monitor the portfolio 
performance and to identify corrections that need to be made on the portfolio in reaction to 
variations. Up to this point, the uncertainties handled by the sensing mechanisms faH into the 
category of foreseen uncertainty. However, uncertain portfolio performance due to the 
inability to accurately plan projects should be classified as variations Le. cornes from many 
srnall influences and yields a range of values on a particular activity (De Meyer, Loch, and 
Pich, 2002). The variations have to be monitored and managed on a continuous basis. 
Although it might argued that project portfolio performance is controlled by the organization, 
it still carries a significant amount of inherent variation, which must be monitored and 
controlled. 
Links to Seizing 
Multi-project plans are used as boundary objects and are reviewed in the project 
steering groups. They also get updated based on steering group decisions. They serve as a 
reference to monitor the status of projects through the status reports discussed in section 8.3.7. 
8.3.6 Dependency Matrix (SS6) 
Porifolio FinI produces œpendency matrices. This is a special technique to fonnalize 
and document dependencies between the projects. Each project identifies the impacts of their 
projects on other projects. When change requests are issued, the dependency matrix is used to 
assess if there are impacts on other projects. Based on the analysis of the dependencies, the 
project manager informs the portfolio manager and/or the other project managers of the 
consequences of approving (or rejecting) the change requests. 
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There is also a monthly update of the dependency matrix done by the project 
administrators to ensure that it is maintained up to date. The dependency matrix is also used 
in Portfolio Fm2 but because the portfolio size is much smaller, it is used less frequently. 
The dependency matrix was introduced in Por!folio Fini because of the size and 
complexity of the portfolio and the large number of dependencies between the projects. This 
tool can be considered both a sensmg mechanism (because it helps identify impacts on 
projects) and to some extend a seizmg mechanism (because it helps to take action on the 
resource allocation based on these impacts). 
Links ta Seizing 
The level of dependencies between the different projects almost a lways results in sorne 
knock-on effects on other projects, either because the project outcome (e.g. data collected in a 
database) would not be available in time for subsequent projects or more often because 
resources would be held longer than expected in the delayed projects. The dependency matrix 
is therefore used to identify the consequences of changes (under sensmg) and assist in the 
governance decision ma king (under seizing). 
8.3.7 Status Reports (SS7) 
At Company Fin, there are numerous levels ofproject portfolio status reports: 
•
 multi-project status overview, 
•
 project status reports at steering groups; and 
•
 written project reports (weekly and monthly) to sernor management and to the 
corporate PMO. 
Project managers present the status of their project to the different steering groups, 
using a presentation template displaying: achievement since last report, planned activities in 
the coming time period, escalation issues and risks. In addition, the corporate PMO provides 
an external assessment on the status of the portfolio in terms of portfolio budget compliance 
and deliveries according to schedule. A number of metrics are also defmed to measure the 
performance of the portfolio. The status reports are presented as sensing mechanisms because 
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they are tools to monitor the performance of projects faced with very high levels of 
uncertainty. 
Links to Seizing 
In both portfolios, the steering bodies are put in place to œcide on a number of issues 
related to the project portfolio performance. There is also a separate meeting with user 
representatives to ensure that the project deliverables meet their needs. Sorne of these boards 
are also put in place to monitor the performance of the portfolio via the project performance. 
This takes the form of regular meetings (either biweekly or monthly) where each project 
manager reports issues, delays, cost overnms, major scope changes. 
8.4 Links between Uncertainty and Sensing Mechanisrns 
Declicated people monitor changes to the nonTIS (SS 1) to assess and interpret potentia 1 
changes which rnight impact Company Fin. Because the norm approval follows a well 
established process involving many stakeholders, this gives enough time to deterrnine future 
upcoming impacts. The much higher volume of changes to the norms in Portfolio Fin2 
compared to Portfolio Fin 1 justifies the allocation of a full-time person (SS2) to this specifie 
sensing function. 
The regular validation workshops (SS3) serve as early warrung to the projects if 
requirements might not be met to the end-user satisfaction. It is also an effective way to 
identify new requirements or rnisunderstood requirements. The main source of uncertainty in 
this case is also due to the interpretation of the norrns' Meeting the competition (SS4) helps 
understand how regulatory bodies rnight impose the implementation of certain aspects of the 
norrns. 
A multi-project plan (SS5) is a mechanism put in place to address the variation 
resulting from the potential inaccuraeies of planned projects. The dependeney matrix (SS6) is 
also used to deterrnine the consequences of changes to projects (due to change in scope or 
inaccurate planning) on other projects in the portfolio. Multi-project plans (SS5) and 
dependency matrix (SS6) are used in conjunction with status reports (SS7) to continuously 
monitor progress against project portfolio plans. 
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8.5 Transforming 
In section 2.5, on page 84, the concept of transforming is presented as the higher-order 
activities of irnproving the PPM activities. This refers to the following two broad categories 
of actions: 
•
 modifying the sensing-seizing-reconfiguring mechanisms used in the frrst-order level; 
and 
•
 introducing new structures, processes, or tools to support the PPM activities but not 
directly resulting in changes to the frrst-order sensing-seizing-reconfiguring 
mechanisrns. 
Transforming is the third element in the second-order sequence of the conceptual 
framework as highlighted in black in figure Figure 8.8. Figure 8.9, on page 255, srunmarize 
the transforming mechanisms observed at Company Fin. The row Tl entitled Transforming 
the First-Order Process includes modifications to the frrst-order organizing mechanisms. 
This includes the modification of existing processes or the introduction of new processes 
marked in bold in Figure 8.6 for sensing, Figure 8.4 for seizing, and in Figure 8.1 for 
reconfiguring. Transformations did not always involve the modification of the frrst-order 
mechanisrns but were sometirnes introduced to modify other aspect affecting management of 
the project portfolio. Transforming mechanisms have been classified as follows: 
•
 project management processes (T2); 
• product development processes (D); and	 
• organization structure (T4).	 
The codes Tl to T4 refer to the different rows in Figure 8.9 and are used to facilitate 
cross-references in the following sub-sections. Each header includes the reference to the 
relevant code. 
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Figure 8.8: Transfonning Mechanisrm in the Conceptual Frameworlc 
8.5.1 Transforming the First-Order Mechanisms (Tl) 
There are cases where the frrst-order Sensing-Seiûng-Reallocating mechanisms were 
newly implemented in one (or both) Company Fin portfolios. Such mechanisms are clearly 
marked in bo1d in the figures to indicate that they have been newly introduced or modified. 
These new modifications of the first-order sensing-seizing-reallocating mechanisms are 
treated œre as transforming mechanisms and ine lude: 
• Tl.1: five year budget (Reconfiguring); 
• Tl.2: portfolio seope management (Seizing); and 
• Tl.3: dependeney matrix (Sensing). 
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8.5.1.1 Transforming the Reconfiguring Mechanisms: Four Year Budget (TU) 
At Company Fin, Project proposais are analyzed and prioritized by the steering groups, 
once a year, for the fol1owing year. These yearly cycles were not deemed appropriate, by the 
Porifolio Fin] portfolio manager for the planning of the entire portfolio. She requested a 
four-year budget for more or less the equivalent of the duration of al1 projects part of the 
portfolio. This long-term budget allowed the portfolio management team to better plan the 
sequence of projects and the allocation of resources. It also provided senior management with 
the estimated cost and duration of the entire portfolio, not just for the follow ing year. 
According to the portfolio manager, this is the frrst time in the history of Company Fin that 
such longer-term budgets were allocated. This was after long debates and battles by the 
portfolio manager. Despite this four-year budget, yearly forecasts still have to be submitted 
and monitored. 
8.5.1.2 Transforming the Seizing Mechanisms: Portfolio Scope Management (T 1.2) 
Change requests at project level are used at Company Fin. The concept of change 
requests at portfolio level was also introduced to monitor and control changes at a higher 
leve!. Project managers are not allowed to include contingency reserves in their plan and are 
forced to report any expected deviations once the project is under execution. This allows the 
portfolio manager to be informed on any deviations from the plans, even when they are very 
smal!. 
8.5.1.3 Transforming the Sensing Mechanisms: Dependency Matrix (Tl.3) 
At Porifolio Fin], the nurnber of dependencies between projects is extremely high. The 
management cornes up with mechanisms to help them assess if the changes in one project 
would have consequences on other projects. The evaluation and documentation of the 
dependencies by each project and its integration into a dependency matrix was introduced to 
support the interpretation and assessment of uncertainty and changes on other projects. 
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8.5.2 Project Management Processes (T2) 
8.5.2.1 Smaller Projects and Iterations (T2.1) 
The software development process at Company Fin follows a waterfall model which 
includes a number of consecutive phases: identification, feasibility, design, execution, 
deployrnent, and post implementation. Project managers are pressured to follow this standard 
process imposed at corporate leveL The projects cannot be decomposed into smaller 
iterations (as suggested by Agile methodologies, for example). One of the project managers at 
Portfolio Fin2 mentioned that she tries to introduce such a concept by splitting her project 
into topics (i.e. subsets of the functionality to be delivered). Each of those topics then goes 
through the complete development phases in short cycles. According to the project manager, 
the regular development process is inappropriate for her project because of the high leve 1of 
uncertainty : 
je fais de petites itérations par sujet. Ce ne serait pas viable sinon, si je faisais des 
phases complètes de faisabilité, conception, réalisation. Ce serait vraiment difficile à 
gérer parce que ça change trop. (project Manager - Portfolio Fin2) 
TJ:lli; iterative approach is not entirely supported by the IS/IT department which prefers 
the elaboration of a more complete design phase prior to execution. The approach is tolerated 
in the feasibility phase where different iterations are used to specify different features. 
However, single gate decision is still used when the feasibility study of ail features are 
completed. 
Another approach which is used in both portfolios at Company Fin, is the 
decomposition of the portfolio into projects of a maximum of one million Canadian dollars. 
TJ:lli; guideline is based on past experience and consultant reports which showed that above 
tJ:lli; size, projects at Company Fin carnot be managed with a high degree of accuracy. 
8.5.3 Product Development Processes (T3) 
8.5.3.1 Use of Paper Based Process (T3.l) 
The typical development process for new tools and processes includes the requirement 
specification followed by validation workshops and prototypes. One of the projects within 
Portfolio Fin] was introduci.ng a completely new process which included many changes in 
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the ways ofworking in the hundreds of branches where the tools and processes are plalU1ed to 
be deployed. 
The business person responsible for gathering and specifying the requirement was 
concerned that such tool deployment in an uncertain environment would be very costly, and 
would result in a high volume of change requests (because it would be very hard to capture 
ail requirements). They therefore decided to pilot the process using a paper-based process. 
Although this approach is very unusual for business analysts and IS/IT developers, it was 
used to deploy the process and get feedback on the requirements at low cost. 
8.5.4 Organization Structure (T4) 
8.5.4.1 Creation of a Department for the Management of the Portfolio (T4.1) 
Both portfolio managers interviewed at Company Fin are reporting directly to senior 
vice-presidents. They created the equivalent of PMO for the pOltfolio which includes aU the 
sub-portfolio managers, sorne of the project managers assigned to projects in the poltfolios, 
and portfolio SUPPOlt functions such as business analysts. In the case of Portfolio Fin2, the 
person responsible for monitoring the changes in the norms is also reporting to the portfolio 
manager. The members of these groups are co-located on the same f100r of the same building. 
This temporary structure created to manage the project portfolio ends up having a 
longer life than the original organization which created it. Both portfolios experienced a 
number of changes in the senior executives of Company Fin and multiple structural re­
organizations. The portfolio management structure remained intact after these re­
organizations, only the govemance structures changed. 
8.6 Second-Order Seizing and Second-Order Sensing 
At Company Fin, since there are fairly few transforming activities, there is no 
specialized second-order sensing or second-order seizing procedures or mechanisms put in 
place to translate into actions the change requirements identified. Ali transforming activities 
are decided upon directly by the project portfolio management team which has the authority 
to introduce and irnplement, as they see fit, the necessary changes to the ways of working. 
CHAPTERIX 
CROSS-CASE ANALYSIS 
This chapter compares the fmdings from the four cases to identify if patterns emerge. 
Section 9.1 compares the different changes and uncertainties observed in the four portfolios. 
This is followed, in section 9.2, by a summary of the common organizing mechanisms 
observed in ail four portfolios. Although the exact implementation of these mechanisms 
differs slightly, they show sufficient similarities to suggest that these mechanisms are likely 
to be observed in other project portfolios. Portfolio Softi is facing a much more turbulent 
environment than the three other portfolios. There is a limited set of findings wlùch differ 
significantly for this case wlùch could probably be explained by this Iùgher level of 
uncertainty. These unique occurrences are presented in section 9.3. 
9.1 Comparing Changes and Uncertainties 
During the interviews, a number of sources of uncertainties were identified and are 
described in see section 4.1. Table 9.1 surnmarizes the different types of uncertainty and 
change described by interviewees in the four portfolios. Ali four portfolios display a Iùgh 
leve lof uncertainty in the project scope specification. 
The environ ment of Company Soft can be considered a much more turbulent 
environment than Company Fin. In the case of Company Soft, the source of uncertainty 
cornes from the development of totally new products and their introduction into new markets. 
In such a context, even the customers cannot easily specify their needs. 
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Table 9.1: Comparison of Types ofUncertainty and Changes in the Four Cases 
SoftI Soft2 finI Fin2 
Spec ofnew product x 
Need for customization x 
Q,l 
Q., 
0 
New customers/market x 
u 
lJ1 Evolving priorities x 
Norm changing x x 
Intepretation ofthe norm x x 
Changes in Processes x x 
Financing Structure x 
-~ 
= 
Stuctural Re-Organizations x x x x 
l. 
Q,l 
..... 
= 
Key Competences x x 
~ Business Model x x 
Project Performance x x x x 
xBudget reduction 
l. x xQ,l
1 
-
Technology
..... ~ 
~ = ~ Third-Party suppliers x 
At Company Fin, the source of uncertainty is primarily related to the interpretation of 
the norms. This is partly due to the norrns being changed by the regulating bodies but an even 
grea ter source of uncertainty is its interpretation by the firm itself. 
Table 9.1 inc ludes a mixture of changes in the environment affecting the project 
portfolio but also includes a number of intemal changes (such as new development processes) 
which are implemented in response to extemal uncertainty. For example, at Company Soft, 
there are numerous mentions of process and organizational changes. These intemal changes 
can be considered responses by the organization to extemal unceltainty. 
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As mentioned in section 1.2.4, Leifer et al. (2000) suggest that project uncertainties can 
generally be classified in four broad categories according to their sources: techrùcal 
uncertainty, market uncertainties, organizationa 1 uncertainties, and financia 1 uncertainties. 
Table 9.2 maps the clifferent types ofW1certainties mentioned during the interviews according 
to the above four categories. The market uncertainties are the most significant in ail four 
cases. This includes: matching the product with customer requirements, competitor's offering 
evolution, new customers, new market, and new applications. Financial uncertainty is 
observed prirnarily in Portfolio Soft2. Uncertainty regarding resource availability is a concern 
at Company Fin. 
A fIfth category of uncertainties, planning accuracy, is added to the categories 
proposed by Leifer et al. The planning of project activities, especially in the context of 
software development, is difficult to perfonn with a high degree of accuracy and is often 
subject to changes during execution. The uncertainty in planning accuracy is caused by 
variability associated with estirnates of project pararreters. Tt is also related to the level of 
interdependencies between projects. For example, if a project team estirnates that a project 
will take six months and will cost 200 k$, despite ail the planning and forecasting techrùque, 
real durations and costs might differ by sorne margllls due to issues encountered during 
project execution. 
The sources ofuncertainty seem to have lead to sirnilar organizing mechanisms across 
the four portfolios. These similar mechanisms are described in the following section 
9.2
 Organizing Mechanisms Replicated in Ali Four Project Portfolios 
This section summarizes the organizing mechanisms which are common to ail four 
portfolios. Although the exact irnplementation of these mechanisms differs slightly, they 
show suffIcient similarities to suggest that they are likely to be observed in other project 
portfolios. This includes: organizing mechanisms to manage scope, the assignment of a 
dedicated role for scope management, the use of multi-project plans and roadmaps, the 
monitoring of portfolio performance, striving for shorter projects and iterations, strict 
portfolio yearly budgets, and a limited use of reserves for uncertainty. Table 9.3 compares 
these mechanisms, which are described in more details in this section. 
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9.2.1 Managing Scope 
Table 9.3 shows that project scope is the most important source of uncertainty in aIl 
four portfolios. This results in a number of organizing mechanisms being put in place to 
translate these sources of uncertainty into the required changes in the project portfolios. The 
approaches used in the portfolios differ slightly but the purpose remains the same. 
In Company Soft, this takes the form of the Pre-Study Machine and Requirement 
Request Bœrd described in section 7.2.2. Combining the pre-study into a single process 
common to aIl projects allows them to manage the inflow of requirements. This is combined 
to a Scope-In approach, i.e. starting projects with project scope smaller than project capacity 
allow ing future opportunities to inc lude additional content. 
Company Fin prefers to use change control boards at project portfolio level. At that 
level the change requests are used to monitor the content of project deliverables while 
monitoring the overall budget situation. 
The key point is that, in the four portfolios studied, some processes and structures were 
put in place to monitor and control project scope across the portfolio. This allows them: 
•
 to control the inflow of requirements and its allocation to projects; 
•
 to ensure impact analysis on aIl projects is performed; 
•
 to avoid change requests being submitted and potentially rejected in multiple projects; 
and 
•
 to constantly provide a mapping between the requirements and the different projects 
developing artifacts against these requirements. 
9.2.2 Dedicated Role for Scope Management 
The specification of the scope of the different projects is a complex task and in a Il four 
portfolios this task is delegated to specific roles: product managers in the case of Company 
Soft and business analysts in the case of Company Fin. Neither the sponsors nor the project 
managers have the responsibility of specifying project content. 
In Company Soft, the scope responsibility is shared among many people. For example, 
ID Portfolio Softl, there are over 50 product managers within a Product Management 
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Department. Product managers are responsible for specifying the requirements and for 
sending assignment specifications to the projects i.e. the de ta ils of what the projects has ta 
deliver in terrns of scope, target date, and target budget. Important portfolio management 
functions are the plaruüng, coordination, and alignment of the project scope which must be 
balanced against the organization capacity and capability. 
ln Portfolio Fin] and Portfolio Fin2, business analysts are assigned to ail projects ta 
interface with the customers. Business analysts monitor sources of changes and ensure that 
theyare identified and captured in due tirne. Portfolios at Company Fin also introduced a new 
role, called Integration Bus iness Analyst, responsible to oversee the requirements at the 
portfolio level to minimize duplications and conflicts between projects. This is deemed 
necessary because of the large nurnber of projects and their dependencies. Integration 
Business Analysts have a complete view of the content of the project portfolio. They ensure 
that project scope is properly addressed by projects: avoiding requirements being forgotten 
and ensuring that requirements are not duplicated across projects. 
For the product development organization at Company Soft, product managers 
represent the customers. They play a very active role at specifying the project content within 
the constraints of the portfolio budgets. However, theyare not considered part of the project 
but remain outside the project somewhat like an orderer. In comparison, the business analysts 
at Company Fin play a sirnilar role in interfacing w ith the intema 1customers to specify the 
requirements but are active members of the project. 
9.2.3 Multi-Project Plans and Roadmaps 
ln ail four portfolios, multi-project plans and portfolio roadmaps are used to represent 
project portfolios at a high level. Roadmaps are used to depict the planned key deliverables 
over tirne and especially deliveries ta customers. Multi-project plans are more œtailed. In 
such plans, each project is represented on a single line with significant milestones. Adclitional 
information is inc luded about the projects such as the budget, the amount of money spent, the 
leve 1of risk, the customer. 
It was observed multi-project plans are never baselined. These plans contain both 
ongoing approved projects and future projects which are only tentatively planned. The latter 
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plans must be confmned through sorne form of gating approval once the planning is more 
precise. The latest versions of the multi-project plans are used as references and are 
continuously being updated with additions, modifications to projects, granting of tollgates, 
newly planned targets dates, etc. This is a living document analogous to the rolling-wave 
planning discussed in section 1.5.6. 
9.2.4 Managing Dependencies between Projects 
Because the level of dependencies between projects is extrelrely high, the evaluation of 
the impacts of project deviations on other projects becomes more problematic. Portfolio FinI 
formalizes and documents dependencies between the different projects. Each project must 
identify the impacts of their projects on other projects in a dependency matrix. This tool is 
used to manage the impacts of variations in one project to other projects. The œpendency 
matrix is introduced in Portfolio FinI because of the size and complexity of the portfolio and 
the large number of dependencies between the projects. This allows the project managers and 
the steering bodies to determine impacts of any change or deviation in one project on other 
projects. 
There is always a high leve 1 of dependency between projects but these œpendencies 
take different forms. In the case of Portfolio FinI, many projects contribute to a conunon 
deliverable. Different components of a single tool are delivered through separate projects. 
The dependencies are so high that the demarcation between the concept of progranune and 
portfolio is Wlc lear in th is case. 
In Portfolio Fin2 and Portfolio Soft2, such dependency matrices are not considered 
necessary because the portfolios are small. Dependencies can be managed informally by the 
project managers because they know the interconnections between projects. Although the 
portfolio size and the number of dependencies are high, Portfolio SoftI did not implement 
any specific tools or techniques to manage dependencies, apart from the resource planning 
tools to manage resource dependencies. 
9.2.5 Monitoring Portfolio Performance 
The two fmus have implemented sorne form of metrics to assess the performance of 
the projects (for example, cost precision and time planning precision) within the portfolio. 
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For example, the portfolio manager of Porifolio Fini is able to claim that project planning 
precision is 97% in a given year. Apart from these project metrics, there are very few 
indicators to measure portfolio performance. 
Considering that project management is about doing the projects right and portfolio 
management is about doing the right project, it is not clear that measuring an average of tre 
project performance translates directly into portfolio perforn1ance. A more appropriate 
indicator of project portfolio performance would measure how weil the portfolio contributes 
to a given enterprise' s strategy. 
Both flfms are still seeking good measurements of the project portfolio. For example, 
Porifolio Soft2 tries to assess the performance of their portfolio by asking the customers for 
feedback about their perception re lated to the project roadmap planning precis ion: 
This is what we cal! road m:Jp accuracy. Secure user satisfaction into the accuracy of 
the product roadmap and product decision plans aligned with the PDU capability. 
There are now many projects that are depending on this roadmap and customers hate 
when we cannot fulfill this or when we have a new road map every month and il 
dt/fers. They hale that and that causes a lot ofproblems. So stability of the roadmap is 
essential. (product Manager - Porifolio Soft2) 
Sorne form of standard is also irnplemented for project reporting to the steering bodies 
and central PMOs. This ensures a comparison between projects and a presentation of the 
performance of ail projects in the portfolio. The portfolio budget is also followed using 
standard accounting tools irnplemented at corporate leveL 
9.2.6 Shorter Projects and Iterations 
There is pressure in ail four portfolios to decompose the portfolio into projects under a 
given size. At Company Fin, a directive specifies that projects must be less than one million 
dollars. Sirnilarly, the objective is to keep projects shorter than one year in Company Soft. 
Company Soft breaks down its internai deliveries into a number of iterations. This 
facilitates the planning and the control of the intermediate deliverables (in comparison to the 
waterfail approach which is based on a single deliverable at the end of the project). Because 
Company Soft has learned that it is pointless to try to plan projects in detail over a long period 
of tirne due to the expected nWllber of change requesls, the projects are no longer planned as 
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waterfalls. The recent trend has been to evolve towards development processes analogous to 
Agile with short projects and short iterations. Although the project delivery sequence is 
determined in advanced, like train schedules, the exact content of the different œliveries 
remains tentative and is planned progressively. 
Small projects are less complex and thus easier to manage but they require more 
project management overhead. In counterpart, bigger projects require less project 
management overhead but are generaUy more complex and harder to manage. The four 
portfolios attempt to find the project size which will balance overhead cost and project 
complexity according to the maturity of theu' respective organization. 
Both fIrms see a correlation between the project size and the ability to deliver. The 
shorter and smaller the projects, the more confidence they have in achieving good planning 
precision. Having projects under the portfolio umbre lia aUows them to specify such 
guide lines. If projects exceed these targets, they can then split them into smaller components. 
9.2.7 Strict Portfolio Yearly Budgets 
A very common theme in the project management literature is the ability to negotiate 
between three core aspects of the projects: cost, tirne, and scope (and/or quality). Project 
managers attempt to meet aU three requirements but could be given sorne latitude to modify 
or exceed one of the variables to comply with the other two. In the case of portfolio 
management, it appears that one of the variables, the yearly project portfolio budget, is 
always a strict constraint which calU10t be negotiated. Portfolio budgets are approved at a 
very high level in the organization. After long analysis and negotiations, the money is 
allocated to portfolios or product areas. Portfolio budgets are normally allocated on a yearly 
basis. This follows the fmanc ial cyc les of the organization, which are not modified to cater 
for the longer term needs of project portfolios. 
This means that when budgets for individual projects within the portfolio are exceeded 
compared with the plan, sorne re-balancing has to be done to remain within the portfolio 
budget. This takes one of the follow ing two forms: 
•
 re-assigrunent of money from one project to the other while staying within the overall 
portfolio budget; or 
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• delay of sorne projects (or sorne p:trts of projects) to the follow ing year. 
The project budgets and the roll-up of ail project budgets at the portfolio level become 
particularly important at the end of the year. If the money is not spent in a given year, it does 
not mean that it will be carried over to the following year for a given project even if it is 
required to complete the project. Project managers are thus pressured to spend the money in 
the year they have planned to spend it. There are a number of ways that budget overruns are 
handled at the portfolio level such as reducing content of sorne projects, reducing number of 
people involved in activities (e.g. review meetings with stakeholders), and resubmitting for 
approval of content in subsequent years. 
Exceptionally the Porifolio Fini budget was approved for a four-year period. This 
approach provided more flexibility, allowed better planning of the project over a longer time, 
and increased the number of reconfigurmg options. Although, the portfolio manager is not 
constrained to plan only one year in advance, she still has to submit proposaIs and get 
approvaIs for the yearly budget for the portfolio. This yearly budget has to fit within the four 
year plan envelope but aIso has to be in line with other portfolio budgets approved for each 
year. Once the yearly budget is approved, there is little flexibility to transfer money between 
years. However, in practice sorne fonu of flexibility exists. If a project spans over two budget 
years, it has to be included in the portfolio budget of year 1 and in the portfolio budget of 
year 2. Ifa project gets delayed and cannot spend its planned money during the planned year, 
money must be transferred to other projects within the portfolio and additional money sought 
for that delayed project in subsequent years. In practice, ongoing projects are planned [lfSt 
when establishing a project portfolio for a given year. 
9.2.8 Using Reserves to Cater for Uncertainty 
Surprisingly, in ail four portfolios, project managers clairn that they are not allowed to 
include buffers to cater for uncertainty. They are expected to plan their projects as precisely 
as possible and have to issue change requests (or additional funding requests) whenever they 
consider their project cost to be exceeded. 
As a consequence, the project managers must balance their efforts between two 
practices. They must [lfSt try to plan as accurately as possible before getting their budget 
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approval to avoid subsequent re-approvals. However, if the planning is not accurate, they are 
forced to report and request additional funding which must be taken from other projects (by 
delaying them for example) or by using the money in the management reserve. This 
observation is further discussed and compared to the literature in section 10.2.3.3 of the 
discussion chapter. 
9.3 Differences in Organizing Mechanisms in Highly Turbulent Environments 
The previous section describes the mechanisms which have been observed across ail 
four portfolios. Although the nurnber of cases observed is smaU, the commonalities between 
the cases are indicative of potential mechanisms which are likely to be observed more 
generaUy in other project portfolios. 
In the description of the organizing mechanisms in Chapter VII, it is apparent that 
Company Soft, and more specifical1y Portfolio Softl is facing a much more turbulent 
environment than the three other portfolios. The organiûng mechanisms are more nurnerous, 
the effort put in managing uncertainty is much more omnipresent and systematic. 
As shown in Table 9.4, in addition to the more turbulent environ ment, the key 
characteristics of Company Soft which could expia in the specific mechanisms observed are: 
•
 the project portfolios are put in place to develop new products; use of internaI 
resources only in a matrix organization; 
•
 most people are totaUy dedicated to project work; and 
•
 management of project portfolio which develops new products which are rart of their 
core business. 
This section discusses some of the mechanisms , which stand out as distinctive for 
portfolios facing such highly turbulent environments. This includes: 
•
 the amount of transforming activities; 
•
 key differences in second-arder mechanisms; 
•
 the nurnber and type of sensing mechanisrns; 
•
 the implementation of sophisticated resource planning tools and processes; and 
•
 constant re-organizations. 
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9.3.1 Amount of Transforming Activities 
There is a high degree of reconfiguring in ail four portfolios investigated. However, 
there is a noticeable difference in the second-order mechanisms between the two frrms 
studied. Employees at Company Soft continuously challenge existing structures and processes 
and are encouraged to suggest improvements in the ways of working. This corresponds to 
transforming rrechanisms i.e. second-order capabilities to improve or to build new frrst-order 
competences. 
Company Soft not only has continuous resource re-allocation w ithin the project 
portfolios but also has a large amount of ongoing transformations. Continuous changes in the 
ways of working, the structure, and the tools are part of the corporate culture. For example, 
there is tremendous effort put into the improvement of the software development process 
used by the developers. Process improvement teams are in place to constantly challenge the 
ways of working. Employees are asked, on the one hand, to follow the process to keep the 
efficiency high but on the other hand are also encouraged to challenge the processes and 
suggest improvements. 
The approach taken by Company Soft is to use the ongoing projects as vehicles to 
deploy new processes and tools. This inc ludes improvement activities such as: new 
accounting systems, new requirement tracking tools, new resource planning tools, new 
project management processes, and new software release management strategies. 
In comparison to Company Soft, the number of transformations put in place by 
Company Fin is much smaller. The project managers and the developers tend to follow the 
processes developed and deployed at corporate leveL They do not see making changes to 
these processes as their role and even fear to be blamed if they do not adhere to the 
established ways of working. 
Figure 9.1 summarizes the level of reconfiguring and transforming observed in the four 
portfolios. In Quadrant 3 and 4, project portfolio management involves a high degree of 
reconfiguring to adapt to changing requirements. However, in portfolios with more turbulent 
environments such as Portfolio Softl and Portfolio Soft2, a much higher degree of 
transforming mechanisms is also observed (see Quadrant 3). 
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Figure 9.1: lntensity ofReconfiguring and Transfonning in C~es Studied. 
Company Soft, a fmn facing more turbulent environments, not only reconfigures more 
often but also implements more transforming mechanisms. This translates into organizations 
where nothing can be taken for granted: not the functional organizational, not the process 
used for development, and not even the resources assigned to work on the projects. This 
creates a restless organization where everything can be challenged and improved in order to 
adapt the organization to changing environments. 
Although constant reconfiguring of the project portfolio is a common theme in this 
thesis, processes to address reconfiguration are rarely mentioned in the project portfolio 
literature, and standards, represented by Quadrant 2 where both reconfiguring and 
transforming are low. 
Quadrant 2 displays environments where both transforming and the reconfiguring 
activities are low. This is representative of the mainstream lite rature on PPM which rarely 
mentions such mechanisms. Portfolios with the characteristics of Quadrant 1 have not been 
observed and are never mentioned in the literature. A hypothesis might be that these 
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portfolios would be observed when the projects are stable but the organization decides to 
change the routines in search of improved performance or to increase their legitirnacy 
through isomorphism (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983; Meyer and Rowan, 1977). 
9.3.2 Second-Order Sensing and Seizing Mechanisrns 
The dynamic capability mode 1 used to ana lyze the data was split into two leve ls to 
distinguish the mechanisms leading to reconfiguring from the rœchanism leading to 
transforming. This is particularly relevant to Company Soft which implemented specific and 
clearly identifiable second-order sensing and seizing mechanisms. As mentioned in the 
previous section, Company Soft constantly introduces new processes, new ways of working, 
and continuously manages process improvements. 
Second-order seizing is done by process irnprovement steering bodies which evaluate 
the performance of the different processes according to a number of specified targets. 
Improvements are also proposed and implemented using a network of process improvement 
tearns at different levels of the organization. For key areas, discipline owners are assigned to 
lead the process irnprovement tearns. The senior management of the DU and PDU always 
inc ludes a role called operation development that has the responsibility to assess the 
performance of the organization and to launch and monitor improvement projects at DU or 
PDU levels. 
In comparison, Company Fin does not have any specific second-order sensing or 
second-order seizing procedures or mechanism to identify and decide the changes to put in 
place. Ail transforming activities are decided directly by the project portfolio management 
team who has the authority to introduce and irnplement the necessary changes in the ways of 
working as they see fit. 
A key difference between the two organizations is that Company Soft considers the 
performance of their project portfolio as a component of their core business. They therefore 
have very strong incentives to de liver products which are the best in their fie Id in a very 
competitive environment. In counterpart, the portfolios studied in Company Fin are 
considered support functions to ongoing operational activities. They are put in place to 
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develop new tools and processes to comply with internationa 1 norms. The projects are 
managed over and above ongoing operational activities. 
9.3.3 Higher Level ofUncertainty: More Sensing Mechanisms 
As expected, the higher level of W1certainty observed at Company Soft justifies the 
establishment of a larger munber of sensing mechanisms than in Company Fin. Multiple 
sensing mechanisms are put in place at Company Soft to interpret the sources of W1certainty 
related to new customers, new technologies, new products, and new applications. This 
includes a mixture of structures, processes, and roles such as a declicated role identifying 
requirements, a system management group to monitor the evolution of technology, early 
demonstrations to customers, special process for customer trials, and irmovations through 
employee contributions. 
The portfolio scope is constantly be ing modified and updated and, as such offers a very 
different picture from the PPM described in the portfolio literature where the content of 
individual projects is weil known and the goal of portfolio management is to select among 
projects. On the contrary, special mechanisms are put in place for managing project scope at 
portfolio leve 1. In Portfolio Sofli, they even introduced a special body, the requirement 
request board, to control the flow of feature requests. This RRB can rapidly assess the 
amoW1t of work and determine the best project to deve lop each feature based on the status of 
the ongoing projects in the portfolio. 
Projects are also scoped-in rather than scoped-out to reduce the amoW1t of rework or 
rejected requirements once the projects have started. Ail these mechanisms are put in place to 
make sure that opportW1ities are captured as the environ ment evolves. 
9.3.4 Balancing using Sophisticated Resource Planning 
Resource balancing is crucial at Company Soft. For many interviewees, portfolio 
management and resource balancing are more or less synonymous. Managers refer to 
capability management and pipeline management i.e. the ability to allocate and re-ailocate 
people to resources to project but more importantly the capability of the organization to 
develop the competences to W1dertake additional projects. Company Soft has put in place a 
monthly resource plarming process using sophisticated tools to plan and monitor the 
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allocation of the resources to the projects. They have also developed an internai web-based 
tool to support this process. This means that data is continuously being kept up-to-date by 
project managers and line managers. This allows aU the governing functions to base their 
decisions on more reliable resource data while continuing to provide the necessary data for 
the quarterly financia 1forecast. Another benefit is the ability to openly share the data about 
the resource demand and supply across the organization. 
The focus on resource planning might be due to the fact that they are stm;tured as a 
matrix organization. In comparison, at Company Fin resource planning tools are only used in 
the ISIIT c1epartment because this is one of their rare deçertments where resources are 
allocated to nurnerous projects as a matrix-like organization. 
9.3.5 Re-Organizing to Support Portfolios or Despite Portfolios 
Re-organizations, transfers to different design centers, closing down units to create new 
ones, and merging departments are part of the corporate culture at Company Soft. Company 
Soft has a history ofre-organizing their line organization every 12 to 18 months. Frequent re­
organizations are observed in both Portfolio Softl and Portfolio Soft2. Although the impacts 
of these re-organizations have not been analysed in detail, interviewees had a tendency to 
accept this type of change as normal and to downplay their impacts. None of the interviewees 
mentioned that re-organizations had significant negative impacts on the projects. Even in the 
cases of the transfer of design responsibilities to another design center (which is considered 
the most disruptive type of re-organization), project schedules and project budgets are 
expected to be maintained. 
Re-organizations are included as a type of change in Figure 6.1, because they are 
considered a source of change for the project managers. However, they are really under the 
control of the organization itself and are not really due to uncertainty in the environrnent. 
Rather than being considered a source of uncertainty, they should rather be classified as a 
consequence of the organizing mechanisms. 
Company Soft strives to have the organization structured and balanced according 
product portfolio. Changes of the organizational structure are therefore considered a way for 
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the line organization to better support the project portfolios, for example by grouping ail the 
resource working on a given product in the same deIErtment or in the same design center. 
Structural re-organizations at Company Fin are almost as frequent as in Company Soft. 
However, there are a nurnber of key differences observed between the two fInns. Because, in 
Company Fin, most resources are not dedicated full time to projects, new structures impact 
both the projects and the operational activities of the resources. Slowdowns in projects are 
observed during the re-organization periods because: 
•
 people wonder where they will be re-allocated in the organization, 
•
 changes in management might impact resource assignments to projects, and 
•
 previous decisions might be challenged due to changes in management structure. 
One of the key differences between the two flll11S is that re-organizations in Company 
Soft are justified by the product life-cycles. When the development of new products is 
initiated, a new structure is put in place and is expected to grow. When the product reaches 
maturity, the organization is expected to decrease in size and resources are expected to be re­
allocated to other development activities. This includes the transfer of some activities to low­
cost countries, centralization/decentralization of some activities, and reduction of R&D 
activities. In the case of Company Fin, the foc us is planning resources to support operations. 
Additional resources required to support the needs of the projects are most often covered by 
hiring external consuhants. 
CHAPTERX 
DISCUSSION 
This chapter discusses the implications for theOl)' and practice of the results presented 
in the previous chapters. It flfSt provides a discussion of findings related to the use of 
dynamic capabilities as a conceptual framework. This is followed by sorne reflections on how 
project portfolios are managed in dynamic environments in comparison to the literature. 
Sorne of these reflections are translated into propositions which could be investigated in 
future research. 
10.1 Dynamic Capabilities 
The experience gained using dynamic capabilities as a conceptual framework, provides 
sorne suggestions for a berter llilderstanding of dynamic capabilities for researchers and 
practitioners. As discussed in Chapter II, the initial sequence sensing-seizing­
transforming/reconfiguring, which is the basic model of dynamic capabilities, was used to 
collect data and to structure the interviews. During data ana lys is, it had to be enhanced in 
order to capture the reality that was being observed. The conceptual framework drawn from 
the literature was modified by: 
•
 making a distinction between the tenus reconfiguring and transforming (see discussion 
in section 10.1.1); 
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•
 introducing the idea of second-order mechanisrns operating at different levels of the 
organization and in different timeframes (see section 10.1.2); and 
•
 refming the defmitions of sensing and seizing in the context of PPM 
10. I.1 Reconfiguring versus Transforming 
The conceptual framework for this research was initially composed of three mam 
concepts: sensing, seizing, and reconfiguringltransforming according to Teece et al. 's 
framework (2007,2009) (as presented in Figure 2.1, on page 79). During the classification of 
the different mechanisms observed in the four portfo lios, it became clear that there were at 
least two orders of changes occurring in the organizations and that it would be useful to 
distinguish and treat these two concepts sepuately despite the fact that Teece et al. use the 
terrns reconfiguring and transforming interchangeably. 
Based on these observations, the following proposition is suggested: 
Proposition 1: The terrns reconfiguring and transforming refer to two different 
concepts which should be clearly defmed as part of the dynamic capability framework. 
In the context of PPM, the tenn reconfiguring is defmed as the organizing mechanisms 
to modify the project portfolio and to a llocate hurnan and fmancia 1 resources within the 
portfolio. This includes organizing mechanisms: 
•
 to change the project portfolio structure, inc luding any changes in the project 
confIguration (new projects, new sub-portfolios, termination of projects) and project 
scope prioritization; 
•
 to modify the project scope and project interdependencies; and 
•
 to change the allocation of fmancia 1 and human resources to the projects m the 
portfolio. 
This is useful to represent the continuous process of orgaruzmg m the face of 
constantly moving environments. One of the main challenges is to translate uncertain product 
requirements into project scopes that could be launched, planned, and monitored. Knowing 
that the requirements are uncertain and bound to change, firms put in place mechanisms to re­
defme scope and re-allocate resources quickly and efficiently when opportunities or 
challenges occur. 
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Transforming is defmed as the organizing mechanisms to modify the frrst-order 
mechanisms or to modify other organizationa1 aspects affecting PPM. This includes: 
•
 modifying the frrst-order sensing-seizing-reconfiguring mechanisms used in PPM; and 
•
 introducing new structures, processes, or tools to support the PPM activities. 
10.1.2 Second-Order Sensing and Second-Order Seizing 
Collis (1994) and Winter (2003) defme second-order caJXlbilities as the competence to 
build new frrst-order competences or to improve the activities of the frrm. Collis's higher­
order capabilities can be considered dynamic capabilities. They relate to the modification and 
the creation and extension of the resource tase. The second-order of dynamic capabi1ities 
involves three groups of processes defmed as second-order sensing, second-order seizing, 
and transforming: 
•
 Second-order sensing inc1udes the processes to assess PPM performance. This requires 
the sensing of the performance of the frrst-order dynarnic capability (in this case the 
project portfolio management,) as weil as the identification of new practices which 
might be identified outside of the organization (see Figure 5.2). 
•
 Second-order seizing: Once changes are identified as necessary by the sensing 
processes, the organization decide the changes which must be put in place in addition 
to how and when they should be deployed. This includes: corrective actions, new 
routines, structures, or tools to improve the performance of PPM and be better aligned 
with the changing external conditions. 
•
 Transforming: improving the sensing-seizing-reconfiguring mechanisms used in the 
frrst-order dynamic capability or the modification of the supporting envirorunent. 
In the case of Company Soft, higher degree of transformations resulted in specific 
second-order sensing and second-order seizing mechanisms described in sections 7.6 and 
7.7. This is translated into specific roles for monitoring the performance of the PPM activities 
and trends in the envirorunent, and specific steering boards to decide on improvement 
projects. In the case of Company Fin, the second-order level activities were carried out but by 
the same people carrying out the frrst-order activities. In other words, the second-order 
dynamic activities are performed by the same people as the frrst-order mechanisms. 
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There exists also a third order of dynamic capability related to the portfolio selection 
itself. Budgets and human resources are allocated to project portfolios at the highest levels in 
organizations based on vision, mission, and strategies. Changes in external envirorunents 
have direct consequences on these decisions. This strategic level of dynamic capability 
corresponds to the level which is most often discussed and depicted in the literature on 
dynamic capabilities, but was not investigated in this research. 
10.1.3 Lessons on Using the Dynamic Capabilities Model to Study PPM 
The experience gained in this research showed that the dynarnic capabilities framework 
is weil suited to study PPM processes in uncertain envirorunents. It allows the observation of 
the processes accorcling to a different lens than the usual project management processes. A 
nurnber of difficulties, which were encountered during data collection and analysis, are 
discussed in this section. 
Organizing mechanisms rnight overlap between sensing and seizing. For example, the 
product management role to identify and prioritize requirements appears in both areas as per 
the following defmitions: 
•
 sensing refers to organizing mechanisms to identify, filter, and interpret changes and 
uncertainty which might affect the project portfolio; and 
•
 seizing is defmed as organizing mechanisms for decicling changes to the project 
portfolio once a potential need for change has been sensed. 
When the categorization of the organizing mechanisms was ambiguous, the mechanism 
was included in both categories with a short description in the sensing mechanisms to 
describe the links to the seizing mechanisms. However, there are a sufficient nurnber of 
mechanisms that could be assigned easily to a specific category: either sensing or seizing. 
This justified keeping both groups separate. The classification of the reconfiguring and 
transforming mechanisms such as the resource planning or capability planning was rarely 
problematic. 
The original intention was to try to map relationships from the sources of uncertainty 
through the sensing, seizing, and reconfiguring. It was found that while the connection 
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between sensing and the source of uncertainty can be established, most often the seizing and 
reconfiguring are broader and rely upon multiple sensing mechanisms. 
Finally, interviewees could easily relate to the concepts of dynamic environments or of 
project portfolio management. However, the terms sensing and seizing used in the dynamic 
capabilities framework were not familial' to them. The translation of the ir familial' activities 
into the categories of sensing, seizing, and reconfiguring are not always straightforward 
although they were very useful to analyze PPM processes in dynamic environments. Among 
other things, they allowed the identification of a number of processes, l'oies, and structures 
directly related to PPM. 
10.2 Project Portfolio Management in Dynamic Environments 
This section summarizes some of the implications of the fmdings of this research on 
PPM practices. Some attention is given to potential contributions in comparison to existing 
portfolio management literature. The section is structured into three sub-sections discussing: 
uncertainty management, project portfolio, and project portfolio management. 
10.2.1 Uncertainty Management 
10.2.1.1 Sensing Sources ofUncertainty in PPM 
Figure 10.1 classifies the sources of uncertainty observed in this research according to 
the typology of De Meyer' et al. (2002). The connection between the sources of uncertainties, 
their potentia 1impacts on the portfolios and the need for sensing mechanism is also shown. 
Most mechanisms described in this thesis address foreseen uncertainty i.e. when the 
uncertainty is identifiable and the projects have stable goals. Technical uncertainties and 
market uncertainties bring uncertainty regarding project portfolio scope for which many 
sensing mechanisms are put in place. This type of uncertainty can lead to contingent actions, 
which in the cases observed resulted in processes and structures to mitigate the impacts of the 
uncertainties on the performance of the organization. 
1 See a description of De Meyer el al.'s classification in section 1.2.4, on page 38, and in 
AppendixB. 
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Sources of Types of 
Impacts Sensing
uncertainty uncertainty 
Technical Many mechanisms}Foreseen Project portfolioMarket put in place toward uncertainty scope & structure Legal external environment 
Organizational } Unloreseen Project No specifie sensing Financial uncertainty abilityto deliver 
Project Regu lar monitori ng of 
Planningaccuracy } Variation performance portfolio performance 
Figure 10.1: Mapping Sources of Uncertainties to Sensing. 
Although organizational uncertainties and financial uncertainties can lead to frequent 
changes in the project portfolios, they are actualty unjoreseen uncertainty analogous to the 
unknown-unknowns. Sensing mechanisms appear to be less necessary in this case. 
Finalty, uncertain performance due to the inability to accurately plan projects 15 
classified under variations. This cornes from many smalt influences and yie Ids a range of 
values on a particular activity. Although project portfolio performance is under the control of 
the organizations, it still carries a significant amount of inherent variation, which has to be 
monitored and managed on a continuous basis. 
In summary, sensing mechanisms are primarily put in place to sense the foreseen 
technical, market, and legal uncertainties while monitoring and control mechanisms are put in 
place to control the variations due to inaccuracy in planning. 
10.2.1.2 Uncertainty Management versus Risk Management 
In this research, an uncerlainty management perspective is adopted instead of risk 
management, a more established practice in the project management community. Although 
project managers and portfolio managers interviewed claim that they face risks and use the 
traditional risk management tools and techniques, they are also exposed to an environment 
which is constantly changing. 
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Risk management was added to the second revis ion of the PMI Standard for Portfolio 
Management (2üü8b) and includes four processes: 
• ident ify portfolio risks (process 5.1); 
• analyze portfolio risks (process 5.2); 
• develop portfolio risk responses (process 5.3); and 
• monitor and control portfolio risks (process 5.4). 
As discussed in section 1.2.4, on page 37, risks are associated with events, which might 
or might not happen. Risk management is the proactive activity to either prevent or mitigate 
the negative impact of such events. In dynamic environments, the concept of risk does not 
seem to be adequate. For example, in the project portfolios studied, the uncertainty reiated to 
scope was mentioned reguiarly as the main cha llenge. This caMot really be considered a risk. 
It is much closer to what Duncan (1972) defines as uncertainty i.e. "the inability to predict 
accurately what the outcomes of a decision might be" (p. 317). Using uncertainty 
management instead of risk management draws attention to the need to understand and 
manage variability in the inputs to the project portfolio activities as opposed to the concept of 
events which might or might not happen. 
Although risk management is appropriate m many portfolios, the concept of 
uncertainty and uncertainty management was considered more appropriate in the four 
portfolios studied. Arguably, they were particular cases having to deal with a high degree of 
uncertainty and complexity which leads to the following proposition: 
Proposition 2: Uncertainty management is more appropriate than risk management 
when project portfolios must be managed in constantly changing environments. 
10.2.1.3 Portfolio Scope Specification 
It was observed that the project content specification is the responsibility of an 
individual other than the sponsor, the portfolio manager, the project manager, or the 
functionalline manager. This is a role which is cons idered very important by a Il interviewees 
but which is rarely mentioned in the project management literature maybe because it is 
implicitly asswned that the scope of individual projects is not an important source of 
uncertainty. It was also observed that, in dynamic environments, PPM is not limited to the 
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project selection and prioritization but includes the mechanisms to allocate content to projects 
(i.e. project scope management mechanisms are implemented at portfolio level). 
Scope specification is not only perfonned by clearly defined roles but also by bodies 
specifical1y created for this purpose. In the portfolios observed, the level of uncertainty is 
considered sufficiently high to justify the implementation of specific roles, organizationa 1 
structures, and processes to address scope specification (as discussed in section 9.2.1 and 
9.2.2). Based solely on the results of this research, it is not c lear if separate roles for scope 
management are due to the high level of uncertainties related to project scope or whether 
these roles would also be found in other contexts. 
10.2.2 Project Portfolios 
This research brought additiona 1 understanding of images that are used to describe 
project portfolios. This section compares sorne of the images cOlmnonly used in the literature 
to the images used by interviewees. While the notion of a project as temporary endeavor 
(and/or organization) is intrinsic in the defmition, it was also observed that project portfolio, 
in dynamic organization, tend to be established for longer periods than the line organizations 
which created them in the frrst place. 
10.2.2.1 Images ofProject Portfolios 
Images and metaphors are very useful techniques to describe reality. This was used 
successfully to describe complex phenomenon in organizations (Morgan, 1986) and 
individual projects (Winter and Szczepanek, 2009). To describe multi-project environments, 
Eskerod (1996) proposes two metaphors: 
•
 the Chînese wall which represents stable multi-project environments where every brick 
is known to contr ibute to an overall goa 1; and 
•
 the dragon which represents more dynamic multi-project environments, fighting for 
survival, constantly moving, and hard to control. 
A more common image for project portfolios is its representation as funnels to il1ustrate 
the project selection process as shown in Figure 10.2, on page 287. The metaphor of the 
funnel is very strong and is widely used in the project portfolio management community. It 
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assumes that a large nwnber of ideas are generated. A number of screening processes are put 
in place to judge the validity and potential of the ideas for projects. The principle of the 
funnel is to reject ideas with a poor potential as early as possible in the process. Occasional!y, 
this might mean putting sorne ideas or sorne projects on hold temporarily, until sorne 
conditions are changed. 
In the portfolios studied, and especial!y in Portfolio Softl, the processes of project 
selection and terrnination are almost inexistent. The question is not so much which project to 
select but which functionality to develop in each project. A project road-map is produced 
upfront with sorne vague idea of the project content. This is like publishing a train schedule 
(as shown in Figure 10.3, on page 288). The size of the trains, the departure time, the arrivai 
time are published. At the time of departure, the exact content of the wagons is not entirely 
specified and opportunities are left opened to add content on the train a lmost until reaching 
destination. 
The image of a train schedule seerns to be used in project-based organizations when the 
resource supply available to work on projects is known upfront and defines the project 
capacity over a given period of time. Defming the sequence of projects upfront, regardless of 
its content, makes it easier to plan and allocate resources to projects. It also facilitates the 
communication with customers. Product managers develop a product plan showing the main 
product releases at a high leveL The project organization matches the product plan with a 
multi-project plans which include key target dates and project size. The schedule of each 
individual train (i.e. project) is published once the level of confidence has reached tre 
appropriate level while the multi-project schedule always includes sorne projects for which 
dates will be planned and confirmed later. 
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(Source: Levine, 2005, p. 290) 
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Figure 10.2: Examples ofProject Portfolios as Funnels. 
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Figure 10.3 : Representing Project Portfolios as a Train Schedule. 
Both images, the funnel and the train schedule, are not mutually exclusive. Even in 
organisations using the image of a train schedule, some of content selection and prioriti7~tion 
also exists upstream in the process Dow (as shown in the proposed image in Figure 10.4). For 
example, in Company Soft, ideas get evaluated and translated into requirements (with 
business cases) in the product management processes preceding the project portfolio 
management processes. This means that filtering, in a funne l-like process does exist in this 
environment as weIL However, compared to the generally accepted image, it is not the 
project which gets selected or rejected but specific functions and/or requirements. The right 
project where to include the requirements also need to be decided. 
10.2.2.2 Project Portfolios as Permanent Orgp.nizations 
Projects and programs have been described as temporary organizations set-up by a 
permanent organization (Andersen, 2006; Lundin and Soderholm, 1995; Lundin and 
Steinthorsson, 2003; Packendorff, 1995). In project-based organi7~tions, temporary 
organizations structured around a project manager and a project team are indeed created 
They are supported with processes, tools and resources supplied by the permanent 
organization. The concept of a project as a temporary organization has brought interesting 
ins ights in many contexts and Turner and Müller (2003) have also tried to extend this concept 
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to project portfolios. One premise of this school of thought is that a permanent organization 
does exist. However, Jelinek and Schoonhoven (1993) observed that in high-tech fIrms, such 
as Hewlett-Packard, Motorola and Texas Instrument, which are challenged with renewal of 
their products through constant innovation, changes in forma 1organizations occur every six 
to twelve months to adapt to changing environments. These changes are deliberate and are 
part of a strategy to formally reorganize frequently. 
As a consequence, project portfolio management has to cater for the effects of 
organizational changes on their portfolio. In the frrms observed, the portfolio management 
structure remained intact after these re-organizations but the governance structures had to 
change. It is not surprising that organizations facing turbulent environments would tend to re­
structure their organization to adapt to changes. The surprising fact is that the project 
portfolio would have to consider the changes in the structural organÏ7...ation as an adclitional 
source of uncertainty not as a source of stability. These observaLions also challenge our 
conception of what should be considered permanent in the contexts of project-based 
organizations. 
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10.2.3 Project Portfolio Management 
10.2.3.1 Complex Govemance 
The govemance structure put in place at Company Soft is extremely complex and the 
portfolio govemance responsibility is spread among a multitude of intertwined bodies and 
groups each responsible for a subset of the govemance process. More specifically, in 
Portfolio Softl, there are numerous boards each having a specifie role with respect to PPM. 
Decisions are not concentrated in a single steering committee but are spread across a network 
of committees. 
To make steering decisions, a number of aspects must be taken into consideration such 
as: resource availability, impact on projects, systems integrity implications, strategie 
alignment of decisions and priorities against other alternatives. The large number of steering 
and management groups rnight only be indicative of the size and complexity of the Portfolio 
Softl. This proliferation of steering groups might also be caused by the involvement of a 
large number of departments located in multiple sites. 
In comparison, the govemance structure at Company Fin is much closer to what is 
norma lly described in the literature. It is composed mainly of three management bodies: one 
representing stakeholders, one monitoring and approving budgets and one at the highest leve 1 
taking the business decisions. 
10.2.3.2 PM Tools and Techniques at Portfolio Level 
Section 1.5, on page 50, presents a list of mechanisms commonly observed when 
projects are managed in dynamic environments: 
1) Environment manipulation: Making dynamic static. 
2) Emergent planning approaches. 
3) Scope control. 
4) Controlled experimentation - Probing the future. 
5) Lifecycle strategies. 
6) Management coordination and control. 
7) Soft approaches (Leadership styles, communication). 
8) Planned flexibility: Flexibility in product and in process. 
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9)
 Bounclary-spalU1ing activities. 
During the course of this study, ail of the above approaches (with the exception of 
mechanism 1 and mechanism 7) were observed at the portfolio leve1for ail four portfolios. 
Examples can be found for each category in Chapters V and VI. The frrst exception making 
dynamic static was not specifically observed. Project managers and portfolio managers know 
that things will be changing and made little attempt to keep them static. Changes are not 
considered undesirable exceptions; they are expected and built into the processes and the 
organizational systems. It might be argued that striving for smaller projects is one such 
technique of making the environment static for the (short) duration of the project. However, 
such techniques can also be classified as scope control. Mechanism 7 was not specifically 
investigated. 
In addition to the fleXJbility in process, Company Soft irnplements fle.xibility in the 
product where alternative demands can be met with the same product. A frrst approach to 
provide the required flexibility is to offer a very large number of parameters to configure the 
product in a multitude of ways even without knowing in advance what the customer might 
require. A second approach is the decomposition of the product into a number of independent 
nodes linked through stanclardized interfaces. The frrst approach has the drawback of 
increasing the product complexity while the second increases the overhead in terms of testing 
and integration. Building flexible products helps addressing tmexpected events, once they 
occur. Flexibility in product also caters for uncertainty in the product specification i.e. if it is 
unclear if a customer wants a blue or a red widget, allowing the color to be selected at the Iast 
minute alleviates the necessity to decide upfront. 
In addition to the tools and techniques of project management practices, a few tools, 
and teclmiques have also been developed specifically to support PPM. Examples where 
activities are brought up at the portfolio level to gain efficiency are: 
•
 reduction of contingency at project level and use of contingency money at portfolio 
level; 
•
 introduction of a conunon board to analyze and plan project content; 
•
 creation of portfolio level change control board to assess impacts of demands on a11 
projects; and 
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•
 common reporting templates and roll-up of cost tracking at portfolio level. 
10.2.3.3 Contingency and Management Reserves 
Two types of reserves (or buffers) are norrnally used when planning uncertain projects: 
•
 "contingency reserves are to address the cost impacts of the risks remaining during risk 
response planning" (Mulcahy, 2009, p.237); and 
•
 "management reserves are any extra funds to be set aside to coyer unforeseen risks or 
changes to the project. to an amount a contractor may include in a project" (Ibid, 
p.237) 
A recommended good practice (Gido and Clements, 200S; Kloppenborg, 2009; Project 
Management Institute, 200Sa) is to assign contingency reserves to coyer the potential cost of 
known-unknowns while management reserves are kept to handle unknown-unknowns. In the 
case of the PPM practices observed in the four p0l1folios, sorne small amount of money is put 
aside as margins at tœ portfolio level in case sorne projects exceed their budget or to handle 
any unforeseen events but the projects are expected to plan without contingency reserve. 
Uncertainty in all four portfolios was absorbed primarily by delaying projects or reducing 
project scope. Financial reserves were managed primarily at portfolio level rather than at the 
project level. It would be interesting to investigate if this practice is widespread or not. 
10.2.3.4 Feedback Loops and Portfolio Adjustments 
There are three feedback loops in the PMI Standard for Portfolio Management (200Sb) , 
shown in Figure 1.2 on page 19, one after balance porifolio in the aligning process group and 
two in the monitoring and control/ing process group. Once the portfolio is authorized, the 
rebalancing of the portfolio can only occur based on the review and report of porifolio 
peiformance and when there is a significant business strategy change. 
Significant business strategy changes are very rare and would bring the complete 
portfolio into question, potentially even bring it to a close. Although a large number of events 
and changes were analyzed in this research, such dramatic strategy changes were not 
Regular adjustments to the portfolio are perforrned frequently due to changes in the 
environment. In this case, the business strategy itself is likely to remain the same but its 
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translation into the project portfolio would have to be modified to cater for new external 
conditions. 
Such adjustments are mentioned in the PMI standard in a section called communicate 
portfolio adjustments but the activities involved in producing these adjustments are not 
defmed. This could include tools and techniques such as the establishment of a portfolio leve 1 
change control board and change control process. This could also involve the use of scenarios 
to assess impacts of changes on the ongoing portfolio. Fina lly the standard for portfolio 
management should consider continuous assessment of changes and uncertainty as an 
intrinsic part of the process not as an exception. This could include sorne of the sensing, 
seizing, and reconfiguring presented in this thesis. 
10.2.3.5 Human Resource Management 
Human resource management is one of the knowledge area of the PMI PMBok Guide® 
(2008a) but it is completely absent from the PMI Standard for Portfolio Management (2008b) 
and is rarely mentioned in the literature on project portfolios. Based on the observations made 
in this thesis, the continuous balancing of supply and demand of the human resources is an 
important process of PPM. The slandard currently includes a section on balancing the 
portfolio but its main focus is on the selection of the best mix ofprojects (i.e. balancing risks, 
retums, complexity) in order to achieve strategie goals. 
For PPM, human resource management goes beyond the allocation to individual 
projects. It rnight include sorne of the follow ing items: 
•
 comparing the resource demands of al! projects in the portfolio with the available 
resources; 
•
 estimating the total cost ofhuman resources and matching it with the portfolio budget; 
•
 identifying if external resources are required; and 
•
 ensuring the competence is aclequate, short term and long tenu. On a longer tenu this 
rnight include sorne new capability development, transfers of competencies or shutting 
down of sorne areas. 
It was observed that m dynamic environments, human resource management 
mechanisms were present in sensing, seizing and reconfiguring mechanisms. At Company 
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Soft, this activity is formally executed on a monthly basis and requires an enormous amount 
of effolis from management. 
10.2.3.6 Additions of New Components 
The high level illustration of the portfolio management processes ofP:MI Standard for 
Portfolio Management, shown in Figure 1.2 on page 19, shows a process fiow which assumes 
that a list of a number of components (projects, programmes, and other work) is available and 
must be prioritized, balanced, and authorized. Once this is done, the monitoring and 
controlling processes are activated. This is typical of most project portfolio frameworks 
which do not really cater for the inclusion and assesstrent of new project requests once tœ 
project portfolio is authorize. The sequence Identify-Categorize-Evaluate-Select is not really 
appropriate in this case. What was observed in the four portfolios, when new project requests 
are submitted, is an assesstrent of the consequences of the addition of this new project. This 
takes the form of scenarios being created and ana1yzed for consequences on other projects, 
access to resources, and risks because such additions of components is constrained by the 
yearly budgets and the lirnited access to resources. The inclusion of additional components is 
not considered exceptional but built-in the project portfolio management process. 
10.3 Concluding Remarks on Discussions 
This chapter discussed sorne in the fmdings in comparison to the literature reviewed in 
Chapter II. This includes sorne observations related to the use of dynamic capabilities as a 
conceptual framework and sorne of the practical implications when it is used to collect 
empirical data. 
This is followed by sorne refiections on PPM m dynamic environments; more 
specifically on the management of uncertainty and the implementation of sensing 
mechanisms and on the use of uncertainty management instead of risk management. Sorne of 
the observations lead to propos itions which could be investigated in future research. A new 
image of the project portfolios is proposed in addition to a number of tools and techniques 
which should be considered in the project pOlifolio standards and other frameworks 
describing PPM. The next chapter concludes this thesis with a swnmary of the contribu tions, 
the limitations of the research, and suggestions for future research. 
CONCLUSION 
This doctoral research undertook to investigate the area of PPM in dynamic 
environments using dynamic capabilities as a framework. The objective was to attempt to 
answer the following research question: How is uncertainty affeeting projeet porr/olios 
managed in dynamie environments? The ambition was to explore it through the qualitative 
study of four portfolios in two frrrns. It proposes sorne contributions to the understanding of 
the mechanisrns put in place by organizations having to manage project portfolios while 
facing constantly changing environments and also suggests sorne irnprovements to the 
dynamic capability framework. 
Contributions 
This section surnmarizes sorne of the theoretical and empirical contributions made in 
the fields of PPM and in the dynamic capability theOlY This doctoral research provided 
sufficient material to contribute in at least four areas: 
•
 to develop ways to operationalize the concepts in the dynamic capabilities framework; 
•
 to suggest irnprovements to the dynamic capabilities theOlY; 
•
 to analyze the relationships between the sources of uncertainty ID dynamic 
environments and the organizing mechanisms put in place by organizations; and 
•
 to provide a better understanding of the management of project portfolios, more 
specifically of the operational activities involved once portfolios are authorized and 
launched. 
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Using Dynamie Capability at the Operational Level 
The literature on dynamic capabilities addresses the fIrm's ability to maintain a 
competitive advantage and adapt to rapidly changing environments. However, as discussed in 
section 1.7 on page 65, most publications on the topic are theoretical and try to assess what 
are these capabilities, how they contribute to the frrm's performance, and how to put them in 
place. These publications target senior executives having to decide on strategic actions at a 
very high level of the frrInS, for example, acquisition of capabilities through purchases of 
companies, or creation of new divisions to develop new products. A contribution of this 
research is to demonstrate that this framework can also be used to analyse more operationa 1 
levels of the organization, in this case to study PPM. 
As described in detail in the previous chapter, the four project portfolios studied in this 
research involve the frequent reconfiguration of resources to adapt to environmental changes 
while maintaining alignment with the firm strategy. Although the definition of dynamic 
capabilities was intended to be used at a higher level of the organization, it can be argued that 
PPM fits perfectly, the following defmition proposed by Teece et al. (1997): 
dynamic capabilities as the fmn's ability to integrate, build, and reconflgure internai 
and external competences to address rapidly changing environments (p. 516). 
In the context of PPM, "the ability to integrate, build, and reconfigure internai and 
external competences" (Ibid, p. 516) could refer to the strategic activity of a llocating budgets 
to project portfolios. In addition, the dynamic caJXlbility could also include the regular 
allocation and reallocation of resources to project activities within the portfolio once the 
portfolios are œcided upon. This is depicted through the numerous examples of sensing, 
seizing, and reeonfiguring activities presented in Chapters V and VI. 
The dynamic capabilities defmition proposed by Eisenhardt and Martin (2000) opens 
the door to the inclusion of more operational routines within the concept of dynamic 
capabilities. In this defmition, they include both the organizational and strategie routines: 
the frrm's processes that use resources - specwcally the processes to integra te, 
reconfigure, gain and release resources - to match or even create market change. The 
organizational and strategic routines by which firms achieve new resources 
configurations as markets emerge, collide, split, evolve, and die (p. 1107). 
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In the same vein as Teece et al, Eisenhardt and Martin (2000) refer to the "new 
resource configurations" (p. 1106) as one of the goals of dynarnic capabilities. Similarly, the 
main argument proposed by this thesis is that in order to implement dynamic capabilities in 
an organization, the reallocation of resources at a high level of the organization is not the 
only option. It can also mean the implementation of routines to continuously monitor and 
reconfigure the allocation of work to the fmn's resources. The balancing and re-balancing of 
resources in a project portfolio, especially in a project-based organization, provides a good 
example of such continuous optimization. As observed in this research, organizations facing 
dynamic environments can then put in place sensing and seiûng mechanisrns which lead to 
continuous reaUocation of resources using project portfolios as the vehicle. 
Contributions to Dynamic Capabi/ity TheOlY 
The experience gained using dynamic capabilities as a conceptual framework, provides 
sorne suggestions for a better understanding of dynamic capabilities for researchers and 
practitioners. The initial sequence sensing-seizing-transforming/reconfiguring, which is the 
basic model of dynamic capabilities, was used to collect data and to structure the interviews 
but was enhanced during data analysis in order to capture the reality that was being observed. 
In this thesis, a distinction is made between the terms reconfiguring and transforming. The 
observations gathered using the dynamic capability framework to collect data on project 
portfolio management indicated that many orders of capabilities existed in fitms facing very 
turbulent environments. Not oruy were there frequent reconfiguring of resources from one 
project to another but there were also frequent introduction of new processes, and 
modification of processes indicative of transforming mechanisrns. 
A second contribut ion is the use of the concept of second-order mechanisms operating 
at different levels of the organization and in different timeframes in the context of PPM. The 
sensing and the seizing mechanisrns leading reconfiguring and to transforming are not the 
same. Second-order sensing includes the processes to assess PPM perfonnance. as weU as the 
identification of new practices which rnight be identified outside of the organization. Second­
order seizing include deciding on: corrective actions, new routines, structures, or tools to 
improve the perfonnance of PPM and be better aligned with the changing external 
conditions. 
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Analysis of the Relationships between Sources of Uncertainty and Organizing 
Mechanisms 
This thesis analyzes the relationships between sources of uncertainty in dynamic 
envirorunents and the mechanisms put in place by organizations to minimize their impact and 
to capitalize on opportunities. This empirical data is relevant to practitioners who must put in 
place structures, processes, and tools to support the management of project portfolios. The 
description of such mechanisms is a useful point of departure for use in other settings where 
applicable. 
Better Unders tanding ofProject Portfolio Management 
In recent years, the topic of project selection seems to have dominated the literature on 
PPM. This inc1udes tools and techniques to rank projects or optimize resource allocation 
under certain constraints. Although choosing the right projects is of the utmost importance, 
this research has shown that the ongoing monitoring and controlling of PPM process is also 
rich as an object of study. One of the objectives of this research was to provide a better 
understanding of the operational activities involved once portfolio are authorized and 
launched. 
Managers involved in the daily planning and control of project portfolios spend great 
efforts in maintaining optimal resource allocation and at ensuring that the project efforts are 
not wasted due to uncertainties. In addition, planning the project scope is a continuous 
activity involving tremendous efforts and resources. Managing project portfolios involves 
creating structures, introducing new processes, introducing new business models, which goes 
beyond project selection. These activities are not static. The environment is often constantly 
changing and the projects being managed in constant flux and in need of constant oversight, 
support, and aligrunent. 
Summary ofContributions 
Table Il.1 surnmarizes the contributions made from this research. It indicates the target 
audience, the foundations targeted, and the conferences and publications where they are 
documented. 
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Limitations 
Any research has limitations. Due to the limited tirne and resources allocated to a 
doctoral research, the topie was kept relatively focused. This infers that a number of items 
were left out of scope. The specific limitations of this research include: 
•
 The research is based on limited number of cases: from a sample of only four cases, 
it is not possible to generalize the findings to other project portfolios. In counterpart, 
every attempt was made to describe the cases in sufficient details to allow the readers 
to determine if the findings would be applicable to other cases observed in the future. 
•
 The research is exploratory: The ambition of this research was to explore a field for 
which very few empirical studies exist. Although it contributes to a better 
understanding of the management under high uncertainty, there was not attempt at 
developing or demonstrating a new theory. 
•
 The research was retrospective IlOt longitudinal: organizations are not static and 
evolve over tirne. This means that what was in existence one year prior or six months 
prior nùght no longer be in place at the time of the interviews. A study carried out on­
site for the complete duration under study wou Id have provided a different appreciation 
of the actual processes, decisions, and interactions when changes occurred. However, 
longitudinal studies are very costly both in tirne and money. A retrospective method 
was used as an alternative, but retrospective studies rely on recollection of events by 
interviews with ail its limitations. Triangulation with rich historical data from the 
compan ies and across interviewees was used to increase accuracy. 
•
 Measurement of perfonnance, me as ure me nt of turbulence: the assessment of the 
level of dynamism facing the organizations studied felt somewhat arbitrary. This was 
based solely on the subjective evaluation by the interviewees. It would have been 
preferable to have sorne metrics to gauge the level of uncertainty, the level of 
turbulence, and the performance of the organizations. 
•
 Selection and Prioritization: the project selection and prioritization have been the 
main focus in PPM publications. However, they were not covered explicitly in this 
research. The portfolios under study had already been authorized and the main focus 
was the processes involved in the monitoring and controlling of these portfolios once 
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they had been approved. However, the govemance was described in the case studies as 
part of the context. 
Future Research 
As is often the case in this type of research, many additiona 1questions have been raised 
during the course of this study. Exploratory work, like this, paves the way for additional 
research around the fol1owing topics: 
•
 Govemance of project portfolios: this study reveals that project portfolio governance 
is much more complex than what the existing literature depicts. Portfolios are managed 
by large groups of intertwined individuals, decision bodies, and line organ izat ions. 
Decisions are made under time pressure and are generally complex while rarely made 
with complete and rationale background data. This brings up many questions related to 
govemance: how are decisions made? On what œsis? How does portfolio governance 
relate to corporate govemance? To project governance? 
•
 Third-order dynamic capabilities not covered in study: the study was limited to the 
frrst two orders of dynamic capabilities and did not include how portfolios are selected, 
prioritized, and authorized. In the PPM context, there exists a third level of dynarnic 
capability related to the portfolio se lection. Budgets and human resources are al10cated 
to project portfolios at the highest levels in organizations based on vision, mission, and 
strategies. The choice to invest in one portfolio or another is strategie and is dependent 
on the changes identifies in the environment. This is often the level at which dynamic 
capabilities are discussed. The third-order also includes the evaluation of the 
performance and improvements to the second-order capability. This research studied a 
number of portfolios which were already established for a number of years and for 
which a budget, a vision, and a mission had been approved. The process leading to the 
establishment of these portfolios was not forma \ly investigated in detail. A broader 
study including such third-order mechanisms might offer additional ins ights. 
•
 Project portfolio typology: based on the observation that the characteristics of 
portfolios differ greatly, it would be useful to investigate the parameters that have 
impacts on its management. Typologies have been found to be usefl.ll in classifying 
projects to deterrnine, among other things, the management tools and teclmiques, and 
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the management styles which are most appropriate in each case. Sorne authors have 
attempted to propose classification systems for projects which might result in project 
typologies (Besner and Hobbs, 2010b, 2010a; Crawford, Hobbs, and Turner, 2005; 
Shenhar and Dvir, 1996, 2007). One of the objectives of these typologies is to identify 
the key characteristics which might have impacts on the choice of project management 
tools and techniques and on the characteristics of the project manager to be chosen and 
assigned to lead projects. It is now commonly accepted that a single approach to 
manage ail types of projects does not exist. Projects differ and might require different 
approaches de~nding of the context (Engwall, 2003). When it cornes to project 
portfolios, the attempts at describing and classifying different typologies are very rare 
and somewhat tirnid, with only sorne artempt to distinguish different control 
mechanisms according to different multi-project environrnents (Dahlgren and 
Soderlund, 2010). In this research, the sample was very smalL but the project 
portfolios in the two fll111S observed displayed sorne differentiating characteristics 
which would be worth investigating further. 
•
 The project portfolio concept applies to a broad range of domains, from pharmaceutical 
to constructions, from new product development to IS/IT, from software products to 
manufactured goods. Portfolios can be composed of thousands of projects from which 
to select or can be composed of a handful of large programs. All these portfolios face 
different challenges and put in place different mechanisms. The four portfolios 
identified and presented in this thesis represent only a small sample of the different 
parameters that could be used to characterize project portfolios into typologies. Sorne 
of the fmdings from this research could be used as a starting point to try to defme a 
project portfolio typology. 
•
 Larger sample and mea'>uring instruments (performance, turbulence): this 
qualitative study provides data which would benefit from being strengthen through 
quantitative studies on a larger sample. This could help understand the different types 
of environrnents in which project portfolio must be managed, what their sources of 
uncertainties are and what mechanisms are put in place in these different 
environrnents; questions that this study could not answer. A more quantitative research 
on portfolios would also require the development of measuring instruments for 
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performance and turbulence. Such quantitative investigations have ah-eady been 
started, at the Berlin University of Technology, by the research team of Dr Hans Georg 
Gemünden. 
•
 Organizational project management: the study of project portfolio management fits 
in the broader category of organizational project management which is a managetrent 
topic for which many areas remain to be explored: what is the role of PMOs with 
respect to project portfolios, what are the consequences of structural re-organization on 
portfolios, does organizational management of projects improve performance? 
•
 Agile development process in a portfolio environment: in the software industry new 
development methods, such as Agile, have been introduced to cater to uncertain scope. 
The consequences of these new models for project management techniques have not 
been explored extensive ly but could be very useful to help develop project 
management practices. Tœir impact has primarily been studied at the project level. 
The present research has shown that this also has effects at tœ portfolio leve~ a topic 
which should be investigated further. 
As can be observed, much remains to be investigated to better understand how to 
manage in dynamic environments. Considering that "uncertainty appears as the fondamental 
problem for complex organizations, and coping with uncertainty, as the essence of the 
administrative process" (Thompson, 1967, p.159), it is hoped that this thesis contributes, 
although humbly, to a better understanding of the topic of organizingfor uncertainty. 
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Table A.4: Comparison ofprocesses covered by PMI and oce 
PMI oce \ 
1 (2008b) (2008b) 1 
Aligning process group Portfolio definition 
Identify Understand 
Categorize Categorise 
Evaluate 
Select 
Idenitfy risks 
Analyze risks 
Prioritize Prioritise 
Develop risk responses 
Balance portfolio Balance 
Cornrnunicate portfolio adjustrnents 
Authorization 
Plan 
Monitoring and Controlling Portfolio Delivery 
Monitor and Control Portfolio Risks Risk Management 
Management Control 
Review and Report Portfolio Perfonnar Financial Management 
Resource Management 
Monitor Strategie Change 
Benefits Management 
Stakeholder Engagement 
Organisational Govemance 
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APPENDIX C: RELATIONSHlP BETWEEN INTERPRETATION MODES AND 
ORGANIZATIONAL PROCESSES 
Table C.l: RelationshipBetween Interpretation Modes and Organizational 
Processes 
Ur M' ,Iy b!	 IJNDI"ECTF.D\I ItJG
 
5 nl'ln! Char 1(;1t'
 
1. D<lI,. \llIJIT,	 , 
2 Acq 
d.~ olmi 
cllvr 
Source: (Weick, 1995a, p. 250) 
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APPENDIX D: RULES FOR ASSElvlBLING DOUBLE INTERACTS 
Weick (1979, p.113-114) provides the following examples of assembly ru les for double 
interacts. 
Effort: select those cycles whose completion requires the least effort 
Frequency: select those cycles that have occurred most frequently in the past. 
Success: select those cycles that have been most successful ain removing equivocality. 
Permanence: select those cycles that will produce the most stable change in the input. 
Duration: select those cycles that can be completed in the shortest period of tirne. 
Availability: select those cycles that are not currently engaged in other activities. 
Personnel: select those cycles that are manned by more experienced people. 
Reward: select those cycles that the rœmbers regard as most rewarding. 
Disturbance: select those cycles that will cause the least disruption in the ongomg 
system. 
Uncertainty: select those cycles that communicate conclusions rather than premises. 
Obligations: select those cycles that incur the fewest future obligations. 
Precedent: select those cycles that set the fewest precedents. 
Absorption: select those cycles that absorb the activities of the greatest number of 
people. 
Enhancement: select those cycles that enhance the input. 
Mutilation: select those cycles that do the least damage to the input. 
The above list is not intended to be exhaustive but proposes sorne examples of ru les by 
which processes are constructed. 
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APPENDIX F: PRELIMINARY FINDINGS FROM PILOT CASE SruDY 
Deviations as Exceptions 
Deviations at Fin2008 were treated as exceptions. In an example discussed consultants 
were brought in to assist the senior management in assessing and re-prioritizing the projects. 
They did not seem to put in place any special regulating mechanisms in case such events 
would re-occur. On the other hand, the project environment was assessed by the interviewee 
as turbulent with many changes affecting their project portfolio. 
Clashing Notions of Time 
In both Fin2008 and Utili2008, project portfolios were reviewed at regular intervals 
(quarterly or serni-annually) and were aligned with the fmancial budgeting cycles. This 
introduced clashing notions of tirnes. Project managers typically conceive time as linear. 
Projects have a start and an end date which might overlap multiple quarters or years. 
Financial controllers conceived of time as cyclical. Budgets and forecasts are produced on a 
quarterly or yearly basis. This cycle cuts across portions of projects; sorne projects rnight 
have started before the cycle and sorne will finish after the cycle. This cyclical notion of tirne 
also seems to apply to the management of project portfolios. Portfolio budgets are planned 
for a given year. In the case of Fin2008, this had consequences on the project managers who 
only planned for the fmancial planning period regardless of whether this made sense from a 
project deliverable point of you. There were not necessarily project requirements to deliver 
ail project results in December but ail projects fmished in December due to budgetary 
reasons. This clash of the tune notion is discussed briefiy in section 1.2.1 but rnight be an 
interesting area to study in relation to the dynamics of the organizations. 
Separation of Ordering and Executing Functions 
In both Fin2008 and Util2008, organizations seem to split the project portfolio 
accountability from the project execution responsibility. In the case of Fin2008, the IT 
division manages projects on behalf of the Business Units and order external consultants to 
execute the work. In the case of Uti12008, one division orders project work from another 
315 
divis ion even though it is ultimately responsible for the results. This has direct consequences 
on the management concems and approaches. 
Organizations only Recently Put in Place Projeet Portfolio Management Praetices 
In the previous year, both organizations had been putting in place project portfolio 
management processes, including project selection, prioritization, monitoring, and control. 
There was a clear interest in identifying and putting in place good practices in this area. They 
saw this as essential in order to properly nm the ir bus iness. 
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APPENDIX H: INTERVIEW GUIDE 
Interview Guide - Portfolio Manager 
General Information 
•
 What is your CUITent position? 
•
 What is your role and main challenges in this position? 
•
 How long have you been in this position? 
•
 What role did you have before? 
Portfolio Description 
•
 Could you please œscribe the CUITent project portfolios? 
•
 What are the criteria used to group the projects together? 
•
 What is the level of dependencies between the different projects? 
•
 How long has this (these) portfolios been in existence? 
•
 How has it evolved? 
Description of the process/rules 
•
 Could you describe the process leading to the selection, prioritization, and resource 
balancing of the project portfolio? 
•
 Who is involved in this process? 
•
 What are the main constraints imposed during this process? 
•
 Changes to the project portfolios 
•
 Could you describe the list of changes that have occurred on the project portfolio 
during the period (to be specified)? 
•
 Use of historical data (e.g. project plans) will help for this question and might require 
more than one interv iew. 
Process and logic Œed 
•
 Could you describe the process that was used to analyze the different changes 
described in Q3? (Might have to repeat for each change) 
•
 What were the guiding principles or the "rules" for the activities leading to the decision 
to change the portfolio? 
•
 Who decided? What aspects were considered before taking the decision? 
Scanning and interpretingevents (changes and deviations) 
•
 How do you identify that changes to the project portfolio are necessary? 
•
 Who is involved? 
•
 What mechanisms are put in place to scan the environment? 
•
 What is the main source of changes and deviations? 
•
 Had these changes and deviations been identified as risks? 
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Other 
•
 Are there other aspects related to the management of changes to project portfolio that 
you feel have not been covered by the questions above? 
Interview Guide - ProjectManager 
General Information 
•
 What is your CUITent position? 
•
 What is your role and main challenges in this position? 
•
 How long have you been in this position? 
•
 What role did you have before?	 
Project Description	 
•
 Could you please c1escribe your project? 
•
 Where does it fit in the project portfolio? 
•
 What is the level of dependencies with other projects?	 
Description of the process/rules	 
•
 Could you describe the process leading to the selection, prioritization and resource 
balancing of your project? 
•
 Who is involved in this process? 
•
 What are the main constraints irnposed during this process? 
Changes to the project in the portfolios 
•
 Could you describe the list of changes that have occUITed on your project since it 
started? 
•
 Could you describe the project changes that have arisen from the portfolio level (as 
opposed to within the project)? 
•
 What changes are brought to the attention of the portfolio manager (or equiva lent 
role)? 
Process and logic Œed 
•
 Could you describe the process that was used to analyze the different changes 
described in Q3? (Might have to repeat for each change) 
•
 Who decided? What aspects were considered before taking the decision? 
•
 What were the guiding principles or the "rules" for the activities leading to the decision 
to change the portfolio? 
Scanning and interpreting events (changes and deviations) 
•
 How do you identify that changes to the project are necessary? 
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•
 Who is involved? 
•
 What mechanisms are put in place to scan the environment? 
•
 What mechanisms are put in place to assess the project performance? 
Changes and deviations 
•
 Are the changes identified in Q5 in comparison to a baseline plan? 
•
 Rad these changes and deviations been identified as risks? 
Other 
•
 Are there other aspects related to the management of changes to project portfolio that 
you feel have not been covered by the questions above? 
Interview Guide - Line Manager 
General Information 
•
 What is your CUITent position? 
•
 What is your role and main challenges in this position? 
•
 Row long have you been in this position? 
•
 What role did you have before? 
Project Description 
•
 Could you please describe the projects in your organization? 
•
 Where do they fit in the project portfolio? 
•
 What is the level of dependencies between projects? 
Description of the process/rules 
•
 Could you describe the process leading to the selection, prioritization and resource 
balancing of your project? 
•
 Who is involved in this process? 
•
 What are the main constraints imposed during this process? 
Changes to the project in the portfolios 
•
 Could you describe the list of changes that have occurred on the projects in your 
organization? 
•
 Could you describe the project changes that have arisen from the portfolio level (as 
opposed to within the project)? 
•
 What changes are brought from your organization to the attention of the portfolio 
manager (or equivalent ro le)? 
Process and logic used 
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•
 Could you describe the process that was used to analyze the different changes 
described in Q3? (Might have to repeat for each change) 
•
 Who decided? What aspects were considered before taking the decision? 
•
 What were the guiding princ ip les or the "rules" for the activities leading to the decision 
to change the portfolio? 
Scanning and interpreting events 
•
 How do you identify that changes to the project are necessary? 
•
 Who is involved? 
•
 What mechanisms are put in place to scan the environrnent? 
•
 What mechanisms are put in place to assess the project performance? 
•
 Had these changes and deviations been identified as risks? 
Other 
•
 Are there other aspects related to the management of changes to project portfolio that 
you feel have not been covered by the questions above? 
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APPENDIX 1: DETAILS OF INTERVIEWS 
Table I.1: Details ofIntervie"S and Docume nts Collected 
# of 
interviews 
# hours 
taped 
# pages of 
verbatims 
# of 
documents # ofpages 
Company Soft 27 1447 
Portfolio Soft1 19 16.9 345 46 37 
Portfolio Soft2 7 4.7 89 6 750 
Company Fin 4 43 
Portfolio Fini II 9.8 381 19 70 
Portfolio Fin2 Il 8.3 319 71 341 
Total 48 39.7 1134 173 2688 
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APPENDIX K CONSENT fORM 
Project portfolios in dynamic emironments: Organizing the unexpected 
Re.sponsible for the pro ject: Yvan Petit
 
Depart ment, center or institute: Management and technology
 
Univers.itê du Québec à Montréal
 
GENERAL QBJECTlVE OF THE PROJECT
 
You are invited to partic ipate in this research project which is inves tigating the mechanis ms to identify,
 
interpret and manage unexpected events affecting project portfolios.
 
This research project received the fmancial support of the Project Management Institute.
 
PROCEDURE
 
Your part icipation cons ist in an individual interview during wh ich you will be asked to describe,
 
anxmg other things, your past experienc.e as. a manager involved in changes affecting project portfolios
 
in your firm This interview will be taped with your permission and will take between 45 and 90
 
minutes ofyour time. The place and time for the interview will be agreed with the interviewer. The
 
subsequent transcription on electronic medium will not contain information which will allow
 
identifying you.
 
ADVANTAGES AND RISKS
 
Your part icipation will contribute to the advancement of knowledge through a better understanding of
 
project portfolio management in dynamic environments. There is no risk of major discomfort
 
associated with your palticipation in this meeting. However you must be made a ware that some
 
questions might bring back to memory some unpleasant emotions associated with past e.xperiences at
 
work. You are free to decline to answer a question that you deem embarrassing without any
 
justification. Il is understood tha! the interviewer can decide to suspend or terminate the interview ifhe
 
reckons that your well-being is threatened.
 
CONFIDENTIA LITY
 
It is agreed that the information gathered during the interview is confidentia 1 and that only the
 
me.mbers of the research team will have access to the audio tapes and the content oftheir transcriptions.
 
The research mtterial (tapes and transcriptions) and the consent forms will be stored separately in
 
locked filing cabinets a! the res.carcher's premises for the duration of the project. The tapes and the
 
consent forms will be destroyed Iwo years aile)' the las! publications.
 
In addition the main researeher bas signed a non-dise los ure agreement with your frrm. 
VQLUNTARY PARTICIPATION 
Yo.ur partic ipation in this project is voluntary. This means that you accept to paIticipate in the project 
under no cons traint or external pressure and that you are free to tenninate your palticipation at any 
time dur.ing the research. In this event and upon your request the infonmtion conceming you will be 
destroyed. Your agree ment to participate also involves that you accept that the research team will be 
able to use. the information collected (for example towards publications, conferences and scientific 
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presentations) under the condition that no information allowing identifying you will be disclosed 
publicly without your prior consent. 
FINA NCIA L COMPENSAnON 
It is agroed that you will receive no fmancial compensation for this interview other than your rogular 
salary paid by your emp loyer, 
QUESTIONS ONTHE PROJECT OR REGARDING YOUR RlGHTS? 
You can contact the main researcher at + I-S 14-987-3QOO ex!. 9004 or yvan.petit@courrier.uqam.ca 
regarding any additional questions on the p.roject and about your rights while pa11icipating in this 
research. The. re.search ethies committe.e of UQAM has determined that the collection 0 f data linked to 
the present study Iœets the ethics standards for research involving human subjects. 
For information on the responsibilitie.s of the research team regarding the research ethics or to 
formulate a co.mplaint or comments, yo.u can contact the president of the institutional commiltee on 
research elhics, Joseph Josy Lévy, at +1-514-987-3000e ex!. 4483. He can also be joined at the 
committee s.ecretary at +1-514-987-30QO # 7753. 
ACKNOW LEDGEM ENT 
Your collaboration is essential for carry ing out this research and the research team would like to thank 
you for your participation. Ifyou would like to receive a written abstract of the main results ofthis 
research, ple.ase add your coordinates beJow. 
SIGNATURES: 
l, acknowledge to have read the present consent forrn and agree 
voluntarily to participate in this re.search project. 1 also acknowledge that the interviewer has 
salisfact{)rily answered all my questions and that 1 had sufficient tirœ to think about my decision to 
participate. 1 understand Ihat my participation in this research is completely voluntary and that 1 can 
terminate my involvement by notifying the researcher at any lime. Withdrawal from the research can 
be done without penalty ofany kind, and without any justification. 
Signature of in terviewee : Date : _ 
Naxre (black letlers) and coordinates: 
Signature ofresearcher: 
________________________________Date: 
Please keep a copy ofthis consent jOrm for future communications with the research team and give a 
copy to the researcher 
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